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SSL Visibility Appliance Overview 

The Symantec SSL Visibility appliance is a high-performance transparent proxy for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) network 
communications. You install the SSL Visibility appliance in the network and attach one or more security devices to it. 
The SSL Visibility appliance is able to decrypt the SSL traffic, enabling the attached security appliances to see the 
plaintext (that is, the original unencrypted data) in SSL encrypted connections. It eliminates the blind spot created by 
encrypted traffic, enables your organization to combat the threats hidden within SSL, while preserving user privacy and 
regulatory compliance. Powerful policies allow you to bypass specific types of traffic (such as financial or healthcare data) 
to maintain employee data privacy. 

NOTE 
Throughout this guide, the term SSL is used to mean both SSL and TLS, unless explicitly indicated. SSL has 
been largely replaced by TLS which is the more up-to-date standard derived from SSL. Both SSL and TLS traffic 
are present in networks today, and the SSL Visibility appliance is capable of inspecting both types of traffic. 

Symantec's SSL Visibility products provide three main functions: 

• Enabling other security appliances to see a non-encrypted version of SSL traffic that is crossing the network. This 
is called SSL inspection, as the security appliance is able to inspect the decrypted traffic for possible threats: 
something it cannot do when it sees encrypted traffic. 

• Offloading SSL decryption from a ProxySG. 
• Acting as a policy control point enabling explicit control over what SSL traffic is and is not allowed across the network. 

The SSL Visibility appliance can enforce SSL-specific policies and control user's ability to use SSL. 

NOTE 
SSLV treats untagged traffic as native VLAN 1, so you should not use VLAN 1 in your SSLV network. 

The SSL Visibility appliance is designed to work alongside existing security devices such as Intrusion Prevention Systems 
(IPS), Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), Data Loss Prevention systems (DLP), Network Forensic appliances, and so 
on. It provides a non-encrypted version of SSL traffic to the associated appliance while maintaining an end-to-end SSL 
connection between the client and server involved in the session. 

The SSL Visibility appliance is able to decrypt all forms of SSL traffic, such as HTTPS, SMTPS, POP3S, and FTPS. Unlike 
most other SSL proxy devices, the SSL Visibility appliance does not rely on the TCP destination port number being used 
by a session to determine if it is using SSL or not. The SSL Visibility appliance uses deep packet inspection (DPI) to 
identify SSL flows. This ensures that it can find and inspect any SSL traffic in the network, even if the traffic is using non-
standard port numbers. This is essential because data exfiltration typically happens on non-standard ports. 
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HTTP/2 traffic is supported on classic segments as well as on ProxySG mode segments when the ProxySG is running 
SGOS 7.1 or higher. If a ProxySG is running an earlier SGOS release that does not support HTTP/2 or if HTTP/2 is 
disabled on SGOS 7.x, the SSL Visibility appliance will strip HTTP/2 if it sees it and downgrade to HTTP/1.x. For classic 
segments and for non-proxy flows on ProxySG segments, you can optionally choose to downgrade HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x if 
an attached appliance on the segment does not support HTTP/2. 

The SSL Visibility appliance incorporates flow processing hardware and cryptographic acceleration hardware, enabling it 
to decrypt and re-encrypt SSL traffic as well as forward non-SSL traffic at multi-gigabit/s rates. 

NOTE 
Note that the SSL Visibility appliance sends all network traffic to the attached security devices, not just the 
decrypted traffic. It forwards non-SSL traffic, decrypted SSL traffic, plus any SSL traffic that was not decrypted 
(either because of policy or because the traffic was undecryptable). 

Security Devices Overview 
View example topologies for the different types of security devices you can deploy with your SSL Visibility appliance. 

You can connect three types of security devices to the SSL Visibility appliance: 

• Active 
• Passive 
• ProxySG 

Active Security Devices 

An active security device processes traffic from the SSL Visibility appliance and then returns the traffic back to the 
appliance. When a security device is in active mode, the device can block bad or non-compliant traffic. Examples include 
intrusion prevention systems (IPS), next‐generation firewalls (NGFW), and anti-malware/sandboxing solutions when 
deployed in IPS mode. An active device requires a minimum of two interfaces connecting it to the SSL Visibility appliance: 
one interface sends all traffic to the active security device and the second interface sends the controlled traffic back to the 
SSL Visibility appliance. 

Passive Security Devices 

A passive appliance consumes traffic without sending it back to the SSL Visibility appliance. When a security device is 
deployed in passive mode, it is capable only of triggering alerts when it sees bad or non-compliant traffic. Examples of 
passive devices include: 

• Intrusion detection systems (IDS) 
• Data loss prevention (DLP) appliances when deployed in detection-only mode 
• Other security appliances that perform security analytics and forensics and compliance analysis. 
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Symantec Security Analytics and Malware Analysis appliances are examples of passive devices that can be connected to 
the SSL Visibility appliance. 

A passive device only requires a minimum of one interface connecting it to the SSL Visibility appliance: an interface 
to send traffic to the passive security device. Since the passive device does not control the traffic, a second interface 
connection is not required. 

ProxySG Appliances 

When you have configured a ProxySG appliance to offload SSL decryption to the SSL Visibility appliance, network traffic 
is processed as follows: 

1. Traffic comes into the SSL Visibility appliance through its network interfaces. The SSL Visibility appliance applies 
any configured firewall rules (such as source/destination IPs and ports) before passing the traffic on to the ProxySG 
appliance. 

2. The ProxySG appliance proxies the connection and sends traffic back to the SSL Visibility appliance. 
3. The SSL Visibility appliance applies configured policy to inspect or perform other actions that are based on the ruleset 

and inspection services. 
4. For traffic that: 

– Matches decryption policy, the SSL Visibility appliance decrypts the content and sends it to the ProxySG appliance 
for analysis. 

– Does not match decryption policy, the SSL Visibility appliance sends the encrypted session data to 
the ProxySG appliance. The ProxySG appliance then uses its own security policy to decide whether to decrypt the 
session. 

5. The SSL Visibility appliance re-encrypts the traffic to send it onto the OCS. If the ProxySG appliance determines the 
session violates security policy, it resets the connection. In such cases, the SSL Visibility appliance also resets the 
connection and the SSL flow is terminated. 
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Multiple Security Devices 

You can have multiple security appliances that are connected to an SSL Visibility appliance and receiving the inspected 
traffic. A typical configuration would be an active device (such as an IPS) attached to an SSL Visibility appliance, and a 
passive device (such as a network forensic appliance) that receives a copy of the traffic. 

Inbound and Outbound SSL Inspection 
Learn about how the SSL Visibility appliance inspects traffic using either known server keys or trusted CA certificates. 

SSL Visibility offers two methods for inspecting SSL traffic: 

• The Known server key method relies on the SSL Visibility appliance having a copy of the server's private key and 
certificate. 

• The Certificate resign method relies on the SSL Visibility appliance having a trusted CA certificate. This 
certificate is used to sign SSL server certificates that have been intercepted and modified. 

Known Server Key Method 

You can only use the known server key method in the scenario where the SSL Visibility appliance administrator has 
access to the server private key and certificate information. This scenario is normally only the case if the SSL Visibility 
appliance and the server are managed and operated by the same organization or enterprise (that is, for "inbound" traffic 
to "your" internal servers). The following diagram illustrates an example topology in which traffic from an external client is 
inbound to the internal servers of the enterprise. The private key and certificate from each of the internal servers can be 
copied to the SSL Visibility appliance so that it can decrypt inbound SSL traffic. The enterprise controls the servers and 
the SSL Visibility appliance. 
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When you deploy the SSL Visibility appliance, the server certificate and key are installed on the appliance for every server 
to which you want to inspect traffic. The SSL Visibility appliance can use the key/certificate from a specific server to 
enable it to decrypt SSL sessions established with that server. 

Certificate Resign Method 

Certificate resign is used when it is impossible to obtain a copy of the private key and certificate of the SSL server. This 
scenario usually occurs for any SSL servers that are not controlled by the organization deploying the SSL Visibility 
appliance. In general, any outbound SSL traffic from an organization must be inspected using certificate resign. SSL 
Visibility's ability to resign certificates allows organizations to inspect outbound SSL connections to remote sites that 
do not release their certificates. The following diagram illustrates a basic topology in which a client in an organization's 
network is accessing servers outside the network. The organization would not have access to the private keys and 
certificates on these servers, so the SSL Visibility appliance must use the certificate resign method to decrypt outbound 
SSL traffic. The enterprise controls the client and the SSL Visibility appliance. 

How it Works 

The client initiates an SSL session to the server, and the server responds by sending its SSL server certificate to the 
client. As all traffic between client and server passes through the SSL Visibility appliance, it can detect and intercept the 
server certificate. 

Once the SSL Visibility appliance has intercepted the server certificate, it replaces the server's public keys with its own 
public keys and modifies the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) details in the server certificate. Having modified the server 
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certificate, the SSL Visibility appliance then resigns the server certificate using a Certificate Authority (CA) certificate and 
CA private key that is installed in the SSL Visibility appliance. 

The resigned server certificate is then sent over the network to the client. If the client trusts the CA that was used to sign 
the server certificate it receives, it does not generate any warnings. As the modified server certificate now contains public 
keys that are associated with private keys within the SSL Visibility appliance, it is possible for the SSL Visibility appliance 
to inspect the traffic. 

When certificate resign is used, the two SSL sessions always have different cryptographic session details and the SSL 
Visibility appliance has to re-encrypt the plaintext before sending it back to the network. 

As noted, the client must trust the CA used to resign the server certificate; otherwise it generates warnings indicating that 
the SSL session should not be trusted. To ensure that the client does trust the CA used by SSL Visibility, you can take 
either of these approaches: 

• The SSL Visibility appliance can generate a CA certificate and keys internally and can use these to resign server 
certificates. You can export the CA certificate that includes the CA public key from the SSL Visibility appliance. Then 
you can import it into the trusted CA store on the client; you only have to do this process on each client, but it only 
must be done once. 

• If the SSL Visibility appliance is deployed in a network that already has a private public key infrastructure (PKI), you 
can use it to issue an intermediate CA certificate and keys that can be loaded into the SSL Visibility appliance. As the 
intermediate CA is issued by the enterprise root CA, it is automatically trusted by all clients in the enterprise as are all 
server certificates that are signed by the intermediate CA. 

SSL Visibility Segments Overview 
Learn about the types of segments the SSL Visibility appliance supports. 

A network segment is a grouping of interfaces that receives a network feed. A segment instructs the SSL Visibility 
appliance on: 

• Which ruleset to use 
• What deployment mode to operate with for the network feed 
• How to distribute the decrypted SSL and other received traffic 

A segment contains some policy information, and is linked to a ruleset that contains most the policy information. 
The rulesets use lists to make it easier to have policies that apply to many different SSL sessions. 

To make a segment operational, you must activate it. 

The system can have multiple segments that are defined and can have more than one segment active at any point in 
time. For example, a system could have six rulesets that are defined (ruleset1 to ruleset6). The same system might 
have two active segments each using different ports on the SSL Visibility appliance. Segment A could be using ruleset1 
and segment 2 ruleset4 or both segments A and B could be using ruleset3. Inactive segments are not associated with 
physically ports on the SSL Visibility appliance until the point at which they are activated. 

NOTE 
SSLV treats untagged traffic as native VLAN 1, so you should not use VLAN 1 in your SSLV network. 

Types of Segments 

SSLV 5.x has two types of segments: 

• Classic segment—A network segment for active or passive security devices (excluding ProxySG appliances) that are 
connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

• ProxySG segment—A network segment in which one or more ProxySG appliances offload SSL decryption to an SSL 
Visibility appliance. When ProxySG segments are enabled with chaining mode, they may contain an active device 
(such as an IPS) on either side or both sides of the ProxySG device. 
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SSL Visibility 5.4 

An SSL Visibility appliance can have either or both types of segments. When a deployment includes both types, configure 
the classic segment first. 

Define a Segment 

To define a segment, indicate: 

• The deployment mode (and whether it is a ProxySG segment) 
• How to distribute the decrypted SSL and all other received traffic (which network interfaces on the SSL Visibility 

appliance go to which security devices) 
• The ruleset to use 

ProxySG segments also require that you identify the ProxySG device (serial number and IP address). 

SSL Visibility Ports Overview 
Learn about the types of ports the SSL Visibility appliance has and how port pairs with Fail-to-wire (FTW) 
capabilities function on the appliance. 

Ports on the SSL Visibility appliance are grouped into pairs. Each odd-numbered port is in a pair with the even-numbered 
port. The SV-S550 platform supports port pairs with and without FTW hardware. 

For pairs that have FTW hardware, the hardware directly connects together the two ports in a pair when the Failure Action 
for the segment is set to either Fail-to-wire (Auto Recovery) or Fail-to-wire (Manual Reset) and the appliance is powered 
off. All unconfigured port pairs that can bypass traffic enter FTW mode when the appliance is powered off. 

For pairs that do not have FTW hardware, if the appliance is powered off, the packets are dropped regardless of the 
Failure Action. 

Ports can have the following roles: 

• Network port: A network interface that is part of the "bump-in-the-wire." In an inline deployment, the SSL Visibility 
network ports are typically connected to a switch and a router. 

• Device port: A network interface that is connected to the primary security device that is receiving inspected traffic from 
the SSL Visibility appliance. Two device ports are connected to an active security device; one device port is connected 
to a passive security device. In ProxySG segments, one or two device ports are connected to the ProxySG, depending 
on whether it is a one-arm or two-arm proxy. 

• Copy port: A network interface that is connected to a secondary passive appliance that is receiving a copy of the 
inspected traffic. 
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Overview of the SSL Visibility Deployment Modes 
Four basic connectivity modes define how the SSL Visibility appliance and the associated security device are connected 
to each other and to the network. 

These modes are identified as: 

• Active-Inline 
• Passive-Inline 
• Active-Inline ProxySG 
• Active-Inline ProxySG with Chaining 

The Active / Passive designation refers to the associated security device and how it behaves. An active security device 
processes traffic from the SSL Visibility appliance and then returns the traffic to the device. A passive device simply 
consumes the traffic for analysis and reporting. The Inline designation refers to how the SSL Visibility appliance is 
connected to the network. When an SSL Visibility appliance is deployed inline, client/server traffic flows bidirectionally 
through the appliance. 

Active-Inline 

In an Active-Inline deployment, the SSL Visibility appliance is connected to the network inline, as shown in the following 
diagram. The appliance decrypts the SSL traffic and sends it to an active security device. If the active device finds traffic 
to be “bad” (for example, contains a virus or malware), the device blocks the traffic and the SSL Visibility appliance 
drops the flow. If the active device returns the traffic back to the SSL Visibility appliance, the appliance assumes it to be 
“good” (virus-free) and re-encrypts the traffic and sends it to the destination. 
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Passive-Inline 

In a Passive-Inline deployment, the SSL Visibility appliance is connected to the network inline, as shown in the following 
diagram. The SSL Visibility appliance decrypts the SSL traffic, and sends it to a passive security device for analysis. The 
SSL Visibility appliance re-encrypts the traffic and sends it to the destination. In this deployment mode the source and 
destination always see the original traffic, while the decrypted traffic is consumed by the passive device. 

Active-Inline ProxySG 

The SSL Visibility appliance is connected to the network inline, as shown in the following diagram. A ProxySG appliance 
offloads its SSL traffic to the SSL Visibility appliance for decryption. After the SSL Visibility appliance decrypts the SSL 
traffic, it sends it back to ProxySG for analysis. The SSL Visibility appliance re-encrypts the traffic and sends it to the 
destination. 
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Active-Inline ProxySG with Chaining 

The SSL Visibility appliance is connected to the network inline, as shown in the following diagram. A ProxySG appliance 
offloads its SSL traffic to the SSL Visibility appliance for decryption. After the SSL Visibility appliance decrypts 
the SSL traffic, it sends it back to ProxySG for analysis. The ProxySG device then sends the traffic to an active device, 
before sending the traffic back to the SSL Visibility appliance. The SSL Visibility appliance re-encrypts the traffic and 
sends it to the destination. 

SSL Visibility Policy Rules Overview 
Policies are the rules and guidelines on the actions for the SSL Visibility appliance to take when a condition has been met. 

You can create policies in the SSL Visibility appliance to control the following choices: 

• Which SSL sessions are inspected 
• What decryption method is used to inspect a specific session 
• Whether an SSL session that is not being inspected is cut through or dropped 
• Whether SSL sessions using specific cipher suites are allowed across the network 
• How SSL sessions that cannot be decrypted are handled 
• How SSL sessions with a specific certificate status are handled 
• How SSL sessions to servers using self-signed certificates are handled 

Inspection Service 

An inspection service is an ordered set of standard rules that determines how SSL traffic is decrypted and 
inspected (for example, what certificate to use for resigning). When you create an inspection service, SSL Visibility 
automatically creates the standard inspection rules, as shown in the following image. Two of the rules (highlighted in 
yellow) are disabled because they require a certificate to be specified for certificate resigning. After you generate the RSA 
and EC certificates, you can configure and enable these rules. 
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When traffic matches a defined rule, the SSL Visibility appliance takes the specified action, described in the following 
table. 

Decryptable Actions Decryption Method 

Decrypt (Certificate and Key known) Decrypt using known server key method. 

Replace Key Only Decrypt using key replacement. The SSL Visibility appliance 
replaces only the public key with one of its own internally 
generated keys; all other details of the certificate remain the same. 
(Used mainly with server certificates that are self-signed.) 

Decrypt (Resign Certificate) Decrypt using the certificate resign method. The SSL Visibility 
appliance modifies the original server certificate and resigns it with 
its own internal CA. Requires that clients trust the SSL Visibility 
CA. 

Decrypt (Anonymous Diffie-Hellman) Decrypt Anonymous DH ciphers. No server certificates are used 
in these sessions and nothing must be configured in the PKI store. 
This cipher suite is an old suite, now rarely used. 

Policy Rulesets 
A ruleset is a named set of options and rules that define how the appliance handles traffic on a network segment. You 
must create a ruleset before you can add a segment. 
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A ruleset has a fixed set of options and a variable number of rules. A rule is used to match against a specific SSL flow or 
set of flows. The SSL Visibility appliance can be specific in matching a flow using a rule, be more general by using a list of 
rules, or be “generic” in matching all flows. 

Rule Actions 

A rule action describes how the SSL Visibility appliance should handle an SSL session that meets the criteria that are 
specified in the rule. These actions are also possible default actions for Overload Action (the default action if the system is 
overloaded). 

Action Description 

Cut Through Traffic is sent to the security device without being decrypted. 
Traffic is forwarded directly from port to port. 

Drop Connection is dropped silently before decryption. No indication is 
sent to client or server. 

Reject Connection is reset before decryption. The source and destination 
IP addresses see that the connection was reset. 

Inspect Applies the specified inspection service to the remaining traffic 
that you do want to inspect. 

Mandatory Rules 
Create a rule that cuts through traffic to sites that are known to not support decryption. Symantec provides you with a list 
of these sites and updates the list with every software release. This rule has a Cut Through action and a Domain Name 
List called unsupported-sites. Trying to inspect traffic to these sites causes the application to break so you must have a cut 
through rule to prevent this issue. This type of rule is shown in the following screenshot. 
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Another mandatory rule is one with an Inspect action; this rule identifies the inspection service to use. The rule must be 
the last rule in the ruleset. 

Lists 

Lists can be referenced by rules in rulesets, allowing a single rule to be applied to more than one flow. Any flow that 
matches an entry in the list triggers the rule action. You can have lists of host categories, domain names, IP addresses, 
VLAN ranges, and so forth. 

Failure Modes and High Availability 
Learn about configuring the SSL Visibility appliance to automatically respond to certain types of failures that it detects. 

The term “failure option” refers to a set of responses that the SSL Visibility appliance performs when it detects a particular 
type of failure. The two types of failures that the SSL Visibility appliance can detect and respond to: 

• Link failure: This failure occurs when an interface goes down and when it is associated with a segment 
• Software failure: This failure occurs when the data-plane goes down and when it is associated with the device 

A segment is configured to operate in normal mode or High Availability (HA) mode. The failure actions that are taken by 
the device differ depending on whether the segment is configured for HA mode or not. If a segment is operating 
in HA mode, the behavior in response to a link failure differs. 
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In HA mode, you enable the SSL Visibility appliance to propagate a failure state to any connected Ethernet switches. 
You connect the primary SSL Visibility appliance to the switches in an order that allows traffic to flow to an alternate SSL 
Visibility appliance system. Configuring your system in this way maintains availability. When not in HA mode, link state is 
not propagated between links on a segment. 

System-software failures are handled by a failure mode state machine. Link failures are handled by a failure mode filter. 
This filter is located before the failure mode state machine. If a segment is operating in HA mode, the failure mode filter is 
active; otherwise, it is disabled. 

The following sections detail how link failures and software failures are dealt with, and how segments can be configured to 
respond to the impact of such failures. 

Link Failures 

The effect of a link failure on a segment is not configurable, however the segment behavior is different depending on 
whether it is operating in HA mode or not. Configuring HA mode enables the failure mode filter which is otherwise inactive. 

When not operating in HA mode, the failure of a link that is one of the links being used by the segment only has the 
following impact: 

• The link state for the affected link goes to down. 
• The link status LEDs for the affected link show that the link is down. 
• The appliance diagram on the Dashboard, which displays the status of the network interfaces, show that the affected 

link as down. 
• The Segments Status panel on the System Status screen shows the segment with a yellow background. 
• The System status indicator changes to red in the status bar. 
• The Network status indicator changes to red in the status bar. 
• The event is logged in the System Log. 
• If the link is part of the bump in the wire for an in-line segment, detection and inspection of SSL traffic ceases. 
• If the link is the link to the network tap in PT mode, detection and inspection of SSL traffic ceases. 
• If the link is to a passive appliance, SSL detection and inspection continue. In this scenario, at least one of the 

attached passive appliances is no longer receiving the inspected traffic. 

If the segment is operating in HA mode, then the following actions take place if a link being used by the segment goes 
down: 

• If the segment is Passive-Inline, then failure of any segment interface forces all the network facing interfaces in the 
segment down. 

• If the segment is Active-Inline, then failure of any segment interface (other than interfaces used for mirroring) forces all 
non-mirrored interfaces in the segment down. 

• The link state goes down for the affected links. 
• The link status LEDs show that the link is down for the affected links. 
• The appliance diagram on the Dashboard, which displays the status of the network interfaces, shows the affected link 

as down. 
• The egments Status panel on the System Status screen shows the segment with a red background. 
• The System status indicator changes to red in the status bar. 
• The Network status indicator changes to red in the status bar. 
• The event is logged in the System Log. 
• Detection and inspection of SSL traffic ceases. 
• All data-plane failures are ignored while a segment is in link failure mode. 
• Recovery from link failure mode is configurable. You can configure recovery either by a manual reset or by auto 

recovery. Auto recovery occurs when the fault that triggered the failure is removed. 
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Software (Data-Plane) Failures 

Software failures are triggered by one or more checks that are running in the background. These background checks are 
for the system and not for a specific segment. The subsystem running the checks provides a keep alive watchdog signal 
to the failure engine. If the failure engine does not receive the keep alive indication, then it triggers the failure mechanism. 

You configure the failure mode per segment. If you configure your segments with different failure modes, then the same 
failure might trigger different responses for different segments. Some of the failure modes require manual intervention to 
exit the mode. Other modes automatically exit when the condition that caused the failure and any other failure conditions 
are removed. See Configure Receive Interfaces with Segments for more details. 

The various failure modes that can be configured for a segment are: 

• Disable Interfaces 
• Drop Packets (Auto Recovery) 
• Fail-to-wire (Auto Recovery) 
• Fail-to-wire (Manual Reset) 
• Ignore Failure 

For bypass NICs, the failure mode that you set also determines the power-off-FTW action. 

Modes that invoke Fail-to-wire (FTW) cause the hardware FTW mechanisms to activate. When these mechanisms 
activate, they connect together pairs of external ports to ensure that traffic continues to flow through the network while the 
SSL Visibility appliance is failed. 

During a software failure state, any link state changes are processed as link failures and link failures have priority over 
software failures. 

When the issues that caused the software failure have been removed and all run-time tests have succeeded, the system 
generates a recovery event. Automatic recovery occurs once the recovery event occurs as long as the segment is 
configured to use one of the automatic recovery modes. If a manual recovery mode is in operation, then the manual 
reset will only be accepted after the system has generated a recovery event. Manual recovery is achieved by clicking 
the Manually Unfail icon on the Segments Status panel (Monitor > System Status). This tool is only enabled if 
Manual Unfail is allowed. This tool only has an effect if the condition that triggered the failure has not been resolved. 

Host Categories Overview 
Learn about how the Symantec Host Categorization service allows policy to be tailored to the URL category destination of 
an SSL flow. 

NOTE 
This feature is optional and requires the Host Categorization license. 

With this feature, you can write policy for a specific type of traffic that is based on the category of the URL. For example, 
you can configure a policy to cut through (that is, not decrypt) all traffic to financial services sites. These types of rules are 
typically created to ensure user privacy and regulatory compliance. To see a list of all the URL categories Symantec can 
identify, go to the following web page: https://sitereview.bluecoat.com/categories.jsp 

After installing a valid Host Categorization subscription license, the next step to using the Host Categorization service is 
to download the database from Symantec. The database contains millions of URLs and is growing every day. The SSL 
Visibility appliance checks for updates to the database every 10 minutes and automatically download the incremental 
changes. 

You can create a policy rule for a single host category or for a host categorization list. A host categorization list contains a 
set of categories that you want the SSL Visibility appliance to handle the same way. 
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Getting Started 
The topics in this section get the appliance up and running to decrypt and inspect SSL traffic. To view Quick Start Guides 
and other hardware appliance documentation, see the Hardware Appliances documentation site. 

Security Best Practices 
View best practices for running the SSL Visibility appliance securely. 

Sensitive Data 

SSL Visibility and other Symantec products that are deployed on customer premises as data processing tools offer 
features to enable or support the customer’s compliance with requirements such as the GDPR. For instance, as Data 
Controllers under the GDPR, SSL Visibility customers have several options to configure those features as best suited to 
the particular requirements that are applicable to them. 

Liken SSL Visibility data processing to the following analogy: “We make the turn signals in the car, but it’s the driver’s 
responsibility (and liability) to use them to indicate a turn.” 

Symantec neither has nor needs any knowledge of the particular requirements applicable to the customer, so the 
customer does not need to disclose any such information to Symantec for the product to be fully functional. Moreover, 
Symantec is not involved as a Data Processor in the operation of on-premise products, which means that the customer 
retains full control of all personal data that SSL Visibility collects, generates, or stores. 

The SSL Visibility appliance collects certain information, including personal data, in system logs regarding administrators 
who log in to configure the appliance. Customers can optionally upload additional data to Symantec using the “sosreport” 
feature to help Customer Support debug issues they are having. The personal data contained in “sosreport” includes 
administrator user names and IP addresses of client machines. 

SSL Visibility Session Logs contain the system host name and IP address. SSL Visibility packet capture files may contain 
sensitive data including, but not restricted to, IP addresses, host names, user names, user activity, and login credentials. 
Sensitive information should be reviewed and possibly edited or redacted by customers before submitting to Symantec 
Customer Support. Delete packet capture files if they are no longer needed. 

Managing User Access 

SSL Visibility offers ways to authenticate local users (accounts that are created on the system) and remote users 
(accounts that are managed by a remote LDAP or TACACS+ server). 

Role-Based Authentication 

The SSL Visibility appliance uses role-based authentication with separation of duties, which prevents authenticated users 
from performing undesired actions. For example: 

• The Manage Appliance role is for system and network administrators, who need to manage the system and network 
settings. 

• The Manage Policy role is for policy and compliance administrators, who need to manage rules for processing and 
decrypting SSL traffic. 

• The Manage PKI role is for PKI administrators who need to manage the cryptographic keys, certificates and CRLs on 
the appliance. 

• The Auditor role is for auditors, who need to view the appliance configuration and log files, but cannot modify any 
settings. 

Create different user accounts with different user roles to implement a level of privilege separation appropriate for the 
security policies and requirements set by the organization deploying the SSL Visibility appliance. Elevated privilege 
separation would prevent authenticated users from performing unauthorized functions, such as an auditor from modifying 
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the decryption policy. For more information about the functions authorized for each user role, refer to Table: User Roles 
and Privileges. 

When using local authentication, you assign the appropriate role when creating user accounts. When using remote 
authentication, you map the SSL Visibility user roles to TACACS+ privilege levels or to LDAP groups, depending on which 
type of authentication you are using. See Map TACACS+ Administrator Privileges or Map LDAP User Groups to SSL 
Visibility User Roles. 

Password Policy 

When local authentication is implemented, administrators have the ability to configure password policy. Ensure the 
password policy at a minimum meets the following default requirements for password complexity: 

• Password length: At least eight characters 
• Number of lower case characters: At least one 
• Number of upper case characters: At least one 
• Number of digit characters: At least one 
• Number of special characters: At least one 
• Prohibit common words 
• Prohibit whitespace characters 

Password complexity requirements apply to local user accounts and SNMPv3 User and Trap User passwords. They do 
not apply to TACACS+ or LDAP user accounts. When remote authentication is used, the password rules are controlled 
on the remote server, by the LDAP or TACACS+ server. However, these passwords should conform to similarly stringent 
policy. 

User Session Management 

Ensure administrators configure a session inactivity timeout to minimize open, unattended sessions on the appliance. By 
default, the Inactivity Timeout is enabled. You should keep this setting enabled and configure the minimum inactivity 
timeout consistent with user’s needs. The User Session Inactivity Timeout option applies to local and remote users. 

Furthermore, administrators should limit the number of concurrent logins allowed per user. The Concurrent Login 
Sessions controls the number of concurrent logins for the combined total of WebUI and SSH logins per user, both remote 
and local users. Combined with a session inactivity timeout, it helps to minimize unattended sessions on the appliance. 
This option is disabled by default. Enable Limit Concurrent Login Sessions Per User and configure the minimum 
number of concurrent sessions consistent with users' needs. 

See Limit Time of Idle User Sessions and Limit Concurrent Login Sessions for information on configuring these options. 

For enhanced security, the maximum number of unsuccessful SSH login attempts is limited to three. After three failed 
attempts, the SSH session is disconnected. 

Remote Authentication 

For security best practices, use LDAP, rather than TACACS+, since SSL Visibility has an option for encrypted LDAP 
communication (via TLS) when authenticating SSL Visibility appliance users. See LDAP Authentication for information on 
configuring an LDAP server for remote authentication using TLS. 

Depending on your company’s security standards, you may want to configure a Management Certificate Authority List 
that contains the CAs that signed the LDAP server’s certificate, then create an SSL Context for this list, and configure the 
remote-auth management service. See Management Trust for details. 

Whether you are implementing remote authentication via LDAP or TACACS+, you must decide whether you want the 
system to fall back to local authentication. Falling back to authenticating users against the appliance's local user list is 
useful in situations such as: 
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• When the remote authentication server is not available 
• When using device-specific local accounts that might not be maintained in the remote authentication server (such as 

the default administrator account 'admin') 
• When allowing automated functions (such as device interactions with Management Center) to bypass two-factor 

authentication mechanisms used by remote authentication servers 

CAUTION 
If you disable the Fallback to Local Authentication, you will be unable to access the SSL Visibility appliance in 
the event of a failure in the remote authentication infrastructure. 

For more information on fallback settings, see Set Remote Authentication Options. 

Management Interfaces Access Control 

Develop the SSL Visibility appliance in a secured network that appropriately restricts access to the appliance 
management network interfaces. Doing this will prevent non-authorized users from accessing the appliance management 
interfaces—WebUI, command line interface (CLI), and SNMP interface. Network administrators can use firewall rules to 
restrict access to the SSL Visibility appliance’s IP address. Authenticated users with the Manage Appliance role can also 
use the Access Control Lists feature to restrict incoming WebUI, CLI, and SNMP connections. 

To avoid a potential DNS rebinding vulnerability, set the hostname of the localhost to the DNS hostname for the appliance. 
To use the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) to log on to the In SSL Visibility appliance, the appliance hostname must 
match the FQDN exactly. 

For more information about controlling access to management interfaces, see Access Control Lists. 

Secure Network Connections 

The SSL Visibility appliance intercepts and decrypts network traffic on dedicated physical network interfaces, which are 
physically separate from the appliance management interfaces. The data interfaces do not provide management access 
to the SSL Visibility appliance. Although the data interfaces need not be subject to the same access control restrictions as 
the management network interfaces, they should be configured securely to segregate decrypted content from the general 
network. When connecting the SSL Visibility appliance to a ProxySG device, or any other device in the active loop, directly 
wire the device to the SSL Visibility appliance when possible, or use a dedicated network infrastructure (i.e., independent 
switches). 

Secure SNMP Monitoring 

The SSL Visibility appliance supports the more secure SNMP version 3, which supports authentication and encryption 
for SNMP monitoring. Even though SNMP versions 1 and 2c are also supported, keeping them disabled to prevent non-
authorized users from monitoring the appliance is the best practice. Additionally, use the default options of AES-128 for 
encryption and SHA1 (160 bit) for authentication for SNMP version 3. 

Consider configuring SNMP v3 Trap Users, which provides authentication and privacy passphrases, and requires 
configuration of the SSL Visibility appliance EngineID on the trap listener. For configuration information see Enable 
SNMPv3 Access. 

System and Session Log Monitoring 

Send SSL Visibility system and session logs to a remote syslog server and monitoring the logs. When monitoring these 
logs, look for critical process failures, segments failing, and unexpected user login attempts. Login credentials in the 
system logs are limited to logging username for auditing purposes. If you have sensitive flows that you don't want 
mentioned in the session log, uncheck the Include in Session Log option when defining or editing a rule. See Configure 
Rulesets to Handle SSL Traffic. 

When configuring remote syslog servers, set up secure connections by choosing TLS for the Protocol when defining 
the server. The TLS version is defined as part of the SSL context for the remote-logging management trust service. This 
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context specifies the minimum and maximum TLS versions used in remote logging sessions; as a security best practice, 
specify TLS 1.2 as the minimum and maximum version. See Set Up Secure Connections with a Remote Syslog Server 
and Management Trust. 

Secure Email Alerts 

When configuring an SMTP server that the SSL Visibility appliance will use to send alert messages, enable TLS for the 
most secure method of sending emails. See Add Alert SMTP Server. 

The SSL context associated with the email-alerts management trust service specifies the minimum and maximum TLS 
versions SSL Visibility uses when sending email alerts. You may want to create a custom SSL context for the email-alerts 
service; see Management Trust. 

Secure Connections with NTP Servers 

When NTP is enabled on the SSL Visibility appliance, the appliance periodically connects with the configured 
NTP server(s) and synchronizes its date and time. To avoid denial-of-service attacks against NTP servers, set up secure 
connections with the NTP servers you add to SSL Visibility. See Use NTP Servers. 

To ensure only secure NTP servers are used, delete any non-secure ones from the list. 

Certificate Resigning Using Secure Key Sizes 

When the SSL Visibility appliance policy decrypts an SSL flow using a “Decrypt (Resign Certificate)” rule, the appliance 
will modify and resign the flow’s server certificate. It signs the certificate using a resigning certificate authority configured 
through the WebUI. Resigning a server certificate with an insecure certificate authority key is a security vulnerability 
because it allows a downstream attacker to perform a man-in-the-middle attack and decrypt the encrypted TLS payload. 
When configuring resigning certificate authorities in the PKI store, use RSA keys of size 2048 bits or higher, or Elliptic 
Curve keys on curves of size 224 bits or higher. 

HSM Authentication Using Secure Key Sizes 

When using an HSM appliance for certificate resigning, the SSL Visibility appliance authenticates to the HSM using a TLS 
client certificate and key. Using insecure key sizes for client authentication may allow an attacker to impersonate an SSLV 
appliance and get a malicious certificate signed by the HSM. Clients are typically configured to trust the HSM signing key 
certificate, allowing the attacker to stage a man-in-the-middle attack. Configure client authentication to HSM appliances to 
use RSA client certificates and keys of size 2048 bits. 

SSL Visibility WebUI Keys and Certificates Using Secure Key Sizes 

The SSL Visibility WebUI is only accessible over encrypted and authenticated TLS connections. The WebUI server is 
configured with a private key and certificate for TLS authentication. Using insecure key sizes may allow an attacker to 
impersonate the WebUI server and cause appliance administrators to inadvertently reveal sensitive password information. 
Use RSA keys of size 2048 bits or higher for the appliance WebUI. 

For increased security, import a customer-supplied key and certificate to authenticate SSL Visibility WebUI connections. 
To import a key and certificate: 

1. From the Platform Management (system name) menu, select Import UI Certificate/Key. 
2. Upload the certificate and key files, or paste the certificate and key data on the Paste tab, supplying an encryption 

password if required, and click Add. 
3. Reboot the appliance to enable the changes to take effect. 
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Using Secure Cipher Suites 

Refer to Cipher Suites for a list of cipher suites that SSL Visibility supports. The table indicates the strength of each cipher 
suite (Strong, Adequate, Weak, Insecure). If possible, only use Strong cipher suites. To find out the cryptographic strength 
of the algorithms used in SSL sessions, you can view the Session Strength doughnut chart in the WebUI Dashboard. See 
Dashboard for more information. 

SSL Visibility currently does not provide a way to disable cipher suites, nor can the Administrator change the cipher suites 
for managing SSL Visibility. 

Wiping Appliance Hard Disk Before RMA 

The SSL Visibility appliance stores configuration data, log files and statistics on internal persistent storage. When 
decomissioning a deployed appliance or before returning an already configured appliance to Symantec, erase data on 
internal persistent storage devices. Erasing persistent data is done using the restore-defaults factory-defaults 
operation from the CLI: 

1. Connect via serial console to the appliance. 
2. Log on the CLI, and enter the enable password. 
3. Execute the restore-defaults factory-defaults halt command. 
4. The appliance clears the contents of the persistent storage devices, restores the factory default settings, and shuts 

down. 

After the appliance restarts, user data will be wiped. 

NOTE 
The wipe procedure used by the “restore-defaults factory-defaults halt” command may not purge all sensitive 
data from the internal storage devices. 

User Management 
The user menu has the name of the user currently logged in. For example, admin in the screen shown below. 

Change Password 

The Change Password option on the user menu changes the password for the user who is currently logged in to the 
WebUI. The Change Password option is not available when users are logged in via remote authentication (LDAP or 
TACACS+). 

Before changing your password, you should review the currently configured password policy which controls minimum 
password length, required characters (such as at least one number, one special character, etc.), and prohibition 
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of common words. See Create Password Policy for information on viewing and setting the password complexity 
requirements. 

To change your password: 

1. From the (User Menu), select Change Password. 

2. For Old Password, enter your current local user password. 
3. Enter New Password. The password must conform to the requirements set in the Password Policy panel. See 

Create Password Policy. 
The following special characters are allowed in passwords: 
ASCII: " ! \ # $ % & ' * + , - . / : < = > ? @ ^ _ ` { | } ~ 
Latin-1: ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ § ¨ © ª « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ (also: soft hyphen U+00AD) 
Latin-1 Math: × ÷ 
Unicode symbols: – — ― ‗ ‘ ’ ‚ ‛ “ ” „ † • … ‰ ′ ″ ‹ › ‼ ‾ ⁄ # 
Unicode currency: ₠ ₡ ₢ ₣ ₤ ₥ ₦ ₧ ₨ ₩ ₪ ₫ € ₭ ₮ ₯ ₰ ₱ ₲ ₳ ₴ ₵ ₶ ₷ ₸ ₹ ₺ ₻ ₼ ₽ ₾ 

4. Reenter the new password to Confirm New Password. 
5. Click OK. 

Logout 

Selecting the Logout option on the user menu will log the user off, and then display the login window.

 Initial Configuration and Setup 
When the system first boots, an administrator user account is available via a serial connection to the appliance for initial 
configuration and setup. Refer to the SSL Visibility Quick Start Guide poster that came with your appliance 
(also available as a PDF). 

Power On the Appliance 

The first time you plug the appliance in, it will start up automatically. After that, how an appliance behaves when power is 
restored after an outage varies with the model, as described in the following table. 

Table 1: S550 Power On Behavior 

State Before Power was Lost State After Power is Restored 

Booted and operational 
Powered down using the WebUI halt option 

Powered down using the WebUI reboot option 

Powered down using the CLI halt command 

Powered down using the CLI shutdown command 

Booted and operational 
Powered down 

Booted and operational 
Booted and operational 
Powered down 
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State Before Power was Lost State After Power is Restored 

Powered down using the power button Powered down 

If the appliance is powered down when power is restored, use the physical power button to power it back on. 

Bootup Behavior 

When booted the first time, SSL Visibility 5.x provides a default administrator user. You will use the administrator user to 
access the appliance for the first time and configure management IP address access. Before booting, establish a serial 
connection to the appliance, either directly or through a terminal server connection. 

1. Power on the appliance. When the console window displays, press Enter three times to activate the console. 
2. Enter “2” (Setup console) to launch the Initial Configuration Wizard (ICW). You will use the ICW menus to configure 

the management IP address, default gateway, and DNS server, and to set access passwords. 

3. Press Enter to access the ICW commands. 
4. Enter the IP address/netmask, IP gateway, and DNS addresses. IPv6 and IPv4 addresses are supported. Enter either 

an IPv4 or IPv6 address, but not both in the same command. 
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5. Set the console user password and the CLI enable password. 

6. (Optional) Secure the serial port. 
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7. When done, you can access the SSL Visibility WebUI management interface and the CLI. To access the WebUI, use 
port 8082, for example, “https://<IP_address>:8082” and log on with the user password. Access the CLI commands 
using the enable password. 

Once the appliance is through the initial configuration phase (including setting up the management interface IP address), 
you can access the WebUI with a browser. You will want to complete the following tasks, setting the date and time, 
verifying or editing the management network settings, installing the license, and setting up one or more additional users. 

Configure System Date/Time and Timezone 

To configure the system date and time use the Date/Time option on the Platform Management (system name) menu. 

NOTE 
If you artificially change the system's time and record a session in a log that already contains sessions with a 
Start Time later than the system's current time, the recorded sessions will not appear in the Session Log. For 
example, if you move the system time ahead by 1 month for testing, process some sessions, and then move the 
system time back to the actual time, the sessions with the future date will not be visible. 
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If NTP is enabled, the Date and Time fields will be disabled as these values are 
being set by the Network Time Protocol (NTP). If NTP is not enabled, click Edit 

to edit these settings. You can change the Timezone whether NTP is enabled or not. Configure the settings, then click OK 
to save the settings, and then Apply the changes. The screen will refresh. 

See Configure Date and Time for details on setting the date and time, and for using NTP servers. 

NOTE 
If you have changed the date, time, NTP, or timezone, you must click Apply to save your changes. 

Configure Management Network Settings 

To configure or change system settings, use the Platform Management (system name) > Management Network menu 
(see Set Up the Management Network for more information on all of the settings). The management network supports 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. 

NOTE 
The Management Network interface does not support DHCP in this release. 

The SSL Visibility appliance supports simultaneous access by both IPv4 and IPv6. The next figure shows an active IPv4 
configuration dialog on top of the Management Network panel. 
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NOTE 
Changes to any IP network settings require an appliance restart. 

Configure a Static IP Address 

1. Click Edit 

on the IPv4 Settings or IPv6 Settings panel; the Edit dialog opens. 

2. Enter the required data. Use the IP address/mask bits (CIDR) format to enter the IP address and netmask, such 
as192.0.2.1/24. If you are configuring an IPv6 address, enable IPv6. The IPv6 Link Local address shown in the IPv6 
Settings panel is derived automatically and presented for IPv6 settings; you cannot edit it. 

3. Click OK. The Edit dialog closes. 
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4. Click Apply to save and apply the changes. The changes to the network settings will only take place once a reload 
has occurred. 

NOTE 
After you click Apply, you must reload the appliance. Click Reload on the banner at the top of the screen. 

Use Access Control Lists to control incoming connections on the management interface. You can create denylists 
(never allow a connection) and allowlists (always allow the connection). See Access Control Lists for detailed 
configuration information. 

Configure Users 

SSL Visibility 5.x is configured with an administrator user the first time you start the system. After initial configuration is 
complete, you can add more users with specific roles and capabilities. You can also configure remote authentication with 
LDAP or TACACS+ servers. 

NOTE 
The default administrator user (admin) cannot be edited or removed. 

To create new user accounts on the system: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, click Local Users to display the User Management panel. 

3. Click Add 

to add a new user to the system. The Add User dialog opens. 
4. User ID : Enter a descriptive name for the user, up to 64 alphanumeric characters. The only special characters allowed 

are: . (dot) - (dash) _ (underscore). The ID must begin and end with an alphanumeric character. 
5. Roles : Assign one or more roles to the user being created. 

To assign more than one role click the first role, which will highlight the role, then hold down the CTRL key (Command 
key, for Mac users) and select additional roles until all the roles you wish the new user to have are highlighted. 

6. Enter and confirm a user Password. See Create Password Policy for password requirements and how to change 
them. 

7. Click OK to add the new user to the system. 

For information about the privileges of different roles, see Local User Management. 
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Users can change their own passwords at any time by logging on to the system and using the Change Password option 
on the user menu. See Change Password. 

Users with the Manage Appliance role or the default administrator (admin) can create users or edit user accounts to 
change roles or passwords. 

Licensing 

Each SSL Visibility appliance requires a license to activate inspection policy. The license is associated with an individual 
SSL Visibility appliance serial number. 

NOTE 
See SSL Visibility Licenses for further information on the License feature. 

Determine the Type of License 

View the license status on the front LCD panel and on the License panel. 

Perpetual: A license that does not expire. 

Subscription: A license that is valid for a set period of time. 

License Expiration 

At the end of a subscription license period, the license expires. A license expiration notification message is logged in the 
System Log (see Monitor System Log Entries). 

SSL Visibility supports automatic license updates. To enable this feature, click Edit 

in the License Settings panel to enable Auto Update License, click OK, and then Apply the change. 

If a valid SSL Visibility appliance license is not present, the following message will appear when a user logs in; it doesn’t 
appear for add-on licenses, such as Host Categorization: 
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When the SSL Visibility appliance license expiration is within 30 days, a "Pending License Expiration" message will 
appear on logging in. 

The status of the SSL Visibility appliance license is always visible in the header of the WebUI, shown next. 

The License status can be one of the following: 

• Green check mark 
: 

The appliance has a valid license installed and is not expiring within 30 days. 
• Yellow warning 

: 
The installed valid SSL Visibility appliance license expires within 30 days, or an add-on license has expired. 

• Red error 

: 
No valid SSL Visibility appliance license is installed, or has expired. 

You can still perform WebUI configuration tasks when there is no valid SSL Visibility appliance license installed. However, 
the SSL Visibility appliance will force all activated segments into fail-to-wire mode. Segments might be marked for 
activation, but the activation will not complete until a valid license is installed. When a valid license is installed, the 
appliance will automatically complete segment activation, and unfail the appropriate external interfaces. 

NOTE 
Interfaces that are not configured on a segment will not be unfailed when a valid SSL Visibility appliance license 
is installed. 

License the SSL Visibility Appliance 

Before you can license your SSL Visibility appliance, you must have the following: 

• The serial number of your appliance. To locate the serial number, go to (Platform Management) > Information. View 
the serial number under Chassis FRU Info. The serial number can also be found on the front panel LCD screen. 

• A myBroadcom account. For instructions on setting up an account, refer to the Getting Started web page. 

Download a License 

For more information on downloading a license, refer to the Getting Started web page. 

1. Log in to your myBroadcom account. 
2. Download your license from the My Entitlements webpage. 
3. Save the license file on a system that you can access from the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Install a License 

The following image depicts an appliance that does not have a license installed. 
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To install a lincense: 

1. Select (Platform Management) > License. 
2. Click Add. 

The Install License dialog opens. 
3. To install the license, use one of the following methods: 

– On the Upload License tab, click Browse to browse to the file location. 
– On the Paste License tab, paste in text copied from an exported license. 
– On the License from URL tab, supply the URL to download the file from a web server. 
– On the BTO Install tab, install the license directly from the portal. 

4. Click Add. You will see a confirmation message, and the specific appliance platform model. The license is now 
installed. All standard SSL Visibility appliance features are now operational. 

If you have difficulty installing a license, verify that the license file is valid, that it is for the correct appliance, and that the 
appliance is configured with the correct date and time. Contact Customer Support if you require assistance. 

You can also configure automatic updating for licenses. Click Edit 

in the License Settings panel to enable or disable this option. 

System Status 

To view the overall status of the appliance, select Monitor > System Status ( Monitor the System Status ). 
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Status details shown here feed into the summary status indicators for System, Load, Network, and License that appear 
in the status bar in the banner. The appliance uptime is also indicated (for example, Up for less than an hour, 0:37:27) 
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Install a Local CA for Certificate Resign 
Before the SSL Visibility appliance can be used to inspect traffic using certificate resign mechanisms it must have at 
least one CA certificate and private key installed which can be used to do the resigning. A CA can either be created 
by the SSL Visibility appliance (and self-signed or sent off for signing by another CA) or can be imported. If the SSL 
Visibility appliance has more than one CA for resign installed then it is possible to use different CAs to resign different SSL 
sessions by choosing the appropriate CA in the policy configuration. 

Management of local Certificate Resigning Authorities is done with the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities option 
on the PKI menu. 

If the SSL Visibility appliance is operating in an environment where SSL server certificates signed by the CA using an EC 
key are present, you must create or load one or more resigning CAs which use EC keys. When creating a self-signed CA 
on the appliance, you can specify if the CA should use RSA or EC keys. The type of key being used by a resigning CA is 
shown on the WebUI. 

Local Resigning CA Specific Tools 

Tool Description 

When you edit a Resigning Certificate Authority, you have the 
option to add a CRL URL; this URL location is inserted into any re-
signed server certificates signed by the resigning CA. (See Export 
a CRL for steps on exporting the CRL that is referenced in the 
CRL URL field.) In addition, the Certificate Chain External CAs 
option specifies the policy list that contains the authority. Imported 
External Certificate Authorities and Trusted External Certificate 
Authorities are default lists but additional lists may be available 
depending on the policy lists configured on your system. 

Generate a new Resigning Certificate Authority 

Add a Resigning Certificate Authority by importing an existing CA 
and key 

The following subsections consider each of these ways of adding a Resigning Certificate Authority. 

Create a Local CA 

Go to PKI > Resigning Certificate Authorities. In the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel, click Generate 

to generate a CA, bringing up the Generate Certificate dialog. Enter the basic data required in a CA, including the key 
size and validity period. Once the data is input, choose to: 

• Generate a self-signed local CA, or 
• Generate a certificate signing request (CSR) 
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If you select Generate self-signed CA, there are no further steps. The CA is generated and added to the set of resigning 
certificate authorities in the system. As this CA is self-signed, it will not be trusted by client systems until it has been 
exported and added to the list of trusted CAs on the client system. See Trusted Certificates for details on how to do this. 
Click Apply in the banner that displays at the top of the screen and the certificate is saved and installed, and an entry in 
the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel displays, with an indication that no CSR has been generated for this 
certificate. 

If you select Generate a CSR, the system generates a PEM format CSR. It needs to be sent to the Certificate Authority 
that is going to sign it. 

You can either copy the text in the Certificate Signing Request PEM field into a file, or export the CSR (see Export a 
CSR ). The file then must be communicated to the CA that will sign the final Resigning Certificate Authority certificate. 

The CSR is for a Certificate Authority and not for a normal SSL server certificate. The CA that will be used to sign this 
certificate will in almost all cases be the root CA of a private PKI domain and NOT a public CA. If the organization has 
a private PKI domain and client machines in the organization are configured to trust the private root CA then the CSR 
should be presented to the private root CA and the private root CA should sign this to create a private Intermediate CA 
which can then be loaded onto the SSL Visibility appliance and which the client machines will trust as it is signed by the 
private root CA that they already trust. 

NOTE 
Public Certificate Authorities will sign CA CSR requests to create Intermediate CAs that are publicly trusted but 
there are onerous conditions and significant costs involved in doing this. 
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After the CSR has been generated, an entry appears in the Local Resigning Certificate Authority panel. Note that 
the certificate cannot be used until the signed certificate is received from the CA and imported into the SSL Visibility 
appliance. See the next section. 

Import a CA 

If you already have a CA that you want to use as an Resigning Certificate Authority in the SSL Visibility appliance, you can 
import it and install it in the system. You will need both the CA certificate and the private key for the CA in order to install it 
on the system. 

Click Add 

in the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel to open the Add Local Resigning Certificate Authority dialog. 
You can either browse to and upload the files containing the certificate and private key, or paste the certificate and private 
key in directly. 

If the certificate and key being imported have been encrypted and protected with a password, you must check Encrypted 
and type the password in the Password field. 

Import Known Server Keys 
To inspect traffic going to an internal SSL server, the easiest approach is to use a known server mode which requires 
that a copy of the server's SSL certificate and private key are loaded into the SSL Visibility appliance. Use the Known 
Certificates and Keys option on the PKI menu to import new certificates and keys. Known server certificates and keys 
are imported into the all-known-certificates-with-keys list, and can then be copied to custom lists if required. 
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There are two panels, one to choose the list that is to be operated on and the other to manipulate the contents of that list. 
Initially there will only be one list, called all-known-certificates-with-keys; it will have no certificates in it. 

In order to import the first known server key and certificate, click the all-known-certificates-
with-keys entry in the Known Certificates with Keys List panel, then click Add 

. 

The Add Known Certificate with Key dialog opens. Either specify the files to import, or paste in the key and certificate 
details and click Add. If the key and certificate are valid, a message confirming that the certificate has been added 
displays, including a View Details button. You will see that the key displays as a row in the Known Certificates with 
Keys panel. 

Click Apply to save the imported certificates and keys to the secure store. 

Deployment Examples 
Use the following deployment examples when configuring classic and ProxySG segments. 

Classic Deployment Examples 
The following are example deployements for security devices (excluding ProxySG appliances) that are connected to the 
Key definition for "ProductName" not found in the DITA map. appliance. 

Outbound Inspection 

The figure below shows an outbound monitoring scenario. The monitored web browsers or other SSL clients are located 
in the private network (intranet), and the monitored servers are typically located in the Internet or in partner’s extranets. 
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For this scenario, the SSL Visibility appliance is typically deployed adjacent to the firewall or router which leads to the 
Internet. The SSL Visibility appliance needs to be deployed on the public side of the firewall if the firewall itself generates 
SSL encrypted traffic that needs to be inspected (for example, if the firewall also includes SSL VPN capabilities) or if 
the network topology requires deploying the SSL Visibility appliance at that location (such as when the firewall also 
aggregates multiple network segments). 

For all other cases, deploying the SSL Visibility appliance on the private side of the firewall is advisable. In this 
deployment, traffic would be inspected using certificate resign (see Certificate Resigning Method) as the SSL servers are 
not under the control of the enterprise deploying the appliance; thus, it is not possible to obtain copies of the server private 
key/certificate for these servers. The client systems in this deployment will need to trust the Certificate Authority used by 
the SSL Visibility appliance to resign server certificates. The Symmetric Passive-Inline connection mode (Passive-Inline 
Mode) is used in this example. 
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Inbound and Outbound Inspection 

High Availability Deployment 

Although an SSL Visibility appliance segment has fail-to-wire capabilities provided by the Netmod to ensure connectivity, 
in most scenarios where hardware has failed or software is temporarily not available, some customers prefer to deploy 
multiple SSL Visibility appliances, as this will ensure that in these scenarios traffic continues to be inspected. 

Key to this deployment is having the SSL Visibility appliance segment configured in HA mode with the software failure 
mode set to Disable Interfaces, and with link state mirroring enabled on the Ethernet switch devices. 
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If there is a failure in SSL Visibility appliance A, its attached security appliance, in either of the Ethernet switches (A1 or 
A2), or should any of the links along the path fail, the link down state will propagate. Standard mechanisms, such as the 
Spanning Tree Protocol or the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol, ensure that traffic is rerouted over the link between 
switches B1 and B2 that passes through SSL Visibility appliance B (dashed line in the figure above). 

Availability can be further improved by including additional links between switch A1 and B1 and between switch A2 and 
B2 (shown as dashed lines in the figure). This ensures that traffic can flow from Network X via A1 to B1, and then through 
SSL Visibility appliance B if required. Depending on the required availability levels and the built in redundancy features of 
the switches devices A1 and B1 might be combined into a single device, with A2 and B2 being similarly combined. 

Example Passive-Inline Mode Inspection 
The following example shows the steps for configuring the SSL Visibility appliance in Classic (non-ProxySG) mode to 
exclude traffic that is destined for a number of SSL servers. In this example the SSL Visibility appliance is deployed in 
Passive-Inline mode as described in Passive-Inline Mode. This example illustrates how to use custom lists to enable 
a single rule to apply to traffic going to multiple destinations and how to apply policy to SSL traffic that is not being 
inspected. 

The steps involved are: 

• Create a ruleset that contains rules to handle traffic going to specific destinations that you do not want to inspect 
• Add an Inspection Service (that uses the resigning CA) to inspect remaining traffic 
• Create a list of destinations for use by a single rule 
• Create a segment for passive-inline operation 
• Activate the segment to start inspection 

The next figure shows the edit options screen for a ruleset called passive-Inline-example that has already been added to 
the rulesets on the system. 
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Before adding any rules to this ruleset we will create a list of Domain Names that will allow a single rule to apply to SSL 
sessions to multiple destinations. 

To create the list, click Add 

in the Domain Names List panel, then give the new list the name “webmail destinations.” 
After creation, select the empty list in the Domain Names List area, then click Add 

in the Domain Names List panel, so a name is added to the list. Two Domain Names have been added to the list. At the 
top of the screen is a Policy Changes notification, with options to Apply or Cancel the change. Click Apply to complete 
the process and to save the new list to disk. 

Now that the list exists, go back to the ruleset and add a rule to use this list. In this example, the rule action is Drop. Verify 
that the radio button beside Domain Name List on the SSL tab is selected, and select webmail-destinations from the 
drop down menu. 

In this example, the Destination Port could also be set to 443. This option is on the TCP/IP tab. The effect of this rule will 
be to drop any traffic going to a server that has a DN which is in the webmail-destinations list and where the destination 
port number is 443. If there was any traffic to one of the servers on the list that had a destination port number other than 
port 443 then this rule would not be triggered. 
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Having created the rule to exclude traffic from inspection, click OK. 

The example above illustrates how to create and use a list in a rule. You will also likely want to add a Cut Through rule 
for traffic to sites on the unsupported-sites list, to ensure they continue to function properly. This Domain Names List is 
installed with the SSL Visibility software, and starting in v4.3.x, contains a list of Symantec-related sites. You cannot edit 
the default list. To add more sites to it if necessary, create a custom unsupported-sites list. See Domain Names List for 
more information, including instructions for creating a custom unsupported-sites list. 

Next, you will need an Inspect rule, that references a previously created Inspection Service, to inspect traffic you did 
not exclude in the previous rules. See Configure Inspection Services to Inspect Traffic for information on creating an 
Inspection Service. Add the Inspect rule to the ruleset. To add the rule, select Inspect as the Action, and choose a 
previously created Inspection Service. 
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As the default action for this ruleset is “cut-through” any SSL traffic which does not match the rule will be cut through and 
will not be inspected. If you wanted to prevent traffic to a specific SSL site then you could add another rule to the ruleset 
that matched on the specific Domain Name for that site, and had an Action to drop the traffic. 

The next figure shows how the ruleset displays after rules described above have been added. 
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Having created the rules, click Apply at the top of the screen. You will be able to see that the rules are now part of the 
ruleset. 

The final part of the process is to create a segment, configure it to use the ruleset just created, and then activate it. 

To create a segment, go to the Policies menu and select Segments, then click Add 

in the Segments panel, and follow the process described in Segment Configuration in Classic Mode, but choosing a 
Passive-Inline segment type. Click Apply at the top of the screen to complete the process and save to disk. The next 
figure shows the segment after it has been completed and saved. Notice that: 

• The ruleset created above is configured as the ruleset to be used for this segment. 
• The local session log has been turned on for this segment. 
• All interfaces are currently up. 
• The segment ID is A. 

The final figure shows the segment status once it is active. The interface numbers indicate how the device should be 
wired up to the network. In this example: 

• Interfaces 1 and 2 connect to the network making the SSL Visibility appliance a bump-in-the-wire 
• Interface 3 connects to the attached passive security appliance 

The green background indicates that the segment is active. If there is SSL traffic to the server then the SSL Session 
Log should show this. See SSL Session Log for details on the session log and other monitoring tools. The details for the 
passive-inline segment configured (segment A) are shown on the next figure. 
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Proxy Deployment Examples 
SSL Visibility supports several possible deployments with Blue Coat ProxySG running SGOS 6.7.1 or later. 

General Requirements 

• To participate in SSL Offload, both SSL Visibility and ProxySG appliances must have valid licenses with birth 
certificates installed. 

• The ProxySG license should include the SSL feature. 
• The ProxySG appliance must be running the SGOS 6.7.x release. 
• The ProxySG appliance should be fully configured to process SSL traffic (SSL intercept rule set). 
• The ProxySG appliance must be reachable at Layer2 from the SSL Visibility appliance. 
• A load balancer, or any other extra device, cannot be configured in the active loop with ProxySG appliances. 

ProxySG Mode Deployment Topologies 

ProxySG mode supports several topologies, which are configurable after ProxySG Mode is enabled during SSL Visibility 
segment creation. 

Dual-Arm Proxy 

The following two ProxySG mode options are dual-arm topologies, which are connected by a bridge or router. When these 
ProxySG-mode topologies are enabled without chaining, they are paired-port configurations; all traffic (including broadcast 
packets) is sent from each network port to the associated (paired) application port, and from each application port to the 
associated network port. 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Appliance 
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Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Network 

SSL Visibility supports multiple routed ProxySG devices that are connected using one or more switches in paired-port 
configuration to an SSL Visibility appliance. See Multi-Routed ProxySG Deployments for a configuration example. 

Inline Bridged Deployment 

In this example, network and application ports are paired. Traffic coming into each SSLV network port is sent to the 
associated application port. 

Dual-Arm Proxy with Active Devices 

When these ProxySG-mode topologies are enabled with chaining, all traffic is sent from the network port through the 
active device (A/B) to the ProxySG ports. All SSL traffic is inspected by the SSL Visibility appliance, as defined by the 
ruleset and Inspection Service configured for the segment. The following ProxySG mode options are enabled with devices 
in an active loop. 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Appliance 

Chained Appliance A 
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Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Appliance 

Chained Appliance B 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Appliance 

Chained Appliance A/B 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Network 

Chained Appliance A 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Network 
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Chained Appliance B 

Active-inline 

Paired ProxySG 

Fail-to-Network 

Chained Appliance A/B 

One-Arm Proxy 

The one-arm proxy option can be used in a virtually inline topology (such as WCCP) or physically inline (an explicit proxy). 

Active-inline 

Multi-proxy Capable 

Fail-to-Appliance 

In a one-arm proxy with a single proxy device attached and without chaining, the application port behaves as a paired port 
with the associated network port. If multiple proxy devices are attached, traffic is switched from the single network port 
to multiple application ports, based on the MAC of each attached proxy. Broadcast or multicast packets from the network 
port are sent to all application ports. 

SSL traffic that is not destined for a proxy device is dropped. SSL traffic directed to a proxy device is inspected by the SSL 
Visibility appliance, as defined by the ruleset and Inspection Service configured for the segment. 
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Virtually Inline Deployment 

In the example above, the SSL Visibility appliance is responsible for switching the traffic to the correct application port. 
ARP requests are periodically sent to resolve MAC addresses, and SSL Visibility maintains a proxy MAC to application 
port mapping table. 

A load balancer, or any other extra device, must be configured as shown in the example, and not in the active loop 
with ProxySG appliances. 

Out-of-Path Deployment 

The following proxy mode option is a one-arm, network out-of-path topology. In this scenario, traffic is switched in both 
directions, from network ports to application ports and from application ports to network ports. Source MAC learning is 
employed on network ports. Traffic from application ports to network ports is switched based on the Layer2 switch table. If 
a MAC is not found, traffic is sent to both network ports. Broadcast and multicast traffic from one network port is sent to all 
application ports and to the second network port. Broadcast traffic from application ports is sent to both network ports. 

SSL traffic that is not destined for a proxy device is cut through to the second network port. SSL traffic directed to a proxy 
device is inspected by the SSL Visibility appliance, as defined by the ruleset and Inspection Service configured for the 
segment. 

Active-inline 
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Multi-proxy Capable 

Fail-to-Network 

Out-of-Path with Active Devices Deployment 

The following proxy mode options are one-arm, network out-of-path topology with devices in an active loop. The traffic 
is switched in both directions, from network ports to application ports and from application ports to network ports. This 
deployment option works exactly like an out-of-path deployment for all unicast, multicast, and broadcast traffic. SSL traffic 
not destined for a proxy device is sent to the second network port through the active devices. SSL traffic directed to a 
proxy device is inspected by the SSL Visibility appliance, as defined by the ruleset and Inspection Service configured for 
the segment. This inspected and decrypted traffic is sent to the proxy through the connected active devices. 

Active-inline 

Multi-ProxySG Capable 

Fail-to-Network 

Chained Appliance A 

Active-inline 

Multi-ProxySG Capable 

Fail-to-Network 

Chained Appliance B 

Active-inline 

Multi-ProxySG Capable 

Fail-to-Network 

Chained Appliance A/B 
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After configuring any segment for ProxySG mode, you must add a ruleset (the ruleset will include an Inspect rule that 
points to an Inspection Service), and configure the Proxy Device IDs and IP Settings. 

Work with a SafeNet Java HSM 
Configure an SSL Visibility appliance to work with an HSM appliance. 

A Hardware Security Module (HSM) provides additional security for storing cryptographic keys and certificates. The SSL 
Visibility appliance is able to use a network-attached HSM appliance to store resigning CA keys, and to perform digital 
signature operations. 

The SSL Visibility appliance interacts with an HSM on its management interface. It exchanges signing requests and 
responses with the attached HSM appliance, over HTTPS. When mutually authenticated during the SSL handshake, the 
SSL Visibility appliance sends resigning CAs data to the HSM; the HSM signs the data and returns the signature to the 
SSL Visibility appliance. 

An SSL Visibility appliance can work with multiple HSM appliances, and multiple SSL Visibility appliances can work with 
the same HSM. 

SSL Visibility Appliance to HSM Resigning CA Options: 

• One CA per HSM: Appliance goes to each CA in turn, load balancing among CAs, and in effect, among HSMs 
• One CA, multiple HSMs: Appliance goes to each HSM in turn, balancing among the HSMs 

HSM Failure Mechanism 

In the event that an Inspection Service using an HSM to sign cannot work due to lack of response from the HSM, the 
attempt is logged, and the flow will be rejected. The following describes SSL Visibility policy evaluation when HSM CAs 
cannot be reached: 

If a single HSM in a group fails to respond, the flow being resigned is rejected, and the HSM is put into a disabled state. At 
this point, the SSL Visibility appliance uses a heartbeat mechanism to check the HSM health and will not send any resign 
requests to this HSM until it begins to respond. Once the health check is passed, SSL Visibility adds the HSM back into 
the available pool of HSMs for resigning. 

For an HSM group with more than one HSM, if a single HSM fails, the HSM group will remain active and continue to 
resign matching flows. Flows in-flight to the faulty HSM will be impacted at the time the HSM is marked down. Once the 
flow is retried, it will be sent to a healthy HSM within the group for resigning. 
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If all HSMs in a group fail to respond, SSL Visibility disables the top-level rule that calls the Inspection Service that 
references that HSM group. Any flows in-flight to be resigned by an HSM in that group is rejected, similar to a single 
HSM failure described above. All new flows are evaluated against the updated policy and skip the inactive Inspection 
Service rule. It is recommended that you create a rule to apply the appropriate policy action when this condition occurs. 
For example, add a subsequent rule with a cut or reject policy. After SSL Visibility's heartbeat mechanism detects that an 
HSM has recovered, the original Inspection Service rule becomes active, and traffic will be decrypted again. 

See Troubleshooting Inspection with HSM Resigning for more information on HSM failures. 

SSL Visibility/HSM Configuration Steps 

Symantec provides an HSM Agent and CLI to install on the SafeNet Java HSM, which will be used to interact with SSL 
Visibility appliances. 

An SSL Visibility appliance/HSM configuration has these basic steps, assuming the HSM is properly configured: 

1. Add the HSM's certificate to the SSL Visibility trusted certificates list. See Add a Trusted Certificate. 
2. Configure the client certificate(s) used to authenticate with the HSM(s). See Add a Client Certificate. 
3. Configure an External CA(s) list used to authenticate the HSM. See Configure External CA Lists. 
4. Add the HSM, using the client certificate(s) and External CA List(s) configured above. See Add an HSM . 
5. Configure HSM resigning CA(s) using the HSM appliance configured above. See Add Resigning Certificates. 
6. Add the HSM resigning CAs configured above to HSM resigning CA load balancing group(s). See Load Balancing 

Groups. 
7. (Optional) Enhance security by configuring HSM Mode, to add an extra layer of encryption to the keys in the known-

certificates-with-keys list within the PKI store on the SSL Visibility appliance. See HSM Mode with a Server Key 
Protection Group for information. 

8. Configure resign rule(s) in SSL Visibility appliance policy using the HSM resigning CA load balancing group(s) 
configured previously. See Use HSM Configuration in Policy. 

NOTE 
Failure to apply changes might cause a manual HSM test to fail. For example, if you add an External CA to the 
External Certificate Authorities Lists but don’t click Apply to complete the update, the test might fail due to using 
the incorrect External CA. 

PKI Basics for HSM 
A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical device that safeguards and manages digital keys for strong 
authentication and provides cryptoprocessing. HSM validation requires an external certificate authority list on the SSL 
Visibility appliance. The SSL Visibility appliance will validate non-self-signed HSM certificates using the external CA list 
selected for that HSM in the PKI > HSM Appliances panel. The appliance will validate the server certificate chain. 

• The CN or SAN in the HSM certificate must match the HSM appliance hostname or IP address for validation to 
succeed. 

• The HSM must be configured to use 2048-bit or 3072-bit web server keys. 
• TLS connections to the HSM are allowed only when using the following SSL cipher suites: 

– AES128-SHA256 
– AES256-SHA256 
– DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256 
– DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA256 
– AES128-SHA 
– AES256-SHA 
– DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA 
– DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA 
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Add a Trusted Certificate for HSM 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

The SSL Visibility requires a trusted certificate for the communication channel with the HSM. The SSL Visibility appliance 
will only validate a self-signed HSM certificate if it is a Trusted Certificate. 

The communication channel certificate is the HSM server certificate which the SSL Visibility appliance will use to verify 
and trust the HSM. 

Highlight the all-trusted-certificates item in the Trusted Certificates Lists panel, then click Add 

in the Trusted Certificates panel. The Add Trusted Certificates dialog opens. 

Upload the .pem or DER certificate file, or paste its text into the appropriate tab, then click Add. 

The new certificate will appear in the Trusted Certificates panel. 

NOTE 
Make note of the identifying details such as the DN and the key alias. 

Add a Client Certificate for Each HSM 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

The SSL Visibility appliance is a client to an HSM server, so the HSM must have a client certificate to authenticate the 
SSL Visibility appliance. The SSL Visibility appliance must have a client certificate for each HSM it interacts with. The 
client certificates must be available to create policy. The “Manage PKI” role is required. 

PKI Notes 

• Client RSA keys are restricted to 2048-bit and 3072-bit. 
• Client Elliptic Curve keys are limited to keys generated on P-xxx, B-xxx, and K-xxx EC curves with primes of at least 

244 bits. 

Generate a Client Key and Self-Signed Certificate 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
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2. To generate a client key and self-signed certificate, click Generate 

. 
3. Fill out the Generate Certificate and Key form. 
4. Click Generate self-signed. 

When the certificate has been created, you will see a confirmation message: 

Generate a Client Key and a CSR 

You can generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), and get it signed by a third-party resigning CA. 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
2. Click Generate 

. 
3. Fill out the Generate Certificate and Key form. 
4. Click Generate CSR. 
5. Send the CSR to your third-party CA, and have it signed. 
6. Upload or copy in the signed certificate using the Install Certificate 

tool. 

Import a Client Key and Signed Certificate 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
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2. Click Add 

. 
The Add Client Certificate and Key dialog opens. 

3. To upload an already-signed certificate file in PEM, PKCS#8, DER, or PKCS#12 format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File buttons to select the certificate and key files. 
b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. Copy the key text and paste it in the Key Data box. 
d. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
e. Click Add. 

Configure an External CA List for HSM 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

Configure an external CA list used to authenticate the HSM appliance. 

1. Import CAs for the HSM appliance into the imported-external-certificate-authorities list. 
2. (Optional) Create a custom list just for the HSM CAs. 
3. Specify the name of the External CA List when adding the HSM. 

Add an HSM 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 
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Use the PKI > HSM Appliances panel to manage attached HSM appliance connections. A user must have a Manage 
PKI role to add, remove, and edit HSM appliances. Users with Manage PKI and Manage Policy roles can view configured 
HSM appliances. 

Hostname/IP Address: Enter the hostname that displays in the HSM-created certificates. 

Port: Use the default 8443 port. 

Minimum and Maximum TLS Protocol Version: Select the TLS versions allowed for the HSM connection. SSL Visibility 
supports only TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 (recommended). 

Client Certificate and Key (RSA Only): Select the client certificate created for the specific HSM. 

External CA List: Select the External CA List used to authenticate this HSM appliance. You configured this list in the 
previous step, Configure External CA Lists. 

Add HSM Resigning Certificates 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

The SSL Visibility has an HSM Certificate Authorities Groups list of load-balancing groups on the PKI > Resigning 
Certificate Authorities panel. The all-hsm-certificate-authorities list must contain all resigning certificates used by 
connected HSMs. The keys are stored remotely on the HSMs. 

Creating, editing, and deleting HSM resigning CAs, and running self-tests, requires the Manage PKI authorization role. 

A resigning certificate can be generated on the HSM with Blue Coat CLI. You can also create a CSR with the CLI, then 
sign the certificate off of the HSM. 

Add HSM resigning CAs to the PKI store; they are initially added to the all-hsm-certificate-authorities list. 

Add a New HSM Resigning Certificate Authority 

1. Highlight the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities Groups you want to add an authority to, then click 

in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities panel. The Add HSM Resigning Certificate Authority dialog opens. 
2. You may upload or paste in the certificate on the appropriate tab. 
3. Click Add. 
4. Click Apply to save your changes. 

After you have added the certificate authority, it displays in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities panel. You can 
edit the certificate details from this panel. 

Important Notes 

• Immediately after adding a new HSM resigning CA to the PKI store, the new CA will 
appear in yellow in the list. Make sure to Apply the changes, and then use the Refresh 
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tool until the new CA appears in green. 
• HSM Resigning CA Status Colors — The color of the resigning CA in the list gives you the status of that CA. 

– Green color = HSM CA is in OK/active state. 
– Yellow color = HSM CA status has not been checked. 
– Red color = HSM CA is in failed state. 

HSM Load Balancing Groups 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

The SSL Visibility appliance uses round robin load balancing, distributing connections evenly across the array of HSM 
resigning CAs in the group, when the configuration includes a HSM resigning CA group, and an inspected SSL flow 
matches a policy HSM group rule. If each resigning CA uses a separate HSM appliance, the load balancing occurs 
over the HSM appliances. You can create a new subset group, if required. The SSL Visibility appliance will load balance 
between the HSM resigning CAs in the group. An HSM CA cannot be added to more than one user-defined group. 

If an HSM in a group fails or is unreachable, the SSL Visibility appliance automatically adjusts the load balancing in the 
group, excluding the failed HSM. The SSL Visibility appliance periodically checks the failed appliance, and when a check 
succeeds, the HSM is restored and returned to the load balancing group. 

Create a New HSM Authorities Load Balancing Group 

1. On the PKI > Resigning Certificate Authorities screen, click Add 

in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities Groups panel. 
2. On the resultant Add Resigning Certificate Authority List dialog, provide a name for the list, then click OK. 
3. Highlight the new group in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities Groups panel 
4. Click Add 

in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities panel. The Manage PKI Custom List Items dialog opens. 
5. Click Add to Custom List and Remove from Custom List to create your list. 
6. Click OK. 
7. Click Apply to save your changes. 

HSM Mode with a Server Key Protection Group 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

SSL Visibility supports a special HSM group named “server-key-protection-group” in its policy store. All HSMs in this 
group must be configured with the key alias ‘server-key-protection-key’ and its associated certificate. Configuring the 
“server-key-protection-group” HSM group on the SSL Visibility appliance and provisioning all HSMs in the group with a 
private RSA key associated with the "server-key-protection-key" alias adds an extra layer of encryption to the private 
server keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list within the PKI store on the SSL Visibility appliance. 

HSM Configuration 

1. Make sure there are secure network connections between HSM and SSL Visibility appliances as described elsewhere 
in this section. 

2. On the HSM, generate a private 2048 bit RSA key and Certificate Signing Request, to be signed by the Certificate 
Authority of choice. In generating the key, specify the key alias/label “server-key-protection-key” in the command. This 
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alias is case-sensitive and the name must be exact. See the BCHSM Agent 1.5 for the SafeNet Java HSM 
Installation and Operations Guide for information on key generation. 

3. If multiple HSMs are configured for use with SSL Visibility, install the same private key on all HSMs in the group. See 
the SafeNet HSM documentation for information. 

SSL Visibility Configuration 

On the SSL Visibility appliance, you must add the HSM resigning certificate authority used to authenticate the RSA key 
generated for the HSM, and then create the server-key-protection-group that will include the configured HSMs, and finally, 
associate the server-key-protection-key alias with the server-key-protection-group. 

1. Add the HSM or HSMs as described in Add an HSM . 
2. Add the HSM Resigning Certificate Authority for each HSM as described in Add a New HSM Resigning Certificate 

Authority. Be sure to specify the Key Alias exactly as “server-key-protection-key”. The alias is case-sensitive. 

3. Upload or paste the certificate and click Add. 

To create the HSM Resigning Authorities group: 

1. On the PKI menu, select Resigning Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the HSM Resigning Authorities Groups panel, click Add 

and create a group named "server-key-protection-group". The name is case-sensitive and must be exact. 

3. Click OK to add the group. 

To associate the key alias with the server-key-protection-group: 

1. On the PKI menu, select Resigning Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the HSM Resigning Authorities Groups panel, select the server-key-protection-group. 
3. In the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities panel, click Add 

to open the Manage PKI Custom List Items dialog. 
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4. In the All HSM Certificate Authorities panel, select the entry with the server-key-protection-key alias and click Add 
to Custom List. 

5. Click OK to add the entry to the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities List for the server-key-protection-group. 
6. Click Apply to apply the changes. 

When both the HSM and SSL Visibility appliance are configured as described in the steps above, HSM Mode with 
enhanced security is enabled for inbound inspection scenarios. 

When this configuration is in place on both HSM and SSL Visibility and the final step to associate the server-key-
protection-key alias with the with the server-key-protection-group is applied, the following events are enabled: 

Acquiring the Server Key Protection Key 

• SSL Visibility generates a random value and sends it to the properly configured networked HSM or HSMs, with a 
request to encrypt it using the private RSA key on the HSM. 

• The HSM sends an encrypted server key protection pre-key back to SSL Visibility through a mutually authenticated 
secure SSL connection. 

• SSL Visibility then derives the server key protection key from the server key protection pre-key returned by the HSM. 

Encrypting and Saving Known Certificates and Keys 

• Once the server key protection key is derived, SSL Visibility initiates a commit of the PKI store, using the server key 
protection key to encrypt all private keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list. 

• SSL Visibility then encrypts the PKI store (including the encrypted known-certificates-with-keys list) with the original 
PKI store object key before writing it to disk. 

Decrypting and Loading the PKI Store to Memory 

• Upon loading the PKI store from disk to the memory, SSL Visibility first decrypts the entire PKI store with the original 
PKI store object key. 

• SSL Visibility then uses the server key protection key to decrypt the encrypted private keys in the known-certificates-
with-keys list within the PKI store. 
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This creates a double layer of encryption for the known-certificates-with-keys list. Furthermore, the server key protection 
key is derived from a key that exists only on the HSM. The server key protection key is never committed with the PKI store 
on the SSL Visibility appliance; it exists only in memory and is never written to disk or exported to an external device. 

The server key protection key remains in memory and can be used by SSL Visibility even if no HSMs are currently 
connected. In the event of a reboot of the SSL Visibility appliance, the server key protection key is lost and must be 
recreated. Recreation of the server key protection key requires connection to an HSM configured with the RSA key 
aliased as “server-key-protection-key”. The initial random value used to create the server key protection key is stored in 
the PKI store and is sent to the HSM after the reboot. Thus, the server key protection key obtained after reboot should be 
identical to the one in use before the reboot. 

NOTE 
HSM mode only applies to the server private keys and certificates used in inbound inspection. It does not cover 
the keys and certificates used in outbound inspection. 

Disabling HSM Mode 

To disable HSM mode, remove the server-key-protection-group from the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities Groups 
list. 

Removing all HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities with the server-key-protection-key alias from the server-key-
protection-group will also disable HSM Mode. Both the server-key-protection-group and associated resigning CAs with the 
server-key-protection-key alias must be present to enable HSM Mode. 

When HSM Mode is disabled, all encrypted private keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list are discarded when 
committing the PKI store to disk. Similarly, previously encrypted private keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list are 
not decrypted and loaded when the PKI store is loaded into memory. 

Backup and Restore with HSM Mode 

Backup 

In a PKI backup in either HSM Mode or non-HSM (Legacy) Mode, SSL Visibility will not attempt any encryption or 
decryption on the private keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list. The private keys will remain in their original format. 

Restore 

When restoring a configuration backed up in HSM Mode, always restore Policy first, then restore the PKI. The server-key-
protection-group is backed up as part of policy and must be present when restoring PKI in order to preserve the previously 
encrypted private keys in the known-certificates-with-keys list within the PKI store. 

• When restoring a PKI backup in non-HSM mode, all encrypted private keys will be discarded. Plain private keys will be 
restored unchanged. 

• When restoring a PKI backup in HSM Mode, encrypted private keys will be restored unchanged, i.e. no decryption 
or re-encryption will be performed. Plain private keys will be encrypted with the current server key protection key. If 
encryption fails for any reason, the restore operation fails. 

Run a Self-Test 

Once you have the HSM connection configured, resigning certificates established, and a policy (ruleset) in place, you can 
manually run a self test to verify resigning. Click Play in the HSM Resigning Certificate Authorities header. 

In the self-test, the appliance sends a signing request to the HSM, and then validates the returned signature. To pass the 
test, the HSM must have been contacted, the HSM resign operation succeeded, and the returned signature verified as 
valid. 
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Use HSM Configuration in Policy 
For an overview of all the steps involved in HSM configuration, refer to Work with a SafeNet Java HSM. 

To use the HSM in policy, you must configure the Inspection Service that will use the HSM. 

1. In Policies > Inspection Services, select the Inspection Service that will use the HSM resign function. 
2. Select the Decrypt/Resign rule and click Edit 

. 

3. Select HSM Resigning CA Group, then select the HSM CA group that will resign HSM SSL traffic. Resigning traffic is 
load balanced across the CAs. 

4. Click OK. 
5. Click Apply to save the changes. 

When everything is set up, the SSL Visibility appliance will inspect traffic which matches an inspection rule, resign it with 
the verified HSM resigning signature, and send the flow on to its destination. 

Troubleshooting Inspection with HSM Resigning 

A flow cannot match an Inspect rule when its Inspection Service is down. An Inspection Service may be down for any of 
the following reasons: 
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• An Inspection Service is down if any of its referenced HSM groups is down. An Inspection Service is up if all of its 
referenced HSM groups are up. 

• An HSM group is down if all HSM CAs in the group are down. An HSM group is up if any HSM CA in the group is up. 
• When an Inspection Service is down, all of its rules (standard and advanced) are down, including those rules that do 

not depend on the HSM. 
• If an HSM group is not available because no HSM resigning CAs are up, the Inspection Service rule becomes inactive 

and the flows are processed according to the next available rule in the policy ruleset. 

HSM Logs 
HSM interaction information is available in the logs (under the Monitor menu item). 

System Log: View HSM failures as follows: 

• HSM appliance failure 
• HSM appliance recovery 

SSL Session Log: View HSM signature failures and other errors as follows: 

Error Message Description 

HSM network connectivity failure: HSM or Agent can’t be reached 

HSM secure connection failure: SSL connection failure between the SSL Visibility appliance and 
the HSM 

Invalid HSM response: HSM response is corrupt, or can’t be verified 

Invalid HSM request: HSM returned a HTTP 400 response 

HSM operation internal error: HSM returned an HTTP 404 or 500 response 

HSM Diagnostics 
The Policy section of a diagnostics report will contain the resigning CA fields as well as the user-defined HSM resigning 
CA groups. The PKI section will include the HSM configuration, HSM resigning CAs, and the client certificates. 

NOTE 
No diagnostic CLI is available for HSM connections for the SSL Visibility appliance. 

User Interface Overview 
This chapter provides details of all the facilities provided by the web-based user interface (WebUI) on the SSL Visibility 
appliance device. Each top-level menu option is covered by a specific section that details all the features available and 
how they are used. 

To connect to the web interface on the SSL Visibility appliance, start a web browser (Symantec recommends Internet 
Explorer and Chrome) and enter the hostname or IP address—specifying port 8082—of the appliance in the address bar. 
Use this format: https://xx.xx.xx.xx:8082 or hostname:8082. The current IP address or hostname of the appliance can 
be viewed on the front panel LCD screen by pressing the bottom right button on the keypad until the Network option is 
displayed and then pressing the top left button. 

Configure the Browser 

Accessing the web interface without the correct certificate installed in the web browser will cause the browser to display 
a warning message. This is the normal and correct behavior for the web browser. To prevent the warning message being 
displayed the browser needs to be configured to trust the certificate being used by the web server in the SSL Visibility 
appliance. 
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There are two ways that the browser can be made to trust the SSL Visibility appliance certificate. An SSL server certificate 
that is issued by a trusted CA can be loaded into the SSL Visibility appliance. This will be used by the internal web server 
and as it is issued by a CA that the browser trusts the browser will no longer generate a warning message. 

The other method is to configure the browser to trust the "self-signed" server certificate that the SSL Visibility appliance 
uses by default. 

Details on how to import an SSL server certificate to the SSL Visibility appliance are given in Import UI Certificate/Key. If 
the browser generates warnings then you should consult your browser documentation for instructions on how to add the 
SSL Visibility appliance certificate to the set of trusted certificates stored in the browser. 

The next figure shows the warning produced by Chrome when accessing an SSL Visibility appliance for the first time, 
followed by the Firefox warning. 
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In the case of Chrome clicking “Proceed anyway” allows the browser to connect to the SSL Visibility appliance. In the case 
of Firefox, click "I understand the risks" to access to screens that allow the certificate from the to be added to the set of 
trusted certificates within Firefox. 

Login Process 

SSL Visibility 4.x has a default administrator account when it is installed. During the initial configuration a secure password 
for the account and an enable password for CLI access are created and can then be used to log on to the system once 
the configuration is complete. See Bootup Behavior. 

Additional user names and passwords can be created using the WebUI, and remote authentication through LDAP and 
TACACS+ is also supported. Multiple users can be logged on at the same time. The system will rate limit login attempts 
to ten attempts in one minute to prevent attacks. If the system detects more than ten login attempts, it will temporarily lock 
out additional login attempts. After one minute, this condition is cleared. The system will also timeout a session and then 
prompt the user to reenter the password before allowing access again. 

You may inspect the EULA (End User License Agreement) without logging in. You must log in to view the software 
attributions. 

Administrators have the option of configuring a login banner that will present a notice of terms and conditions that users 
must accept before logging in to the appliance. See Configure a Login Banner. 
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Use the Main Screen 

The management interface screens are laid out such that particular types of information are displayed in specific areas on 
the screen, no matter which screen you are looking at. The basic organization of the management screens is described 
below. 

The top of the window contains five menus, a Refresh 

tool, and, when a refresh is occurring, a spinner to indicate this. The menu items are explained in detail in later sections. 

The screen header shows a status bar that is always present. It displays the following information: 

• Current date in YYYY-MM-DD format 
• Current time in HH:MM:SS format 
• SSL Visibility appliance Model Number 
• Software version currently running on the system 
• Icons showing current status for the System, Load, Network, and License. 

The following status icons are available for System, Load, and Network: 

Icon Description 

A critical error is present. 

A warning occurred. 

The component is healthy. 

The icon definitions for License depend on the status of the license: 

Icon Description 

No valid SSL Visibility appliance license is present, or the license 
has expired. 
The installed SSL Visibility appliance license expires within 30 
days, and/or the Host Categorization license has expired. 
A valid license, not expiring within 30 days, is installed 

To view any messages related to errors and warnings, click the notification bell on the Dashboard. (See Dashboard.) 

The footer at the bottom of the window displays the copyright information and has links to Legal Notices (third-party 
attributions) and the License Agreement (EULA). 
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The active window is organized into panels. Each panel of the window has a title bar at the top and a set of tool icons at 
the right hand side. 

The set of tools available varies by panel. Some of the tools might be unavailable and grayed out, depending on how 
the panel is being used. Panels might also be empty, in which case only the title bar will be visible. An icon will be 
inaccessible (grayed out) if it doesn’t apply to the selected item. 

Table 2: Overview of Common Tools 

Tool Description 

Add; a new name. list, rule, CRL, and so on 

Delete; a name, list rule, CRL, or so on 

Edit 

Information; view details 

Move up 

Move down 

Multi-page tools; move to the first/last/next/previous screen 

Refresh; reload the data 

Clone 

Acknowledge 

(action); such as download the Host Categorization database 

Disable (rule) 

NOTE 
The multi-page tool indicates which page from a number of pages of data the panel is currently displaying, 
along with tools for moving between pages within the panel, as explained above. To move directly to a particular 
page, click the numbers between the move forward and backward one tools, and then typing in the number 
of the required page.Multi-page panels have a built in multiplier that is used in conjunction with the number of 
rows value that is configured as the default (see Set WebUI Preferences). For example, the SSL Session Log 
panel has a multiplier of 1.6 so with the default row setting of 10 this will mean there are 16 rows displayed 
in the SSL Session Log panel. If the default row count was set to 20 then the SSL Session Log panel would 
have 32 rows.Multi-page panels are configured to display a maximum number of rows so the number of pages 
that the panel displays is determined by the configured page size relative to the size of the log (see Set WebUI 
Preferences). 

A display-only panel will have the Refresh 

tool, and might have the toggle Auto Refresh tool. The Refresh tool refreshes the data in the panel, while the toggle 
Auto Refresh tool turns on or off auto refresh. 
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Some panels contain configuration data that can be edited; in this case there is an Edit 

tool in addition to the Refresh 

tool. 

Panels might also be linked to other panels, so that an action taken in one panel will affect the related panel, as shown 
next. 

The top Domain Names Lists panel contains details of lists that are stored in the system. When a row in the top Domain 
Names Lists panel is selected, the lower Domain Names panel will show the names contained in the list that has been 
selected and provides tools icons for you to manipulate them. 

This covers the basic types of panel that are used by the system. Details on the specific panels used on different menus 
are covered in later sections of this document. 

Monitor Menu 
The Monitor menu options provide details on the operation of the system and allow for the collection of diagnostic and 
debug information. 
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Dashboard 

The Dashboard allows you to see at a glance how the appliance is performing. It shows an appliance diagram, segment 
status, instantaneous (real-time) statistics about the appliance, system error messages, and historical charts. The 
Dashboard is the default screen that appears each time you log in to the WebUI and click the Symantec logo in the 
banner. (See Set WebUI Preferences for information on changing the default startup screen.) 
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To focus view on a particular area of the Dashboard, you can expand and contract each row of charts. Click the row 
heading to expand/contract the contents of the row. The Dashboard shown below has all rows collapsed. 

Appliance Diagram 
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A graphical representation of the appliance identifies which interfaces are being used 
by which segment, and indicates if the interface is active or not. Use the Refresh 

tool to present fresh data. 

Segments Status 

The Segments Status panel displays the status of currently active segments and allows you to manually force a failure 
on a segment if desired. This panel is a condensed version of the one shown on the Systems Status page. See Segments 
Status for details. 

Hover over the Interfaces to see port information and hover over Failures to see details about any failures. 

Overview 

The statistics on the Overview panel are automatically updated every 10 seconds. 

NOTE 
Due to sampling periods, statistic storage mechanisms, and rounding, the values reported on the Dashboard 
may not be accurate to a fine granularity; the statistics are meant to provide a high-level view of the appliance 
and segments. 
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Table 3: Table: Statistics in Overview Panel 

Statistic Description 

Total BW Total bandwidth throughput passing through all transmit network 
interfaces 

SSL BW Bandwidth throughput of SSL traffic passing through all transmit 
network interfaces 

% SSL Percentage of traffic passing through all transmit network 
interfaces that is SSL 
Formula: SSL BW / Total BW 

SPS Confirmed SSL handshakes per second; the SSL session rate 

Sessions Number of active SSL sessions 

CPU Percentage of CPU (all cores) being utilized at the current time. 
You can set up alerts to notify you when the CPU utilization 
reaches a warning or critical threshold; see Modify Alert Metric 
Rules. 

Memory Percentage of total memory being used at the current time. 
You can set up alerts to notify you when the memory reaches a 
warning or critical threshold; see Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

Capacity Percentage of SSL Visibility appliance packet processing 
(throughput) capacity being utilized at the current time (for 
example, 0% means no traffic going through the appliance and 
100% means appliance is very busy and at maximum capacity). 
This statistic is based on appliance type and may be influenced 
by traffic rules (whether or not to inspect), copy ports, and other 
factors. Use this statistic to determine whether there is sufficient 
capacity to add another segment or copy port. 
You can set up alerts to notify you when the Load Utilization metric 
rule, which encompasses both the capacity and load, reaches a 
warning or critical threshold; see Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

Load System load, reported as a percentage that reflects the highest 
utilization CPU or memory resources. Unlike the Capacity metric, 
which varies based on the number of network packets traversing 
the appliance, system load varies based on CPU-intensive 
activities such as the setup of TLS session or memory intensive 
activities, such as host categorization database downloads. 
You can set up alerts to notify you when utilization reaches a 
warning or critical threshold; see Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

Warning and Error Messages 

As described earlier, the status bar provides an overall status of the System , Load , Network , and License . For 
example, when the components are healthy and functioning properly, the status bar would look similar to the one below. 

However, if any of the components are experiencing an issue, as characterized by yellow 

or red 
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status icons, you can use the notification bell on the Dashboard to see an explanation of the errors and warnings that 
contributed to the status change. 

The Dashboard messages include license and resource alerts as well as warnings about segments. When 
new messages are available, a number with a red highlight appears next to the notification bell. For example, 

indicates there are two unread messages. Click the bell to view the messages, and then click Acknowledge after you 
have read them. The number highlight turns from red to gray after you have acknowledged the messages. When new 
messages arrive, the highlight turns red again. The red number indicates the number of unacknowledged messages 
and the gray number in parentheses indicates the total number of messages. When a message is no longer valid, it is 
removed from the list. 

NOTE 
The Dashboard lists messages that are currently applicable; once a situation is resolved, it is removed from the 
Dashboard. To see a history of past messages, view the System Log. 

Examples of error messages that might appear in the messaging system: 

Segment A Activation Failed 

Segment B Link Failure Triggered 

Segment A License expired 

Segment B Interfaces 6:0, 6:1 are down 

License has expired 

License is valid for 10 more days 

Host categorization license has expired 

Appliance load is in a warning state 

Appliance disk is in a critical state 

Historical Charts 

The historical charts provide information about a particular segment or all segments during a user-specified time interval. 
Use the Segment menu to select the segment you are interested in; alternatively, you can select All segments. Then 
specify an Interval for the charts: 

• 1h — last 60 minutes 
• 1d — last 24 hours 
• 30d — last 30 days 

Your Segment and Interval selections persist for the current user session and future sessions via browser-specific HTTP 
cookies. 
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Historical statistics are automatically updated every minute. Although statistics are refreshed at one-minute intervals, it 
takes one hour for the 1d interval to affect the chart and one day for the 30d interval to be affected. 

• For line charts: Hover over data points to see the values associated with the point in time. 
Show screen... 

• For doughnut charts: Hover over a doughnut section to see the label and percentage associated with that slice. 
• Certain charts for the 1-hour interval support a drill down to the SSL Session Log. You can click a doughnut slice to 

view the SSL Session Log filtered by that value. For example, in the TLS Protocol chart, click the TLS 1.2 slice to see 
the TLS 1.2 sessions for the selected segment(s). Charts that support this drill-down feature are: Policy Actions, TLS 
Protocol, Session Strength, Certificate Status, Session Failures, Top Destinations Categories, and Top Categories 
Policy Actions. The SSL Session Log is filtered by the item you clicked on. The example below shows the SSL Session 
Log filtered for TLS 1.2. In the Session Log Status panel, the Currently Filtered status of True indicates that the log 
is filtered, the Number of Entries in Current Snapshot indicates how many entries are displayed and the Current 
Snapshot Showing indicates over what time period the snapshot was taken. For more information about filtering, see 
Filter the SSL Session Log. 
Show screen... 
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The filter activated by the chart remains in effect, even after leaving the SSL 
Session Log page. To clear the filter in the SSL Session Log, click the Filter 

tool 
and choose No Filter. 

• You can hide a chart line or doughnut slice by clicking the label in the legend; the line or slice will be removed from the 
chart and the legend label will be dimmed. Click the label again to redisplay the line/slice on the chart. 
Show screen... 
The following figure compares the Certificate Key and Size chart with and without the ECDSA P256 slice shown. 
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• To magnify a section of a line chart so that a smaller date/time range is shown, click 
and drag the mouse pointer on the area you want to zoom on. Use the Cancel zoom 

tool 
to return to the original date/time range. 
Show screen... 
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Table 4: Table: Historical Charts on the Dashboard 

Chart Description Additional Notes 

Throughput A line chart that shows Total, TCP, SSL, 
and Inspected SSL throughput measured 
on transmit network interfaces for the 
selected segment (or all segments) during 
the specified interval. 

Interfaces A line chart that shows throughput for 
individual interfaces for the selected 
segment (or all segments) during the 
specified interval. Throughput includes 
traffic from transmit interfaces, copy ports, 
and application ports. 

Load A line chart that shows system load and 
packet processing capacity utilization 
during the specified interval, as well as the 
warning and critical alert thresholds for the 
Load Utilization alert. This chart includes all 
segments. 

You can configure alert thresholds in the 
Alerts panel; see Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

Policy Actions A doughnut chart that shows what type of 
policy actions were applied for the selected 
segment (or all segments) during the 
specified interval. 
Inspect — Applied an inspection service 
to the remaining traffic that you want to 
inspect. 
Cut — Traffic was sent to the security 
device without being decrypted. 
Drop — Connection was dropped silently 
before decryption. 
Reject — Connection was reset before 
decryption. 
Firewall Cut — Connection was cut due to 
a firewall rule.* 
Firewall Drop — Connection was dropped 
due to a firewall rule.* 
Firewall Reject — Connection was 
rejected due to a firewall rule.* 
Error — Any errors that occurred before 
policy was applied. 
* Firewall rules are the first contiguous set 
of cut/drop/reject rules that contain only 
Source IP, Source IP List, Destination IP, 
Destination IP List, Destination Port, Traffic 
Class, and Traffic Class List match fields. 

In the doughnut hole, a value indicates the 
percentage of inspected sessions during 
the specified interval. 
The lower-right corner of the chart indicates 
the total number of sessions that were 
active during the interval; this allows you to 
see the sample size. 
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Chart Description Additional Notes 

TLS Protocol A doughnut chart that shows the 
breakdown of the types of TLS/SSL 
protocol versions (TLS 1.3, TLS 1.2, SSL 3, 
and so forth) for the selected segment (or 
all segments) during the specified interval. 

In the doughnut hole, a value indicates 
the percentage of SSL sessions that used 
preferred protocols (TLS 1.2 and 1.3) 
during the specified interval. 
Sessions using TLS 1.3 draft versions, 
as well as the final approved version, are 
included in the TLS 1.3 count. 
The lower-right corner of the chart 
indicates the total number of SSL sessions 
represented within the doughnut chart. 

Session Strength A doughnut chart that shows the 
cryptographic strength of the algorithms 
used in SSL sessions on the selected 
segment (or all segments) during the 
specified interval. 
Strong — Sessions use strong 
communication parameters; not subject to 
any practical attacks. This level of session 
strength is preferred. 
Adequate — Sessions use adequate 
communication parameters; possibly 
subject to attack. 
Weak — Sessions use weak 
communication parameters: known weak 
algorithms, algorithms with practical 
attacks, algorithms that do not provide 
perfect forward secrecy (PFS). 
Insecure — Sessions use insecure 
communication parameters: outdated/ 
insecure/experimental algorithms. 

In the doughnut hole, a value indicates 
the percentage of SSL sessions that were 
secure (Strong and Adequate levels) during 
the specified interval. 
The lower-right corner of the chart 
indicates the total number of SSL sessions 
represented within the doughnut chart. 
See Cipher Suites for a table that lists the 
relative strengths of each cipher suite and 
whether the cipher is supported by SSL 
Visibility. 

Certificate Status A doughnut chart that shows certificate 
status for SSL sessions inspected by the 
SSL Visibility appliance during the specified 
interval for one or all segments. A certificate 
can have one of the following states: 
Valid Verified—The certificate has been 
verified via OCSP. 
Valid—The certificate has been signed by 
a trusted Certificate Authority or is on a 
Trusted Certificates or Known Certificates 
list. 
Self-Signed — The certificate is self-
signed. 
Revoked — The certificate is on a 
certificate revocation list or identified as 
revoked by OCSP. 
Untrusted—The certificate is expired or 
invalid. 

In the doughnut hole, a value indicates 
the percentage of SSL sessions with valid 
certificates (Valid Verified and Valid). 
The lower-right corner of the chart 
indicates the total number of SSL sessions 
represented within the chart. 
The counters reflect the certificate state 
at the time of the flow. If a certificate later 
changes state, its previously recorded 
state will be retained for historical reporting 
purposes. For example, a self-signed 
certificate has an Untrusted state; if 
you later add the certificate to a Known 
Certificates list (a Valid state), the chart 
still counts it as Untrusted during the time 
period it was seen. 
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Chart Description Additional Notes 

Certificate Key and Size A doughnut chart that shows certificate key 
types and sizes for the selected segment 
(or all segments) during the specified time 
interval. The chart indicates the percentage 
for each of the following certificate key size 
buckets: 
RSA >=4K 
RSA 3K-4K (3K or greater but less than 4K; 
includes 3072) 
RSA 2K-3K (2K or greater but less than 
3K) 
RSA <2K 
ECDSA P384 
ECDSA P256 
ECDSA other 

In the doughnut hole, a value indicates the 
percentage of SSL sessions with secure 
certificates (RSA>= 2K, ECDSA >=P256). 
The lower-right corner of the chart 
indicates the total number of SSL sessions 
represented within the chart. 

Session Failures A doughnut chart that shows the types of 
failures when sessions did not complete 
successfully. The chart uses the following 
classifications of session failures: 
Tx TLS Alert — TLS alert generated 
internally by the SSL Visibility appliance 
Rx TLS Alert — TLS alert received on the 
wire 
Internal TLS — Internal TLS errors that did 
not result in a TLS alert 
Internal TCP/IP— Internal TCP/IP errors 
Intercept — Miscellaneous intercept 
application errors 
Proxy Comm — Errors communicating 
with ProxySG devices configured for SSL 
offload 
Crypto — Failures in any of the 
cryptographic algorithm implementations 
Policy — Failures in the policy engine 
Resource — Memory allocation failure for 
critical objects 
Flow — Miscellaneous flow processing 
error 
Flow Timeout — Flow processing timeouts 
Flow HW — Errors in flow processing 
emulation layer 

Not all failures that appear on the Session 
Failures chart are listed in the Inspection 
Errors list because the log lists only errors 
that occur after the policy decision. See 
Inspection Errors. 
In the doughnut hole, a value indicates the 
percentage of sessions that were failures. 
The lower-right corner of the chart 
indicates the total number of SSL sessions 
represented within the chart. 
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Chart Description Additional Notes 

Top Destination Categories A horizontal bar chart showing the top five 
accessed host categories for all flows in the 
selected segment (or all segments) during 
the specified time interval. 
Flows that aren't categorized are placed 
in the Uncategorized bucket, always 
shown on the chart. Uncategorized is 
the aggregate of None, Not Looked Up, 
Unavailable, and Unlicensed categories. 
Each bar is segmented to show the 
proportion of Inspect, Cut, Drop, and Reject 
policy actions that were applied to sessions 
of this category. 

If custom host categories are used in a 
local database, the provider identifier is pre-
pended to the custom category name to 
differentiate duplicate/similar names that 
are in the Blue Coat database. 
If the SSL Visibility appliance does not 
have the Host Categorization license, Not 
Licensed is displayed in the chart area. 
Certain ruleset and segment settings can 
impact category charts. See Settings that 
Impact Category Charts. 
If a site matches multiple categories for a 
session, all categories will be represented 
in the chart. However, the SSL Session 
Log only shows one category per entry. 
When you click a category slice to filter the 
SSL Session log, the log may not show 
results if the category you click is not the 
first category associated with the site. 
Historical data is cleared when there are 
changes to the category database, i.e., 
when a new Blue Coat or local category 
database is loaded. 

Top Categories Policy Actions A horizontal bar chart showing the top five 
accessed categories for flows where the 
policy was applied due to the category 
of the session (such as rejecting an SSL 
session based on its category). 
Flows that aren't categorized are placed 
in the Uncategorized bucket, always 
shown on the chart. Uncategorized is 
the aggregate of None, Not Looked Up, 
Unavailable, and Unlicensed categories. 
Each bar is segmented to show the 
proportion of Inspect, Cut, Drop, and Reject 
policy actions that were applied to sessions 
of this category. 

If custom host categories are used in a 
local database, the provider identifier is 
preprended to the custom category name to 
differentiate duplicate/similar names in the 
Blue Coat database. 
If the SSL Visibility appliance does not 
have the Host Categorization license, Not 
Licensed is displayed in the chart area. 
Certain ruleset and segment settings can 
impact category charts. See Settings that 
Impact Category Charts. 
Historical data is cleared when there are 
changes to the category database, i.e., 
when a new Blue Coat or local category 
database is loaded. 

Top Rules A horizontal bar chart showing the top five 
accessed rules in the selected segment 
(or all segments) during the specified time 
interval. Rules are labeled with segment 
name, rule ID, and rule name. 
Refer to the Rules panel on the Policies > 
Rulesets page to look at the rule details. 

The Catch All rule (the default action that 
is applied if a session doesn't match any of 
the defined rules) may be listed as one of 
the top rules. 
If a rule has the Include in Session Log 
option disabled, any flows using that rule 
will not be included in the Top Rules chart. 
See Ruleset Options. 
So that the Top Rules chart accurately 
reflects the policy associated with each rule 
listed in the chart, historical data is cleared 
after any policy change or reboot. 

Settings that Impact Category Charts 

Certain ruleset and segment settings can impact category charts on the Dashboard. 
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• If a rule has the Include in Session Log option disabled, any flows matching that rule will not be included in the Top 
Destination Categories, Top Categories Policy Actions, and Top Rules charts. See Ruleset Options. 

• If a segment has the Categorize All Flows setting disabled, SSL Visibility categorizes traffic only when required by 
policy. See Categorize All Flows. 

• The Top Categories Policy Actions chart will have identical data to the Top Destination Categories chart if the 
Categorize All Flows option is disabled for the selected segment. 

The table below indicates the impact of the Include in Session Log and Categorize All Flows settings on category 
charts for flows that match rules with a host categorization list or other types of rules. 

Type of Rule that 
Flow Matches 

Categorize All 
Flows Setting 

Include in Session 
Log Setting 

Flow Included in 
Top Destination 

Categories Chart? 

Flow Included in Top 
Categories Policy 

Actions Chart? 

Host Categorization List Enable Enable Yes Yes 

Host Categorization List Enable Disable No No 

Host Categorization List Disable Enable Yes Yes 

Host Categorization List Disable Disable No No 

Other rule types Enable Enable Yes No 

Other rule types Enable Disable No No 

Other rule types Disable Enable No No 

Other rule types Disable Disable No No 

Monitor the System Status 

The Monitor > System Status screen contains several panels, described below. This screen, like the Dashboard, has 
a graphical representation of the front and back of the appliance that identifies the status of the disks and interfaces 
respectively. 

Segments Status 

The Segment Status panel displays the status of currently active segments. 

• The Segment ID is a unique identifier that enables this segment to be distinguished from other segments that might be 
present in the system. 

• The Main Interfaces identify the physical ports that are being used by this segment. If any of the interfaces being used 
by the segment are currently down, the interface numbers will show in the Interfaces Down column. 

• Copy Interfaces indicate active copy interfaces. 
• Interfaces Down indicate inactive copy interfaces. 
• Main Mode indicates the operating mode of the segment. 
• The Failures column will record any failure details, such as Force Failure. 
• The Comment column displays a user-supplied descriptive comment. 

Segment Status Tools 
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The tools specific to this panel are: 

Tool Description 

The Force Failure tool forces a segment into a failed state. 
Important: The failed state does persist across a restart or reboot. 
The Force Failure tool is active if a segment that is a configured 
on a bypass NIC is selected. 
The Manually Unfail icon is active only if the segment is in a 
failure mode that requires manual intervention to clear the failure. 
Use the Bypass to Appliance tool to initiate a software-driven 
"fail-to-appliance" for a segment. 
The bypass state does persist across a restart or reboot. 
Use the Bypass to Network tool to initiate a software-driven "fail-
to-network" for a segment. The bypass state does persist across a 
restart or reboot. 

The background color for a segment row indicates if there are any problems with the segment. The row is shaded red 
during segment failure. 

If a ProxySG Mode segment has been configured, details are shown in the ProxySG Segments Health Status panel. 

• The Segment ID is a unique identifier that enables this segment to be distinguished from other segments that might be 
present in the system. 

• The Interface column shows interfaces used by the ProxySG appliance. 
• Device ID shows the serial number of the connected ProxySG appliance. 
• Address shows the IP address of the connected ProxySG appliance. 
• The VLAN Tag column shows the VLAN tag (if used) for the ProxySG appliance. 
• Connectivity indicates the connection state of the ProxySG appliance. 

Network Interfaces 

The Network Interfaces panel has a row for every interface that is installed in the system. 
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• The Link State column shows the speed at which the link is operating. 
• Each row shows a port and its corresponding interface type, and the speed it is operating at, along with transmit and 

receive statistics. 

Utilization 

View the percentage utilization of system memory and disk space on the Utilization panel. The utilization thresholds are: 
midrange: 60%, high range: 90%. 

Colors provide status information. 

• Red: Critical 
• Yellow: Caution 

See SSL Visibility Sensor Thresholds for information about sensor threshold values. 

CPU Group Load % 

The CPU Group Load % panel shows... The number of CPUs present depends on the platform; this is an SV-S550 
example. 

• Red: Critical 
• Yellow: Caution 

Disk Status 

View the status for each disk in the Disk Status panel. 
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Power Supply 

View the status for each power supply in the Power Supply panel. 

• On: Power supply is on. 
• No power: Power supply is off. 
• Not installed: A power supply is not present in the system. 
• Failed: The power supply has failed. 
• Checking: The power supply status is unknown. 

See SSL Visibility Sensor Thresholds for information about sensor threshold values. 

Hardware Sensor Status 

View the status for various hardware elements by selecting a row in the table and clicking the View details icon. 

Firmware Status 

View the status of the appliance's firmware. 

• OK: Firmware is up to date. 
• Update required: An update for you firmware is required. 

Monitor System Log Entries 

Use the Monitor > System Log screen to view all entries in the system log. The System Log supports up to three GB of 
history. 
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Colors provide status information: 

• Red: Error 
• Yellow: Warning 
• Green: OK 

Data displayed includes license information as well as system processes. 

Click the Filter Processes 

tool to bring up the Filter on Process pop-up, where you can filter the log to display entries for a particular process. 
Enter the process name as it appears in the Process column; you need only to enter the first several characters of the 
name but you must enter the exact upper/lower case (for example, enter Health, not health, to filter by the Health 
monitoring process). 

To cancel a filter (and view all log entries), open the Filter on Process dialog, delete the text in the input field, then click 
OK. 
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SSL Session Log 

The Monitor > SSL Session Log screen presents all of the session logs stored on box as a series of snapshots. Each 
snapshot contains session logs from a certain time period and can contain up to 65536 entries, one hour's worth of non-
filtered entries, or 15 minutes' worth of filtered entries (whichever is reached first). Session Log screen is divided into two 
panels: 

• Session Log Status: Allows you to browse through Session Log snapshots and filter results, and contains the 
following fields: 
– All Available Sessions: Displays the timestamp of the earliest and latest session entry in the Session Log. 
– Current Snapshot Showing: Displays the timestamp of the earliest and latest entry in the snapshot that is 

currently being viewed. 
– Number of Entries in Current Snapshot: Displays the number of entries in the snapshot you are currently 

viewing. Has a maximum of 65536 entries. 
– Currently Filtered: Has a status of True if the Session Log is filtered and a status of False if it is not filtered. 
– Scan in Progress: Has a status of True if the appliance is processing the Session Log before displaying it in the 

Session Log Snapshot and a status of False if the Session Log Snapshot is displaying the Session Log. 
• Session Log Snapshot: Allows you to browse through Session Log entries in a current snapshot or export entries. 

NOTE 
If you artificially change the system's time and record a session in a log that already contains sessions with a 
Start Time later than the system's current time, the recorded sessions will not appear in the Session Log. For 
example, if you move the system time ahead by 1 month for testing, process some sessions, and then move the 
system time back to the actual time, the sessions with the future date will not be visible. 

The tools specific to the Session Log Status panel are: 

Tool Description 

Navigates to the earliest snapshot. 

Navigates to one snapshot earlier than the current snapshot when 
the snapshot is not filtered or through earlier snapshots until a 
match is found when a filter is applied. 
Navigates to one snapshot later than the current snapshot when 
not filtered or through later snapshot until a match is found when a 
filter is applied. 
Navigates to the latest snapshot. 

Filter; opens the Setup SSL Session Log Filter dialog to set filter 
options. 
If there is a scan in progress, stops the scan. 

Refreshes the Session Log Snapshot to display the latest 
session. 
Turns the auto refresh on to continuously refresh the Session Log 
Snapshot. 
Turns the auto refresh off. 
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The tools specific to the Session Log Snapshot panel are: 

Tool Description 

Navigates to the first page of entries in the snapshot that is 
currently being viewed. 

Navigates one page of entries earlier in the snapshot that is 
currently being viewed. 

Navigates one page of entries later in the snapshot that is 
currently being viewed. 

Navigates to the last page of entries in the snapshot that is 
currently being viewed. 

View Details; opens the SSL Session Log Details dialog for the 
selected session. 

Export; Specify the range of SSL Session Log entries to export on 
the Export dialog. 

View SSL Session Log Details 

Use the View Details 

tool to view information about a session, such as when the session started, policy rule matches, the segment ID, TLS 
version, and key exchange. 

1. Select Monitor > SSL Session Log. 
2. In the SSL Session Log Snapshot panel, select the session of interest. Use the multi-page tools as necessary. 
3. Click View Details 

. 
The SSL Session Log Details dialog opens. 
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4. Click the + or - symbol at the start of a line to expand or contract the level of detail displayed. 
5. Click OK to close the details box. 

Export the SSL Session Log 

You can export the SSL Session Log in .CSV format and view the session log data in a spreadsheet application such 
as Microsoft Excel. Although the SSL Session Log viewer only shows 65536 entries, one hour's worth of non-filtered 
entries in a single snapshot, or 15 minutes' worth of filtered entries (whichever is reached first), you can export up to 
1 million entries at a time. To export entries in addition to the initial 1 million, either configure the time limits via the 
Timestamp filter or Export dialog. The total SSL Session Log stored on the system can contain up to 250 million entries. 

NOTE 
Filters are applied to exported logs. 

To export the session log: 

1. Select Monitor > SSL Session Log. 
2. Click Export 

in the SSL Session Log Snapshot panel. 
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3. Set the start and end date and time for which you want to export logs. 
4. Click Export. 

The standard save file process on the browser will be invoked, which might automatically save the export file to a 
default location, or might prompt you to specify a location. 

The saved file contains a set of .CSV files and a .PEM file that contains the public certificates used in the SSL sessions 
captured in the session log. These files are bundled and compressed into a .TGZ (a TAR archive) file. You can view the 
session log data (in the .csv files) using a spreadsheet application. 

The exported log includes the following details for each SSL session: 

• Start date and time 
• Segment ID for the segment the SSL session occurred on 
• Type of session: Full, Abbreviated, or for ProxySG Mode sessions, Correlated flows of either type (this information is 

included in the Debug field) 
• IP source and destination address and port number 
• Hostname of the SSL server accessed during the session 
• Category matched in the Host Categorization database 
• TLS version 
• Cipher Suite that was used for the session 
• Server Name Indication (SNI) 
• X.509 fingerprint, status, and signature scheme 
• Action taken by the SSL Visibility appliance for this session (such as cut or inspect) 
• Status for the session (such as Success) 
• Debug information 

Entries in the session log are ordered from most recent to oldest: the first row on page 1 is the most recent entry and the 
last row on the last page is the oldest entry. 

Filter the SSL Session Log 

Because the SSL Session Log panel contains so many entries, the Session Log Status panel offers the ability to filter the 
log to display a subset of entries. You can use the arrows in Session Log Status panel to navigate between the snapshots 
and the arrows on the Session Log Snapshot to navigate entries within a snapshot. Each snapshot displays either up to 
65536 entries or 15 minutes' worth of filtered entries (whichever is reached first). 

When a filter is applied to the log, the Currently Filtered field displays True  and the Number of Entries in Current 
Snapshot field displays the number of entries in the current snapshot that match the filter criteria. 
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You can apply the following filters to logs in the viewer and exported logs. 

NOTE 
Using filters that are optimized for filtering returns results faster than filters that are not optimized. 

Table 5: Table: SSL Session Log Filters 

Filter Description Optimized for Filtering? Additional Notes 

Timestamp Flows within a specified time 
range 

Yes 

Any Errors Only flows with errors No 

Segment Flows for the specified segment Yes Frequently used in conjunction 
with other filters 

Source IP/Mask Flows originating from a 
particular IP address or subnet 

Yes Enter a single IP address or an 
IP address with a CIDR number 
(for example, 192.30.250.0/18). 

Source Port Flows originating from a 
particular port number 

No Port number must be in the 
range 0-65535. 

Destination IP/Mask Flows destined to a particular IP 
address or subnet 

Yes Enter a single IP address or an 
IP address with a CIDR number 
(for example, 192.30.250.0/18). 

Destination Port Flows destined to a particular 
port number 

No Port number must be in the 
range 0-65535. 

Hostname Flows destined for a particular 
hostname 

No 

Policy Actions Flows for a particular policy 
action (Inspect, Cut, Drop, 
Reject, etc.) 

Yes Multiple policy actions can be 
selected. 

TLS Versions Flows using a particular TLS 
version 

Yes Multiple versions can be 
selected. 
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Filter Description Optimized for Filtering? Additional Notes 

Cipher Suite Flows using a particular cipher 
suite 

No Click Edit to select the suite 
from a list or to enter a hex 
value. Cipher suite values 
can be selected by name or 
by entering the appropriate 
hex value. Hex values for 
cipher suites can be obtained 
from the relevant RFCs or the 
TLS Cipher Suite Registry 
maintained by the Internet 
Assigned Numbers Authority 
(IANA). 

Category Flows with a specified category 
(requires Host Categorization 
license) 

Yes The SSL Visibility appliance 
will find category names that 
match any part of the string. 
For example, a filter value with 
the substring content will 
match the following category 
names: Adult/Mature 
Content, Mixed Content/ 
Potentially Adult, 
Content Servers. 

Certificate Status Flows having a particular 
certificate status (Valid Verified, 
Valid, Self-Signed, Revoked, 
Untrusted) 

Yes More than one status can be 
selected. 

Session Strength Flows having a certain session 
strength (Strong, Adequate, 
Weak, Insecure) 

Yes Multiple strengths can be 
selected. 

Session Failures Sessions having specified types 
of failures, such as TX TLS Alert 

Yes More than one type of failure 
can be selected. 

Error (Advanced) To be used under 
guidance of Symantec 
Support 

No 

Flags (Advanced) To be used under 
guidance of Symantec 
Support 

No 

Outer VLAN Flows that are tagged with a 
particular outer VLAN ID (the 
tag closest to the Source MAC 
address) 

The value must be within the 
range 0-4095. You can filter 
on a single value only (not a 
range). 
The user-specified tag value will 
be compared against both the 
forward tag used for packets 
in the direction of TCP client to 
server and the backward tag 
(direction of the TCP server to 
client); if either the forward or 
backward tag matches the filter, 
the entry will be displayed. 
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Filter Description Optimized for Filtering? Additional Notes 

Inner VLAN Flows that are tagged with a 
particular inner VLAN ID (the tag 
closest to the Layer 3 header) 

No The value must be within the 
range 0-4095. You can filter 
on a single value only (not a 
range). 

SGT Flows that are tagged with a 
particular Security Group Tag 
(SGT) value 

No The value must be within the 
range 0-65535. You can filter 
on a single value only (not a 
range). 

NOTE 
Filtering applies to the snapshot you are currently viewing. If the current snapshot does not contain entries that 
match the filter parameters, 0 entries are displayed. You can search through earlier and later snapshots for 
entries that match the filtering criteria by clicking the Earlier Sessions or Later Sessions buttons. Snapshots 
without matching entries are skipped. The maximum size of a snapshot without a filter is 65536 entries or one 
hour's worth of entries (whichever is reached first). The maximum size of a snapshot with a filter is 65536 entries 
or 15 minutes' worth of entries (whichever is reached first). 

To filter the log: 

1. Select Monitor > SSL Session Log. 
2. Click Filter 

to open the Setup SSL Session Log Filter dialog. 
3. Click Filter. 
4. In the SSL Session Log Filter dialog, click Add 

. 
The Add SSL Session Log Filter dialog opens. 
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5. Select the filter Type and enter the Value to filter by. 
TIP 
When specifying a Category, you can enter a wildcard (*) at the end of the string. 

6. (Optional) Use the Negate option to exclude entries matching the specified filter. 
7. Click OK. 

The first page of the filtered log displays. Notice that the Session Log Status panel indicates that a filter is active, how 
many entries are displayed, and the time period covered. 
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8. Use the controls 

to navigate the snapshots in the Session Log Status panel and the pages in Session Log Snapshot panel. 

Additional Notes 

• You can combine multiple filter entries using Boolean AND/OR logic. If you use multiple filter terms in an OR operation, 
any entry in the combination constitutes a match. To filter on multiple terms, the AND operator requires a match on all 
entries. 

• To clear a filter, select No Filter on the Setup SSL Session Log Filter dialog. 
• Filters are retained when you navigate to other pages in the WebUI and return to the SSL Session Log, but are cleared 

when you log out of the session. 
• Some of the doughnut charts on the Dashboard offer a drill-down feature whereby clicking a slice displays the SSL 

Session Log filtered by the item clicked on (available for 1hr intervals only). See Dashboard for more information. 

Inspection Errors 

The Inspection Error Counts screen (Monitor > Errors) contains a single panel that shows inspection 
error counts for each active segment. Error counts are cleared when changes are made to the current 
ruleset, and policy is reset. The panel has the standard multi-page controls in addition to the Refresh 

and Export 

. 
Click 

to export the details of all errors to a .csv file. 

The Inspection Error Counts panel shows only confirmed SSL errors that occur after SSL Visibility makes the policy 
decision. If you export the data, the .csv file will include additional errors that are not confirmed SSL, such as timeout 
errors and server alerts. 

NOTE 
An appliance functioning perfectly might have a non-zero SSL Error Count. An error count doesn’t necessarily 
mean something is wrong. 

The example shows a panel with a TLS alert. There might be multiple rows for a single segment if there have been more 
than one type of error seen on that segment. Whenever a segment is activated or deactivated the error counts associated 
with that segments are reset to zero.

 Diagnostics 

Use the Monitor > Diagnostics dialog to specify the types of information to include in the diagnostic file, and generate 
the file. 
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The example shows the dialog with Policy and SSL Statistics selected for inclusion in the diagnostic file. Checking the 
box next to an item will cause it to be included in the diagnostic file. The date fields can be used to limit the statistics/ 
history data included in the diagnostic file. Click OK to create the file. 

NOTE 
Including the SSL Statistics and/or the Host Statistics, and/or the NFP statistics, might result in a large 
diagnostic file. Use these only when requested by customer support. 

You can download a local copy of the file, or upload it directly to Support by clicking Send to Symantec. Provide the 
service request number and upload the file. 

Packet Capture 

Use the Packet Capture screen to start, stop, download, or delete a packet capture, or to view details of a current 
or archived packet capture, and to specify settings for packet captures. SSL Visibility supports packet capture on the 
management interface as well as on data interfaces. 
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Typically you will use a packet capture at the request of customer support to assist in troubleshooting issues. 

Packet capture files may contain sensitive data. Symantec recommends reviewing and possibly redacting packet capture 
files before sending to Customer Support. Delete packet capture files if they are no longer needed. 

Packet Capture Best Practices 

Capture files can be quite large and can overload the SSL Visibility appliance. To avoid issues, Symantec recommends 
that you follow these best practices: 

• Don't do a full packet capture during peak hours. 
• Use filters to focus on the information you need to debug an issue. For example, filter by a specific source and/or 

destination IP address. 
• Limit the duration of the capture. 

Packet Capture Status 

The Packet Capture Status panel shows details for an ongoing or existing (archived) packet capture, including Started 
On and Stopped On timestamps, Archive Size, number of packets captured, and an indication of excessive memory or 
disk usage, if the capture stopped due to space limitations. When a packet capture is started, 8 GB of disk space (4 GB 
for temporary files, and 4 GB for the completed archive files) is reserved on the appliance. 

NOTE 
If the disk limit is reached, the number of packets captured may decrease, due to deletion of the oldest file. 

Packet Capture Settings 

Before taking a packet capture, specify which data interfaces to capture and define a filter to limit what data is captured. 

1. From the Monitor menu, select Packet Capture. 
2. In the Packet Capture Settings panel, click Edit 

. 
Show screen... 

3. In the appliance diagram, select the data interface(s) from which you want to capture data. 
4. Optionally, select Management Interface to capture data from the management interface. You can capture 

management interface data alone or in combination with data interfaces. 
5. Optionally, edit the Snaplen value to limit the maximum length of captured packets. Captured packets are truncated to 

the Snaplen value. Default is 65535 bytes. Setting the value to 0 restores the default. 
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6. Optionally, set a Filter Expression using Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) syntax to focus the packet capture. For 
example, you can filter by source and/or destination IP addresses, limiting the packets captured to those that meet the 
filter requirement. See Packet Capture Filter Examples for examples of BPF expressions. 

7. Specify the Archive Format. Choose tgz (the default) or zip. 
8. Optionally, specify the Duration of the capture, in seconds. 
9. Click OK. 

Create a Packet Capture File 

1. Adjust packet capture settings, if necessary. See Packet Capture Settings. 
2. When you are ready to start the capture, click the Start Capture 

icon in the Packet Capture Status panel. 
Show screen... 

Once started, the capture runs until stopped, or it reaches the specified duration, if set. 
3. To stop the capture, click the Stop Capture 

icon in the Packet Capture Status panel. 
4. To download the archive, click the Download Archive 

icon. 
5. To clear all packet capture files on the appliance, click the Delete Archive and Reset Capture 

icon. 
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Additional Information 

• Packet capture files are not saved as part of Diagnostics. 
• Packet capture of SSL Visibility copy port data does not reflect load balancing settings configured on the copy port. 

Packet Capture Filter Examples 

You can create complex, explicit filters using Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) expressions to specify what to include—or what 
to exclude—in SSL Visibility packet captures. 

BPF uses the following operators: 

• Negation (! , not ) 
• Concatenation (&& , and ) 
• Alternation (|| , or ) 

Negation has the highest precedence. Alternation and concatenation have equal precedence and associate left to right. If 
an identifier is given without a keyword, the most recent keyword is assumed. For example: not port 80 and 443 is short 
for (not port 80) and (port 443) (excludes port 80, includes port 443), which should not be confused with not (port 80 and 
443) (excludes both port 80 and 443). 

NOTE 
Filters containing net and mask are not valid for IPv6 addresses. 

For additional information on using BPF, including all available parameters and syntax, see biot.com/capstats/bpf.html. 
The table below provides examples of expressions you can use in the Filter Expression field when defining packet capture 
settings. 

Example BPF Syntax Description 

!port 514not port 514 Excludes all syslog traffic 

!portrange 8865-8870 Excludes all traffic between ports 8865 and 8870 

host 192.168.35.56 Includes traffic to and from 192.168.35.56 
dst host 10.1.2.3 Includes traffic destined for 10.1.2.3 
!(port 443 or port 123 or port 53) Excludes traffic on ports 443, 123, and 53 

!(net 10.1.3.0 mask 255.255.255.0)!net 10.1.3!net 10.1.3.0/24 Excludes traffic on network 10.1.3.0 with a 24-bit mask. You can 
specify a dotted triple, dotted pair, or a single number, and the 
mask will be automatically assumed as 255.255.255.0 for a dotted 
triple, 255.255.0.0 for a dotted pair, and 255.0.0.0 for a single.  

src net 192.168.5.0/24 Includes traffic originating from the network 192.168.5.0 network  
port 80 or port 3389port 80 or 3389 Includes all traffic on ports 80 and 3389 only 

vlan && host 172.16.3.35vlan and host 172.16.3.35 Includes VLAN-tagged traffic to and from 172.16.3.35 
vlan 10 Includes traffic tagged with VLAN ID 10 

vlan 100 && vlan 200 && host 192.168.35.56 Includes traffic tagged with VLAN 200 encapsulated within VLAN 
100 to and from 192.168.35.56 

Statistics Export 
Use the Statistics Export screen to enable periodic export of SSL Visibility statistics to Symantec Management Center 
(requires Management Center 2.0 or later). 
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Management Center can generate reports from the exported SSL Visibility data, including CPU utilization, memory 
utilization, Active Sessions, RX/TX bytes, RX/TX packets, SSL sessions on Classic segments, SSL sessions on ProxySG 
segments, full SSL handshakes per second, and reused SSL sessions per second. 

NOTE 
Management Center 2.0 automatically sets up the Statistics Export Configuration when you select the 
Collect statistics for this device option when registering the SSL Visibility appliance with Management Center. 

After setting the Collect statistics for this device option in Management Center, you can edit the Statistics Export 
Configuration on the SSL Visibility appliance. 

NOTE 
This feature is set up in Management Center. Be careful when making changes in SSL Visibility. 

Set Up Statistics Export in SSL Visibility 

1. From the Monitor menu, select Statistics Export. 
2. In the Statistics Export Configuration panel, click Edit 

to open Edit Statistics Export Configuration. 
Show screen... 

3. Enable or disable Periodic Export. 
4. Enter the Configuration Path and provide the URL to Management Center. 
5. Click OK, and then Apply the changes. 

Statistics Export Status 

The Statistics Export Status panel shows the most recent successful and failed uploads, the target URL (configuration 
path), the most recent successful and failed updates to the Statistics Export Configuration and the configuration URL. 

You can also export statistics manually by clicking the Export Statistics 

icon in the Statistics Export Status panel. 

Policies Menu 
Use the Policies menu to configure segments and define policies and rules that determine how SSL traffic is handled, 
and which SSL traffic is inspected. Overall, policies consist of Inspection Services, rulesets, segments, and lists. 
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The basic steps of policy configuration are: 

1. Create an Inspection Service. 
2. Create a main ruleset that excludes traffic that you do not want to inspect. 
3. Add the Inspection Service to the main ruleset (following the exclusion rules) to handle the traffic you do want to 

inspect. 
4. Configure segments that define interfaces and use the ruleset to handle SSLV traffic. 
5. Optionally, connect the SSL Visibility appliance with one or more Blue Coat ProxySG appliances to offload SSL/TLS 

traffic processing from the ProxySG 

Table 6: Table: Common Policy Tools 

Add Multi-page tools 

Delete Refresh 

Edit Clone 

Configure Inspection Services to Inspect Traffic 

An Inspection Service is a structured set of rules that determines how to inspect SSL traffic. Each Inspection Service 
consists of a collection of standard decryption rules coupled with a drop or reject catch-all action similar to the main 
ruleset. The default rules in the Inspection Service can handle most common decryption cases. 

Here is how the Inspection Service functions in the ruleset: The rules in the main ruleset exclude traffic you do not want 
to inspect. An Inspect rule in the main ruleset applies the Inspection Service to the remaining traffic that you do want to 
inspect. The standard rules in the Inspection Service are set up by default to allow inspection in the most secure way. 
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An Inspection Service functions as a template that simplifies configuration and follows best practices for decryption policy. 
Each Inspection Service contains five rules correctly ordered in a Standard Rules panel. The order of the rules ensures 
that all rules are applied. The order cannot be changed, although individual rules can be enabled or disabled within the 
Inspection Service. 

The standard rules (in order) and their default states are: 

1. Decrypt known-certificate-and-key list rule Flows using certificates on the known-certificate-and-key list will be 
decrypted using a known-certificate-and-key action. Default: Enabled. 

2. Decrypt replace-key rule This rule enables inspection of flows using self-signed certificates. Only the public key and 
signature are replaced, effectively keeping the certificate self-signed. Default: Enabled. 

3. Decrypt resign rule (untrusted resign) An untrusted RSA and ECDSA resigning CA should be specified. The X.509 
status match fields (visible on the Advanced Match Fields tab of the Edit Standard Rule dialog) will only apply this 
rule to certificates from an invalid issuer, or that have an invalid signature, or that have been revoked. The X.509 
status match fields cannot be modified. Default: Disabled. 

4. Decrypt resign rule (trusted resign) A trusted RSA and ECDSA resigning CA should be specified. The X.509 status 
match fields will apply this rule to all certificates except those with an invalid issuer. Default: Disabled. 

5. Decrypt Anonymous Diffie-Hellman This standard rule enables inspection of flows that use Anonymous Diffie-
Hellman cipher suites. Default: Enabled. 

The two resigning rules are not enabled by default. Before enabling these rules, you must specify appropriate RSA and 
ECDSA resigning CAs. 

The Inspection Service options also specify a Default Inspection Services Action, or catch-all action, which can be 
either Drop or Reject. If the standard rules are fully configured, this catch-all action should never be hit. 

For more complex special cases, you can add Advanced Rules to an Inspection Service. Advanced Rules are evaluated 
before the rules in the standard rules panel. The rules within an Inspection Service can also be customized, although in 
most cases, the defaults should be sufficient. 

For example, if you want to perform only inbound inspection, with no outbound traffic inspected at all, you might enable 
only the known-certificate-and-key list rule in the standard rules panel, and disable the other rules. The Inspect rule that 
you add to the main ruleset to invoke the Inspection Service should be configured to match on the same known-certificate-
and-key list. 
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Controlled Server Inspection 

Another way to invoke an Inspection Service is to use it in an Inspect (Controlled Server) action. You can use this action 
if the traffic is destined to a server under local control, for which the administrator can limit what the server negotiates. The 
destination can also be an upstream proxy that acts as a TLS server. This rule can only match in cases where inspection 
is possible without early involvement of SSL Visibility in the TLS handshake. Selecting this action provides access to the 
Advanced SSL tab, which you can use to create rules dependent on server certificate details. 

Configure an Inspection Service 

To configure an Inspection Service: 

1. Select Policies > Inspection Services. 
2. In the Inspection Services panel, click Add 

and enter a name for the service. 
3. Optionally, change the Default Inspection Service Action. The default is Reject. The non-default option is Drop. 
4. In the Standard Rules panel, edit the two resign rules. Select a resigning CA for both RSA and EC flows, and check 

Enabled. Do this for both rules. If you use an HSM for resigning, specify the HSM Resigning CA Group. 
NOTE 
If only one resigning CA is configured, this CA will be used to resign both RSA and EC flows. For example, if 
no EC Resigning CA is specified, all EC flows will be resigned with the RSA Resigning CA. 
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5. (Optional) You can use inspection service rules to control how the SSL Visibility appliance processes stapled Online 
Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responses sent by servers. The following options are available for OCSP Stapling: 
– Staple Revoked — If the client has requested certificate status, SSL Visibility sends an OCSP response to the 

client for certificates that have been classified as revoked. Such responses are sent if the certificate was revoked 
either by an OCSP response or via a CRL. Use of this option allows for the client to be aware that it is interacting 
with a server that has had its certificate revoked, since many clients will prevent a user from interacting with a 
server that uses a revoked certificate. Staple Revoked is the default setting. 

– Propagate Stapled — In addition to sending an OCSP response for revoked certificates, SSL Visibility staples 
GOOD, UNKNOWN, or responder errors in the client handshake when the server has stapled a response to the 
server-side of the flow. This option attempts to make SSL Visibility transparent to the client, and is particularly useful 
for specialized clients, such as Skype for Business, that require OCSP responses. 

NOTE 
To minimize the performance impact of OCSP responses, create specific inspection service rules to target 
the clients that require OCSP responses. For example, configure a rule that matches the traffic used by 
the specialized clients requiring this behavior. 

– None — SSL Visibility does not send a certificate status message to the client. 
6. Apply the changes. 

You can now use the Inspection Service in a ruleset to enable decryption and inspection. 

Best Practice: 

• Except for the two resign rules, which you must configure if using, use the defaults for all rules in the Inspection 
Service, if possible. 
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Configure Rulesets to Handle SSL Traffic 

Rulesets contain the rules and policies—including Inspection Services—that control how SSL traffic is handled. They are 
associated with one or more segments. Rulesets can also exist unassociated with any segment. Rules are followed in 
a top-to-bottom hierarchy, with the first rule matched determining the policy action. Individual rules may be enabled or 
disabled. 

The initial rules in a main ruleset determine which flows are not inspected, that is, flows that are cut through, dropped, or 
rejected. Such rules may depend solely on information available at the Client Hello, and require no Server information. 

For example, the initial rules in the main ruleset might: 

• Drop or reject traffic that matches a specific IP address, or a list of IP addresses 
• Cut through traffic to/from Symantec-related sites, using the Policies > Domain Names List > unsupported-sites list 

and optionally, a custom domain name list of other unsupported sites 
• Cut through flows based on a Host Categorization categories list 

NOTE 
For information on how SSL Visibility handles invalid certificates when evaluating cut through rules that match 
on certificate fields, see About Cut Through Rules. 

After configuring what traffic to exclude from inspection, you add a rule to govern the inspection of the remaining traffic. 
For this rule, add an Inspection Service that you previously created. The Inspection Service defines how flows are 
decrypted and inspected. 

Ruleset Options 

The Rulesets display contains three panels. The lower two panels display information that depends on the ruleset 
selected in the first panel. 

The figure above shows the Rulesets panels. Each ruleset occupies one row in the Rulesets panel. The 
Rule Count column shows the number of rules that are currently configured in that ruleset. Tools let you Add 

, Delete 

, or Clone 

a ruleset. The Delete and Clone tools are unavailable unless an entry in the panel is selected. 
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To view Ruleset Options and Rules information, select a ruleset entry in the Rulesets panel. The Ruleset Options 
panel will expand and become active. The Rules panel displays the rules configured within the selected ruleset. 

Use the Edit Ruleset Options panel to configure the ruleset settings. 

The Edit Ruleset Options are: 

• External Certificate Authorities: Selects the list of trusted external CAs that will be checked against when SSL 
sessions are processed by rules within this ruleset. See External Certificate Authority for details on creating and 
modifying external CA lists. 

• Certificate Revocation Lists: Selects the set of CRLs that will be checked against when SSL sessions are processed 
by rules within this ruleset. See Certificate Revocation Lists for more information. 

• Trusted Certificates: Selects the set of trusted certificates that will be checked against when SSL sessions are 
processed by rules within this ruleset. See Trusted Certificates for details on trusted certificate lists. 

• Catch All Action: Defines what happens to an SSL session that does not trigger any rules within this ruleset 
• Host Categorization IP Exclude List: Selects the list of destination IP addresses used to prevent Host Categorization 

lookup. See Host Categorization Lists. 
• TLS 1.3 Unavailable Certificate Policy: Determines how to process a TLS 1.3 session for which complete certificate 

information is not available. See TLS 1.3 Support. 
• Client Advertises ADH ciphers only: This ruleset option gives you the following choices for handling connections that 

only offer Anonymous Diffie-Hellman (ADH) cipher suites: 
– Cut — Cut through the flow. 
– Drop — Drop the connection. 
– Reject — Reset the connection. 
– Evaluate — Flow are processed by the rules in the ruleset. This is the default option, which falls back to the 

pre-4.5.3.1 behavior (to evaluate the rules). 
NOTE 
These actions are noted in the SSL Session Log when they are used—for example, Reject (ADH 
ruleset option match). 

Insert a Rule 

The Rules panel displays the rules defined in the ruleset. Click Add 

to insert a new rule and open the Insert Rule dialog. 
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Optionally, enter a Name for the rule. User-defined names or comments of policy rules matched for the session are 
displayed in the Session Log Details for a Session Log entry in the WebUI, in addition to the rule index. Session Log 
Details can be accessed by clicking View Details for a Session Log entry in the WebUI and opening the Policy section. 
(User-defined names are not exported with the Session Log, or sent to remote syslog servers.) 

Use the Action drop down menu to select of the type of rule to create. 

• If you are defining a rule to inspect traffic, select Inspect or Inspect (Controlled Server) as the action, and then 
choose a previously-configured Inspection Service. 

• If you are configuring a rule to define the traffic you do not want to inspect, choose the appropriate action: Drop, 
Reject, or Cut Through. 

By default, details for any flow that triggers a rule will be logged in the SSL Session Log. If you wish to exclude details for 
flows that trigger a specific rule then you can clear the Include in Session Log check box. For example, you may want 
to do this to avoid session log entries for internal SSL traffic that triggers a Cut Through rule. Note that when Include in 
Session Log is disabled, the category of the flow is not recorded and the flows are not included in the Top Destination 
Categories, Top Categories Policy Actions, and Top Rules charts on the Dashboard. 
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Rule criteria are grouped into tabs, such as TCP/IP, SSL, and L2. The tabs and the criteria options within each tab vary 
somewhat depending on the Action selected for the rule. For example, the Advanced SSL tab appears only when the 
Action is Drop, Reject, or Inspect (Controlled Server). 

Tab Description Criteria Options 

TCP/IP For specifying Layer 3 criteria for TCP 
flows. 
In ProxySG Mode segments, the TCP/IP 
tab options are applied to the connection 
from the ProxySG appliance to the Origin 
Content Server (OCS) or web server. 
For example, to create a rule based 
on Destination IP, which is seen on the 
connection between the ProxySG appliance 
and the web server, you would specify the 
Destination IP on the TCP/IP tab. 

• Source IP addresses and lists 

• Destination IP addresses and lists 

• Destination port 
• Traffic class values and lists 

Correlated TCP/IP For specifying Layer 3 criteria for TCP 
flows, but for use with rules configured for 
ProxySG Mode segments. The Correlated 
TCP/IP tab options are applied to TCP 
connections between the client and the 

• Source IP addresses and lists 

• Destination IP addresses and lists 

• Destination port 
• Traffic class values and lists 

ProxySG appliance. For example, if you 
want to drop traffic based on a specific 
client source IP address, create a Drop rule 
for the client Source IP address using the 
Correlated TCP/IP tab. 

SSL For specifying criteria that are part of SSL 
or TLS handshake packets. 

• Domain names and lists 

• Trusted certificates and lists 

• Host categorization lists 

• Known certificates and lists 

• Ignore certificate status 

Advanced SSL For specifying additional SSL criteria that 
are applicable to only certain rule types: 
Drop, Reject, and Inspect (Controlled 
Server). 
The Advanced SSL tab is hidden for other 
rule types because the criteria are not 
applicable. 

• Distinguished Name (DN) 
• Cipher suite lists 

• Minimum and maximum SSL/TLS 
versions 

• Certificate status (such as revoked or 
self-signed) 

• X.509 fingerprint lists 

L2 For specifying Layer 2 criteria for a classic 
segment or for the ProxySG-to-server 
connection in a ProxySG Mode segment. 

• Inner and outer VLAN ID ranges and 
lists 

• SGT ranges and lists 
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Tab Description Criteria Options 

Correlated L2 For specifying Layer 2 criteria for the client- • Inner and outer VLAN ID ranges and 
to-ProxySG connection in a ProxySG Mode lists 
segment. • SGT ranges and lists 
Example: The client-to-ProxySG connection 
is tagged with VLAN ID 100. When the 
ProxySG creates the connection to the 
server, it tags the connection with VLAN ID 
200. If you want to base an SSL Visibility 
policy decision on some aspect of the 
client-to-proxy connection, you can put the 
clients address in the Correlated TCP/ 
IP tab and/or put the VLAN ID 100 in the 
Correlated L2 tab. 

The following example shows a Cut Through rule for the default unsupported-sites list installed with SSL Visibility. 
The unsupported-sites list contains the domain names of Symantec-related SSL sites, the traffic to which cannot be 
inspected. A Cut Through rule using the unsupported-sites list should be included in the ruleset used on any in-line 
segment in order to enable applications using these sites to function normally. 

Use the International Domain Name Spoofing option to create rules to drop or reject traffic in which look-alike 
characters (homographs) are used to spoof Domain Names. 

To clear this option or any of the Domain Name options, select Domain Name Unconfigured. 

TLS 1.3 Support 
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TLS 1.3 flows can be decrypted without downgrading to TLS 1.2 on Classic segments. On ProxySG mode segments, TLS 
1.3 flows destined for SSL Offload for ProxySG are automatically downgraded to TLS 1.2. TLS 1.3 flows not destined for 
ProxySG can be decrypted or can be cut through. See Non-Proxy Flows in ProxySG Mode Segments. 

TLS 1.3 encrypts parts of the server information, hindering the SSL Visibility appliance from validating a policy decision to 
cut through a TLS 1.3. session. For example, the policy decision for a TLS 1.3 session that is to be cut through based on 
a domain name in an unsupported sites list cannot be made securely, because SSL Visibility has only the SNI information. 
If the Learned Certificate Cache is enabled for the segment and the certificate has been cached, SSL Visibility will be 
able to apply policy to the TLS 1.3 flow. (See  Learned Certificate Cache Options .) However, if the Learned Certificate 
Cache feature is disabled or the certificate has not yet been cached, the appliance needs to know how to handle these 
TLS 1.3 sessions. The segment ruleset configuration option, TLS 1.3 Unavailable Certificate Policy, provides two ways 
to handle such sessions: 

• Apply TLS 1.3 Unsupported Session Action: (Default) Applies the Unsupported Session Action (Cut, Drop, or 
Reject) configured for the TLS 1.3 option in the Unsupported Session Actions panel of the Segment configuration. 

• Trust Client Hello Information: You can set this option if you are willing to trust the SNI information in the Client Hello. 
Because TLS 1.3 encrypts parts of the server information, this setting makes the policy decision in the absence of the 
server information. 

Both actions are shown in SSL Session Logs. If the TLS 1.3 Unsupported Session Action is used, the Session Log data 
shows the TLS Version as 1.3 (with the relevant draft), the Certificate Status is empty, the Action is displayed with the 
reason (TLS 1.3), and the Status is Unsupported. 

If Trust Client Hello Information is used, the Session Log data shows the TLS Version as 1.3 (with the relevant draft), 
the Certificate Status is empty, the Action is displayed, and the Status is SUCCESS. 

About Cut Through Rules 

SSL Visibility 4.x applies stringent security when evaluating Cut Through rules. Specifically, if a rule is created to cut 
through based on Domain information or any criteria that uses certificate data, this action is not applied if the certificate is 
invalid. For security reasons, SSL Visibility will not cut through flows matching on criteria that uses certificate data unless 
the server certificate can be identified as trusted. This is done to help to protect against counterfeit certificates being used 
to circumvent TLS inspection. When the certificate status is invalid, you will see privacy warnings for sites that you expect 
to be cut through. If you still want to cut through the traffic in this situation, there are several approaches you can take. 

One approach is to override the default behavior by selecting the Ignore Certificate Status check box (located in the SSL 
tab when inserting or editing a Cut Through rule). When this option is selected, the rule will ignore server certificate status 
when determining if the certificate matches the criteria specified in the rule. SSL Visibility will ignore all certificate statuses 
including: self-signed, invalid-issuer, incomplete-chain, invalid-signature, invalid-purpose, unsupported-extension, crl-
error, weak-key, and revoked. Since this option is only present on Cut Through rules, the original certificate status will be 
presented to the client on the cut connection giving the client the ability to make a final determination on how to proceed 
given the status of the certificate. 
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Although the option Ignore Certificate Status is available to override the default behavior, enabling the option is not 
recommended. The preferred method is through management of certificates and certificate authorities in the PKI store. 
Refer to the guidelines below. 

If you want to trust an untrusted certificate, proceed carefully. Here are some guidelines: 

• Generally, it is not recommended to add the untrusted CA that issued the certificate as a trusted CA on SSL Visibility, 
as this will cause all server certificates issued by this CA be trusted rather than just a single server certificate. This 
could be a valid approach if you want to trust all server certificates issued by your enterprise root CA, however. A 
better approach would be to apply to have your enterprise root CA publicly trusted. 

• You could add the explicit server certificate as a trusted certificate to SSL Visibility. This will allow the traffic for that 
explicit destination to be cut through. Any other server certificate that has the same CN will be different in terms of 
its signature, i.e. it has different keys, serial number, etc. so it will not match the server certificate you have added as 
trusted, and so will be untrusted. 

• You could add a Cut Through rule based on destination IP address. This will work, but may be more difficult to 
maintain, especially for a distributed server configuration that may present many IP addresses. 

Configure a Ruleset 

To configure a ruleset: 

1. Select Policies > Rulesets. 
2. In the Rulesets panel, click Add 

and enter a name for the new ruleset, or clone and rename an existing ruleset. 
3. Click Edit 

in the Ruleset Options panel and configure the options. Be sure to set an appropriate Catch All Action. 
4. In the Rules panel, click Add 

to insert each rule. 

5. Use the Up and Down arrows to correctly order the rules. Rules are evaluated from top to bottom. The first rules 
should define the traffic that you do not want to inspect. After narrowing the traffic to what you do want to inspect, add 
an Inspect rule and specify a previously configured Inspection Service. 

6. Apply the changes. 

Best Practices 

• First, create Cut Through, Drop, or Reject rules for traffic that you do not need to inspect. 
• Always include a Cut Through rule for the unsupported-sites list in a ruleset to be used on any inline segment, to 

avoid inspection of Symantec-related sites. See Domain Names List for more information. 
• Create a custom domain name list for other sites that should not be inspected to allow applications using the sites to 

function normally. As with the unsupported-sites list, create a Cut Through rule for the custom list. 
• Position the Inspection Service after rules that define what not to inspect. 
• The Inspection Service defaults are sufficient for most decryption scenarios. 
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By default, Cut Through rules that match on certificate fields must use only valid certificate fields. You can, however, use 
PKI to resolve these issues or override the default behavior. See About Cut Through Rules for more information. 

NOTE 
If there is more than one rule specified in a ruleset, the position of a rule in the Rules panel becomes important. 
Rules are processed from the first rule in the panel to the last rule in the panel so if a more generic rule occurs 
before of a more specific rule, the generic rule will be encountered first and will always be used. 

For example, if you want to inspect any flow that is TLS 1.0 - 1.2 and reject all SSL 3 traffic, you might be tempted to 
configure an Inspection Service that limits inspection to TLS versions 1.0 - 1.2 (on the Advanced tab) and then add a rule 
to the main ruleset to reject SSL 3 traffic. However, this implementation does not follow the best practice of defining what 
is or is not to be inspected as early as possible, preferably at the Client Hello. 

A better, simpler solution is to add a Reject rule for SSL 3 traffic to the main ruleset before the Inspection Service. 
Having done so, there is no need to specify TLS versions in the Inspection Service; the default values will allow inspection 
of the traffic. 

See Policy Rulesets for an explanation of the parameters that can be configured for the different types of rules. 

Notes 

• If a rule does not appear to be working, always check that it is not below a more generic rule that will apply to the traffic 
it is intended to match. Next, verify Enabled is set to True for that rule. 

• Use the True/False Enabled setting to view whether or not a rule is active. In most situations, all rules should be set to 
True. If you are debugging a ruleset, you might use the False setting, for one rule at a time. 

• The following server certificate match fields will be ignored when matching SSL flows using Anonymous Diffie-Hellman 
cipher suites: 
– Domain Name 
– Domain Name List 
– Subject DN 
– Subject DN List 
– Issuer DN 
– Issuer DN List 

Disable a Rule 

You can disable a rule within a ruleset. When creating or editing a rule, the Enabled option is selected by default; the 
rule is active (and its location in the ruleset matters as usual). When the option is cleared, the rule is disabled and not 
processed. 
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The setting is also shown per rule in the Rulesets > Rules panel, as True (enabled) or False (disabled) in the 
Enabled column. You can enable or disable a rule in the Rules panel: select the rule and click Disable Rule 

or 
Enable Rule 

. 
The screenshot below shows one rule (ID 1) that is disabled and all other rules enabled. When a rule is disabled, its 
background display is yellow. 

In most situations, all rules should be set to True. If you are debugging a ruleset, you might disable rules one at a time. 

Configure Receive Interfaces with Segments 

A segment is a grouping of interfaces that receives a network flow. The Policy > Segments screen contains a graphical 
display of the system followed by additional panels. The information displayed on the lower panels depends on the 
segment selected in the Segments panel. There are two basic types of segments: 

Segment Configuration in Classic Mode 

Basic Segment Configuration with ProxySG 

The following is a graphic for an SV-S550 device. The unit has seven slots with three slots for add-in NICs. Slot 2 is 
always present and has four 10G ports. For 100G cards, you must use slots 6 and 7. 

NOTE 
For all 10G NICs, 1Gps speed is not supported. 
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• Slots 6 and 7 read left to right. All other slots read right to left. 
• Any interface that does not have a letter is not currently being used by an active segment. 
• Any interface that shows green indicates that the relevant link is up. 
• Deactivating an active segment releases the external interfaces used by that segment. Those interfaces become 

available for use by other segments. 
• The slot a NIC can be added to depends on the size of the NIC and the size of a slot (such as a full-height card cannot 

be added to a half-height slot). 
• In ProxySG Mode segments, a maximum of nine interfaces can be configured. The number allowed varies by 

configuration. 
– Multi-Proxy FTA = 1 network + 8 application interfaces 
– Multi-Proxy FTN = 2 network + 7 application interfaces 
– Paired Proxies (FTA and FTN) = 2 net work + 2 application interfaces 
– Copy ports reduce the number of application interfaces available 

The Segments panel (second from top) contains a row for each segment that is configured in the system. In addition to 
the Add 

, Edit 

, Delete 

and Refresh 

tools, it includes Activate, Deactivate, and Edit Copy Mode tools. A segment combined with a ruleset creates policy. 

See Deployment Modes for details of the modes of operation that can be selected for a segment when it is created. See 
Segment Policies for information on segment policy options. "Passive-Tap Mode", Passive-Inline Mode, Active-Inline 
Mode, and ProxySG Mode provide examples of how to configure segments using the Segments panel. 

You will need to activate a segment to use it; when you do so, you will see a series of screens where you select interfaces 
for each required setting. Once a segment definition exists in the Segments panel, you can configure settings for it by 
selecting the segment and then adjusting the settings in the lower panels on the screen. 

Unsupported Session Actions 

Attached Appliance Options 

Segment Options 
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System Options 

Use System Options, the first panel on the Segments screen, to configure the default action that the system should 
take if it is overloaded or if power is lost. In the example shown, the Overload Action is to cut through traffic; the other 
Overload Action options are to drop or reject the traffic. 

NOTE 
During appliance startup, the interfaces might become active before the SSL inspection policy is applied. This 
lets traffic pass through the appliance without being inspected. 

Unsupported Session Actions 

Use the Unsupported Session Actions panel to control how SSL Visibility should handle SSL sessions that cannot be 
decrypted. These options are applicable to the selected segment and can be set differently for each segment. 

NOTE 
Unsupported Session Actions was called Undecryptable Actions in previous versions of SSL Visibility. 

The panel has Edit 

and Refresh 

tools. Click Edit 

to open the Edit Unsupported Session Actions dialog and select the action (Cut, Drop, or Reject) to be take when 
a session is not supported for the specific reason. It might not be possible to decrypt an SSL session for the following 
reasons: 
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• Compression: The system does not support inspection of SSL sessions that use compression. If the server negotiates 
compression on a flow that should be inspected, this action is applied. 

• SSL2: The system does not support inspection of SSL sessions using SSL 2 (SSL 2 is an old and insecure version of 
SSL and its use is not recommended). Any SSL2 Client Hello message that does not advertise support for SSL 3 or 
TLS 1.0 or higher triggers this action. 

• TLS 1.3: Due to the nature of the TLS 1.3 protocol, some server information is encrypted at the time of the handshake. 
Thus, the policy decision for a TLS 1.3 session that is to be cut through (e.g., due to a host categorization match) 
cannot be made securely, because SSL Visibility has only the SNI information (unless the server certificate is in the 
Learned Certificate Cache—see Learned Certificate Cache Options ). The action configured here will be applied to 
sessions in which the server certificate in not available in the Learned Certificate Cache. Note: You can override the 
TLS 1.3 action here by setting the TLS 1.3 Unavailable Certificate Policy in the Ruleset Options panel. See TLS 1.3 
Support. 

• Unsupported: If the server negotiates any other unsupported options, such as unsupported cipher suite or TLS 
extension, this action is applied. 

• Uncached: An SSL session established using session re-use can only be inspected if the system has the session 
state for the session being re-used in its cache; this action is applied when the session state is not cached. 

Attached Appliance Options 

The Attached Appliance Options differ depending on whether the segment is configured as a Classic segment or 
ProxySG segment. 

Classic Segment Options 

In Classic segments you can use the Attached Appliance Options panel to enable/disable Plaintext 
Modification permission, configure the Feedback Timeout and Plaintext Marker Type options, enable/ 
disable downgrading HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x, and enable/disable downgrading TLS 1.3 to TLS 1.2. Edit 

and Refresh 

tools are available. 

The appliance options are described below. 

Allow Plaintext Modification : Allows blocking notification “comfort pages” generated by a tool in the active loop (an 
IPS, for example), to pass through the SSL Visibility appliance so they are visible on the client. This option is disabled by 
default. This option is not available for Passive Inline segments. 

Feedback Timeout : Determines how long the SSL Visibility appliance waits for a response before canceling a request 
and interrupting the SSL flow. Selecting the Extended timeout allows a more time-consuming request, such as one to the 
cloud, to complete. The Default timeout is 1 second. The Extended period is 5 seconds. 

NOTE 
Feedback Timeout is not applicable when the Allow Plaintext Modification option is enabled. 
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Plaintext Marker Type : Controls how generated TCP flows containing inspected traffic are marked. A reason for marking 
these flows is that an attached passive security appliance might wish to be able to determine which traffic that it receives 
has been decrypted by the SSL Visibility appliance and which has not. Configuring marking means the SSL Visibility 
appliance will mark all generated flows and the attached appliance can use the marker to distinguish between inspected 
and non-inspected traffic. If you want to mark generated flows with the SRC MAC address, choose Source MAC. If you 
don’t want to use this feature, choose (Not Set) for the Plaintext Marker Type. 

NOTE 
In SSL Visibility 4.x, marking plaintext for active-inline segments is optional; it is no longer mandatory. 

Marker MAC Address: When Source MAC is selected for Plaintext Marker Type, the system assigns a default MAC 
address, but you can edit the MAC if needed. 

Downgrade HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x: Downgrades flows if an attached appliance on the segment does not support HTTP/2. 
Note: This option only applies to inspected flows and is disabled by default. 

Downgrade TLS 1.3 to TLS 1.2: Limits the use of TLS 1.3 on the segment (for example, because downstream devices 
do not support TLS 1.3). Note: This option only applies to inspected flows and is disabled by default. 

ProxySG Mode Segment Options 

In ProxySG-enabled segments, the following Attached Appliance Options are available. These options do not apply to 
sessions destined for the ProxySG appliance; they only apply to non-proxy sessions. In some configurations, they apply 
only to traffic sent to a copy port. 

Downgrade HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x : Use this option to downgrade non-proxy flows if an attached appliance on the segment 
does not support HTTP/2. This option only applies to inspected flows and is disabled by default. The Downgrade option 
does not apply to proxied flows. 

NOTE 
When offloading SSL from an attached ProxySG appliance running SGOS 7.1 or later, an SSL Visibility 
appliance running v supports HTTP/2 traffic between the two appliances. HTTP/2 is enabled by default on 
SGOS 7.x, so no configuration or extra policy is needed on either appliance. (SGOS 7.x offers several policy 
gestures for specialized configuration of HTTP/2; for details, see the Content Policy Language Reference Guide 
for SGOS 7.x.) If a ProxySG appliance is running an earlier SGOS release that does not support HTTP/2 or if 
HTTP/2 is disabled on SGOS 7.x, the SSL Visibility appliance will strip HTTP/2 if it sees it and downgrade to 
HTTP/1.x. 

Downgrade TLS 1.3 to TLS 1.2 : Limits the use of TLS 1.3 on the segment (for example, because downstream devices 
do not support TLS 1.3). Note: This option only applies to inspected flows and is disabled by default. 

Session Correlation with ProxySG: Logs the unique session ID created by the SSL Visibility appliance for 
client sessions and server sessions in the SSL Session Log of the SSL Visibility appliance and in the access log of the 
ProxySG appliance. To enable this feature: 

1. In the SSL Visibility management console, enable the Session Correlation with ProxySG option. 
2. In the ProxySG Admin Console or Management Console, add the following access log fields to the access log: 

– x-cs-offload-session-log-id 
– x-rs-offload-session-log-id 
– cs(X-Forwarded-For) 

For this feature to work, you must meet the following requirements: 
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• The SSL Visibility appliance is running 5.4.1.1 and later. 
• The ProxySG appliance is running SGOS 7.3.7.1 and later. 

NOTE 
These options only apply to traffic that is not destined for ProxySG devices, and the ProxySG segment needs 
at least one copy port in place to have SSL Visibility inspect non-proxy flows. See Non-Proxy Flows in ProxySG 
Mode Segments. 

Segment Options 

The Segment Options panel allows you to configure how the system deals with software or application port failures, set 
Session Log Mode options, configure the MTU, enable/disable the Path MTU Discovery options, and configure the 
Learned Certificate Cache for TLS 1.3 and other connections. These options can be applied to ProxySG-enabled and 
Classic segment types. 

1. Select Policies > Segments and select a segment. 
2. In the Segment Options panel, click Edit 

, 
and configure the desired options as described below. 

3. When done, click OK, and then Apply the changes. 

Failure Actions 

The Failure Action options, listed below, determine how this segment will behave in the event of a failure: 

• Disable Interfaces 
• Drop Packets (Auto Recovery) 
• Fail-to-wire (Auto Recovery) 
• Fail-to-wire (Manual Reset) 
• Ignore Failure 

If either of the Fail-to-wire options are selected and the power to the appliance is off, all traffic will be redirected from the 
incoming port to the paired port. If the Fail-to-wire options are not selected and the power to the appliance is off, all traffic 
is redirected into the appliance instead of the paired port and is dropped 

NOTE 
If no segments are configured and a power failure occurs, the appliance does not automatically Fail-to-wire. 

High Availability Options 

The High Availability mode options are: 

• Disabled: HA mode is not active 
• Auto Recovery: Automatic recovery from failure mode when the cause of the failure is removed 
• Manual Reset: Manual action via the WebUI is needed to exit failure mode. 

Session Log Mode 

The Session Log Mode options determine how the Session Log is saved and what parts of the log are sent to a remote 
syslog server, if one or more remote syslog servers are configured. This option can be set during initial segment creation 
(default Local Session Log Only), but can be edited in the Segment Options panel. The Session Log Mode options 
are: 
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• Disabled: Session Log information is not saved 
• Local Session Log Only: Session Log is saved only on the appliance 
• Local Session Log, All sessions to Remote Syslog: All Session Log information is sent to one or more configured 

remote syslog servers 
• Local Session Log, Errors to Remote Syslog: Only Errors in the Session Log are sent to one or more configured 

remote syslog servers 

Choosing to send all logs might result in significant traffic to the remote syslog server. 

NOTE 
The Session Log Mode must be set to either All Sessions to Remote Syslog or Errors to Remote Syslog 
if the Include SSL Session Logs option is enabled in the Remote Logging configuration in order to send the 
specified logs to a remote syslog server. 

MTU Options 

The MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) value can be changed in the Segment Options panel. This value is optionally set 
during initial segment creation (default 1500), but can be edited in the Segment Options panel. 

When the Path MTU Discovery option is enabled, SSL Visibility responds to MTU-related ICMP or ICMPv6 messages by 
reducing the MTU size until packets are small enough to traverse the network path without fragmentation. This option is 
enabled by default. 

When the Path MTU Black Hole Detection option is enabled, this option is applied if a maximum size TCP segment is 
retransmitted three times and no MTU-related ICMP messages are received. After three attempts, the Maximum Segment 
Size (MSS) value configured for this option is applied, preventing TCP flows from hanging in the event the MTU-related 
ICMP messages are blocked or otherwise not received. 

The default MSS values are IPv4 = 1200 bytes; IPv6 = 1220 bytes. This option is disabled by default. 

Learned Certificate Cache Options 

The SSL Visibility appliance has an option to cache visible certificates used in SSL connections in the Learned Certificate 
Cache. Certificates are associated with destinations, as defined by a Server Name Indicator (SNI), IP address, and port 
number, and are retrieved for policy evaluation when a certificate is encrypted or otherwise not available (as is the case 
for TLS 1.3 flows which always have encrypted certificates). 

NOTE 
Because the TLS 1.3 protocol encrypts certificates rendering them unavailable in cut through flows, it is 
not possible to validate that the certificate used in the flow matches the certificate returned by the Learned 
Certificate Cache. 

The Learned Certificate Cache option is enabled by default. 

Each segment has a separate Learned Certificate Cache that gets populated in the following manner: 

• When a segment is initially created, the cache is empty. 
• Assuming Learned Certificate Cache is enabled, the SSL Visibility appliance builds the cache as it sees X.509 server 

certificates to a particular destination. SSL Visibility requires multiple observations of the destination using a certificate 
before it is confident enough to use the certificate for policy. Confidence decays the more time goes by without an 
observation. 

• Certificates are cached and used independently of the protocol version of the session on which they were observed. 
For example, a certificate seen on a TLS 1.2 session may be used to evaluate policy on a TLS 1.3 session. 

• A single destination may concurrently use more than one X.509 certificate with the same key type. If the certificate 
data fields are either identical or close enough to not impact policy, the certificates are considered to be functionally 
equivalent. One such example is if the certificates have the same Subject Alternative Names but have slightly different 
expiration dates. When the certificates are functionally equivalent, confidence in the cached certificate is built up and 
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the cache entry can be used for policy evaluation. If the certificates are not functionally equivalent, SSL Visibility resets 
the cache confidence level and the entry is not used for policy evaluation. 

• You can bypass the normal confidence building process by creating custom destination lists. If there are destinations 
you trust, you can add them to a trusted destinations list. Conversely, if there are known untrusted destinations, you 
can add them to an excluded destinations list. See Creating Custom Destination Lists . 

• If a segment is disabled, the cache will be cleared. 
• If the appliance is rebooted, the cache will be cleared. Note that any custom destination lists will persist in a reboot. 

The Learned Certificate Cache Entry Lifetime describes how long it takes for confidence in the certificate to be reduced 
in half. The choices are: 

Short — After 30 seconds without observing a certificate from a destination, the cache will be half as confident that the 
destination will use the cached certificate. After the confidence falls below a system-defined threshold level, the entry will 
no longer be used. It will take two minutes to decay from maximum confidence to a value below the threshold. 

Medium — The confidence halves every five minutes and will take 15 minutes to decay from maximum confidence to a 
value below the threshold. This is the default setting. 

Long — The confidence halves every hour and will take two hours to decay from maximum confidence to a value below 
the threshold. 

Creating Custom Destination Lists 

If there are known destinations that you trust or don’t trust, you can bypass the normal confidence building process by 
creating custom destination lists. Certificates for the trusted destinations get permanently added to the cache. Certificates 
for the excluded destinations will never be added to the cache. Another reason for adding a destination to the trusted list 
is that it receives so little traffic that SSL Visibility never builds full confidence. Or for rare situations in which the cache is 
producing unreliable results, you can manually add destinations to the appropriate list. 

Add your known trusted destinations (for example, internal sites identified by IP addresses) in the Learned Certificate 
Cache Trusted Destinations panel and add known untrusted destinations in the Learned Certificate Cache Excluded 
Destinations panel. 

To add known trusted destinations to the learned certificate cache: 

1. Select the segment in the Segments panel. 
2. To add known trusted destinations, click Add 

in the Learned Certificate Cache Trusted Destinations panel. 
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3. For Domain , enter a specific domain (such as server.test.com ) or use a wildcard with the domain to match all 
subdomains (for example, *.test.com ). If you leave the field blank, all domains will be matched (the equivalent of *.*). 

4. For IP Address/Prefix, enter the destination IP address with optional subnet mask (such as 1.2.3.4 or 10.10.10.0/24). 
If you leave the field blank, any IP address will be matched. 

5. For Port , enter the destination port number. If you enter 0 for the port number, any port number will match. 
6. Click OK , and Apply your changes. 
7. Repeat for ot her segments as needed. 

To create a list of known untrusted destinations, add the destinations to the Learned Certificate Cache Excluded 
Destinations panel. SSL Visibility will then never add certificates to the cache for these destinations. 

Categorize All Flows 

When the Categorize All Flows option is enabled for a segment, SSL Visibility attempts to categorize all inspected traffic 
(assuming the Host Categorization license is active). When this option is disabled, SSL Visibility categorizes traffic only 
when required by policy. Use this option if you want to record, for reporting purposes, the category for all TLS sessions 
inspected by the SSL Visibility appliance. This option is disabled by default. 

Categorizing all flows can have a performance impact on the appliance, on the segments that have the option enabled. 

This setting has consequences for the category charts on the Dashboard. If the option is disabled, the Top Destination 
Categories chart will show only the categories that were controlled by policy. Any categories not explicitly controlled by 
policy will not appear in the chart. In this case, the Top Destination Categories and Top Categories Policy Actions charts 
will show identical data for the segment. 

NOTE 
Firewall cut/drop/reject rules will never result in a host category lookup as the policy decision is made before 
inspection of the flow. 

Use Local Source MAC Address for Inspected Traffic 

When this option is disabled (as it is by default), inspected traffic uses the original source MAC address as seen on the 
TCP three-way handshake for the SSL session. If the SSL Visibility appliance has a policy to inspect the SSL session, 
these learned source MAC addresses are also used going forward in order to be transparent on network ports. 

In topologies that have active and passive network paths, each having its own SSL Visibility appliance where learning 
bridges are being used, this transparency can cause problems. In this scenario, using the original source MAC address for 
inspected flows can cause the learning bridge source MAC address table to flap. To avoid this situation, you can enable 
the segment option Use Local Source MAC Address for Inspected Traffic. When this option is enabled, the SSL 
Visibility appliance uses its local network interface source MAC for inspected traffic, thus using globally unique source 
MAC addresses and preventing any bridge flap. 

Classifier Search Limit 

The SSL Visibility appliance looks for a TLS Client Hello after the TCP handshake to determine whether the TCP session 
is a TLS flow. The initial bytes after the TCP handshake are the search window in which the SSL Visibility appliance 
searches for a TLS Client Hello. 

With the Default setting for Classifier Search Limit, SSL Visibility looks for a TLS Client Hello after the TCP handshake 
in a standard size search window; this setting is appropriate for most deployments. The Extended setting increases the 
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size of the search window; use extended search in scenarios where the TLS handshake is positioned further back in the 
TCP stream, such as when authentication is used in proxy deployments. 

Limit emulated certificate key size to 2048 

Traffic with emulated certificate RSA key sizes over 2048 bytes can cause performance issues when intercepted. Rather 
than cutting through this traffic, you can enable this option to resign the certificate using an RSA-2k key. When you enable 
this option and certificates have an RSA key size greater than 2K, SSL Visibility will downgrade the key and resign using 
an RSA-2K key. When this option is disabled (as it is by default), SSL Visibility will resign using whatever size key is in the 
emulated certificate. 

Note that the RSA 2k limit affects only the client side of the exchange. For outbound flows with certificate resign, SSL 
Visibility limits the RSA key to 2k for the client-to-SSLV (internal network) connection. This functionality does not apply to 
the SSLV-to-OCS connection or to Known Certificate Keys (inbound intercept). 

Deployment Modes 

This section provides details on how the SSL Visibility appliance can be deployed in a network and how it operates in 
each of the deployment modes. The deployment mode is configured for a segment, each segment uses a number of 
network interfaces on the SSL Visibility appliance. There might be multiple segments configured on a single SSL Visibility 
appliance, each segment is independent of the others segments. A network interface can only be associated with a single 
segment. 

Before looking at the deployment modes in more detail we need to define some terminology that is common to all 
deployment modes 

• Network port: A network interface that is either part of the "bump-in-the wire" or is connected to a network device. 
• Device port: A network interface that is connected to the primary attached appliance which is dealing with inspected 

traffic from the SSL Visibility appliance. 
• Copy port: A network interface connected to a secondary passive appliance that is receiving a copy of the inspected 

traffic. 
• Symmetric traffic: Traffic where packets for both directions of a network flow are seen on the same network interface 

on the SSL Visibility appliance. 
• Asymmetric traffic: Traffic where the packets for both directions of a network flow are seen on different network 

interfaces on the SSL Visibility appliance. 
• Active-active: An HA deployment scenario where packets on a given flow might be sent over either of the HA network 

links. From the SSL Visibility appliance’s perspective this is equivalent to the Asymmetric traffic scenario, in that 
packets belonging to a single flow might arrive on either one of two different network interfaces. 

There are two main deployment modes for the SSL Visibility appliance, with many variants within each mode. The 
following sections describe the way each of the modes operates. For details on how to configure a segment and its mode 
of operation refer to Configure Receive Interfaces with Segments. 

NOTE 
The actual physical interfaces on an SSL Visibility appliance that are used by a particular segment are allocated 
when the segment is activated. The WebUI allows the user to choose the network interfaces from the set of 
interfaces that are not currently in use by other, already active, segments. 

Segment Elements 

Segment configuration can be considered to have five elements; not all of these elements apply to a given segment: 

• The network interfaces connecting traffic to the SSL Visibility appliance. In an in-line mode, the minimum number is 
two, as the SSL Visibility appliance is a bump-in-the-wire. 

• Whether the traffic being inspected is symmetric or asymmetric. If the traffic is asymmetric, more network interfaces 
are required as the SSL Visibility appliance must see the packets for both directions of an SSL flow if it is going to be 
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able to inspect the flow. Generally, asymmetric configurations have double the interface count than their symmetric 
counterparts. 

• Whether there is an active appliance connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. An active appliance requires a 
minimum of two interfaces connecting it to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

• Whether there are any passive appliances connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. A passive appliance requires a 
minimum of one interface connecting it to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

• Whether there is more than one passive appliance connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. If more than one passive 
appliance is connected, then decide if all traffic should be copied to each passive appliance, or if it should be load 
balanced between the passive appliances. 

Passive-Inline Mode 

This section provides details on the Passive-Inline modes of operation supported by the SSL Visibility appliance. 

NOTE 
If the SSL Visibility appliance is being deployed in a network using an active-active HA architecture, treat this as 
an asymmetric traffic case. The SSL Visibility can be configured as an in-line device in both active links in the 
HA network, and will treat these as a single Segment internally. It does not matter which packets on a given flow 
occur on which of the active-active links. 

Passive-Inline 

Copy port options are available for Passive-Inline mode. In Passive-Inline mode there are no device ports configured as 
part of the initial segment configuration, so all attached appliances are connected to copy ports. 
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• Copy to Attached Appliance- Per-Direction is available with two or four copy ports. If Per-Direction is selected 
with two copy ports, the first direction is sent to the first copy port, and the other direction to the second copy port. If 
four copy ports are selected, the first direction is sent to the first two copy ports, and the other direction is sent to the 
second pair of copy ports. If Per-Direction is not selected, all traffic is sent to the selected (1-4) copy ports. 

• Load Balanced - If Per-Direction is not selected, load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. If Per-
Direction is selected with four copy ports, load balances the traffic for the first direction across the first two copy ports, 
and the other direction across the second pair of copy ports. 

NOTE 
For inline segments that you expect to receive a high amount of traffic, ensure you configure them to use two 
copy ports and either load balance the copy ports or use per direction modes to distribute traffic across them. 
If these segments use only one copy port, traffic might become bottlenecked and performance degraded. 

Active-Inline Mode 

This section provides details on all the different Active-Inline modes of operation supported by SSL Visibility. 

All Active-Inline modes of operation have an active appliance attached to the SSL Visibility appliance via the device 
ports, they way in which the active appliance is connected determines how traffic flows in the event of a failure of the SSL 
Visibility appliance. 
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Fail 
To Appliance (FTA) mode results in traffic flowing through the attached active appliance in the event of failure. 

Fail 

Copy port options are available in Active-Inline mode. 

To Network (FTN) mode results in traffic bypassing the active appliance in the event of failure. 
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• Copy to Attached Appliance- Per-Direction is available with two or four copy ports. If Per-Direction is selected 
with two copy ports, the first direction is sent to the first copy port, and the other direction to the second copy port. If 
four copy ports are selected, the first direction is sent to the first two copy ports, and the other direction is sent to the 
second pair of copy ports. If Per-Direction is not selected, all traffic is sent to the selected (1-4) copy ports. 

• Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected (1-4) 
copy ports. 

• Load Balanced - If Per-Direction is not selected, load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. If Per-
Direction is selected with four copy ports, load balances the traffic for the first direction across the first two copy ports, 
and the other direction across the second pair of copy ports. 

NOTE 
An active security appliance which is attached to an Active-Inline segment must be transparent; it may not 
terminate or re-originate TCP sessions, or modify packet headers. For example, it may not run a process such 
as Network Address Translation (NAT) which changes header details. Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), 
however, interact correctly with the SSL Visibility appliance, as they do not change headers. An attached 
appliance must not modify TLS handshake packets that are sent to it. These packets are not sent to the 
appliance until after the initial handshake has been completed with the destination server and policy has been 
evaluated by SSL Visibility. If the appliance alters the length or discards packets it may cause the flow to stall 
and ultimately timeout. 
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ProxySG Mode 

See Proxy Deployment Examples for examples. 

Segment Configuration in Classic Mode 

This is a basic Active-Inline configuration. It provides an overview of configuring a segment, but the details will vary with 
the deployment. 

1. Add a segment and choose the operating mode. 
a. In the Segments panel header, click Add 

. 
The Add Segment dialog opens. 

b. To select the Mode of Operation, click Edit 

. 
The Select Mode of Operation dialog opens. 

c. Select the mode of operation by clicking on a graphic. 
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2. On the Add Segment dialog, select a previously defined Ruleset. 
3. Optionally, adjust the MTU. The default is 1500. 
4. At Session Log Mode, select where to save log files. 
5. Click OK. 
6. Activate the segment. 

NOTE 
For inline segments that you expect to receive a high amount of traffic, ensure you configure them to use two 
copy ports and either load balance the copy ports or use per direction modes to distribute traffic across them. 
If these segments use only one copy port, traffic might become bottlenecked and performance degraded. 
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a. On the Segments screen, click the Mark for Activation 

tool . 
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The first Segment Activation dialog displays. The graphic shows you which interfaces are available to select at 
each step of the process. 

b. For this example, next choose the two interfaces connected to the network, then click Next. 
c. Select the two interfaces connected to the attached active appliance, then click Next. 
d. Optionally, select one, two, three, or four copy port interfaces to receive copied packets, then click Next. 
– If you select Copy to Attached Appliance, you can enable Per-Direction for two copy ports (one direction traffic 

to the first copy port and the other direction to the second copy port) or four copy ports (one direction to the first two 
copy ports, the other direction to the second pair of copy ports, with the option to load balance across the ports in 
each pair). If you do not enable Per-Direction, all packets are copied to 1-4 copy ports, with optional load balancing 
across 2-4 copy ports. 

– If you select Copy to and from Attached Appliance, you can specify Both network ports (default) or only the A 
(Net0) or B (Net1) port traffic. Load balancing is optional across 2-4 copy ports. 

7. Click Next. to close the Segment Activation dialog. 
8. Apply your changes. 

Basic Segment Configuration with ProxySG 

SSL Visibility supports deployment with Blue Coat ProxySG, enabling offloading of SSL decryption to the SSL Visibility 
appliance. 

Before you configure the segment make sure you have: 

Created an Inspection Service. See Configure Inspection Services to Inspect Traffic. 

Created a main ruleset that includes an Inspect rule that uses the Inspection Service. See Configure Rulesets to Handle 
SSL Traffic. 

To configure a segment in ProxySG Mode: 

1. Select Policies > Segments. 
2. In the Segments panel, click Add 

to open the Add Segment dialog and click Edit 

. 
3. In Select Mode of Operation, enable ProxySG Mode, and select a Mode of Operation from the available options. 

Click OK. 
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4. In Add Segment, select a previously configured ruleset to handle traffic for the segment, and optionally add a 
comment. 

5. Click OK, then click Apply at the top of the WebUI. The new segment is added. 
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Next, define the proxy device to be attached to the segment. 

1. In the Proxy Device IDs and IP Settings panel (bottom of Segment UI), click Add 

. 
2. Enter the ProxySG serial number for the Device ID and specify the IP address of the ProxySG interface connected to 

the SSL Visibility appliance. Optionally, enter a VLAN Tag and Comment. To get the serial number of the ProxySG, 
log on to the device and on the Configuration tab, select General > Identification. To get the IP address, on the 
Configuration tab, select Network > Adapters. Use the IP address of the interface that is connected to the SSL 
Visibility appliance. 

NOTE 
An IP address must be defined for any interface used to communicate with an SSL Visibility appliance. 

3. In a multi-routed ProxySG configuration, repeat the above step to define the IP address of the other ProxySG network 
port connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. Specify the same ProxySG serial number for the Device ID. 

4. Repeat for any additional proxy devices. When done, click Apply. 

Next, activate the segment by specifying interfaces. 

1. Click on the new segment to highlight it, and then click Mark to Activate 

. 
2. In the Segment Activation dialog, select the ports to be used. In this “one-arm” example a pair of ports is sufficient. 

Click Next. Note that the system determines the port order. The first (left) of the pair is usually the network, and the 
second port is the appliance. Make sure you cable the devices according to the image shown in Segment Activation. 

3. If more than one proxy is to be attached, select additional interfaces for them. When done, click Next, and then click 
Apply to activate the segment. 

You must also identify the SSL Visibility appliance by serial number to the ProxySG to enable SSL Offload on the 
ProxySG device. To locate the serial number, go to (Platform Management) > Information and look under Chassis FRU 
Info. 

1. On the ProxySG Configuration tab, select SSL > SSLV Offload. 
2. In the SSLV Offload pane, click Add (bottom of pane), and enter the serial number of the SSL Visibility appliance and 

click OK. 
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3. Select Enable SSLV Offload (check box). 
4. Apply the changes. 

Features Not Supported in ProxySG Mode 

• In ProxySG mode segments, forwarding traffic from SSL Visibility directly from one ProxySG to another ProxySG in the 
configuration is not supported. 

• SSL offload to ProxySG does not support FTPS. (FTPS intercept is a feature introduced in SGOS 6.7.4.) 

Multi-Routed ProxySG Deployments 

SSL Visibility supports deployment of multiple routed ProxySG devices connected to the SSL Visibility appliance through 
one or more switches, enabling offloading of SSL decryption from the ProxySG devices to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Before you configure the segment make sure you have: 

• Created an Inspection Service. See Configure Inspection Services to Inspect Traffic. 
• Created a main ruleset that includes an Inspect rule that uses the Inspection Service. See Configure Rulesets to 

Handle SSL Traffic. 

To configure a segment for multiple routed ProxySG devices: 

1. Select Policies > Segments. 
2. In the Segments panel, click Add 

to open the Add Segment dialog and click Edit 

. 
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3. In Select Mode of Operation, enable ProxySG Mode, and select either Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to 
Appliance or Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Network. Click OK. 

Next, define the ProxySG devices to be attached to the segment. 

1. In the Segments panel, select the new segment. 
2. In the ProxySG Device IDs and IP Settings panel, click Add 

and enter the Device ID (serial number) and the IP address of the ProxySG interface connected to the SSL Visibility 
appliance. 

To get the serial number of the ProxySG, log on to the device and on the Configuration tab, select General > 
Identification. To get the IP address, on the Configuration tab, select Network > Adapters. Use the IP address of 
the interface that is connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

NOTE 
An IP address must be defined for any interface used to communicate with an SSL Visibility appliance. 

3. In a multi-routed ProxySG configuration, repeat the above step to define the IP address of the other ProxySG network 
port connected to the SSL Visibility appliance. Specify the same ProxySG serial number for the Device ID. 

4. Repeat the steps above for each ProxySG device in the configuration. 
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5. Apply the changes. 

Next, activate the segment by specifying interfaces. 

1. Click on the new segment to highlight it, and then click Mark to Activate 

. 
2. In the Segment Activation dialog, select the ports to be used. In this example, a port pair is selected for each 

ProxySG device. 

3. When done, click Next, and then click Apply to activate the segment. 

You must also identify the SSL Visibility appliance by serial number to the ProxySG to enable SSL Offload on the 
ProxySG device. To locate the serial number, go to (Platform Management) > Information and look under Chassis FRU 
Info. 

1. On the ProxySG Configuration tab, select SSL > SSLV Offload. 
2. In the SSLV Offload pane, click Add (bottom of pane), and enter the serial number of the SSL Visibility appliance and 

click OK. 
3. Select Enable SSLV Offload (check box). 
4. Apply the changes. 

Service Chaining in ProxySG Mode Segments 

SSL Visibility supports Service Chaining in ProxySG mode segments on SV-S550 appliances. Service chaining allows 
you to add an active device (such as an IPS) on either side of the ProxySG device within a ProxySG mode segment, or 
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you can add two such active devices, one on either side of the ProxySG. The same decrypted traffic is sent sequentially to 
each device, so the cost of decryption/re-encryption is incurred only once. 

In the case of a flow terminating event, such as a TCP reset, see the session log to determine which appliance is the 
source of the termination. 

ProxySG Mode with Service Chaining supports the following: 

• One or two active inline classic devices in a Paired ProxySG segment 
• One active device on each side of the ProxySG device 
• One, two, three, or four copy ports 
• Single traffic-based SSL policy 

ProxySG Mode with Service Chaining does not support the following: 

• Topologies with a single network interface 
• Fail to appliance multi-ProxySG configurations 
• Adjacent non-ProxySG active devices - only a single active device is allowed on each side of the ProxySG 
• Asymmetric or passive inline configurations 
• Copy ports for traffic between devices - copy ports can be configured only at the outer edges of the network 

Before you configure the segment make sure you have: 

• Created a main ruleset. See Configure Rulesets to Handle SSL Traffic. 
• To inspect traffic, the ruleset must include an Inspect rule that uses an Inspection Service. See Configure Inspection 

Services to Inspect Traffic. 

The following example shows fail to appliance mode with an active device (e.g., an IPS) configured on side A, before the 
ProxySG appliance. 

To configure a segment for an active device in a Service Chaining configuration with a ProxySG device: 

1. Select Policies > Segments. 
2. In the Segments panel, click Add 

to open the Add Segment dialog and click Edit 

. 
3. In Select Mode of Operation, select Enabled with Chaining as the ProxySG Mode, and select the appropriate 

Mode of Operation. Click OK, which returns to the Add Segment dialog. 
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4. In the Add Segment dialog, select the Ruleset and Session Log Mode, optionally enter a descriptive comment, and 
click OK, then Apply the changes in the banner at the top of the screen. 

Next, define the ProxySG devices to be attached to the segment. 

1. In the Segments panel, select the new segment. 
2. In the ProxySG Device IDs and IP Settings panel, add a ProxySG: 

a. Click Add 

. 

b. Enter the Device ID (ProxySG serial number) . To get the serial number of the ProxySG, log on to the ProxySG 
and select Configuration > General > Identification. 

c. Enter the IP Address for the ProxySG. To get the IP address, go to the ProxySG Management Console and select 
Configuration > Network > Adapters. Use the IP address of the interface that is connected to the SSL Visibility 
appliance. 

NOTE 
An IP address must be defined for any interface used to communicate with an SSL Visibility appliance. 
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3. In a routed ProxySG configuration, repeat the above steps to associate both network port IP addresses with the 
ProxySG device ID. 

4. Apply the changes. 

Next, activate the segment by specifying interfaces. 

1. Click on the new segment to highlight it, and then click Mark to Activate 

. 
2. In the Segment Activation dialog, select the interfaces to be used. In this example, the additional active device is 

on the A side (before the ProxySG) and the pair of ports corresponding to the network and the active device (IPS) is 
configured first. Click Next. 

3. Select the next pair of interfaces. The first is the interface connected to the active device (IPS) and the second is 
connected to the ProxySG. Click Next. 
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4. Select the next pair of interfaces. The first is the interface connected to the ProxySG and the second is connected to 
the network. Click Next. 
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5. Select interfaces for copy ports, if desired. See "Copy Port Options for ProxySG Enabled with Chaining Segments" on 
page 137 for more information about copy ports in ProxySG mode segments with service chaining enabled. 

6. When done, click Next, and then click Apply to activate the segment. 

NOTE 
To view details about the configured interfaces for the segment, use the mouse to hover with over the data in the 
Main Interfaces column in the Segments panel in the WebUI. 

You must also identify the SSL Visibility appliance by serial number to the ProxySG to enable SSL Offload on the 
ProxySG device. To locate the serial number, go to (Platform Management) > Information and look under Chassis FRU 
Info. 

1. On the ProxySG Management Console, select Configuration > SSL > SSLV Offload. 
2. In the SSLV Offload panel, click Add (bottom of pane), and enter the serial number of the SSL Visibility appliance and 

click OK. 
3. Select Enable SSLV Offload (check box). 
4. Apply the changes. 

Non-Proxy Flows in ProxySG Mode Segments 

In some cases, you may want to configure SSL Visibility for SSL offload with ProxySG, and also send decrypted content 
of inspected sessions to a passive tool such as Symantec Security Analytics, or an IDS or DLP tool. For the proxied flows, 
a SSL Visibility appliance running v supports HTTP/2 traffic to and from ProxySG appliances running SGOS 7.1 or higher. 
HTTP/2 is enabled by default on SGOS 7.x, so no configuration or extra policy is needed. For non-proxy flows (traffic 
not destined for a ProxySG device), you can decide how you want SSL Visibility to handle HTTP/2 traffic: downgrade 
to HTTP/1.x or not. If the attached appliance on the segment does not support HTTP/2, you would want to select the 
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Downgrade HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x option. In addition, you can decide whether to downgrade TLS 1.3 flows to TLS 1.2 for 
flows not destined for the proxy. 

When the segment is configured in Active Inline multi-ProxySG mode, traffic not destined for a ProxySG device can be 
directed to copy ports. In this type of scenario, include one or more copy ports to send bypassed traffic to the attached 
tool(s) in the Segment Activation step of the configuration. See Copy Port Options for ProxySG Enabled Segments. 

ProxySG-enabled segments provide Attached Appliance Options. If configured, these options apply exclusively to traffic 
destined to a copy port. They do not apply to traffic destined to ProxySG devices. 

1. Click Edit 

on the Attached Appliance Options panel. 
2. Optionally, enable Downgrade HTTP/2 to HTTP/1.x, or enable Downgrade TLS 1.3 to TLS 1.2, or enable both. 
3. Click OK, then Apply the changes in the banner at the top of the screen. 

You can use these options to downgrade HTTP/2 flows to HTTP/1.x or to downgrade TLS 1.3 flows to TLS 1.2 or both, for 
non-proxy flows destined to configured copy ports. 

Hairpin Deployments with ProxySG 

In some ProxySG Mode deployments, outbound ProxySG-initiated traffic could be sent out a less than optimal network 
path and hairpinned (i.e., the initial SYN packet can traverse the same network path twice). If the deployment involves 
scenarios where the ProxySG will select a route for connection initiated by the ProxySG in which traffic is hairpinned, then 
you must configure the following on the ProxySG via the CLI: 

return-to-sender outbound enable 

If the hairpinned traffic results from a static route, you must also configure the following: 

return-to-sender overwrite-static-route enable 

Copy Port Options for ProxySG Enabled Segments 

Copy ports configured for ProxySG mode segments copy the traffic to and from ProxySG devices in the deployment. The 
copied data includes decrypted SSL traffic and optionally, SSL handshake and alert metadata used to manage the SSL 
offload communications between SSL Visibility and the ProxySG devices. 

In ProxySG mode segments, the copy port feature allows you to selectively copy from a single network port, or from both 
sides of the network. In cases where some of the traffic is not destined for a ProxySG device, that traffic is bypassed, and 
sent over the other network port. In such configurations, the copy port options enable you to selectively copy the ProxySG 
traffic, the bypassed traffic, or both. 

Client and server traffic will go to the same copy port in the following scenarios: 
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• When only one copy port is configured and the Copy to and from attached appliance is set to Both 
• When multiple copy ports are configured, the Copy to and from attached appliance is set to Both, and load 

balancing is not enabled 
• In an “Active Inline, Multi Proxy SG Capable, Fail to Appliance” topology, when single or multiple copy ports are 

configured and load balancing is not enabled. 

In all other scenarios (for example when load balancing is enabled), client and server flows may not necessarily go to the 
same copy port, but they will be correlated in the Session Log. 

Copy ports can be added during segment configuration, or added or modified later, by clicking the Edit Copy Mode icon 
in the Segments panel. You can configure one, two, three, or four copy ports per segment. Load balancing is optionally 
available in two, three, or four copy port configurations. 

Supported copy port options vary, depending on the segment type, as described below. 

• Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Appliance or Fail to Network 

In Active Inline, Paired ProxySG configurations, the following copy port options are available. 
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– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with any configuration. 

• Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Appliance 

In Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, FTA configurations, the following copy port options are available. 
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– Traffic - Specifies whether to copy All traffic, ProxySG-bound traffic only, or Bypassed traffic only (non-
ProxySG traffic) to the selected (1-4) copy ports. 

– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with any configuration. 

• Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Network 

In Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, FTN configurations, the following copy port options are available. 
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– Traffic - Specifies whether to copy All traffic, ProxySG-bound traffic only, or Bypassed traffic only (non-
ProxySG traffic) to the selected (1-4) copy ports. 

– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with any configuration. 

Copy Port Options for ProxySG Enabled with Chaining Segments 

You may want to connect a passive device such Security Analytics to copy ports on a ProxySG Enabled with Service 
Chaining segment. The copy ports copy the decrypted data corresponding to traffic at the network ports, the “outer 
edges” of the chain. Copy data includes both incoming and outgoing data traversing the network port. Copy ports can be 
configured to copy data traversing either of the network ports (A or B) or both. 

• Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Appliance, Chained Appliance A, B, or A + B 

In Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Appliance, Chained Appliance A, B, or A + B configurations, the following copy 
port options are available. 
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– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with allowed configuration. 

Not available when two additional chained (A + B) devices are attached. Not available when: 
• Two additional chained (A + B) devices are attached 
• A Chained Appliance A has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to A 
• A Chained Appliance B has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to B 
• Both (A and B chained appliances) have any of the Copy to and from Attached Appliance options selected 

• Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Network, Chained Appliance A, B, or A + B 

In Active Inline, Paired ProxySG, Fail to Network, Chained Appliance A, B, or A + B configurations, the following copy 
port options are available. 
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– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with allowed configuration. 

Not available when two additional chained (A + B) devices are attached. Not available when: 
• Two additional chained (A + B) devices are attached 
• A Chained Appliance A has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to A 
• A Chained Appliance B has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to B 
• Both (A and B chained appliances) have any of the Copy to and from Attached Appliance options selected 

• Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Network, Chained Appliance A or B 

In Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Network, Chained Appliance A or B configurations, the following copy 
port options are available. 
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– Traffic - Specifies whether to copy All traffic, ProxySG-bound traffic only, or Bypassed traffic only (non-
ProxySG traffic) to the selected (1-4) copy ports. 

– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 
For All traffic, if you select either A or B, the appliance copies traffic from only one network port (Net0 for A and 
Net1 for B) to the selected (1-4) copy ports. Note that you cannot select the Include proprietary signaling option 
when: 

• A Chained Appliance A has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to A 
• A Chained Appliance B has the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option set to B 

For ProxySG-bound traffic only, when using a segment with: 

• Chained Appliance A, the appliance forces the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option to set to B 
• Chained Appliance B, the appliance forces the Copy to and from Attached Appliance option to set to A 

For the Bypassed traffic only option, the only further option you can configure on this screen is for load balancing 
as all other options do not apply to bypassed traffic. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 
– Include proprietary signaling - Includes SSL handshake and signaling data, optional with allowed 

configuration. This option is not applicable for Bypassed traffic only traffic. 
• Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Network, Chained Appliances A and B 

In Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Network, Chained Appliance A + B configurations, the following copy 
port options are available. 
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– Copy to and from Attached Appliance- If A or B is selected, copies traffic from one network port, A (Net0) or B 
(Net1) only, to the selected (1-4) copy ports. If Both is selected, packets from A and B are copied to the selected 
(1-4) copy ports. 

– Load Balanced - Load balances the selected traffic across 2, 3, or 4 copy ports. 

Distinguished Names Lists 

Entries in a Distinguished Names List are matched against fields in the Subject DN or Issuer DN of the SSL server 
certificate for a session. After creating the list, you can specify it in the Advanced SSL tab for applicable types of rules: 
Drop, Inspect (Controlled Server), and Reject. 

Create a Distinguished Names List 

To create a Distinguished Names list: 

1. Select Policies > Distinguished Names List. 
2. In the Distinguished Names Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

, 
provide a name for the list, and click OK. 

3. In the Distinguished Names Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
4. In the Distinguished Names (lower) panel, click Add 

, 
enter the desired Distinguished Name attributes, then click OK. 
CN (Common Name), O (Organization), OU (Organizational Unit), and C (Country) are supported. If a single entry 
includes multiple attributes, all fields must match to trigger a rule. Wildcards (CN=*.my-org.com) are allowed. 
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5. Apply the changes. 

Use a Distinguished Names List in a Policy Rule 

Distinguished Names lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying the following types of rules: Drop, 
Inspect (Controlled Server), or Reject. To specify the Distinguished Names list in a rule: 

1. Edit or create the rule. 
2. Go to the Advanced SSL tab. 
3. In the Subject DN List or Issuer DN List fields, select the Distinguished Name list you previously created. 

Domain Names List 
Use Domain Names Lists to use a list of domain names as a rule match field. Domain Names Lists can only contain 
domain names, and not subject distinguished name attributes. When a Domain Names List is specified as a match field 
in a policy rule, the SSL Visibility appliance deduces the SSL flow domain name and compares it against the domain 
names in the list. 

Searching Domain Names Lists is optimized, so these lists can contain many thousands of entries. A typical use for 
Domain Names List might be to prevent inspection of traffic to many different sites of a particular type; for example, 
banking sites. Selecting the list in the upper panel causes the set of names in the list to be displayed in the lower panel. 

Maintaining large Domain Names Lists using the WebUI is a manual task. External tools that simplify and automate the 
management of such lists might be available to simplify this task. 

The Delete 

and Clone 

tools 
are inaccessible unless an entry in the panel is selected. 

A Domain Names List called unsupported-sites is configured by default. It contains the domain names of Symantec-
related SSL sites, the traffic to which cannot be inspected. Selecting the list in the upper panel causes the set of 
names in the list to display in the lower Domain Names panel. The figure shows the first page of names in the default 
unsupported-sites list. 
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NOTE 
A Cut Through rule using the unsupported-sites list should be included in the ruleset used on any in-line 
segment in order to enable applications using these sites to function normally. 

The default unsupported-sites list cannot be edited. If you need to cut through additional sites for your environment, 
create a new domain names list for these entries. Then create another cut-through rule for the custom list. 

Create a Custom Domain Name List 

To create the custom list: 

1. Select Policies > Domain Names List. 
2. In the Domain Names Lists (upper) panel, click 

Add 
. Provide a name for the new list and click OK. 

3. In the Domain Names Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
4. To add domain name entries, click Add 

in the Domain Names List (lower) panel. Enter the new domain name, then click OK. 

Domain names entered here can begin with the wild card "*" character. For example, "*.test.com" will match flows to all 
test.com subdomains. The entries are case insensitive. 
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5. When done, Apply the changes. 

NOTE 
The default unsupported-sites list may be updated when new versions of SSL Visibility software are released. 

Use a Domain Names List in a Policy Rule 

Domain Names lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying rules. To specify the Domain Names list 
in a rule: 

1. Edit or create the rule. 
2. Go to the SSL tab. 
3. In the Domain Name List field, select the Domain Name list you previously created. 

IP Address Lists 

A typical use for an IP Addresses List is to prevent inspection of traffic to many different sites of a particular type based 
on the destination IP address of the hosts. You can create policy rules based on source or destination IP addresses. 

The IP Addresses Lists screen contains two panels. The lower IP Addresses panel content varies depending on the row 
selected in the upper IP Addresses Lists panel. Searching is optimized so that these lists can contain many thousands of 
entries. 

Addresses are validated on input so the system will not allow input of an illegal IP address. 

The figure below shows the IP Addresses panel with several addresses entered, in IPv4 and in IPv6 collapsed and full 
formats. Maintaining large IP Addresses lists using the WebUI is a manual task. External tools that simplify and automate 
the management of such lists may be available to simplify this task. 

Create an IP Address List 

To create an IP Address list: 

1. Select Policies > IP Addresses List. 
2. In the IP Addresses Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

, 
provide a name for the list, and click OK. 

3. In the IP Addresses Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
4. In the IP Addresses (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add IP Address dialog opens. 
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5. Enter the IP address using a valid format: 
– a.b.c.d: for example, 192.168.2.10 (netmask of 255.255.255.255 is implied) 
– a.b.c.d/x: for example, 192.168.2.1/24 
– IPv6 addresses may be full or collapsed:Full: fe80:0000:0000:0000:0202:b3ff:fe1e:8329Collapsed: 

fe80::0202:b3ff:fe1e:8329 
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each IP address or subnet. 
7. Apply the changes. 

Use an IP Address List in a Policy Rule 

IP Address lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying rules. To specify the IP Address list in a rule: 

1. Edit or create the rule. 
2. Go to the TCP/IP tab. 
3. In the Source IP List or Destination IP List field, select the IP Address list you previously created. 

X.509 Fingerprint List 
An X.509 Fingerprint List contains X.509 certificate SHA-1 fingerprint data extracted from SSL blacklists of fingerprints 
flagged as being associated with malware or botnet activities. After importing these fingerprints into a list in SSL Visibility, 
you can reference the X.509 Fingerprint list in a reject or drop rule. SSL Visibility will then attempt to match the fingerprint 
of the X.509 certificate from the ServerCertificate TLS handshake message to an entry in the specified list; if the 
fingerprint matches one on the list, the session will be rejected or dropped. 

NOTE 
One example source for SSL fingerprint blacklists is https://sslbl.abuse.ch/blacklist/. Note that Symantec is 
providing this reference as an example and does not necessarily endorse or certify the content. 

Required Format for Fingerprint Entries 

You can specify entries in any of the following ways: 

• Short form without a comment: 
6c94e4fd43e4fc661bf2b2f63e1c6140226ce37a 

• Short form with a comment after a comma: 
6c94e4fd43e4fc661bf2b2f63e1c6140226ce37a,Pandazeus C&C 

• Long form without a comment: 
6c:94:e4:fd:43:e4:fc:66:1b:f2:b2:f6:3e:1c:61:40:22:6c:e3:7a 

• Long form with a comment after a comma: 
6c:94:e4:fd:43:e4:fc:66:1b:f2:b2:f6:3e:1c:61:40:22:6c:e3:7a,Pandazeus C&C 

You are allowed to have short- and long-form fingerprint entries within the same list. 

Requirements for comments: 
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• Comments are allowed to have whitespace. Any whitespace at the end or between the fingerprint and the start of the 
comment will be ignored. 

• Comments are limited to whitespace, alphanumeric characters, and the following set of special characters: - & _ ! . @ 
# $ * + 

• Comments can be up to 64 characters. 

TIP 
To import or paste the fingerprint entries in the format that SSL Visibility requires, you may need to massage the 
data somewhat. For example, you may need to delete a date column or add a comma between the fingerprint 
and the comment. 

Create an X.509 Fingerprint List 

SSL Visibility offers two ways to add fingerprints into a list: 

• Upload File — Select a text file that contains the X.509 fingerprints (one fingerprint per line). You can choose to merge 
the new entries with entries in an existing list, or replace existing entries with the new ones. SSL Visibility will ignore 
lines without properly formatted fingerprints and lines that start with the # character. 

• Paste Text — Copy and paste the X.509 fingerprints from a csv or text file (one fingerprint per line). The new entries 
will be merged with existing entries. 

The maximum number of entries that can be imported into an X.509 Fingerprint list is 64,000. If the source file exceeds 
the maximum, SSL Visibility will only import the first 64k entries (excluding any duplicates). Attempting to import a larger 
source file or a file with many duplicate fingerprints will increase the time it takes to complete the import process. 

TIP 
To import data from a csv file, you must first save it as a .txt file. Make sure the data conforms to the required 
format described above. 

To create an X.509 Fingerprint list: 

1. Select Policies > X.509 Fingerprint List. 
2. In the X.509 Fingerprint Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

, 
provide a name for the list, and click OK. 

3. In the X.509 Fingerprint Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
4. In the X.509 Fingerprints(lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add X.509 Certificate Fingerprints dialog opens. 

5. To upload a text file: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File button to select the text file. 

NOTE 
If a list already has entries, you will see an option to Merge new entries with existing entries in list. 
Select this option if you want to retain existing entries while adding the new fingerprints. 

b. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Copy the text from a csv or text file, making sure it conforms to the required format described earlier. 
b. In the Add X.509 Certificate Fingerprints dialog, click the Paste Text tab. 
c. Paste the text in the X509 Fingerprint Data box. 
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NOTE 
If there are already entries in the list, you will see a pre-selected field to Merge new entries with 
existing entries in list. This setting retains existing entries while adding the new fingerprints; it cannot 
be unselected. 

d. Click Add. 
6. Apply the changes. 

If SSL Visibility detects any duplicates or errors in the added fingerprints, it will strip out these entries and let you know 
that some entries were ignored and discarded. Click the Details button for more information. 

TIP 
Use the Filter 

tool to locate fingerprint entries by their string beginnings or comments. For example, if you enter 6c in the Filter 
field, the X.509 Fingerprint panel lists all fingerprints that begin with 6c. Filters are not case sensitive. 

Use an X.509 Fingerprint List in a Policy Rule 
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X.509 Fingerprint lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying the following types of rules: Drop or 
Reject. To specify the X.509 Fingerprint list in a rule: 

1. Edit or create a Drop or Reject rule. 
2. Go to the Advanced SSL tab. 
3. In the X.509 Fingerprint List field, select the X.509 Fingerprint list you previously created. 
4. In the ruleset, position the rule below any firewall rules. 

Cipher Suite Lists 

The Cipher Suites Lists screen contains two panels, the upper Cipher Suites Lists, and the lower Cipher Suites. 
Select a list in the upper panel to display the set of cipher suites in the list in the lower panel. 

Create a Cipher Suite List 

To create a Cipher Suite list: 

1. Select Policies > Cipher Suites List. 
2. In the Cipher Suites Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

, 
provide a name for the list, and click OK. 

3. In the Cipher Suites Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
4. In the Cipher Suites (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add Cipher Suite dialog opens. 

5. Select the cipher suite from the Item list, or input it as a Number in decimal or hex format. The drop-down list provides 
a list of all cipher suites using the name format, for example, TLS_RSA_SHA_WITH_AES_CBC_SHA. 
User-imported RSA key sizes are limited to 2048-bit and 3072-bit. 

6. Click OK. 
7. Repeat for each cipher suite you want to add to the list. 
8. Apply the changes. 

The following figure shows a list with three entries, each using a different input format. 

Use a Cipher Suite List in a Policy Rule 
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Cipher Suite lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying the following types of rules: Drop, Inspect 
(Controlled Server), or Reject. To specify the Cipher Suites list in a rule: 

1. Edit or create the rule. 
2. Go to the Advanced SSL tab. 
3. In the Cipher Suite List field, select the Cipher Suite list you previously created. 

Host Categorization Lists 

Use the Policies > Host Categorizations List screen to view and manage Host Categorization lists. The Host 
Categorization service allows policy to be tailored to the destination of an SSL flow. The SSL Visibility appliance matches 
categories found in SSL flows and applies the applicable policy that references the relevant host categorization list. With 
this feature enabled, you can write policy specific to a type of traffic (URL categories). For example, you could configure a 
policy to cut-through all traffic to sites categorized as financial services. The policy would reference a host categorization 
list that includes financial services categories. Other examples: 

• Use rules in your policy ruleset (see Configure Rulesets to Handle SSL Traffic) to match SSL flows to host categories. 
• Create a rule which will cut-through traffic that matches the selected category list, and decrypts everything else. 
• Create a rule where only traffic matching the list will be decrypted (everything else is cut-through). 

The Host Categorization service relies on the Blue Coat Host Categorization database, which must be downloaded to the 
SSL Visibility appliance. It also supports an optional customer-supplied local database, which can be used in conjunction 
with the Blue Coat database. 

Additional Information 

• The Host Categorization service requires a valid license. 
• The Blue Coat Host Categorization database must be downloaded from Symantec. Proper credentials are required to 

download the database. If you are running SSL Visibility 5.4.1.x, you must supply a username and password. You can 
find the username and password for your Host Categorization license in MySymantec, in the Credentials area of the 
license details. 

• A local database (if used) must be downloaded to the SSL Visibility appliance from a customer-designated web server. 
The Host Categorization service license is required to use this feature. 

• It might take up to six hours for the downloaded license credentials to be ready to use. If you can’t download the 
database initially, wait up to six hours, and try again. 

Use the Host Categorization Status panel to get a snapshot of the current state of your Host Categorization database, 
with information such as whether a download is in progress, and the state of the license. Click the Download Database 
icon at upper right of the panel to view detailed status information. 

Download the Host Categorization Database 

Use the Host Categorization Status panel to view and manage the database, and the Host Categorization Database 
Settings panel to view and manage the connection settings. 

Before you can use the Host Categorization feature to create lists, you must download the Host Categorization database. 
The Host Categorization database can take several minutes to download; it might temporarily use a few gigabytes of 
space as it initializes. 

The categories database may be downloaded securely through the SSL Visibility appliance, downloaded to a local web 
server and applied from there, or downloaded through a proxy. To use a proxy, set the proxy host and port. If required, 
also set the proxy username and password. 

To download the Blue Coat database: 

1. Select Policies > Host Categorization List. 
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2. In the Host Categorization Database Providers panel, click Blue Coat. The other panels populate with information 
pertaining to the Blue Coat database. The panels that follow apply to version 5.4.2.x. 

3. If necessary, change options in the Host Categorization Database Settings panel. If you are running SSL Visibility 
5.4.1.x, you must supply a username and password. You can find the username and password for your Host 
Categorization license in MySymantec, in the Credentials area of the license details. 

4. If you have a proxy server, configure the proxy-related settings. 
5. To begin the download, click the Download Database 

icon in the Host Categorization Status panel. 
A Downloading status message displays in the Host Categorization Status panel. 

6. Click the Download Details 

icon to see additional information about the download. 
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7. Refresh the window to see if the download has completed. 
When the download is complete, the panel should look similar to the following. 

8. Click Apply to confirm your changes. 

Once installed, the database automatically updates every five minutes for the default URL (every two hours if from a non-
default URL), unless you have selected Enable Manual Download Mode or changed the Update Interval. 

Database Download Tips 

• Start the download only once. 
• Check the System Log (System Log) for warning messages. 

Modify Host Categorization Database Settings 

1. Select Policies > Host Categorization List. 
2. Click Edit 

in the Host Categorization Database Settings panel. The Edit Host Categorization Database Settings dialog 
opens. The dialog that follows applies to version 5.4.2.x. 
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Typically, you will select Use Default URL to use the supplied URL to the categories database, and let it update 
automatically at the default Update Interval (5 minutes). But these options can be modified if necessary. 

3. Optionally, select Enable WebPulse Online Query to use that feature. The Online Query sends a categorization 
request for any URL not already categorized in the installed Host Categorization Database (or in-memory ratings 
cache) to the cloud-based ratings service. The request is processed in the background, so the SSL Visibility appliance 
initially processes the URL as uncategorized. Once the in-memory ratings cache on the appliance has been updated 
with the Online Query results, future requests for the URL are categorized appropriately. New URLs categorized by 
the ratings service are added to the master copy of the Host Categorization database, so future downloads of the 
database to the SSL Visibility appliance will include newly rated URLs from the ratings service. 

NOTE 
Online Query is available only for the Blue Coat Host Categorization database. It is not available for a 
custom Local database. 

4. Optional: Select Enable Manual Download Mode to disable automatic updates; 
the administrator is then responsible for future database updates by clicking 

to start the download. 
5. If using a proxy server, specify the Proxy Host (IPv4 or IPv6 address) and Proxy Port. Enter the Proxy Username 

and Proxy Password. 
6. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

NOTE 
If you use a proxy server, configure an Access Control List (ACL) for the required system to allow access to the 
SSL Visibility appliance. See Access Control Lists. 

The Host Categorization Database Settings panel shows the SSL Context associated with the Host Categorization 
database service. This setting is configured in the Management Trust options and cannot be edited in the Host 
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Categorization screen. SSL Context is only applicable if you are using Management Center 1.11 or later with SSL 
Visibility 4.2.1.1 or later. See Management Trust for more information. 

• Make sure that the host-categorization management service, which is used for the Host Categorization database, 
is associated with the appropriate SSL Context. By default, the SSL Context named default is associated with the 
host-categorization management service. 

• Edit the SSL Context options to set the Minimum and Maximum TLS Version, if different from the default values. 
You can either edit the settings for the SSL Context named default, or create a custom SSL Context, if changing the 
settings for the default SSL Context is not desirable. If you create a custom context, you must associate it with the 
host-categorization management service. 

Check Database Status 

To view the current state of a Host Categorization database, select the database in the Host Categorization Database 
Providers panel and look at the Host Categorization Database Status panel. For example, you can check whether a 
download has completed or is still in progress, and the expiration date of the license. 

Modify the Lookup Mode 

If both the Blue Coat Host Categorization database and a Local database coexist on the SSL Visibility appliance, the 
Local database is queried first by default. Edit the Host Categorization Database Providers to configure the Lookup 
Mode of a Host Categorization database. 

1. Select Policies > Host Categorization List. 
2. In the Host Categorization Database Providers panel, select Blue Coat or Local. 
3. Click Edit 

in the Host Categorization Database Providers panel. The Edit Host Categorization Database Provider dialog 
opens. 

4. For Lookup Mode, choose one of the following: 
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• Always - Queries the Blue Coat Host Categorization database regardless of the results of the Local database query 
and the category list returned is appended to the list returned by the Local database query. (Default setting) 

• Uncategorized - Skips the Blue Coat Host Categorization database query if categories were found in the Local 
database. 

• Disable - The database is disabled and is not queried. 

Use a Local Host Categorization Database 

A Local Host Categorization database is a separate customer-created database that the SSL Visibility appliance can use 
in conjunction with the Blue Coat Host Categorization database. A Local database can have up to 200 defined categories 
and supports an unlimited number of URLs. The Local database must be downloaded to the SSL Visibility appliance 
from a customer-designated web server. There can be no more than one Local database installed on an SSL Visibility 
appliance. 

The Local database is used in the same way as the Blue Coat database with the exception that there is no Online Query 
function with a Local database lookup. To update the Local database, categories and URLs must be added to the server 
copy, which can then be downloaded either automatically or manually to the SSL Visibility appliance. The download 
replaces the Local database on the appliance, i.e., it is not an incremental update. If the default automatic download 
is configured, the database is replaced at two-hour intervals if the server copy has changed. A manual update always 
replaces the copy on the appliance, regardless of whether the database has changed. 

To use a Local database, perform the following tasks. 

1. Create the database file. The database file is a text file in the following format: ; Local Database source: ; 
define category "whitelisted" approved_co_1.com approved_co_2.com approved_co_3.com 
end define category "file-transfer-ok" rsync.location_1.net end define category 
"ssh-access" ssh.location_1.net end define category "not-allowed" bad_url_1.com 
webmail.bad_url_2.com end The database file can contain up to 200 categories with unlimited URLs per 
category. Category names are limited to 32 characters. A single URL can be included in no more than four categories. 
Do not include the protocol, “www”, port number, or schema data in URLs. 

2. Upload the database file to a server that supports the TLSv1.1 or TLSv1.2 (recommended) HTTPS protocol. 
3. Edit the Host Categorization Database Settings for the Local database. 

– Enter the path to the file on the server (URL). 
– If you do not want the default automatic download (refreshed at two-hour intervals, if the database on the server 

has changed), select Manual Update. 
– For the initial download, provide the Username and Password. You do not need to enter these again unless you 

want to change them. 
4. If you use Management Center 1.11 or later, use PKI > Management Trust to set the following options, if different 

from the defaults. See Management Trust for more information. 
– Make sure that the host-categorization-local management service, which is used for a local database, is 

associated with the appropriate SSL Context. By default, the SSL Context named default is associated with the 
host-categorization-local management service. 

– Edit the SSL Context options to set the Minimum and Maximum TLS Version, if different from the default values. 
You can either edit the settings for the SSL Context named default, or create a custom SSL Context, if changing 
the settings for the default SSL Context is not desirable. If you create a custom context, you must associate it with 
the host-categorization-local management service. 

– You will also need to install a server certificate, signed by appropriate CA certificate(s) on the server. The signing 
CA certificate(s) must be included in the CA List configured for use by the SSL Context. You can add a CA to the 
browser-trusted CA list, which is configured for use by the SSL Context named default if required. If you use a 
custom SSL Context, make sure the CA list associated with it includes the required certificates. See Management 
Trust for information on adding CAs to the browser-trusted CA list or creating custom CA lists. 

Create a New Host Categorization List 

1. Select Policies > Host Categorization List. 
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2. In the Host Categorization List panel, click Add 

. 
3. Enter the list Name in the Add Host Categorization List dialog. 
4. Click OK. 

Once you have added categories to the list, you can see what categories are included in the list by highlighting the list 
name. The corresponding categories appear in the Host Categorizations panel as shown below. 

Add Categories to a List 

1. Select Policies > Host Categorization List. 
2. In the Host Categorization Lists panel, select the list you want to add categories to. 
3. In the Host Categorizations panel, click Edit 

. 
The Change Selected Categories dialog opens. 
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4. Select the required categories. Click Invert to reverse your selection; for example, if you have selected all of the 
categories, clicking Invert will select no categories. 

5. Click OK. 

NOTE 
The categories displayed might vary, depending on the database. 

To delete categories from a list, highlight the category in the Host Categorizations panel, and click Delete 

. 
Alternately, deselect the category in the Change Selected Categories dialog. 

Category names may be removed, added, or changed when the database is updated, which can affect policy. Category 
renames are processed automatically, and a system log is generated if the rename results in a change in policy. Removed 
categories will be highlighted in red in the policy. A flow cannot match a removed category name. 

Use a Host Categorization List in a Policy Rule 

Host Categorization lists can be specified as a matching field when creating/modifying rules. To specify the Host 
Categorization list in a rule: 

1. Edit or create the rule. 
2. Go to the SSL tab. 
3. In the Host Categorization List field, select the Host Categorization list you previously created. 

System Log Data 

The following Host Categorization licenses warnings and errors are reported in the System Log (System Log). 
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• An INFO message when the version of the database changes. 
• WARNING message will be made 15, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 days before the database becomes stale. 
• An ERROR message when the database becomes stale. 
• A WARNING message will be made 30, 15, and 5 days before the Host Categorizations license expires. 
• A WARNING level system log entry will be made every day during the last 5 days before the license expires. 
• An ERROR level system log entry when the license expires. 

If the database becomes stale, the flow will be categorized as “Unavailable.” 

A valid Host Categorization component license will be required to categorize flows. Without a license, flows will be 
categorized as “Unlicensed.” 

Session Log Data 

The Session Logs (SSL Session Log) include Host Categories information: 

• The first specific Host Category matched by a flow (hence triggering a ruleset); only one category is included in the log, 
even if the flow matched multiple categories, and more than one category triggers the rule. 

• The SNI for a session; this will help in troubleshooting Host Categorization issues, as you will be able to identify the 
site the user was trying to visit. 

No Host Categorization information is included in the Session Log if no rule is matched. The Session Log data can be 
exported for off-box analysis. 

Traffic Class Lists 

Use Traffic Classes lists to construct policy that decides whether or not to intercept an SSL flow based on Quality of 
Service (QoS) bytes. Lists are especially useful when you need to match more than one value to see the traffic of interest. 
The SSL Visibility appliance looks at the IPv4 Type of Service or IPv6 Traffic Class byte in ClientHello packets. 

Highlight a list in the Traffic Classes Lists panel to add/view traffic classes in the Traffic Classes panel. 

Configure Traffic Classes 

Create a traffic class list into which you add traffic classes. 

1. Select Policies > Traffic Classes List. 
2. Create a new Traffic Class list. 

a. In the Traffic Classes Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

to 
add a list. 

b. In the Add Traffic Classes List dialog, enter a descriptive name for the new list and click OK. 
3. Add a traffic class to the list. 

a. In the Traffic Classes Lists (upper) panel, select the list you want to add traffic classes to. 
b. In the Traffic Classes (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add Traffic Class dialog opens. 
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c. Enter the required Value and Mask. Values are displayed in hex, but may be entered in hex or decimal. 
• Value range: 0-255/0x00-0xFF 
• Mask range: 0-255/0x00-0xFF; a Mask value of 0x00 will match all traffic classes, regardless of the Value 

entered 
NOTE 
The default Mask value of 0xFC matches DiffServ values. Traffic class matching is not limited to 
standard QoS values; you can specify any value and mask pair. 

4. Repeat step 3 to add other traffic classes. 
5. Click OK and Apply to save and implement the changes. 

Use Traffic Classes in Policy 

The Policies > Rulesets > Insert Rule and Edit Rule panel contains three Traffic Class related options, as follows. 
Traffic Class values may be set directly on the panel, or a ruleset may refer to a Traffic Class List. 

Option Description 

Traffic Class Unconfigured Policy will not be based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value) Enter the specific Value and Mask values here; rules refers to 
these values only. 

Traffic Class List Select a Traffic Class List (configured in (Policies > Traffic Class 
Lists) to use as reference for policy. 

Policy Examples 

Example 1: You want to inspect “normal priority” IPv4 traffic, defined with the specific following values. 

1. On the Policies > Traffic Classes List panel, create a new Traffic Classes list. 
2. Add two entries: check Traffic Class Values, and enter these values: 

**why is Rule 1 empty?** 

Table 7: 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

Value 96 (decimal)0x60 (hex) 

Mask 224 (decimal)0xE0 (hex) 

3. Configure policy that uses this Traffic Classes list; on the Policies > Rulesets > Insert Rule panel, in the TCP/IP tab, 
select Traffic Classes List, and choose the new list from the drop-down. 

4. Apply the changes. 
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Example 2: You want to match flows containing all Traffic Class values with a 0 in the least significant bit, and with a 
Traffic Class value of 16 (decimal) or 0x10 (hex). 

1. Create a new Traffic Class list. 
2. Add one Traffic Class to the new list, with Value = 0 (decimal) or 0x00 (hex) and Mask = 1 (decimal) or 0x01 (hex). 

This matches traffic with a 0 in the least significant bit. 
3. Add one Traffic Class with Value = 16 (decimal) or 0x10 (hex) and Mask = 255 (decimal) or 0xFF (hex). This matches 

Traffic Class value 16/0x10. 
4. Create a Ruleset with a rule referencing this Traffic Class list. (Select Traffic Class List, and select the new list from 

the Traffic Class List options). 
5. Apply the changes. 

VLAN Range Lists 

Use VLAN Range lists to construct policy that decides whether to intercept an SSL flow based on VLAN IDs located in 
Layer 2 headers. Lists are especially useful when you need to match multiple ranges to see the traffic of interest. You can 
create separate lists for outer and inner VLAN IDs, and then specify these lists when creating rules. 

NOTE 
SSLV treats untagged traffic as native VLAN 1, so you should not use VLAN 1 in your SSLV network. 

• Outer VLAN ID is the VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header that is closest to the Source MAC address. 
• Inner VLAN ID is the tag closest to the Layer 3 header. 

NOTE 
A packet with a single VLAN tag is considered to be an outer VLAN tag. 

Highlight a list in the VLAN Ranges Lists panel to add/view ranges in the VLAN Ranges panel. 

Create VLAN Ranges Lists 

Create a VLAN Ranges list into which you add multiple VLAN ranges. 

1. Select Policies > VLAN Ranges List. 
2. Create a new VLAN Ranges list. 

a. In the VLAN Ranges Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

to 
add a list. 

b. In the Add VLAN Ranges List dialog, enter a descriptive name for the new list and click OK. 
3. Add a range of VLAN IDs to the list. 

a. In the VLAN Ranges Lists (upper) panel, select the list you want to add VLAN ID ranges to. 
b. In the VLAN Ranges (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add VLAN Range dialog opens. 
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c. Enter the Low and High values in the range. Valid values are 0-4095. 
TIP 
To specify a single VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and High. 

4. Repeat step 3 to add other ranges of VLAN IDs. Make sure the ranges do not overlap, as this configuration is not 
allowed. 

5. Click OK and Apply to save and implement the changes. 

Use VLAN Ranges in Policy 

The Policies > Rulesets > Insert Rule and Edit Rule panels contain several options for VLAN IDs. Since VLAN IDs 
are in the Layer 2 header, the options are located in the L2 and the Correlated L2 tabs. Use the L2 tab when specifying 
VLAN criteria for a classic segment or for the ProxySG-to-server connection in a ProxySG Mode segment. Use the 
Correlated L2 tab when specifying VLAN criteria for the client-to-ProxySG connection in a ProxySG Mode segment. 

Show screen... 
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VLAN IDs may be set directly on the L2 panel, or a ruleset may refer to an Outer VLAN Ranges List or Inner VLAN 
Ranges List. The options related to VLAN are described in the following table. 

L2 Option Description 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured Policy will not be based on outer VLAN ID ranges. 
Outer VLAN Range (Low-High) Enter the specific Low and High values here; rule refers to this 

range of values only. Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and High. 

Outer VLAN Range List Select a VLAN range list (configured in (Policies > VLAN Ranges 
Lists) that contains the ranges of outer VLAN IDs. 

Outer VLAN Untagged Select the check box to match flows that do not have an outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header. 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured Policy will not be based on inner VLAN ID ranges. 
Inner VLAN Range (Low-High) Enter the specific Low and High values here; rule refers to this 

range of values only. Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and High. 

Inner VLAN Range List Select a VLAN range list (configured in (Policies > VLAN Ranges 
Lists) that contains the ranges of inner VLAN IDs. 

Inner VLAN Untagged Select the check box to match flows that do not have an inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header. 

Policy Examples 
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Example 1: You want to cut through traffic that is tagged with two different ranges of outer VLAN IDs. 

1. On the Policies > VLAN Ranges List panel, create a new VLAN Ranges list. 
2. Add two ranges: 

10-10 
50-100 

3. Configure policy that uses this VLAN Ranges list. 
a. In the ruleset for a classic segment, insert a rule, and choose Cut Through for Action. 
b. In the L2 tab, select Outer VLAN Range List, and choose the new list from the drop-down. 
c. Click OK. 

4. Apply the changes. 

Example 2: You want to inspect ProxySG flows that are not tagged with an outer VLAN ID. 

1. In the ruleset for a ProxySG segment, insert a rule, choose Inspect for Action and choose a previously-created 
Inspection Service. 

2. Go to the Correlated L2 tab, and select the Outer VLAN Untagged check box. 
3. Apply the changes. 

SGT Range Lists 

Use SGT Range lists to construct policy that decides whether to intercept an SSL flow based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) values in Layer 2 headers. SGT is a tag that Cisco ISE assigns to a user at login; all users and endpoints in the 
security group share access control policies. 

For example, you can create policy rules in SSL Visibility to prevent inspection of TLS connections that are tagged with 
certain SGT values. Lists are especially useful when you need to match multiple SGT values to see the traffic of interest. 

Highlight a list in the SGT Ranges Lists panel to add/view ranges in the SGT Ranges panel. 

Create SGT Ranges Lists 

Create an SGT Ranges list into which you add multiple SGT ranges. 

1. Select Policies > SGT Ranges List. 
2. Create a new SGT Ranges list. 

a. In the SGT Ranges Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

to 
add a list. 

b. In the Add SGT Ranges List dialog, enter a descriptive name for the new list and click OK. 
3. Add a range of SGT values to the list. 

a. In the SGT Ranges Lists (upper) panel, select the list you want to add SGT ranges to. 
b. In the SGT Ranges (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Add SGT Range dialog opens. 
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c. Enter the Low and High values in the range. Valid values are 0-65535. 
TIP 
To specify a single SGT value, enter the same value for Low and High. 

4. Repeat step 3 to add other ranges of SGT values. Make sure the ranges do not overlap, as this configuration is not 
allowed. 

5. Click OK and Apply to save and implement the changes. 

Use SGT Ranges in Policy 

The Policies > Rulesets > Insert Rule and Edit Rule panels contain several options for SGT Ranges. Since SGT is 
Layer 2, its options are located in the L2 and the Correlated L2 tabs. Use the L2 tab when specifying SGT criteria for 
a classic segment or the ProxySG-to-server connection in a ProxySG Mode segment. Use the Correlated L2 tab when 
specifying SGT criteria for the client-to-ProxySG connection in a ProxySG Mode segment. 

Show screen... 
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SGT ranges can be set directly on the L2 panel, or a ruleset can refer to a SGT Ranges List. The options related to SGT 
are described in the following table. 

L2 Option Description 

SGT Range Unconfigured Policy will not be based on SGT ranges. 
SGT Range (Low-High) Enter the specific Low and High values here; rule refers to this 

range of values only. Valid values are 0-65535. 
To specify a single SGT value, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

SGT Range List Select an SGT range list (configured in (Policies > SGT Ranges 
Lists) to use as reference for policy. 

SGT Untagged Select the check box to match flows that do not have an SGT tag 
in the Layer 2 header. 

Policy Examples 

Example 1: You want to cut through traffic that is tagged with two different ranges of SGT values. 

1. On the Policies > SGT Ranges List panel, create a new SGT Ranges list. 
2. Add two ranges: 

1000-1000 
4000-6000 

3. Configure policy that uses this SGT Ranges list. 
a. In the ruleset for a classic segment, insert a rule, and choose Cut Through for Action. 
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b. In the L2 tab, select SGT Range List, and choose the new list from the drop-down. 
c. Click OK. 

4. Apply the changes. 

Example 2: You want to inspect ProxySG flows that are not tagged with an SGT value. 

1. In the ruleset for a ProxySG segment, insert a rule, choose Inspect for Action and choose a previously-created 
Inspection Service. 

2. Go to the Correlated L2 tab, and select the SGT Untagged check box. 
3. Apply the changes. 

PKI Menu 
The PKI menu contains options for managing certificates and keys, and for creating lists of certificates and keys. 

A user must have the Manage PKI role in order to make changes to the certificates and keys on the system. Users without 
the Manage PKI role will find that some features of the PKI menu are not available to them. 

NOTE 
Lists are Policy objects, and require the Manage Policy role to create. For backup/restore purposes, all lists, 
including certificate lists, are backed up as Policy, and must be restored as Policy. 

Resigning Certificate Authorities 

The certificate resign mechanism relies on the SSL Visibility appliance having a trusted CA certificate that can 
be used to sign SSL server certificates that have been intercepted and modified. Certificate resign is used when it is 
impossible to obtain a copy of the SSL server's private key and certificate, which is normally the case for any SSL servers 
not controlled by the organization deploying the SSL Visibility appliance. In general, any outbound SSL traffic from an 
organization will need to be inspected using certificate resign. SSL Visibility appliance's ability to resign certificates allows 
organizations to inspect outbound SSL connections to remote sites that do not release their certificates. 

Use the Resigning Certificate Authorities page to create, import, and export Certificate Authorities. You can manage 
the certificates that are signed by a trusted root certificate authority as intermediary certificate authority resigning. The PKI 
store includes local resigning CAs, with private keys stored internally on the SSL Visibility appliance. 

In addition, you can manage Certificate Signing Requests (CSRs) signed by a trusted CA and generate self-signed 
certificates signed by the SSL Visibility appliance. 
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Table 8: Table: Certificate Tools 

Add Multi-page tools 

Delete View certificate details 

Edit Generate certificate 

Export certificate/CRL/ 
CSR 

Refresh 

Install a Local CA for Certificate Resign describes the different ways a local certificate resigning CA can be added to the 
system. Multiple resigning Certificate Authorities can be configured and stored in the system. Inspection service resign 
rules control which resigning CA is used to resign a server certificate when an SSL session is being decrypted using 
certificate resign. 

WARNING 
The resigning certificate should not be generated using the attributes OCSP-no-check OID and X509v3 
Extended Key Usage that includes OCSP Signing. 

These extensions are present for any self-signed CA or CSR that SSL Visibility generates. If you are importing certificates 
from a third party, the certificates should be generated with these attributes. 

Export a CA 

You may want to export a certificate to a PEM file and then add it to the Windows Certificate trust store on Windows 
clients or to the macOS key chain on macOS clients. If the Certificate Authority is in the local trust store, then certificates 
signed by the authority (that is, resigned certificates) will be trusted. 

1. Select PKI > Resigning Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel, select the certificate you want to export a CA for. 
3. Click Export 

. 
The Export CA/CRL dialog opens. 

4. Click Export CA . The PEM file is exported to your default download folder. 

The file name begins with internal_ca and includes the date and time of the export. For example: 
internal_ca_20180420T133354.pem 

Export a CRL 

The Export 

tool also has an option for exporting the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) for a local resigning certificate. CRLs indicate 
which certificates the Certificate Authority has revoked before their scheduled expiration date and should therefore no 
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longer be trusted. Some applications, such as Skype for Business, require that certificate revocation data, such as a CRL 
or an OCSP response, be available; you can use the Export CRL option to create an empty CRL file. Note that the CRL is 
empty because SSL Visibility resigns only the certificates that it sees; it does not track all resigned certificates and update 
its CRL if the original certificate is now on a CRL from the upstream CA. 

NOTE 
The CRL file must be hosted on a server that is accessible to the client, and the CRL URL in the certificate must 
point to that file. The CRL URL location is inserted into any re-signed server certificates signed by the resigning 
CA. 

1. Select PKI > Resigning Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel, select the certificate you want to export a CRL for. 
3. Click Export 

. 
The Export CA/CRL dialog opens. 

4. Click Export CRL . The PEM file is exported to your default download folder. 
The file name begins with internal_ca_crl and includes the date and time of the export. For example: 
internal_ca_crl_20180420T133354.pem 

5. Place the exported CRL file on a web server that is accessible to the client. 
6. To specify the URL of the CRL in the certificate, edit the certificate: 

a. In the Local Resigning Certificate Authorities panel, make sure the certificate is selected. 
b. Click Edit 

. The Edit Local Resigning Certificate Authority dialog opens. 

c. Enter the CRL URL where you placed the exported CRL file. Example: http://example.com/ 
internal_ca_crl.pe m 

d. Click OK . 

NOTE 
The CRL file is valid for 90 days from the beginning of the month it is generated. Before the CRL expires, 
you need to export and update the hosted CRL file. Because applications require the CRL have a valid 
date (not expired), you will need to periodically repeat the above process. To check the expiration date of a 
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CRL, open the PEM file in Windows or MacOS or use an OpenSSL tool (for example: openssl crl -in 
internal_ca_crl.pem - text ). 

Export a CSR 

The Export 

tool can also export a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to a PEM file. As an alternative to copying the CSR data 
when creating a local CA, you can export the CSR. To export a CSR, select the CSR to export and click Export 

. 
The PEM file will be exported to your default download folder. The file name begins with internal_ca_csr and includes 
the date and time of the export. 

See also Create a Local CA. 

External Certificate Authorities 

Use the External Certificate Authorities screen to manage trusted public certificate authorities. The system has two 
default lists installed. The imported-external-certificate-authorities is empty to begin with, and you can add external CA 
certificates to this list. The trusted-external-certificate-authorities list contains the set of publicly trusted CA certificates 
that are distributed with Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers. The trusted-external-certificate-authorities list cannot 
be edited but is automatically updated as the Symantec Trust Package team adds or deletes external CA certificates. 

NOTE 
On a weekly basis, SSL Visibility automatically downloads the Symantec trust package from the configured Trust 
Package hosted server (defaulted to http://appliance.bluecoat.com/sgos/trust_package.bctp) and compares it 
to the installed CA certificates. If the trust package has changed, the existing package on the appliance will be 
replaced with the updated one. Make sure your firewall has access to this URL or specify a URL of an internal 
web server that your SSL Visibility appliance has access to. See Modify Trust Package Update Settings. 

External Certificate Authority lists are specified: 

• When defining a Hardware Security Module (HSM); see HSM Appliances. 
• To verify trust for a ruleset; see Ruleset Options. 

The External Certificate Authorities screen contains two panels. When you select a list in the upper External 
Certificate Authorities Lists panel, the lower External Certificate Authorities panel displays details of the CA 
certificates in the selected list. 

Add External CA Certificates to a List 

The imported-external-certificate-authorities is empty by default but you can add internal enterprise CAs as well as 
additional public CAs. To add CA certificates to the external CA list: 

1. Select PKI > External Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the External Certificate Authorities Lists panel, select the imported-external-certificate-authorities list or other 

custom list you have created. 
3. In the External Certificate Authorities panel (the lower panel), click Add 

to add certificates to this list. 
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4. To upload a certificate file in PEM, DER, or PKCS#7 format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File button to select the certificate file. 
b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
d. Click Add. 

5. Apply the PKI changes. 

Create a Custom CA List 

You can also create custom lists and add external certificates to them. 

1. Select PKI > External Certificate Authorities. 
2. In the External Certificate Authorities Lists panel, click Add 

. 
3. Type a descriptive name for the new list and click OK. 
4. Select the new list, and click Add 

in 
the External Certificate Authorities panel. 

5. Combine selected CA certificates from the imported-external-certificate-authorities with the trusted-external-
certificate-authorities list to create a new custom list. Entries from the imported-external-certificate-authorities list 
display and can be added individually. The trusted-external-certificate-authorities list is treated as a single entity 
when added to a custom list. Use the Add to Custom List button to add the selected items to the custom list. 
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The custom list can include selected entries from the imported-external-certificate-authorities list, combined with 
the trusted-external-certificate-authorities list. 
The figure shows an example where CA certificates from the imported-external-certificate-authorities list and the 
trusted-external-certificate-authorities list have been added to a custom list called "trusted and imported." 

6. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Clone an External Certificate Authority List 

The clone feature copies an existing list and saves it with a new name. It is often quicker to clone 
an existing custom list and then add or remove certificates to the new version. Use the Clone 

tool 
on the External Certificate Authorities Lists panel. 

Modify Trust Package Update Settings 

By default, SSL Visibility checks for updates to the trust package on a weekly basis (Sunday mornings) 
and automatically downloads it from the configured Trust Package hosted server (defaulted to 
http://appliance.bluecoat.com/sgos/trust_package.bctp). Make sure your firewall has access to this 
URL or specify a URL of an internal web server that your SSL Visibility appliance has access to. 
To force an update in between the automatic update interval, use the Update Trust Package tool 

on the Trust Package Update Status panel. 

If you want to host the trust package on a local web server (perhaps because your SSL Visibility appliance doesn't have 
Internet access), you download the file to your server, then specify the URL on the Trust Package Update Status panel. 
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To host the trust package on a local web server: 

1. Download the trust package: 
a. Go to the command line on your web server. 
b. Create a folder where you want to place the trust package, and go to this folder. 
c. Enter the following command: 

wget http://appliance.bluecoat.com/sgos/trust_package.bctp 

2. Configure the URL to the trust package: 
a. Select PKI > External Certificate Authorities. 
b. In the Trust Package Update Status panel, click Edit 

. 
c. Enter the path and filename in the URL field. 
d. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

NOTE 
If you later decide you want to download the trust package from the default URL, use the Defaults button in the 
Edit Trust Package Update Status dialog. 

Additional Information 

• When hosting the trust package on a local web server, you will be responsible for periodically downloading the current 
trust package from appliance.bluecoat.com and putting the file at the URL you have designated. Assuming auto-
update is enabled, SSL Visibility will pick up the updated package at the next update interval (Sunday mornings). 

• To disable automatic updating of the trust package, uncheck the Auto-update check box. Note that you should only 
do this if you have a requirement that prevents network access. Be aware that when auto-update is disabled, you will 
not be notified when an updated trust package is available. Furthermore, you may miss an update of the root CA while 
auto-update is disabled and the only way to recover from this is to install a new software version that contains the new 
root CA. 

• Trust package updates are infrequent, usually not more than twice a year. 
• If the SSL Visibility appliance is configured to use a proxy server, the trust updates will download via the configured 

proxy. 
• Trust packages are not backed up with the configuration, but if you ever restore a configuration, the latest trust 

package will automatically be downloaded at the next update interval (assuming Auto-update is enabled). After 
a factory reset, the latest version of the trust package that existed on the appliance before the factory reset will be 
restored. 

• When using Management Center to sync policy and PKI configuration, be aware that the trust package is not part 
of the configuration. If Auto-update is enabled, the latest trust package will automatically get updated on the target 
systems at the next update interval. If Auto-update is not enabled, you will need to manually push the latest trust 
package to the target systems. 

Logs 

SSL Visibility records Information about trust package updates in the system log and remote syslog (if configured). The 
log will report when the trust package is updated and will log an error if an update failed, for example if the URL was not 
reachable. Update messages are sent with the local2 facility type and either notice or error severity levels. 

SSL Visibility also logs any additions or deletions to the trusted-external-certificate-authorities list. For example: 
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Removed Certification_Authority_of_WoSign_G2 

Added Symantec_Root_Key3 

If the trust package is corrupted, the log will show a message such as Trust package verification failed . 

After a trust package update, you need to assess the impact on any custom external CA lists. You may need to recreate, 
clone, or modify lists to add/remove certificates. 

Logs 

SSL Visibility records Information about trust package updates in the system log and remote syslog (if configured). The 
log will report when the trust package is updated and will log an error if an update failed, for example if the URL was not 
reachable. Update messages are sent with the local2 facility type and either notice or error severity levels. 

SSL Visibility also logs any additions or deletions to the trusted-external-certificate-authorities list. For example: 

Removed Certification_Authority_of_WoSign_G2 

Added Symantec_Root_Key3 

If the trust package is corrupted, the log will show a message such as Trust package verification failed . 

After a trust package update, you need to assess the impact on any custom external CA lists. You may need to recreate, 
clone, or modify lists to add/remove certificates. 

Certificate Revocation Lists 

Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) indicate which certificates the Certificate Authority has revoked before their scheduled 
expiration date and should therefore no longer be trusted. 

The Certificate Revocation Lists screen contains two panels. 

The system has one default list installed, all-certificate-revocation-lists. This list is initially empty. 

Import a CRL 

1. Select PKI > Certificate Revocation Lists. 
2. In the List of Certificate Revocation Lists (upper) panel, select all-certificate-revocation-lists. 
3. In the Certificate Revocation Lists (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
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4. To upload a CRL file in PEM, DER, or PKCS#7 format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File button to select the certificate revocation list file. 
b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the text and paste it in the Certificate Revocation List Data box. 
c. If the certificate is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
d. Click Add. 

5. Apply the changes. 

OCSP and CRLs 

CRLs and Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) are related in that they both track revoked certificates; thus, you 
should be aware of how the two features interact. 

• SSL Visibility caches any OCSP stapled certificate revocation that is observed as sessions are processed by the 
device. Any rule that matches against certificate revocation status will consider the OCSP status as well as the CRL. 

• When a server certificate is marked as revoked in a CRL, and the flow matches an Inspection Service rule configured 
for Staple Revoked, SSL Visibility will staple a revoked OCSP response if the client requests stapled status, 
regardless what (or whether) the server stapled. This allows for the client to be aware that it is interacting with a server 
that has had its certificate revoked. For increased security, many clients will prevent a user from interacting with a 
server that is using a revoked certificate. 

• For details on configuring a decrypt/resign rule to staple OCSP responses, see Configure Inspection Services to 
Inspect Traffic. 

Create a Custom Certificate Revocation List 

The custom list is always a subset of the all-certificate-revocation-lists list, and cannot contain entries that 
are not present in the all-certificate-revocation-lists list. When a custom list is selected and you click Add 
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in the Certificate Revocation Lists panel, a dialog opens where you can add keys in the default list to the custom list. 

1. Select PKI > Certificate Revocation Lists. 
2. In the List of Certificate Revocation Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

. 
3. Enter a name for the list and click OK. 
4. In the List of Certificate Revocation Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
5. In the Certificate Revocation Lists (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Manage PKI Custom List Items dialog opens. 

6. To copy CRLs from the all-certificate-revocation-lists to the custom list: 
a. Select the CRLs in the All Certificate Revocation Lists area. 
b. Click Add to Custom List. 
c. Click OK when finished. 

7. Apply the PKI changes. 

Clone a Certificate Revocation List 

The clone feature copies an existing list and saves it with a new name. It is often quicker to 
clone an existing custom list and then add or remove CRLs to the new version. Use the Clone 

tool 
on the List of Certificate Revocation Lists panel. 

Trusted Certificates 

Use the Trusted Certificates screen to upload certificates that the SSL Visibility appliance will be instructed to trust even 
if they do not have a valid chain of trust to a known external CA. You specify the trusted certificate list when defining policy 
options for a ruleset; SSL Visibility checks this list when it processes SSL sessions with rules within a ruleset. See Ruleset 
Options. 

When integrating SSL Visibility with a Hardware Security Model (HSM), the SSL Visibility appliance requires a trusted 
certificate for the communication channel with the HSM. The SSL Visibility appliance will only validate a self-signed HSM 
certificate if it is a Trusted Certificate. See Add a Trusted Certificate. 
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The Trusted Certificates screen contains two panels. Select a list in the upper panel to view its certificates in the lower 
panel. 

The system has a default list installed, all-trusted-certificates. This list is initially empty. 

Import a Certificate 

1. Select PKI > Trusted Certificates. 
2. In the Trusted Certificate Lists (upper) panel, select all-trusted-certificates. 
3. In the Trusted Certificates (lower) panel, click Add 

. 

4. To upload a certificate file in PEM or DER format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File button to select the certificate file. 
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b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. 
d. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. If the certificate is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
d. Click Add. 

5. Apply the PKI changes. 

Create a Custom Trusted Certificate List 

The custom list is always a subset of the all-trusted-certificates list, and cannot contain entries that 
are not present in the all-trusted-certificates list. When a custom list is selected and you click Add 

in the Trusted Certificates panel, a dialog opens where you can add keys in the default list to the custom list. 

1. Select PKI > Trusted Certificates. 
2. In the Trusted Certificates Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

. 
3. Enter a name for the list and click OK. 
4. In the Trusted Certificates Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
5. In the Trusted Certificates (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Manage PKI Custom List Items dialog opens. 

6. To copy certificates from the all-trusted-certificates list to the custom list: 
a. Select the certificates in the All Trusted Certificates area. 
b. Click Add to Custom List. 
c. Click OK when finished. 

7. Apply the PKI changes. 

Clone a Trusted Certificate List 
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The clone feature copies an existing list and saves it with a new name. It is often quicker to clone 
an existing custom list and then add or remove certificates to the new version. Use the Clone 

tool 
on the Trusted Certificates Lists panel. 

Known Certificates and Keys 

The known server key mechanism relies on the SSL Visibility appliance having a copy of the server's private key and 
certificate. This method can only be used where the SSL Visibility appliance administrator has access to the server private 
key and certificate information; this is normally only the case if the SSL Visibility appliance and the server are managed 
and operated by the same organization or enterprise, that is, for "inbound" traffic to "your" servers. The private key and 
certificate from each of the internal servers can be copied to the SSL Visibility appliance so that it can decrypt inbound 
SSL traffic. The enterprise controls the servers and the SSL Visibility appliance. 

When the SSL Visibility appliance is deployed, the server certificate and key are installed on the SSL Visibility appliance 
for every server to which you want to inspect traffic. The SSL Visibility appliance presents the certificates on behalf of the 
web server to decrypt SSL sessions established with that server. 

Use the Known Certificates and Keys option on the PKI menu to import new certificates and keys. Known server 
certificates and keys are imported into the all-known-certificates-with-keys list, and can then be copied to custom lists if 
required. 

The Known Certificates and Keys screen contains two panels. Selecting a list in the upper panel causes the set of 
certificates with keys in the list to be displayed in the lower panel. 

The system has a default list installed, all-known-certificates-with-keys. This list is initially empty. 

Upload the Key and Certificate to the SSL Visibility Appliance 

Make sure the exported certificate and key files are in a location the SSL Visibility appliance can access. 

1. Select PKI > Known Certificates and Keys. 
2. In the Known Certificates with Keys Lists (upper) panel, click the all-known-certificates-with-keys entry. 
3. In the panel below, Known Certificates with Keys, click Add 

. 
The Add Known Certificate with Key dialog opens. 
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4. To upload a certificate file in PEM, PCCS#8, DER, or PKCS#12 format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File buttons to select the certificate and key files. 
b. If you password protected the certificate when exporting it, select the Encrypted check box and enter the 

Password. 
c. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. Copy the key text and paste it in the Key Data box. 
d. If you password protected the certificate when exporting it, select the Encrypted check box and enter the 

Password. 
e. Click Add. 

NOTE 
If you have a single file (such as a .pfx file) that contains both the certificate and private key, you only need to 
import the certificate file. The SSL Visibility appliance will recognize that the private key is included and will 
not require you to import it separately. 

If the key and certificate are valid, you will see a message confirming that the certificate has been added. The key 
displays as a row in the Known Certificates with Keys panel. 

5. Apply the PKI changes. 

Create a Custom Certificate with Keys List 
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The custom list is always a subset of the all-known-certificates-with-keys list, and cannot contain entries that are not 
present in the all-known-certificates-with-keys list. 

1. Select PKI > Known Certificates with Keys. 
2. In the Known Certificates with Keys Lists (upper) panel, click Add 

. 
3. Enter a name for the list and click OK. 
4. In the Known Certificates with Keys Lists (upper) panel, select the list you just created. 
5. In the Known Certificates with Keys (lower) panel, click Add 

. 
The Manage PKI Custom List Items dialog opens. 

6. To copy certificates from the all-known-certificates-with-keys list to the custom list: 
a. Select the certificates in the All Known Certificates with Keys area. 
b. Click Add to Custom List. 
c. Click OK when finished. 

7. Apply the changes. 

It is often quicker to clone an existing custom list and then add or remove certificates to the new version produced (saved 
and renamed) by the Clone 

tool. 

Management Trust 
Use the Management Trust screen to view and configure TLS connection parameters used with Symantec Management 
Center and other management services. You can set options for the SSL Context, which controls the Certificate 
Authorities lists and TLS versions used by management services associated with the context, such as email alerts, system 
image downloads, Host Categorization database downloads, remote logging, and statistics export. 

NOTE 
Management Trust PKI settings apply only to management services and are independent of and have no effect 
on any other PKI menu settings. Certificates and CA lists configured for Management Trust are not shared with 
any other PKI certificate functions. 
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The Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel displays the CA lists on the system. Several CA lists are built-in 
(shown in the table below) but you can create your own custom lists as well. 

CA List Description Modifiable? 

all-management-certificate-authorities Includes all of the Management Trust 
Certificate Authorities on the system 

No 

imported-management-certificate-
authorities 

Used to add individual certificates/CAs 
to the all-management-certificate-
authorities list 

Yes 

bluecoat-appliance Includes CAs used by Symantec software 
services 

No 

bluecoat-licensing CA required for communication with 
Symantec licensing server 

No 

browser-trusted Includes most of the well-known CAs 
trusted by common browsers 

Yes 

To see the contents of a CA list, select the list name in the Management Certificate 
Authorities Lists panel and its contents will display in the Management Certificate 
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Authorities panel. To view certificate details, select the certificate and click the View Details 

icon. 

Modify the browser-trusted Custom List 

You can customize the browser-trusted list by adding certificates from the all-management-certificate-authorities list. 
You can also remove certificates from the list. 

To edit the browser-trusted list: 

1. Select PKI > Management Trust. 
2. In the Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel, select the browser-trusted list. 
3. In the Management Certificate Authorities panel, click Add 

to open Manage Management Trust Custom List Items. 

The all-management-certificate-authorities list appears in the top panel and the browser-trusted list displays in the 
lower panel. You can select items from the top list so that they appear in the custom list, or select and remove items 
from the custom list in the lower panel. 

4. Select a Certificate ID from the All Management Certificate Authorities list and click Add to Custom List. Repeat 
until the list is complete. 

TIP 
You can locate Certificate IDs by using the page controls, or by filtering on the Certificate ID. 
To use the filter, enter the prefix or first few characters of the Certificate ID and click the Filter 

icon. To return to the full list, clear the filter text and click the Filter 
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icon. 
5. To delete Certificate IDs from the browser-trusted list, select the Certificate ID and click Remove from Custom List. 
6. When done, click OK. 
7. Apply the changes. 

Add Certificates to the all-management-authorities List 

If the certificate you want to add to the browser-trusted list is not in the all-management-certificate-authorities list, you 
must add it to the imported-management-certificate-authorities list first. 

NOTE 
You cannot directly add certificates to the all-management-certificate-authorities list because it is read-only. 
You must indirectly add certificates by adding them to the imported-management-certificate-authorities list. 

To add CAs to the all-management-certificate-authorities list: 

1. In the Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel, select the imported-management-certificate-authorities 
list. 

2. In the Management Certificate Authorities panel, click Add 

to open Add Management Certificate Authority. 
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3. Enter a Certificate ID. This user-defined name must be unique. 
4. To upload a certificate file in PEM, DER, or PKCS#7 format: 

a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File button to select the certificate file. 
b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. 
d. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
d. Click Add. 

5. Apply the changes. The new certificate is added to the all-management-certificate-authorities list, from which it can 
be added to the browser-trusted list. 

Create a Custom Management Trust CA List 

If necessary, you can also create a custom Management Trust CA List. After you create the list, add CAs to it using the 
processes described in Modify the browser-trusted Custom List. 
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To add a custom Management Trust CA list: 

1. In the Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel, click Add 

. 
2. Enter a name for the list, click OK. 
3. Apply the changes. 
4. Select the list you just added, and then add CAs to the list. See Modify the browser-trusted Custom List for specifics. 

To add a custom CA list by cloning: 

1. In the Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel, select the list you want to clone. You cannot clone the all-
management-certificate-authorities list. 

2. Click Clone 

in 
the Management Certificate Authorities Lists panel. 

3. Modify the name of the list, click OK. 
4. Apply the changes. 

Create SSL Contexts 

An SSL context is a named set of allowed protocol versions and trusted certificates that can be associated with a 
management service. To create a new connection requiring the same SSL settings, you need only refer to the named SSL 
context instead of redefining all the settings. 

The SSL Contexts panel specifies minimum and maximum TLS versions allowed and the CA list to be used by services 
that run in that SSL context. 

The default SSL context is built-in and cannot be removed, although it can be edited. 

If necessary, you can use the SSL Contexts panel to create additional contexts that you can use to manage trust 
relationships by associating them with management services. For example, the default SSL context may not be suitable 
for remote syslog TLS connections, so you may want to create a custom SSL context for the remote logging service. 

To create an SSL Context: 

1. Select PKI > Management Trust. 
2. In the SSL Contexts panel, click Add 

to open Add SSL Context. 
3. Enter the name of the context, configure the Minimum TLS Version and Maximum TLS Version, and select a CA 

List to associate with the context. Click OK. 
4. Apply the changes. 

Associate Management Services with SSL Contexts 

The Management Services panel associates SSL contexts with management services to establish the required trust 
relationship. The Management CA list for the associated SSL context is used to validate communications with the 
services. The following table lists the the services that are available. 
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Table 9: Table: Management Services 

Management Service Description of Service 

email-alerts Health monitoring system alerts sent via email 
host-categorization A Symantec database of URLs and their associated categories; 

this feature allows policy to be tailored to the URL category 
destination of an SSL flow 

host-categorization-local A customer-defined database of URLs and their associated 
categories 

remote-auth Allows SSL Visibility to authenticate the appliance management 
via an external authentication server. The protocols supported are 
LDAP and TACACS+. 

remote-logging Allows the logging of messages to an off-appliance server for log 
management and other tools 

stats-export Allows the export of collected statistics on the appliance (for 
example, to Management Center) 
When registering the appliance with Management Center 1.11 
or later, if you set the Collect statistics for this device option, 
Management Center creates the management-center-pdm-export 
SSL Context for the stats-export service. 

system-image The facility for loading and running software images on the SSL 
Visibility appliance. 
The system-image management service is associated with the 
system-image-ssl-context SSL context. This association is built-in 
and cannot be edited. 

To change the context for a management service: 

1. Select PKI > Management Trust. 
2. In the Management Services panel, select the service, and click Edit 

. 
3. In the Edit Management Services dialog, select the SSL Context to associate with the service, then click OK. 

4. Apply the changes. 

Client Certificates and Keys 

The SSL Visibility appliance uses client certificates to mutually authenticate with an HSM or other administrative network-
based devices. After you generate a self-signed certificate and key or import a client key and CA-signed certificate in 
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the Client Certificates and Keys screen, you specify the Client Certificate and Key when adding an HSM; see HSM 
Appliances. 

The default RSA key size for generating client certificates and keys is 2048-bit. 

Generate a Client Key and Self-Signed Certificate 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
2. To generate a client key and self-signed certificate, click Generate 

. 
3. Fill out the Generate Certificate and Key form. 
4. Click Generate self-signed. 

When the certificate has been created, you will see a confirmation message: 

Generate a Client Key and a CSR 

You can generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), and get it signed by a third-party resigning CA. 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
2. Click Generate 

. 
3. Fill out the Generate Certificate and Key form. 
4. Click Generate CSR. 
5. Send the CSR to your third-party CA, and have it signed. 
6. Upload or copy in the signed certificate using the Install Certificate 

tool. 
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Import a Client Key and Signed Certificate 

1. Select PKI > Client Certificates and Keys. 
2. In the Client Certificates and Keys panel, click Add 

. 
The Add Client Certificate and Key dialog opens. 

3. To upload an already-signed certificate file in PEM, PKCS#8, DER, or PKCS#12 format: 
a. In the Upload File tab, use the Choose File buttons to select the certificate and key files. 
b. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
c. Click Add. 
Or, to paste the text: 
a. Click the Paste Text tab. 
b. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
c. Copy the key text and paste it in the Key Data box. 
d. If the file is password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
e. Click Add. 

4. Apply the changes. 

HSM Appliances 

A hardware security module (HSM) is an external device that safeguards and manages digital keys for strong 
authentication, and can resign certificates. HSM validation requires an external certificate authority list on the SSL 
Visibility appliance. The SSL Visibility appliance will validate non-self-signed HSM certificates using the external CA list 
selected for that HSM in the PKI > HSM Appliances panel. The appliance will validate the server certificate chain. 
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Use the HSM Appliances screen to manage attached HSM appliance connections. A user must have a Manage PKI role 
to add, remove, and edit HSM appliances. Users with Manage PKI and Manage Policy roles can view configured HSM 
appliances. 

To add an HSM appliance: 

1. Select PKI > HSM Appliances. 
2. In the HSM Appliances panel, click Add 

. 
The Add HSM Appliance dialog opens. 

3. Define the HSM appliance parameters: 
a. Hostname/IP Address: Enter the hostname that displays in the HSM-created certificates. 
b. Port: Use the default 8443 port. 
c. Minimum and Maximum TLS Protocol Version: Select the TLS versions allowed for the HSM connection. SSL 

Visibility supports only TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 (recommended). 
d. Client Certificate and Key (RSA Only): Select the client certificate created for the specific HSM. 
e. External CA List: Select the External CA List to used to authenticate this HSM appliance. 

4. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Platform Management Menu 
The Platform Management menu is to the right in the menu bar, and titled with the current hostname of the SSL Visibility 
appliance. This menu includes tools for viewing and managing the platform, and for configuring and managing access to 
the platform network management features. Platform management also includes managing user accounts and performing 
updates to the system software. 
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Information 

View information about the software and hardware. The Information screen contains five panels. 

The Software Versions panel provides details of the software versions of the various software modules within the 
system. The SSL Appliance Software value, in this example 5.2.0.1-xxxxxx, is the most important element here, as this 
is the version number of the software that is running on the system. Support personnel might request the details from this 
panel when providing support for the device. Providing these details when filing a support ticket is useful. 

The Chassis Info contains information that support personnel might require when providing support for the device. 
Providing these details when filing a support ticket is useful. 

The Network Card Info panel contains information on the slots, number of interfaces, interface type, and other information 
that is relevant to network interfaces. 
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The CPU Info panel contains details on the CPUs installed on the system motherboard. 

The Firmware Versions panel contains information on the BIOS and BMC versions. 

Set Up the Management Network 

Use the Management Network screen to configure the management IP settings, and Access Control Lists. 

Modify Management Network Settings 

Set the Management IP Address 

Access Control Lists 

Configure Web Server Settings 

Modify Management Network Settings 

View and edit basic management network details, including the hostname of the appliance and up to three DNS servers. 

To modify management network settings: 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Management Network. 
2. In the Management Network panel, click Edit 

. 
3. In the Edit Management Network dialog, define or adjust the settings as described in the table below. 
4. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Setting Description 

MAC Address The unique identifier assigned to the SSL Visibility appliance. This 
field cannot be modified. 

MTU Maximum Transfer Unit, the largest IP packet (or some other 
payload) an Ethernet frame can contain. Default is 1500 bytes. 
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Setting Description 

Hostname Set the Hostname of the localhost to its DNS hostname for the 
appliance. 

Primary Nameserver Specify the IP address of the primary DNS server. 
Secondary Nameserver Specify the IP address of the DNS server to use when the primary 

DNS server is unavailable. 
Tertiary Nameserver Specify the IP address of the DNS server to use when the primary 

and secondary DNS servers are unavailable. 
Enable Access Control Lists Enable/disable the use of Access Control Lists (ACL). This 

command is useful for troubleshooting misconfigured access lists, 
and for temporarily disabling the lists without having to delete 
them. 
This setting is Enabled for upgrades from v4.2, and is Disabled 
for fresh installations or when settings are restored to factory 
defaults. 

Set the Management IP Address 

The management IP address you assign to the SSL Visibility appliance can be IPv4 or IPv6. Only static IP address 
configuration is supported on the management network (no DHCP). The SSL Visibility appliance supports simultaneous 
access by both IPv4 and IPv6. 

IPv4 Settings 

To assign an IPv4 address to the appliance: 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Management Network. 
2. In the IPv4 Settings panel, click Edit 

. 
3. IP Address/Prefix: Use the IP address/mask bits (CIDR) format to enter the IPv4 address and netmask. For example: 

192.0.2.0/24 
4. Default Gateway: Enter the IPv4 address of the gateway router. 
5. Click OK and Apply the changes. 
6. After you click Apply, you must reload the web server. Click Reload on the banner at the top of the screen. 

IPv6 Settings 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Management Network. 
2. In the IPv6 Settings panel, click Edit 

. 
3. IPv6 enabled: Choose Enabled to specify an IPv6 address and gateway. 
4. IP Address/Prefix: Use the IP address/mask bits (CIDR) format to enter the IPv6 address and netmask. For example: 

2001:db8:abcd:0012::0/64 
IPv6 addresses may be entered in full or collapsed form: 
– Full: FE80:0000:0000:0000:0202:B3FF:FE1E:8329 
– Collapsed: FE80::0202:B3FF:FE1E:8329 

5. Default Gateway: Enter the IPv6 address of the gateway router. 
6. Click OK and Apply the changes. 
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7. After you click Apply, you must reload the web server. Click Reload on the banner at the top of the screen. 

The IPv6 Link Local Address shown in the IPv6 Settings panel is derived automatically and presented for IPv6 settings; 
you cannot edit it. 

Access Control Lists 

You can create Access Control Lists (ACLs) to authorize access to the management Ethernet interface (also called 
the “management network”). Independent ACLs are available for IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. You can use an ACL to limit 
Management, Network Utilities, or SNMP access. By default, if no ACL has been configured, all connections are allowed. 
When an ACL is configured to allow traffic from an IP address or subnet, the default becomes block, so traffic is allowed 
only if it matches an Allow entry in the ACL. 

NOTE 
SSL Visibility does not use the configured ACL unless the Enable Access Control Lists check box is enabled 
in the Management Network panel. 

Access Control Lists apply to incoming connections only. 

NOTE 
Incorrect configuration of an Access Control List might terminate the management connection. 

Configure an ACL 

An ACL can have up to 1000 entries, but performance might suffer if a list includes over 200 entries. 

• An ACL entry can contain a single IP address or an IP subnet. 
Enter an IP address, such as 192.24.2.17 (IPv4) or 2001:0db8:85a3:::8a2e:0370:7334 (IPv6). 
To specify a subnet, enter an IP/mask such as 192.0.2.0/24 (IPv4) or 2001:db8:abcd:0012::0/64 (IPv6). 

• Entries can apply to one or more of the following management categories: Management (SSH/HTTP/HTTPS), 
Network Utilities (ICMP ping/Traceroute), or SNMP traffic. 

• If no ACL is configured, access is available from any IP address. (Not recommended) 

Only "Allow" entries can be added to an ACL. Once an entry is made, the system automatically creates a catch-all block 
ACL rule for all other connections for that management category. 

If you create an ACL to allow access for an IP address, you must create additional rules for any other IP addresses that 
require access under that management category. 

To configure an Access Control List. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Management Network . 
2. In the appropriate IPvX Access Control List panel, click Add 

. 
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3. In the Insert IPvX Access Control List dialog: 
a. Enter the incoming connection Address. Enter a single IP address or specify a subnet. 
b. Select the management category the ACL Applies To: 

• Management SSH/HTTP/HTTPS 
• Network Utilities: ICMP Ping, Traceroute 
• SNMP: SNMP traffic 

c. Click OK. 
4. Repeat for any additional IP addresses that require access to the selected management category. 
5. Enable access control lists: 

a. In the Management Network panel, click Edit 

to edit the settings. 
b. Select the Enable Access Control Lists check box and click OK . 

6. Apply the changes. 

TIP 
If you accidentally lock out the management interface due to misconfiguring the Access Control List, use the 
SSL Visibility Command Line Interface (CLI) commands to edit the ACL. See the SSL Visibility Command 
Line Interface Reference for information. 

Configure Web Server Settings 

TLS 1.1 and 1.2 ciphers are supported for the web server (WebUI) connection. See "Import UI Certificate/Key" on page 
208 for a list of supported ciphers for the WebUI connection. 

To specify the minimum and maximum TLS version allowed for the web server: 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Management Network. 
2. In the Web Server Settings panel, click Edit 

. 
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3. In the Edit Web Server Settings dialog: 
a. Minimum TLS Version: Select the minimum TLS version allowed for the web server that hosts the management 

interface. SSL Visibility supports only TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 (recommended). 
b. Maximum TLS Version: Select the maximum TLS version allowed. 

4. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Configure the SNMP System Settings 

You may optionally edit the values for certain MIB-2 system group objects, per RFC-3418. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select SNMP Access. 
2. In the SNMP System Group panel, click Edit 

. 
The Edit SNMP System Group dialog opens. 

3. Edit the system group information as required. 
4. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

Notes about EngineID 

• The EngineID is not part of the MIB SNMP System Group and is read-only. 
• Only SNMPv3 uses the EngineID, which must be unique among SNMP agents and systems that are expected to work 

together. The SSLV Visibility Appliance generates the value. This value persists across reboots. 
• The EngineID value displays after SNMP v3 has been enabled and the change applied.It might take several seconds 

for the value to display. 

Download the MIBs 

The SSL Visibility appliance supports the standard SNMP MIB2 tables as well as six private MIBs: 

• BLUECOAT-MIB 
• BLUECOAT-INFO-MIB 
• BLUECOAT-LICENSE-MIB 
• BLUECOAT-SEGMENT-MIB 
• BLUECOAT-SG-SENSOR-MIB 
• BLUECOAT-SG-USAGE-MIB 

The MIB files are posted with the image file and can be accessed through your myBroadcom account at: https:// 
www.broadcom.com/mybroadcom. The single zipped file contains the private MIBs, and a reference to the supporting 
standard MIBs. 
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You must be logged in to access the files. For instructions on setting up a myBroadcom account, refer to the Symantec 
Getting Started web page. 

Download the MIBs 

1. Log in to your myBroadcom account. 
2. In My Entitlements, search for the serial number of the appliance. 
3. Download the SSL Visibility MIBs for the software version you are running. 

NOTE 
To load the MIBs on an SNMP network management station, place the Blue Coat and dependent MIBS into the 
folder designated by your SNMP manager tool, or use the SNMP manager’s MIB import function. 

Configure SNMP v1 and v2 Access 

When using SNMPv1 or v2 to send SNMP traps, you must configure a trap destination—the hostname or IP address of 
a system that receives SNMP traps (a trap listener). In addition, you must configure at least one read-only or read-write 
community string (similar to a password). 

To configure SNMP v1/v2 access: 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select SNMP Access . 
2. In the SNMP v1/v2c Access panel, click Edit 

. 
3. In the Edit SNMP v1/v2c Access dialog, select Enable SNMP v1/v2c Access. 

NOTE 
SNMP v1/v2c traps are not sent if Enable SNMP v1/v2c Access is not selected. 
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4. Configure the parameters. At least one read-only or read-write community string is required. Community string values 
will appear on the WebUI. 
– Trap Host or IP: Enter the receiver (trap destination) IP address or hostname. The SSL Visibility appliance accepts 

both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses for SNMP configuration. 
– Read-write Source IP/Mask: Optional: To restrict SNMP v1/2c read-write access to a single management station, 

enter the default source IP address for the MIB requester. Does not restrict read-only community requests. 
– Read-write Access OID: Optional: To restrict SNMP v1/2c read-write access to a specific MIB subtree under the 

OID, enter the top level OID in dotted format (for example, 1.3.6.1.2.1.1). Does not restrict read-only community 
requests. 

NOTE 
The Read-write Access OID configuration is only accepted when the Read-write Source IP/Mask is 
also configured. 

– Read-only community string: Enter the value used to authenticate incoming SNMP read requests. 
– Read-write community string: Enter the value used to authenticate incoming SNMP read-write requests. 
– Trap community string: Enter the value used to authenticate outgoing trap messages. 

5. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

TIP 
Add SNMP servers to an Access Control List (ACL) to allow them access to the SSL Visibility appliance. See 
Access Control Lists for information. 

SSL Visibility SNMP Traps 

SNMP traps are generated in the event of a status change in non-management network interfaces, licenses, segments, 
power supplies, fan and temperature sensors, and resource utilization (CPU, Memory, and Disk). The following table 
presents the trap types supported on the SSL Visibility appliances, including status codes (if applicable), and any 
additional values from the MIBs that are sent with the trap. 

Table 10: Table: SNMP Traps for SSL Visibility Appliances 

Trap Status Codes MIB Values Sent with Trap 

LinkUp 
(Non-management interfaces) 

IfIndex 

LinkDown 
(Non-management interfaces) 

IfIndex 

Licenses Status Change Active=1 
Expired=2 

ComponentName 
ExpireType 
ExpireDate 

Segment Status Change OK = 1 
Failure = bitwise OR of 
SoftwareFailure | 
ManualFailure | 
LinkFailure | 
ActivationFailure 

Identifier 
Mode 
IfList 
IfDownList 
IfCopyList 

Sensor Status Change: 
Power Supply 

OK=1 
NoPower = 6 
(NotPowered or PowerFailure) 
NotInstalled = 3 

SensorName 
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Trap Status Codes MIB Values Sent with Trap 

Sensor Status Change: 
Fan 

OK = 1 
Warning = 13 
Critical = 14 

SensorName 
SensorValue 

Sensor Status Change: Temperature OK = 1 
Warning = 10 
Critical = 11 

SensorName 
SensorValue 

Resource Utilization Status Change: CPU/ 
Memory/Disk 

OK = 1 
High = 2 

UsageName 
UsagePercent 

Notes: 

• The Blue Coat Sensor MIB does not define a separate PowerFailure status code for the Power Supply sensor 
status change; the NoPower status code is used with the trap. The WebUI does distinguish between “not powered” 
and “power failure”. 

• Not all appliance fan or temperature sensors report a Warning status code. See SSL Visibility Sensor Thresholds. 
• The Resource Utilization status change reports a High status code if the UsagePercent value is equal to or greater 

than 90%. 

Enable SNMPv3 Access 

SNMP version 3 provides for user authentication, encryption, and access control, as well as users for trap generation. 
Hence, you must create users when configuring SNMPv3. Up to 50 SNMP v3 users may be created. Once you have 
enabled SNMPv3 and created a credentialed user, you can access the appliance using SNMPv3. To generate traps, you 
must create a Trap User identity (see Create an SNMPv3 Trap User). Access users and trap users must be unique. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select SNMP Access. 
2. In the Enable SNMP v3 Access panel, click Edit 

. The Edit SNMP v3 Access dialog opens. 

3. Select the Enable SNMP v3 Access check box. 
NOTE 
SNMPv3 traps are not sent if Enable SNMP v3 Access is not selected. 

4. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

Create an SNMPv3 User 

An SNMP v3 user provides local access to SNMP from a remote SNMP query. 

1. Enable SNMPv3 access (see Enable SNMPv3 Access). 
2. On the (Platform Management) menu, select SNMP Access. 
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3. In the SNMP v3 Users panel, click Add 

. 
The Add SNMP v3 Users dialog opens. 

4. Enter the user information: 
– User Name: Must be between 4 and 31 characters in length, have no spaces, and not duplicate a Trap 

User Name. 
– Security Level: Default AuthPriv; authentication and privacy required. Auth and NoAuth are also available. 
– Authentication Protocol: Default: SHA; this is the authentication algorithm HMAC-SHA-96. MD5 (HMAC-MD5-96) 

is also available. 
– Privacy Protocol: Default AES; this is the encryption standard CFB128-AES-128. DES (CBC-DES) is also 

available. 
– Read/Write: Sets the access to MIB objects; default is RO (Read Only). RW (Read/Write) is available. The private 

MIBs support only read-only elements. If the System Group objects are not configured with the WebUI, they are 
writable. 

– Access OID: For View based SNMP v3 access, enter the top level OID in dotted format (for example, 
1.3.6.1.2.1.1). It restricts access for the user to a MIB subtree under the OID specified. 

– Authentication Passphrase: Required; the passphrase for SNMPv3 trap users must conform to password 
complexity requirements configured in password policy. See Create Password Policy. 
For security purposes, passphrases once configured are obscured. 

– Confirm Authentication Passphrase: Verify the Authentication Passphrase entry. 
– Privacy Passphrase: Required; the passphrase must conform to password complexity requirements configured in 

password policy. 
– Confirm Privacy Passphrase: Verify the Privacy Passphrase entry. 

5. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

Once a user exists, you can highlight the existing user and click Edit 

to edit the settings, or click 

Delete 
to remove that user. 
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Create an SNMPv3 Trap User 

Configure trap users if you are sending traps. The SNMP v3 Trap User provides the user name used by the remote trap 
listener for traps the local appliance sends. SNMPv3 supports the configuration of multiple trap destination users. 

NOTE 
Use the EngineID displayed in the SNMP System Group panel (see Configure the SNMP System) to configure 
the remote user to listen for traps sent from the appliance. 

1. Enable SNMPv3 access (see Enable SNMPv3 Access). 
2. On the (Platform Management) menu, select SNMP Access. 
3. In the SNMP v3 Trap Users panel, click Add 

. 
The Add SNMP v3 Trap Users dialog opens. 

4. Enter the new user information: 
– User Name: Must be between 4 and 31 characters in length, have no spaces, and not duplicate an Access User 

name. 
– Security Level: Default AuthPriv; authentication and privacy required. Auth and NoAuth are also available. 
– Authentication Protocol: Default: SHA; this is the authentication algorithm HMAC-SHA-96. MD5 (HMAC-MD5-96) 

is also available. 
– Privacy Protocol: Default AES; this is the encryption standard CFB128-AES-128. DES (CBC-DES) is also 

available. 
– Host: Enter the receiver (trap destination) IP address or hostname. 
– Authentication Passphrase: Required; the passphrase for SNMPv3 trap users must conform to password 

complexity requirements configured in password policy. See Create Password Policy. 
For security purposes, passphrases once configured are obscured. 

– Confirm Authentication Passphrase: Verify the passphrase entry. 
– Privacy Passphrase: Required; the passphrase must conform to password complexity requirements configured in 

password policy. 
– Confirm Privacy Passphrase: Verify the passphrase entry. 

5. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

Once a user exists, you can highlight the existing user and click Edit 

to edit the settings, or click Delete 

to remove that user. 
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Logging 

Use Logging to send appliance System Log and/or Session Log data to remote syslog servers. This is useful in many 
distributed corporate environments. You can configure up to eight remote syslog servers, with either IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses or hostnames. Logs can be sent over TCP, UDP, or TLS protocols. 

Set Retention Period for Session Logs 

You can select how long the session log is retained on the appliance by clicking Edit 

in the Session Log Retention Policy panel (default is 30 days). 

NOTE 
The appliance can retain up to a maximum of 250 million sessions. If the number of sessions within the specified 
retention period exceeds 250 million, the full log for the specified number of days will not be retained, (only the 
latest 250 million sessions are retained). 
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Purge Session Logs 

You can manually purge session log entries that are older than a specified number of days by clicking Purge 

(default is 2 days). 

To purge all session log entries, for the number of days, enter 0. 

Include and Exclude Entries from Local and Remote Session Logs 

You can select whether to include or exclude specific entries from the local and/or remote session logs by selecting the 
name of the entry and clicking Edit 

in the Session Log Pick List. 
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NOTE 
The Session Log Mode in the Segment Policies configuration must be set to either All Sessions to Remote 
Syslog or Errors to Remote Syslog if the Include SSL Session Logs option is enabled in the Remote 
Logging configuration in order to send the specified logs to a remote syslog server. 

Add a Remote Logging Server 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Remote Logging. 
2. In the Remote Logging Servers panel, click Add 

to add a new server. 

3. Define the server: 
a. Server: Enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address or a hostname of the syslog server. 
b. Port: The port number of the syslog server; port 514 is the default. 
c. Protocol: Choose to send logs over TCP, UDP, or TLS protocol; UDP is the default. If you choose TLS, additional 

configuration is required. See Set Up Secure Connections with a Remote Syslog Server. 
d. Level: Set the level to specify which type of messages get sent to the syslog server. For example, setting the 

level to Error and higher only sends messages with higher levels (Critical, Alert, Emergency) and suppresses 
messages with less severe levels (Warning, Notice, Info, Debug). The default level is Notice and higher. 
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e. Enabled: Select the check box to send messages to the configured syslog server. 
f. Include SSL Session Logs: Select the check box to send SSL session logs to the syslog server, in addition to the 

messages defined in the Level. 
4. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

Choosing to send all logs might result in significant traffic to the remote syslog server. Under limited circumstances, SSL 
Visibility performance may be adversely affected when remote logging is enabled. 

NOTE 
Setting the Level to a Debug and higher will result in log entries not visible in the WebUI view of the System 
Log being sent to the syslog server. 

Configure an Access Control List (ACL) for remote logging servers to allow access to the SSL Visibility appliance. See 
Configure an ACL for information. 

Specify the Facility Level for Remote Logging 

Facility levels can be used to help identify which security device on the network sent a syslog message to a remote log 
server. To indicate the log originated from an SSL Visibility appliance, you enable the feature and then specify the facility 
level to use. 

Users have the option to override the facility levels of the outgoing log messages with a level they choose. The log facility 
override is disabled by default. When disabled, the remote logging facility will use the facility level assigned by the original 
message generator. 

1. Select Remote Logging from the (Platform Management) menu. 
2. In the Remote Log Settings panel, click Edit 

. 
3. Select the Override Log Facility check box to enable the log facility. 
4. From the Log Facility drop-down, select the facility level you want to assign to SSL Visibility log messages. The 

default facility level is LOG_LOCAL2. 

5. Click OK and Apply your changes. 

NOTE 
This setting affects all syslog messages logged by the SSL Visibility appliance, including messages generated 
by standard system components. When the log facility is disabled (the default), facility values are not changed 
but when it is enabled, all facility values are overwritten with the set value. 
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Set Up Secure Connections with a Remote Syslog Server 

To set up secure authentication and connections with a remote syslog server, choose TLS for the Protocol when defining 
the server. The default SSL context may not be suitable for remote syslog TLS connections, so it’s recommended that you 
create a custom SSL context for the remote-logging service. 

NOTE 
Refer to Release Notes for message logging manager requirements when connecting via TLS protocol. 

Follow the steps below: 

1. In the Management Trust screen, create a Management Certificate Authorities List and add the CA certificate(s) 
that the syslog server uses. 
See Management Trust for additional information. 

2. In the SSL Contexts panel on the Management Trust screen, create a custom SSL context that identifies the 
Management CA list and TLS versions. 

3. Specify this context for the remote-logging service. 

The SSL context for the remote-logging service is shown on the Management Services panel 

For convenience, the SSL context assigned to the remote-logging service is mirrored on the Remote Log Settings panel. 
However, the SSL context can only be modified through the Management Trust. 

Configure Date and Time 

You can configure the SSL Visibility date and time automatically (by synchronizing to an NTP server) or manually (by 
entering the current date and time). 
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Manually Configure the Date and Time 

If you are not using Network Time Protocol (NTP), use the top Date/Time panel to manually set the system Date and 
Time settings, as well as the Timezone in which the SSL Visibility appliance is physically located. It's important that the 
system have the correct date and time since they appear in reports and logs. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Date/Time. 
2. In the Date/Time panel, click Edit 

. 
The Edit Date/Time dialog opens. 

3. Enter the Date and Time or use the 

and 

icons 
to insert the current date and time of the computer you are using. 
The Date and Time fields cannot be modified if NTP is enabled, as these values are being set by the Network Time 
Protocol (NTP). If you want to manually set the date and time, you will first need to disable NTP. 

4. Select the Timezone in which the appliance is located. 
5. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Use NTP Servers 

The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of a computer client or server to another server or 
reference time source. When you enable NTP on the SSL Visibility appliance and configure an NTP server, the appliance 
connects with the NTP server and synchronizes its date and time. Authenticated NTP synchronization can occur with an 
NTP server using shared key authentication (SHA-1). 

NOTE 
NTP will not be able to resolve NTP server hostnames if there are no DNS nameservers configured. 
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Before You Begin 

The NTP server must be running NTP daemon version 3.x or 4.x. To check the version running on an NTP server, use the 
following command:

 # ntpd --version 

ntpd 4.2.6p5 

When defining an NTP server in SSL Visibility, you need to supply the key ID and shared secret for the NTP server. On 
the NTP server, issue the following command to look up these values: 

# cat /etc/ntp/keys 

id type key 

1 SHA1 1234567890123456789 

Add NTP Servers 

You can add up to 10 NTP servers. You must have the Manage Appliance user role to modify the list of NTP servers. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Date/Time. 
2. Add an NTP server: 

a. Click Add 

on the NTP Servers panel. The Add NTP Server dialog opens. 

a. In the Server field, enter the NTP server's IP address or hostname. IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. 
NOTE 
If you aren't setting up authenticated NTP servers, you don't need to fill out the remaining fields; leave the 
Authentication Type set to None and click OK to add the server. 

b. To set up a secure NTP connection: 
• Authentication Type: Select SHA-1. 
• Key ID: Enter a value, 1-65534, to identify the credentials associated with this server. It must match the one set 

on the NTP server. 
• Authentication Key: The SHA-1 shared secret entered here must match the one set on the NTP server. You 

can enter: a plain text string of up to 20 printable ASCII characters, a plain text string of HEX digits representing 
the values of ASCII characters, or a key in encrypted format that was obtained from the existing keys on the 
SSL Visibility appliance. To list encrypted keys, use the CLI command show running-config ntp . 

• Confirm Authentication Key: Type the key again to confirm your entry. 
a. Click OK. 

3. Repeat step 2 to add up to 10 NTP servers. 
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NOTE 
To configure a new NTP server with the same credentials as an existing NTP server, specify the same Key 
ID and leave the Authentication Key fields empty. 

4. To enable NTP: 
a. In the NTP Settings panel, click Edit 

. 

b. Select the check box to Enable NTP. 
c. Click OK. 

5. Click Apply. 
6. To determine the IP address of the NTP server SSL Visibility is using, look in the Active Server field in the 

NTP Settings panel. 

NOTE 
It may take up to several minutes for a newly added NTP server to become active. 

Additional Information 

• Configure an Access Control List (ACL) for required NTP servers to allow access to the SSL Visibility appliance. See 
Configure an ACL for information. 

• The NTP server configurations will be backed up and available to restore through the Backup/Restore feature (see 
Back Up Configuration Settings). 

• When multiple NTP servers are configured, the system uses the one with the most accurate time. 
• To ensure only secure NTP servers are used, delete any non-secure ones from the list. 

Authentication 

The Authentication menu opens the User Session Inactivity , Concurrent Login Sessions, and Remote 
Authentication Options panels. In addition, the Authentication panel lets you configure the authentication method(s) for 
the appliance: 

Local Users — See Local User Management. 

TACACS+ — See TACACS+ Authentication . 

LDAP — See LDAP Authentication . 

NOTE 
TACACS+ and LDAP remote authentication methods are mutually exclusive; a system cannot use both methods 
at the same time. 
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Limit Time of Idle User Sessions 

Use the User Session Inactivity panel to limit the time an idle session remains open. This setting applies to local and 
remote users. 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the User Session Inactivity panel, click Edit 

to open Edit User Session Inactivity . 
3. Make sure the Inactivity Timeout check box is selected. 
4. Set the desired Timeout . 
5. Click OK to save the settings, then Apply the change. 

NOTE 

For enhanced security, the maximum number of unsuccessful SSH login attempts is limited to three. After three 
failed attempts, the SSH session is disconnected. 

Limit Concurrent Login Sessions 

Use the Concurrent Login Sessions panel to limit the number of concurrent login sessions allowed per user. This 
setting applies to the combined total of both WebUI and SSH logins, local and remote users. It does not apply to serial 
console sessions. 

When configured, this option takes effect immediately. The most recent user sessions, up to the maximum limit, remain 
open; older sessions are terminated immediately. 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Concurrent Login Sessions panel, click Edit 

to open Edit Concurrent Login Sessions . 
3. Enable Limit Concurrent Logins Per User . Default is disabled, i.e., unlimited. 
4. Set the desired number of concurrent sessions allowed. 
5. Click OK to save the settings, then Apply the change. 
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NOTE 

Set Remote Authentication Options 

If you are implementing remote authentication via LDAP or TACACS, you need to decide whether you want the system 
to fall back to local authentication. To configure the fallback behavior, set the Fallback to Local Authentication option to 
one of the following: 

• Not Allowed—No fallback is allowed. To log into the system, the remote authentication server must be up, reachable, 
and able to verify users' provided usernames and passwords. As this option is the most secure and restrictive, it is 
appropriate for environments where the strongest security posture is required and highly reliable connectivity to the 
remote authentication server is available. 

• On Connection Failure—(Default) Fallback is allowed only in scenarios where communication with the remote 
authentication server cannot be established. This option allows users to log into a local system account in situations 
where the remote authentication system fails. 

• On Any Failure—The system will fallback to local authentication on any failure of remote authentication, including 
communication problems with the remote authentication server, rejection of login credentials by the remote 
authentication server, or a mismatched two-factor authentication PIN. You can use this option to log into the system 
using a device-specific local account (such as the default administrator account 'admin') or allow automated functions 
to bypass two-factor authentication mechanisms. 

For more information on fallback usecases, see Security Best Practices. 

For details on configuring remote authentication, see TACACS+ Authentication and LDAP Authentication. 
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Local User Management 

You can create multiple local user accounts and assign appropriate privileges to restrict access to configuration of the 
appliance and analysis of data. Once local user accounts are created, users with the Manage Appliance role (or the root 
administrator user) can edit and delete user accounts as required. 

For details on creating user accounts, see Add Local Users. 

To manage local users: 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, select Local Users to display the User Management panel. 

3. If necessary, use the Multi-page 
controls 

to display additional pages of user accounts until you find the desired user. 
4. You can perform the following actions on an existing user account: 

– Click 

to 
delete the selected user account. 

– Click 

to 
edit the user account (roles, password). Note that the user ID cannot be renamed. 

5. Apply the changes. 

In the example above, the User Management panel shows a system with three user accounts, each with a different role. 
The table below shows which actions can be performed with each role. 

Table 11: Table: User Roles and Privileges 

Auditor Manage Appliance Manage Policy Manage PKI Action 

x Unlock secure store 

x x x x View dashboards 

x x View system log data 

x x x View/export SSL session 
log, SSL errors 

x x View SSL statistics 

x x x View/export intercepted 
certificates 

x x x x Export diagnostic 
information: PKI state 

x x Export diagnostic 
information: policy state 

x x x x Export diagnostic 
information: platform 
state 
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Auditor Manage Appliance Manage Policy Manage PKI Action 

x x Export diagnostic 
information: SSL 
statistics 

x x x Export diagnostic 
information: host 
statistics, NFP statistics 

x x x x Export diagnostic 
information: platform 
interfaces and platform 
status statistics 

x x View debug information: 
SSL statistics 

x x x x View debug information: 
NFE network statistics 

x x View debug information: 
NSM host statistics, NSM 
NFP statistics 

x Create/edit/delete 
rulesets, rules, segments, 
and user defined lists 

x x View rulesets, rules, 
segments, and user 
defined lists 

x Activate/deactivate 
segments 

x Create/delete/export/ 
import internal CA keys 
and certificates used for 
re-signing 

x Delete/import external CA 
certificates 

x Delete/import CRLs 

x Import/delete trusted 
certificates 

x Import/delete known keys 
and certificates 

x x x View PKI information 

x x View policy information 

x x x x View software, hardware 
details 

x Configure appliance 
settings, such as 
management network, 
system time, alerts, and 
remote logging. 

x x x x View appliance settings 

x Configure remote 
authentication (LDAP and 
TACACS+) 
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Auditor Manage Appliance Manage Policy Manage PKI Action 

x Create/edit/delete user 
accounts 

x Configure password 
complexity 

x Configure session 
inactivity and concurrent 
login limits 

x Assign/remove Manage 
PKI role 

x x x View user accounts 

x x View appliance settings: 
alerts 

x Backup/restore policy 

x Backup/restore PKI 
information 

x Backup/restore user 
accounts 

x Backup/restore platform 
and alert settings 

x Halt/reboot appliance 

x Import user interface 
certificate and key 

x Configure ACL by IP 
Address 

x Configure SNMPv3 

x Configure Host 
Categorization 

x Configure NTP Server 
x Configure HSM 

x Update the BIOS, 
Firmware 

x Configure license 

x x x x Clear screen in CLI 
x x x x Edit grid size in WebUI 

Add Local Users 

SSL Visibility is configured with an administrator user the first time you start the system. After initial configuration is 
complete, you can add more users with specific roles and capabilities. You can also configure remote authentication with 
LDAP or TACACS+ servers. 

NOTE 
The default administrator user (admin) cannot be edited or removed. 

To create new user accounts on the system: 

1. From the ( Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, click Local Users to display the User Management panel. 
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3. Click Add 

to add a new user to the system. The Add User dialog opens. 
4. User ID : Enter a descriptive name for the user, up to 64 alphanumeric characters. The only special characters allowed 

are: . (dot) - (dash) _ (underscore). The ID must begin and end with an alphanumeric character. 
5. Roles : Assign one or more roles to the user being created. See Local User Management for information about the 

privileges of different roles. 
To assign more than one role to a user, click the first role, which will highlight the role, then hold down the CTRL 
key (Command key for Mac users) and select additional roles until all the roles you wish the new user to have are 
highlighted. 

6. Enter and confirm a user Password. See Create Password Policy for password requirements and how to change 
them. 
The following special characters are allowed in passwords: 
ASCII: " ! \ # $ % & ' * + , - . / : < = > ? @ ^ _ ` { | } ~ 
Latin-1: ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ § ¨ © ª « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ (also: soft hyphen U+00AD) 
Latin-1 Math: × ÷ 
Unicode symbols: – — ― ‗ ‘ ’ ‚ ‛ “ ” „ † • … ‰ ′ ″ ‹ › ‼ ‾ ⁄ # 
Unicode currency: ₠ ₡ ₢ ₣ ₤ ₥ ₦ ₧ ₨ ₩ ₪ ₫ € ₭ ₮ ₯ ₰ ₱ ₲ ₳ ₴ ₵ ₶ ₷ ₸ ₹ ₺ ₻ ₼ ₽ ₾ 

7. Click OK to add the new user to the system. 

Users can change their own passwords at any time by logging on to the system and using the Change Password option 
on the user menu. See Change Password for information 

Users with the Manage Appliance role or the default administrator (admin) can create users or edit user accounts to 
change roles or passwords. 
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Create Password Policy 

Use the Password Policy panel to view and configure password complexity requirements. Password complexity 
requirements configured through the WebUI apply to local user accounts and SNMPv3 User and Trap User passwords. 
They do not apply to TACACS+ or LDAP user accounts. 

The screenshot below shows the default Password Policy settings. 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, click Local Users to display the Password Policy panel. 
3. In the Password Policy panel, click Edit 

to open Edit Password Policy. 
4. Set the desired Password Policy options: 

– Minimum password length: 0-255, default 8 
– Minimum number of required character rules: 0-4, default 4 
– Minimum number of lower case characters: 0-255, default 1 
– Minimum number of upper case characters: 0-255, default 1 
– Minimum number of digits: 0-255, default 1 
– Minimum number of special characters: 0-255, default 1 
– Prohibit common words: default True (checked) 
– Prohibit whitespace characters: default True (checked) 

NOTE 
Setting the value for a rule to 0 disables the rule. Setting Minimum password length to 0 disables only 
the character length requirement; it does not remove the requirement that a password be configured. The 
Minimum number of required character rules determines how many of the (upper case, lower case, digits, 
and special) character requirements the password must satisfy. 

5. Click OK to save the policy and Apply the changes. 
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Additional Information 

• To restore the default settings, click Defaults in the Edit Password Policy dialog. 
• The new password policy will apply to all new local user and SNMPv3 user accounts created on the appliance. Existing 

user accounts are not affected, but the policy will apply when existing accounts are edited and when users change 
their own passwords. 

• The current logged-in user can change his/her password using the Change Password option on the user menu. See 
Change Password. 

• Password policy configured through the CLI applies to the same accounts covered by the WebUI configuration, plus 
the built-in Admin account and “enable” passwords used to access privileged areas of the CLI. 

• The following special characters are allowed in passwords: 
ASCII: " ! \ # $ % & ' * + , - . / : < = > ? @ ^ _ ` { | } ~ 
Latin-1: ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ § ¨ © ª « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ (also: soft hyphen U+00AD) 
Latin-1 Math: × ÷ 
Unicode symbols: – — ― ‗ ‘ ’ ‚ ‛ “ ” „ † • … ‰ ′ ″ ‹ › ‼ ‾ ⁄ # 
Unicode currency: ₠ ₡ ₢ ₣ ₤ ₥ ₦ ₧ ₨ ₩ ₪ ₫ € ₭ ₮ ₯ ₰ ₱ ₲ ₳ ₴ ₵ ₶ ₷ ₸ ₹ ₺ ₻ ₼ ₽ ₾ 

TACACS+ Authentication 

Terminal Access Controller Access-Control System Plus (TACACS+) is a protocol developed by Cisco that provides 
authentication, authorization, and accounting services. As a TACACS+ client, the SSL Visibility appliance uses TACACS 
+ authentication to verify a user and TACACS+ authorization to obtain the user’s TACACS+ privilege level. The user’s 
privilege level is mapped to SSL Visibility roles. If authentication and authorization succeed, the user is granted access to 
the SSL Visibility appliance with the privileges specified in the role mapping. 

The connection from the SSL Visibility appliance to the TACACS+ server uses TCP protocol. However, the authentication 
messages that the SSL Visibility appliance (as the TACACS+ client) exchanges with the TACACS+ server are encrypted. 

To configure TACACS+ servers: 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, click TACACS+ to display the TACACS-related panels. 
3. In the TACACS+ Servers panel, click Edit 

to open the Edit TACACS+ Servers dialog. 
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4. Click Enabled , and configure the server details: 
5. Enter a hostname or an IPv4/IPv6 address for the Primary Server Host . 

NOTE 
If configuring a hostname, DNS must be enabled. See Set Up the Management Network. 

6. Change the Primary Server Port if you are using a port different from the default (49). 
7. Enter and confirm the Primary Server Shared Secret. The secret must match the one configured on the TACAS+ 

server. 
8. Configure an Alternate Server Host , if available. 
9. For Reply Timeout , enter the number of seconds for the TACACS+ server to reply to the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Default=5 seconds. Valid range is 5-30 seconds. 
10. Click OK , and Apply the changes. 

TACACS+ Login Process 

Users enter their TACACS+ credentials to log in to the appliance via WebUI or SSH. When the system successfully 
authenticates users, they are granted access to the appliance with the authorized roles. The system generates audit 
log messages for events such as failure to connect to the TACACS+ server and success/failure of the user’s TACACS+ 
authentication/authorization. In addition, a TACACS+ accounting message is sent to the TACACS+ server for each “User 
Login” event. 

If the TACACS+ servers are unavailable or cannot authenticate users, the behavior of the system is defined by the 
Fallback to Local Authentication option. See Set Remote Authentication Options. 

Map TACACS+ Administrator Privileges 

The TACACS+ server has an option for specifying a privilege level in a user’s profile. When a TACACS+ user is 
authenticated on the SSL Visibility appliance, the privilege level of the profile is communicated across TACACS+ to the 
appliance. Assuming you have mapped SSL Visibility user roles to TACACS+ privilege levels, the authenticated user will 
be authorized to perform the actions defined in the role. 

The SSL Visibility appliance will support up to 16 TACACS+ privilege level to SSL Visibility role mappings (For all the 
TACACS+ privilege levels 0-15). The default mappings are shown below. 

The first page (shown above) displays privilege levels 0-9; use the Next 

icon to see the next page of levels, 10-15. 
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If the default roles assigned to the privilege levels don’t correspond to your organization needs, you can either edit the 
mappings one at a time or clear the mappings and add the mappings you need. 

Edit a Mapping 

To edit a mapping: 

1. In the TACACS+ Privilege Level to SSL Visibility Roles Mapping panel, click anywhere in the mapping row and 
click Edit 

. 

2. From the SSL Visibility Roles list, select one or more roles to assign to the privilege level. Hold down Ctrl as you 
click each role. For a list of actions available in each role, see Table: User Roles and Privileges. 

3. Click OK . 

Clear All Mappings and Add New Mappings 

To clear all mappings and add new mappings: 

1. In the TACACS+ Privilege Level to SSL Visibility Roles Mapping panel, click Clear Role Mappings 

. 
2. Click Add 

. The Add Existing TACACS+ Privilege Mapping  dialog opens. 
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3. Specify the TACACS+ Privilege Level (0-15). 
4. From the SSL Visibility Roles list, select one or more roles to assign to the privilege level. Hold down Ctrl as you click 

each role. For a list of actions available in each role, see Table: User Roles and Privileges. 
5. Click OK . 
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each mapping you want to add. 
7. Apply your changes. 

If you ever want to return to the default mappings, use the Set Default Role Mappings 

icon in the mapping panel. 

Test the TACACS+ Connection 

Perform a test to make sure the TACACS+ settings are properly configured. You will need a TACACS+ username and 
password to test. 

1. In the TACACS+ Servers panel, click Test TACACS+ Configuration 

icon. The Test TACACS+ Configuration dialog opens. 
2. Enter the TACACS+ Username and Password and click OK . 

A correctly configured TACACS+ server returns the specified user with appropriately mapped roles. 

If the TACACS+ authentication fails, the following message appears: 
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If the test failed, it could be for any of the following reasons: 

• Failure to authenticate users because two-factor authentication causes a mismatch when the two-factor PIN changes. 
• Failure to reach TACACS+ server. This could be due to the incorrectly configured server’s IP address/hostname. 
• Failure to establish TACACS+ connection with the server because of misconfigured shared secret. 
• Username not found on TACACS+ server. 
• Wrong password provided for the user. 
• User’s privilege level not configured properly on the TACACS+ server. 
• Privilege to SSL Visibility Role Mapping not configured properly. 

LDAP Authentication 

You can configure the SSL Visibility appliance to authenticate administrators based on their Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol (LDAP) credentials. SSL Visibility supports connecting to Microsoft Active Directory server running LDAP protocol 
and OpenLDAP server. 

Administrators (users with the Manage Appliance role) can configure up to two LDAP servers for user authentication. SSL 
Visibility can query LDAP databases to verify the user credentials and obtain the groups to which the users belong. When 
the verification succeeds, the groups are mapped to SSL Visibility roles, and users are given access to the SSL Visibility 
appliance with the configured roles. 

To configure LDAP servers: 

1. From the (Platform Management) menu, select Authentication . 
2. In the Authentication panel, click LDAP to display the LDAP-related panels. 
3. In the LDAP Servers panel, click Edit 

to open the Edit LDAP Servers dialog. 
4. Click Enabled , and configure the server details: 

a. Enter a hostname or an IPv4/IPv6 address for the Primary Server Host . 
If configuring a hostname, DNS must be enabled. See Modify Management Network Settings. 

b. Change the Primary Server Port if you are using a port different from the default (636). 
c. Configure an Alternate Server Host , if available. 
d. Enable the TLS check box if using secure LDAP. 

NOTE 
To validate the LDAP server, you will need to configure a Management Certificate Authority List that 
contains the CAs that signed the LDAP server’s certificate. In addition, you will need to create an SSL 
Context for this list, and configure the remote-auth management service. See Management Trust. 

e. Optionally, select Follow Referrals . LDAP referrals provide a reference to an alternate location in which an LDAP 
request may be processed. 
Five is the maximum number of referrals that can be followed. 
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f. The SSL Visibility appliance binds to the LDAP server using simple binding; you will need to provide the BindDN 
and Password of the Active Directory server. Maximum length of each field is 255 characters. Example: 
cn=Administrator,cn=Users,dc=test,dc=com 

5. Click OK , then Apply the changes. 

LDAP Login Process 

Users enter their LDAP credentials when logging in to the appliance via WebUI or SSH. If the user is authenticated 
successfully, the user is granted access to the appliance with the authorized roles. If connectivity to the any of the 
configured LDAP server(s) is not successful, the failure code is logged in the audit log and the user will receive a generic 
Authorization error. The system generates audit log messages for events such as initiating the connection to the LDAP 
server, connection establishment and termination, failure to connect to the LDAP server, and success/failure of the user’s 
LDAP authentication/authorization. 

If the LDAP servers are unavailable or cannot authenticate users, users will not be able to log in to the SSL Visibility 
appliance with their LDAP credentials. However, if the Fallback to Local Authentication option is set to On Connection 
Failure or On Any Failure, local users will be able to log in. See Set Remote Authentication Options. 

NOTE 
If the Active Directory/LDAP server has a display name attribute for the remote user (such as displayName or 
userPrincipalName), SSL Visibility uses the attribute value returned from the server instead of the username the 
user logged in with. 

Map LDAP User Groups to SSL Visibility User Roles 

After defining LDAP servers and search strings, map LDAP groups to user roles on the SSL Visibility appliance. LDAP 
groups should be previously configured on the LDAP server; refer to your LDAP server documentation. 

1. In the LDAP Group to SSL Visibility Roles Mapping panel, click Add 

to open the Add Existing LDAP Group Mapping dialog. 
2. Enter the name of an existing LDAP Group . 
3. Select the SSL Visibility Roles that you want to associate with that group and click OK . 
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4. Repeat above steps to create additional group-to-role mappings. 
5. When done, click Apply to confirm the changes. 

Additional Information 

• If you need to change a mapping, select the LDAP group and click Edit 

to open the Edit Existing LDAP Group Mapping dialog. Change the SSL Visibility Roles associated 
with the LDAP Group and click OK . To delete a mapping, select the LDAP Group and click Delete 

. 
• If the LDAP servers are unavailable for any reason, users will not be able to log in to the SSL Visibility appliance with 

their LDAP credentials. However, if the Fallback to Local Authentication option is enabled, local users will be able to 
log in. 

• The Fallback to Local Authentication option only comes into play when the LDAP servers are unreachable, not 
when users forget their LDAP credentials. 

Configure LDAP Search Strings 

Configure the LDAP search settings to define how the SSL Visibility appliance searches Active Directory. The User search 
attributes can define how broad or narrow to search for the user. For example, suppose the user DN (Distinguished 
Name) is: 

c n=ldapuser1, o u=sw_group, o u=engineering, d c=testcompany, d c=com 

NOTE 
CN is Common Name, OU is Organization Unit, and DC is Domain Component. 

If you want a narrow search, you can enter the Base DN search as: 

ou=sw_group,ou=engineering,dc=testcompany,dc=com 

On the other hand, if you want a broad search, you can enter the base DN as: 

dc= testcompany, dc=com 

Note that with the broad search, you may want to find a DN such as: cn=ldapuser1,dc=testcompany,dc=com 
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To configure the LDAP search attributes: 

1. In the LDAP Search Settings panel, click Edit 

to open the Edit LDAP Search Settings dialog. 
2. Configure the attributes to use in LDAP Active Directory searches. 

3. Click OK , then Apply the changes. 

Test the LDAP Configuration 

To test the LDAP connection and configuration, perform a search for an existing user. 

1. In the LDAP Servers panel, click 

to open the Test LDAP Configuration dialog. 
2. Enter a Username and click OK . 

A correctly configured LDAP server returns the specified user with appropriately mapped roles. 

If the LDAP server cannot find the specified user, the following message appears: 

Alerts 

Use the Alerts panels to configure the alert SMTP server and email destinations that the system will use in sending out 
alerts, and the metric rules that specify the conditions under which an alert is generated and where the notification is sent. 
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Add Alert SMTP Server 

When using the alert system, you can have SSL Visibility send email notifications for various metrics, such as when 
hardware utilization crosses defined thresholds and the license is nearing expiration. This feature requires that you define 
an Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server, sender email address, and additional SMTP information. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Alerts. 
2. In the Alert SMTP Server panel, click Edit 

to open the Edit Alert SMTP Server dialog. 

3. Fill in the details: 
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4. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

Additional Information 

• Use the Test Send Mail 

icon to verify that the SMTP server is properly configured. After clicking this icon, you will see a success message. 

• By default, SSL Visibility sends alerts to the log facility only. To send email alerts, you need to specify Email as an alert 
target for each metric. See Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

• The email-alerts service uses the default SSL context; you can create a custom SSL context if SSL Visibility is using 
self-signed certificates or a private CA, or if you want to change the minimum and maximum TLS versions for the email 
connection. See Management Trust for information on adding an SSL context and specifying a different context for a 
management service. 

• Configure an Access Control List (ACL) for required SMTP servers to allow access to the SSL Visibility appliance. See 
Access Control Lists. 

Define Email Destinations for Alerts 

Use the Alert Email Destinations panel to define the email addresses of those who should receive email alerts. You can 
define up to 10 email recipients. 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Alerts. 
2. In the Alert Email Destinations panel, click Add 

to open the Add Email Destinations dialog. 

3. For each recipient, enter an email address and click OK. 
4. Apply the changes. 

Additional Information 

• By default, SSL Visibility sends alerts to the log facility only. To send email alerts, you need to specify Email as an alert 
target for each metric. See Modify Alert Metric Rules. 

• To delete a destination, select the entry in the Alert Email Destinations panel and click Delete 

. 
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Modify Alert Metric Rules 

SSL Visibility has a default set of metric rules that govern when it sends CPU Utilization, Disk Utilization, Load Utilization, 
Memory Utilization, and License Expiration alarm alerts. SSL Visibility sends a warning alert when a warning threshold is 
crossed and a critical alert when a critical threshold is reached. The screen below shows the default thresholds for each 
metric. 

To modify a threshold: 

1. On the (Platform Management) menu, select Alerts. 
2. In the Alert Metric Rules panel, select the rule whose thresholds you want to adjust. 
3. Click Edit 

to open the Edit Metric Rules dialog. 

4. Adjust the Warning Thresholdand Critical Threshold as required. 
5. Specify whether to send alerts to the Log or Email (or Ctrl-click to select both). 
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6. Click OK. 
7. Repeat for any other rules you want to modify. 
8. Apply the changes. 

NOTE 
When the Load Utilization metric hovers around a critical or warning threshold, the SSL Visibility appliance may 
not send alerts each time utilization crosses the threshold. To prevent excessive alert notifications, the system 
suppresses alerts when there are frequent transitions around the threshold. This behavior applies to the Load 
Utilization metric only. 

SSL Visibility Licenses 

View and update the SSL Visibility appliance and/or Host Categorization license(s). 

See Licensing for extended information on using the License panel. 

Any current, active licenses appear in the License panel. If you do not have a current SSL Visibility appliance license, you 
will not be able to fully activate inspection policy. The License information in the window footer will indicate the license 
status (depending on the state; see Licensing for details). 

Licensing details are available in the System Log (Monitor System Log Entries): 

• If a valid license is present and not expiring within 90 days, no system log message displays 
• If a valid license is present but expiring within 30 to 90 days, an INFO message displays 
• If a valid license is expiring within 30 days, a WARNING message displays 
• If no valid license is present, or the existing license has expired, an ERROR message displays. 

License status can also be viewed on the physical LCD screen, and on the header at the top of the WebUI. 

TIP 
Configure an e-mail alert (Modify Alert Metric Rules) to remind yourself about a pending license expiration. 

Manage System Images 

Use the System Images option to load and manage SSL Visibility software. 
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The SSL Visibility appliance supports a maximum of six system image files. The image that is marked as the default 
image (True in the Default column—see image below) will be loaded the next time the appliance is rebooted. If the 
maximum number of images is stored on your system and you attempt to download another image, the following warning 
message appears to instruct you to delete an image: 

To protect an image from being deleted, you can lock it (True in the Locked column). 

Download a System Image from myBroadcom 

Before you can install a system image on your appliance, you need to download the file from myBroadcom. To download 
software images, you need the following: 

• The serial number of your appliance. To locate the serial number, go to (Platform Management) > Information in the 
WebUI. View the serial number under Chassis FRU Info. The serial number can also be found on the front panel LCD 
screen. 

• A MySymantec account. For instructions on setting up an account and downloading software, refer to the Getting 
Started web page. 

1. Log in to your myBroadcom account. 
2. In My Entitlements, locate the serial number of the appliance. 
3. Download the image and release notes for the new software version. 
4. Save the image on a system that you can access from the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Add a System Image 

System image files have a .bcsi extension, are digitally signed, and are checked before they are applied to the system. 
An invalid image file will not be applied. Image loading will fail if the appliance does not have a license installed or if your 
support contract has expired. 

NOTE 
Make sure you have downloaded the system image file from MySymantec. 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select System Images. 
2. Click Add 

to add a new system image file. The Download/Upload System Image dialog opens. 
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3. If the system image (obtained from Symantec) is located on a web server, provide the URL on the Download tab and 
click OK to add the file. If the system image is on the local machine, select the Upload tab and click Choose File to 
navigate to the file. 

NOTE 
If the appliance already has six images, the oldest unlocked image on the system is replaced with the new 
image. 

When the download or upload is complete, the system prompts you to reboot with the new system image. If you cancel 
the reboot, the new system image displays at the top of the System Images panel as the Default, and will be applied at 
the next reboot. 

The following items will automatically be restored after the new system image is booted: 

• System log 
• Management configuration (NTP, hostname, IP, timezone, date) 
• Policy (rulesets and segment definitions) 
• PKI store 
• User database 
• Alerts configuration 
• SNMP configuration 
• Remote logging configuration 
• License 
• Remote authentication configuration 

Edit System Image Settings 

When you edit a system image, you can: 

• Lock the image so that it can't be inadvertently deleted 
• Make the image the default image so that it will be loaded the next time the appliance is rebooted. 

To change an image settings: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select System Images. 
2. Select the image to edit. 
3. Click Edit 

to open the Edit System Image dialog. 
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4. Select the Default and/or Locked check boxes to set or clear the settings. 
5. Click OK and Apply the changes. 

For the currently booted image, the Running status is True. If the running image is the default, the Default check box 
cannot be edited. 

When you change the default system image, the system prompts you to reboot with the new default system image. 

Back Up Configuration Settings 

It's important to back up your SSL Visibility configuration settings on a regular basis. You can perform a Full Backup or 
back up a particular element of the system configuration: 

• Policy only—Includes inspection services, rulesets, segments, and lists (such as distinguished names, domain 
names, and host categorization) 

NOTE 
Lists are policy objects, and require the Manage Policy role to create. For backup/restore purposes, all lists, 
including certificate lists, are backed up as Policy, and must be restored as Policy. 

• PKI only—Includes local resigning and external CAs, CRLs, trusted certificates, known certificates and keys, 
management trust, client certificates and keys, and HSM appliances. 

• Platform—All configurable settings on the Platform Management menu, such as management network, SNMP, remote 
logging, date/time, authentication, alerts, and login banner. 

To back up the configuration: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Backup/Restore.The Backup tab opens. 
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2. Select the type of backup: Full Backup, Policy only, PKI only, or Platform only. 
3. Enter a Password and Confirm Password. You will need to provide this same password when restoring this 

configuration. 
4. Click OK. 

The file is saved with a .bin extension in the default downloads folder on your local system. The filename includes a 
designation of the type of backup (full, policy, pki, or platform), the software version and build number, and date and 
time the file was created. All backup files created on the SSL Visibility appliance are encrypted for security. 

To restore the backup, see Restore a Configuration Backup. 

NOTE 
TIP: To schedule a regular backup job, use Management Center 1.8.1.1 or later. For detailed information, 
refer to the Management Center Configuration Guide, available on Symantec Product Documentation as a 
WebGuide. 

Restore a Configuration Backup 

If you want or need to revert to a previously saved configuration backup, you can restore the backup file. The filename has 
a .bin extension and includes the software version. build number, and a designation of the type of backup (full, policy, pki, 
or platform). For example, a backup file of the policy configuration in v4.3.1.1 would have a name similar to the following 
example: 

policy-4.3.1.1-219692.20180625T145923.bin 

NOTE 
When restoring a backup, you need to select the appropriate type of backup file. For example, if you backed up 
policy settings, you need to select Policy only when restoring the backup file. 

To restore a backed up configuration: 

1. Locate the backup file you want to restore. 
2. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Backup/Restore. 
3. Click the Restore tab. 
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4. Select the type of backup you are restoring: Full Backup, Policy only, PKI only, or Platform only. 
5. Click Choose File, navigate to the backup file, and click Open. 
6. Enter the Password you defined when creating the backup. 
7. Click OK. 

The progress bar displays a percentage as the file is being restored. 

Halt/Reboot/Reset the Appliance 

With the Halt/Reboot option, you can perform the following operations: 

• Reboot the appliance and restart services such as image, licensing, subscription, SNMP, and health monitoring. You 
will need to restart the system after upgrading to a new image or changing the running image on the appliance. 

• Halt the operating system and stop all CPUs. Equivalent to turning off the appliance. 
• Reset the configuration to factory defaults. 
• Reset configuration settings to factory defaults except for network and password settings. 
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Reboot the SSL Visibility Appliance 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Halt/Reboot. 
2. Select the Confirm Halt/Reboot check box. 
3. Click Reboot. 

After the appliance finishes the reboot process, the login screen appears in your browser. 

Halt the SSL Visibility Appliance 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Halt/Reboot. 
2. Select the Confirm Halt/Reboot check box. 
3. Click Halt. 

After the system is halted, you will need to use the front panel power switch to power the appliance back on. 

Reset the SSL Visibility appliance 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Halt/Reboot. 
2. Select the Confirm Halt/Reboot check box. 
3. Expand the Advanced Options and select one or both of the options: 

– Reset configuration to factory default clears all settings on the appliance. You can retain certain settings by 
selecting the Retain network and password settings option. 

– Retain network and password settings saves the appliance IP address, DNS, gateway, admin password, and 
enable password, but clears all other settings to factory default. This option is used in conjunction with the Reset 
configuration to factory default option, allowing you to reconfigure the appliance without a console connection. 

4. Click Reboot. 
5. Confirm the operation. 

Import UI Certificate/Key 

TLS 1.2 is required for the connection to the WebUI. By default, the system uses a self-signed server certificate. However, 
this certificate will cause security warnings from browsers. To avoid these messages, you can import a signed SSL server 
certificate for the WebUI web server. 

You can either upload the certificate from a file in PEM, PKCS#8, DER, or PKC#12 format or paste the certificate text in 
PEM or PKCS#8 format. 

Upload Certificate from a File 
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To upload the signed certificate from a file: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Import UI Certificate/Key. The Upload File tab opens. 

2. Use the Choose File buttons to select the certificate and key files. 
3. If the files are password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
4. Click Add. 

Paste Certificate Text 

To paste the certificate text: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Import UI Certificate/Key. 
2. Click the Paste Text tab. 
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3. Copy the certificate text and paste it in the Certificate Data box. 
4. Copy the key text and paste it in the Key Data box. 
5. If the files are password protected, select the Encrypted check box and enter the Password. 
6. Click Add. 

WebUI Cipher Support 

The following ciphers are supported for the WebUI connection. 

Table 12: Table: WebUI Cipher Support 

Cipher ID 

ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 0xC0,0x30 

ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 0xC0,0x2C 

DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 0x00,0x9F 

ECDHE-ECDSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305 0xCC,0xA9 

ECDHE-RSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305 0xCC,0xA8 

ECDHE-ECDSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305-D 0xCC,0x14 

ECDHE-RSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305-D 0xCC,0x13 

DHE-RSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305 0xCC,0xAA 

DHE-RSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305-D 0xCC,0x15 

AES256-GCM-SHA384 0x00,0x9D 
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Cipher ID 

ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 0xC0,0x2F 

ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 0xC0,0x2B 

DHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 0x00,0x9E 

AES128-GCM-SHA256 0x00,0x9C 

Configure a Login Banner 

You may configure a statement to be presented to users during the login process, requiring the user to acknowledge and 
agree to the message prior to logging in. 

• When a login banner is configured, the message will appear before the user logs on to the WebUI. 
• When a user accesses the command line interface via SSH, the login banner is displayed after username and before 

password is entered. 
• For serial console access, the login banner is displayed when the user enters the serial console. 

To specify the login banner text: 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Login Banner. 
2. In the Login Banner panel, c lick Edit 

. 
3. Select the Enabled check box. 
4. Enter the banner content (maximum of 2047 UTF-8 characters) in the field in the Edit Login Banner dialog. 

5. Click OK and Apply the changes . 

The banner is displayed when users log in to any SSL Visibility appliance management interface. It requires all users to 
accept the terms and conditions before they can be authenticated and log in. 

On the WebUI, users must click the Accept button. 
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On a console session, entering the password after seeing the banner affirms acceptance of the conditions. 

Set WebUI Preferences 

Use the Preferences menu item to configure preferences that affect the WebUI screen layout. Note that these UI 
preferences are not stored in the SSL Visibility configuration; they are browser-based cookies. 

1. From the ( Platform Management ) menu, select Preferences. 

2. In the UI Preferences panel, click Edit 

. 
3. Change your preferences or force them back to the system defaults. 

Grid Width controls the width, in pixels, of the panels in the WebUI. 
Grid Page Size controls the number of rows displayed in each panel; if there are 
more items than configured for the default Grid Page Size , use the multi-page 

controls 
to navigate through the panel pages. 

NOTE 
Multistage panels have a built in multiplier that is used in conjunction with the value that is configured as the 
default Grid Page Size . For example, the SSL Session Log panel has a multiplier of 1.6 so with the default 
Grid Page Size of 10 rows this will mean there are 16 rows displayed in the SSL Session Log panel. If the 
default Grid Page Size was set to 20 rows, then the SSL Session Log panel would have 32 rows. 

Start Page — select which UI page displays each time you log in or click the Symantec logo in the banner. The 
Dashboard displays by default, but you can also choose System Status , System Log , or SSL Session Log . 

1. Click OK. 
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Product Information 
For product-specific info about SSL Visibility, refer to the following topics. 

Appliance Diagrams 
View diagrams of the front and back panels of each hardware appliance model: 

• SV-S550 Front Back 

SV-S550 Appliance Front Panel 
The SV-S550 appliance front panel looks similar to the following illustration. 

NOTE 
The front serial port is not functional. Use the serial port on the back of the appliance to connect to the serial 
console. 

Front Panel LEDs 

Table 13: Power Status LED 

Color State Power Status Meaning 

Green Solid Power on, booted and configured 

Amber Solid Power on, booting 

Amber Blinking Rebooting 

Green + Amber Blinking Power on, booted and not configured 

None Off Power off 
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Table 14: System Status LED 

Color State System Status Meaning 

Green Solid OK System ready – no errors 
detected 

Green Blink Degraded Memory, fan, or PCIe failures 

Amber Solid Fatal Alarm – system has failed and 
shut down 

Amber Blink Non-Fatal Alarm – system likely to fail – 
voltage/temp warnings 

Green + Amber Solid OK First 30 seconds after AC power 
connected 

None Off Power off AC or DC power is off 

Navigation Buttons 

Use the hamburger button to open the menu, the arrow buttons to navigate the OLED display, and the enter button to 
make a selection. 

The following actions require you to press specific button combinations on the front panel: 

• Power off the appliance: Press menu > up > down. 
• Perform an NMI: Press menu > left > right. 

When these combinations are pressed, you have 15 seconds to cancel the action before the the appliance powers off or is 
interrupted. 

USB Port 

The USB 3.0 port is disabled during normal SSL Visibility operation. 

Bezel 

The bezel opens to reveal 12 drive bays. The SV-S550 uses the first two slots for two SAS SSDs. 

SV-S550 Appliance Back Panel 

The SV-S550 appliance back looks similar to the following illustration. 
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Ports 

• Serial port: The serial RS232 console has a male RJ45 connector. You can use a serial console connection the 
access the Command Line Interface (CLI) and Command Line Diagnostics (CLD) interface. Refer to the SSL visibility 
CLI Reference Guide for a description of all CLI and CLD commands. You can also use SSH to access the CLI and 
CLD. 

• Management ports: For enhanced security, the management port is isolated from inspected network traffic going 
through the network ports. Note that only Ethernet port 0:0 can be used for management. 

• Ethernet ports: To run slots 2:0–2:3 at 10G speeds, ensure you are using CAT6A cables. 

Power Supplies 

The SSL Visibility appliance is equipped with two independent power supply units, either of which can power the 
appliance. The power supply units feature IEC-C19 connectors. Normally both units should be attached to an 
uninterruptible power supply or other power outlet (110 or 220/240 Volt AC). 

NOTE 
The power supplies are hot swappable and can be replaced while the SSL Visibility appliance is powered on and 
operating. 

WARNING 
Replacement must be done with units supplied by Broadcom. Use of other units will void any warranty and may 
damage the system. 

Power On the SSL Visibility Appliance 
The first time you plug the appliance in, it will start up automatically. After that, how an appliance behaves when power is 
restored after an outage varies with the model, as described in the following tables. 

Table 15: Table: SV-S550 Power On Behavior 

State Before Power was Lost State After Power is Restored 

Booted and operational Booted and operational 
Powered down using the WebUI or CLI Powered down 
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State Before Power was Lost State After Power is Restored 

Powered down using the power button Booted and operational 

If the appliance is powered down when power is restored, use the physical power button to power it back on. 

SSL Visibility  Hardware and Software Requirements 

Supported Hardware Platforms 

SSL Visibility  is supported on the SV-S550 hardware platform. 

Product Compatibility 

To integrate with other products, SSL Visibility  requires the products be running the following software versions: 

• Symantec Management Center v2.0 can monitor SSL Visibility appliances running v4.2.6.1 or later. 
• When using SSL Visibility remote logging feature, remote syslog servers that connect via the TLS protocol must run 

rsyslogd version 8.24 or higher. 
• ProxySG Mode configuration supports SSL Offload to SSL Visibility from ProxySG running SGOS 6.7.1.2 or later and 

Advanced Secure Gateway (ASG) running SGOS 6.7.2.1 or later. 

Supported Cipher Suites 

SSL Visibility supports a number of cipher suites; see Cipher Suites for a list of cipher suites and whether they 
are supported by SSL Visibility. Any cipher suites that are not supported are handled by the policies configured for 
Unsupported traffic in the Unsupported Session Actions in the segment configuration. 

There is no support for the outdated export version of the cipher suites. There is no support for static DH (Diffie-Hellman) 
key exchange, or DSS (Digital Signature Standard) authentication. 

SSL sessions using unsupported cipher suites appear in the SSL Session Log with an Unsupported Status value. The 
action taken depends on the Unsupported Session Actions option and is either Cut through, Drop or Reject. 

There are no restrictions on cipher suites for policies with actions that do not involve inspecting the traffic. So, it is fine to 
have a policy that prevents SSL traffic using static DH from setting up connections across the network for example. 

Supported SSL/TLS Versions 

This version of SSL Visibility supports SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, TLS 1.2, and has full support for the TLS 1.3 standard 
(RFC 8446), including support for earlier versions (draft 18 to draft 28). 

There is no support for SSL 2.0. Should SSL 2.0 traffic be encountered, the SSL Visibility appliance will either Cut 
Through, Drop, or Reject the flow according to the Unsupported Session Actions setting in the segment configuration. 
SSL 2.0 Client Hello messages are supported, as long as the rest of the SSL handshake is done using version 3.0 or 
above (more detail on this compatibility mode can be found in Section E.1 of RFC4346) 

Support for Stateless Session Resumption (RFC5077) 

The SSL Visibility appliance supports stateless session resumption as outlined in RFC5077. Stateless sessions are 
typically used by content providers that balance high loads between multiple servers. An example of this is Google Mail 
(www.gmail.com). 
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Upgrade the SSL Visibility Software 
Upgrading the software on your SSL Visibility appliance is a two-step process: 

Step 1: Download the Image from the MySymantec site. 

Step 2: Add the image to your appliance, and reboot the system. 

For details, see Manage System Images. Also refer to release notes for important upgrade information. 

SSL Visibility Sensor Thresholds 
The following tables show the sensor threshold values that are monitored as alarm thresholds for SSL Visibility 
appliances, for the SV-S550 appliance model. 

The system generates a Critical (red) alarm when a threshold value reaches or exceeds an Upper Critical or Lower Critical 
limit. 

The system generates a Caution (yellow) when a threshold value reaches an Upper or Lower Non-critical limit, but has not 
reached an Upper or Lower Critical limit. 

Units of Measurement 

The unit of measurement for fan speed sensors is RPM. 

The unit of measurement for temperature sensors is degrees Celsius. 

Thermal margin sensors are reported as negative values which, when increased to 0, will cause the CPU to throttle down 
or halt. 

Table 16: Table: SV-S550 Fan Sensor Thresholds 

Sensor Lower Critical Lower Non-critical Upper Non-critical Upper Critical 

Fan 1 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 1 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 2 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 2 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 3 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 3 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 4 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 4 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 5 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 5 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 6 front 3450 3900 26550 27000 

Fan 6 rear 3450 3900 26550 27000 

PSU 1 fan 2500 3000 27500 30000 

PSU 2 fan 2500 3000 27500 30000 
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Table 17: Table: SV-S550 Temperature Sensor Thresholds 

Sensor Lower Critical Lower Non-critical Upper Non-critical Upper Critical 

NVMe Bkplne temp -5 -3 70 80 

Front panel temp -5 -3 55 60 

Back panel temp -5 -3 70 80 

CPU 1 temp -5 -3 94 95 

CPU 2 temp -5 -3 94 95 

PCH temp -5 -3 90 91 

DIMM A1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM A2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM B1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM B2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM C1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM C2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM D1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM D2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM E1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM E2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM F1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM F2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM G1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM G2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM H1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM H2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM I1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM I2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM J1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM J2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM K1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM K2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM L1 temp -5 -3 83 84 

DIMM L2 temp -5 -3 83 84 

X557 temp -5 -3 103 104 

X550 temp -5 -3 103 104 

PSU 1 inlet temp -5 -3 103 104 

PSU 2 inlet temp -5 -3 103 104 

CPU-MAX -5 -3 94 95 

DIMM-MAX -5 -3 83 84 
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Table 18: Table: SV-S550 Voltages Sensor Thresholds 

Sensor Lower Critical Lower Non-critical Upper Non-critical Upper Critical 

+12V main bus 8.4 9.6 14.4 15.6 

+3.3V aux 2.31 2.64 3.96 4.29 

+3.3V main bus 2.31 2.64 3.96 4.29 

+5V aux 3.5 4.0 6.0 6.5 

Battery 1.9 2.0 3.6 3.9 

+1V CPU 1 I/O 0.7 0.8 1.2 1.3 

CPU 2 core 1.26 1.44 2.16 2.34 

CPU 2 DDR ABC 0.85 0.97 1.46 1.58 

CPU 2 DDR DEF 0.85 0.97 1.46 1.58 

+1.05V PCH aux 0.74 0.84 1.26 1.37 

+1.8V PCH aux 1.26 1.44 2.16 2.34 

+1V PCH 0.7 0.8 1.2 1.3 

PSU 1 input vlt 82 86 270 274 

PSU 2 input vlt 82 86 270 274 

PSU 1 output vlt 11.2 11.28 12.72 13.84 

PSU 2 output vlt 11.2 11.28 12.72 13.84 

Table 19: Table: SV-S550 Current Sensor Thresholds 

Sensor Lower Critical Lower Non-critical Upper Non-critical Upper Critical 

PSU 1 input cur 0 0 20 21 

PSU 2 input cur 0 0 20 21 

PSU 1 output cur 0 0 146 155 

PSU 2 output cur 0 0 146 155 

NOTE 
Thermal margin sensors are reported as negative values which, when increased to 0, will cause the CPU to 
throttle down or halt. 

Safety Information 
In addition to the information below you should read the separate Safety Notice included in the SSL Visibility appliance 
packaging. 

Carefully read all of the following instructions regarding the Symantec SSL Visibility appliance. 

Ventilation 

The Symantec SSL Visibility appliance vents (on the front panel) and the fan openings are provided for ventilation and 
reliable operation of the product and to protect it from overheating. These openings must not be blocked or covered. This 
product must not be placed in a built-in installation unless proper ventilation is provided. 
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Power Cords 

The power-supply cords are used as the main disconnect device. Ensure that the socket outlet is located or installed near 
the equipment and is easily accessible. Except for the SV800, the SSL Visibility appliance has a dual redundant power 
supply that is powered by two separate power cords. Always disconnect BOTH cords to remove power from the unit. 

Reference 
Lists and tables of information that can be viewed onscreen or printed out for future reference. 

Glossary 
active device 

A security device that processes traffic from the SSL Visibility and then returns the traffic back to the appliance 

application port 

SSL Visibility Ethernet interfaces that face the ProxySG or inline active device 

certificate resign 

A method of inspecting SSL traffic that relies on the SSL Visibility having a trusted CA certificate that can be used to sign 
SSL server certificates that have been intercepted and modified 

classic segment 

Network segment for active or passive security devices (excluding ProxySG appliances) that are connected to the SSL 
Visibility 

copy port 

A network interface connected to a secondary passive appliance that is receiving a copy of the inspected traffic 

device port 

A network interface connected to the primary security device that is receiving inspected traffic from the SSL Visibility 

inspection service 

An ordered set of standard rules that determines how SSL traffic is decrypted and inspected 

known server key 

A method of inspecting SSL traffic that requires that the SSL Visibility have a copy of the server's private key and 
certificate 

network port 

An Ethernet port that connects to the network infrastructure where the clients connect through to reach the Internet 
perimeter 

passive device 

A security device that consumes traffic without sending it back to the SSL Visibility 

policy 

The rules and guidelines on the actions (if any) to take when a particular condition has been met when inspecting network 
traffic 

ProxySG mode 

Network segment in which one or more ProxySG appliances offload SSL decryption to an SSL Visibility 

ruleset 
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A named set of options and rules that define how the appliance handles traffic on a network segment 

segment 

A grouping of interfaces that receives a network feed; it tells the appliance which ruleset to use and in what deployment 
mode to operate with that network feed 

active device 

A security device that processes traffic from the SSL Visibility and then returns the traffic back to the appliance 

application port 

SSL Visibility Ethernet interfaces that face the ProxySG or inline active device 

certificate resign 

A method of inspecting SSL traffic that relies on the SSL Visibility having a trusted CA certificate that can be used to sign 
SSL server certificates that have been intercepted and modified 

classic segment 

Network segment for active or passive security devices (excluding ProxySG appliances) that are connected to the SSL 
Visibility 

copy port 

A network interface connected to a secondary passive appliance that is receiving a copy of the inspected traffic 

device port 

A network interface connected to the primary security device that is receiving inspected traffic from the SSL Visibility 

inspection service 

An ordered set of standard rules that determines how SSL traffic is decrypted and inspected 

known server key 

A method of inspecting SSL traffic that requires that the SSL Visibility have a copy of the server's private key and 
certificate 

network port 

An Ethernet port that connects to the network infrastructure where the clients connect through to reach the Internet 
perimeter 

passive device 

A security device that consumes traffic without sending it back to the SSL Visibility 

policy 

The rules and guidelines on the actions (if any) to take when a particular condition has been met when inspecting network 
traffic 
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ProxySG mode 

Network segment in which one or more ProxySG appliances offload SSL decryption to an SSL Visibility 

ruleset 

A named set of options and rules that define how the appliance handles traffic on a network segment 

segment 

A grouping of interfaces that receives a network feed; it tells the appliance which ruleset to use and in what deployment 
mode to operate with that network feed 

Cipher Suites 
For each cipher suite, the table below indicates whether it is supported by SSL Visibility appliance. Any cipher suites that 
are not supported are handled by the policies configured for Unsupported traffic in the Unsupported Session Actions in 
the segment configuration; see Supported vs. Unsupported Cipher Suites for additional information. 

The table below also lists the cryptographic strength of each cipher suite: 

Strong — This level of session strength is preferred; attacks are theoretical or not practical. 

Adequate — Use after evaluating risks. Exploits are possible, but less likely than Weak 

Weak — Use if stronger algorithms are not available; known weak algorithms; algorithms with practical attacks; no-pfs 
algorithms. 

Insecure — Should not be used; outdated/insecure/experimental algorithms. 

To find out the cryptographic strength of the algorithms used in SSL sessions on the selected segment (or all segments) 
during a particular interval, you can view the Session Strength doughnut chart in the WebUI Dashboard. See  Dashboard 
for more information. 

Table 20: Table: Cipher Suites 

Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0x0001 TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5 ✔ insecure 

0x0002 TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ✔ insecure 

0x0003 TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5 insecure 

0x0004 TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5✔ insecure 

0x0005 TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA✔ weak 

0x0006 TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5 insecure 

0x0007 TLS_RSA_WITH_IDEA_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0008 TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0009 TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x000A TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x000B TLS_DH_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x000C TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x000D TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x000E TLS_DH_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 
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Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0x000F TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0010 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0011 TLS_DHE_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0012 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0013 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0014 TLS_DHE_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0015 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x0016 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x0017 TLS_DH_Anon_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5 insecure 

0x0018 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_RC4_128_MD5✔ insecure 

0x0019 TLS_DH_Anon_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x001A TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x001B TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x001C SSL_FORTEZZA_KEA_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0x001D SSL_FORTEZZA_KEA_WITH_FORTEZZA_CBC_SHA weak 

0x001E TLS_KRB5_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x001F TLS_KRB5_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0020 TLS_KRB5_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x0021 TLS_KRB5_WITH_IDEA_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0022 TLS_KRB5_WITH_DES_CBC_MD5 insecure 

0x0023 TLS_KRB5_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_MD5 insecure 

0x0024 TLS_KRB5_WITH_RC4_128_MD5 insecure 

0x0025 TLS_KRB5_WITH_IDEA_CBC_MD5 insecure 

0x0026 TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_DES_CBC_40_SHA insecure 

0x0027 TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_SHA insecure 

0x0028 TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_SHA insecure 

0x0029 TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_DES_CBC_40_MD5 insecure 

0x002A TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5 insecure 

0x002B TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5 insecure 

0x002C TLS_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0x002D TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0x002E TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0x002F TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ weak 

0x0030 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0031 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0032 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0033 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0x0034 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x0035 TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ weak 

0x0036 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 
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Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0x0037 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0038 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0039 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0x003A TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x003B TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x003C TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256✔ weak 

0x003D TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256✔ weak 

0x003E TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x003F TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x0040 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x0041 TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA✔ weak 

0x0042 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0043 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0044 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0045 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0x0046 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x0047 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0x0048 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x0049 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x004A TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x004B TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x004C TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0060 TLS_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_MD5 insecure 

0x0061 TLS_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC2_CBC_56_MD5 insecure 

0x0062 TLS_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0063 TLS_DHE_DSS_EXPORT1024_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0064 TLS_RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_SHA insecure 

0x0065 TLS_DHE_DSS_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_SHA insecure 

0x0066 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x0067 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0x0068 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x0069 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x006A TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x006B TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0x006C TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x006D TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x0080 TLS_GOSTR341094_WITH_28147_CNT_IMIT insecure 

0x0081 TLS_GOSTR341001_WITH_28147_CNT_IMIT insecure 

0x0082 TLS_GOSTR341094_WITH_NULL_GOSTR3411 insecure 

0x0083 TLS_GOSTR341001_WITH_NULL_GOSTR3411 insecure 
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Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0x0084 TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA✔ weak 

0x0085 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0086 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0x0087 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0088 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0x0089 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x008A TLS_PSK_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x008B TLS_PSK_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x008C TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0x008D TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0x008E TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x008F TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0090 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0091 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0092 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0x0093 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0094 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0095 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA adequate 

0x0096 TLS_RSA_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x0097 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0098 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x0099 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA insecure 

0x009A TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x009B TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_SEED_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0x009C TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256✔ weak 

0x009D TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384✔ weak 

0x009E TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256✔ strong 

0x009F TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384✔ strong 

0x00A0 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0x00A1 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0x00A2 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 adequate 

0x00A3 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 adequate 

0x00A4 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0x00A5 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0x00A6 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x00A7 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384✔ insecure 

0x00A8 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

_SHA384 

weak 

0x00A9 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_256_GCM weak 

0x00AA TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0x00AB TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 
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Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0x00AC TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0x00AD TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0x00AE TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x00AF TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0x00B0 TLS_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA256 insecure 

0x00B1 TLS_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA384 insecure 

0x00B2 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x00B3 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0x00B4 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA256 insecure 

0x00B5 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA384 insecure 

0x00B6 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x00B7 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0x00B8 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA256 insecure 

0x00B9 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA384 insecure 

0x00BA TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256✔ weak 

0x00BB TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x00BC TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x00BD TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x00BE TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0x00BF TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x00C0 TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256✔ weak 

0x00C1 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x00C2 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0x00C3 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0x00C4 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0x00C5 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA256✔ insecure 

0x1301 TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 ✔ strong 

0x1302 TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 ✔ strong 

0x1303 TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256✔ strong 

0x1304 TLS_AES_128_CCM_SHA256 ✔ strong 

0x1305 TLS_AES_128_CCM_8_SHA256 ✔ adequate 

0x16B7 TLS_CECPQ1_RSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 insecure 

0x16B8 TLS_CECPQ1_ECDSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 insecure 

0x16B9 TLS_CECPQ1_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 insecure 

0x16BA TLS_CECPQ1_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 insecure 

0xC001 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0xC002 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0xC003 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC004 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC005 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 
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Cipher Suite ID Name Supported by SSLV Strength 

0xC006 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC007 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA✔ weak 

0xC008 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC009 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0xC00A TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0xC00B TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0xC00C TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0xC00D TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC00E TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC00F TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC010 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0xC011 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA✔ weak 

0xC012 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC013 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0xC014 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ adequate 

0xC015 TLS_ECDH_Anon_WITH_NULL_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC016 TLS_ECDH_Anon_WITH_RC4_128_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC017 TLS_ECDH_Anon_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC018 TLS_ECDH_Anon_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC019 TLS_ECDH_Anon_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xC01A TLS_SRP_SHA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC01B TLS_SRP_SHA_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC01C TLS_SRP_SHA_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC01D TLS_SRP_SHA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC01E TLS_SRP_SHA_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC01F TLS_SRP_SHA_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC020 TLS_SRP_SHA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC021 TLS_SRP_SHA_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC022 TLS_SRP_SHA_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA weak 

0xC023 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0xC024 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384✔ adequate 

0xC025 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC026 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC027 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0xC028 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384✔ adequate 

0xC029 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC02A TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC02B TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256✔ strong 

0xC02C TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384✔ strong 

0xC02D TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 
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0xC02E TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC02F TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256✔ strong 

0xC030 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384✔ strong 

0xC031 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC032 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC033 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_RC4_128_SHA weak 

0xC034 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA insecure 

0xC035 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA adequate 

0xC036 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA adequate 

0xC037 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC038 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC039 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA insecure 

0xC03A TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA256 insecure 

0xC03B TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_NULL_SHA384 insecure 

0xC03C TLS_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC03D TLS_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC03E TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC03F TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC040 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC041 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC042 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC043 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC044 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC045 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC046 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 insecure 

0xC047 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 insecure 

0xC048 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC049 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC04A TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC04B TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC04C TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC04D TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC04E TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC04F TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC050 TLS_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC051 TLS_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC052 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC053 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC054 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC055 TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 
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0xC056 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 adequate 

0xC057 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 adequate 

0xC058 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC059 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC05A TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 insecure 

0xC05B TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 insecure 

0xC05C TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC05D TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC05E TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC05F TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC060 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC061 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC062 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC063 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC064 TLS_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC065 TLS_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC066 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC067 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC068 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC069 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC06A TLS_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC06B TLS_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC06C TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC06D TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC06E TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC06F TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC070 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC071 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_ARIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC072 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0xC073 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384✔ adequate 

0xC074 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC075 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC076 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256✔ adequate 

0xC077 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384✔ adequate 

0xC078 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC079 TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC07A TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC07B TLS_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC07C TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC07D TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 
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0xC07E TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC07F TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC080 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 adequate 

0xC081 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 adequate 

0xC082 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC083 TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC084 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 insecure 

0xC085 TLS_DH_Anon_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 insecure 

0xC086 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC087 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC088 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC089 TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC08A TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC08B TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC08C TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC08D TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC08E TLS_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 weak 

0xC08F TLS_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 weak 

0xC090 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC091 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC092 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xC093 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xC094 TLS_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 weak 

0xC095 TLS_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 weak 

0xC096 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC097 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC098 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC099 TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC09A TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_128_CBC_SHA256 adequate 

0xC09B TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_CAMELLIA_256_CBC_SHA384 adequate 

0xC09C TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM✔ weak 

0xC09D TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM✔ weak 

0xC09E TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM✔ strong 

0xC09F TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM✔ strong 

0xC0A0 TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CC ✔M_8 weak 

0xC0A1 TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CC ✔M_8 weak 

0xC0A2 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8✔ adequate 

0xC0A3 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8✔ adequate 

0xC0A4 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM weak 

0xC0A5 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CCM weak 
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0xC0A6 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM strong 

0xC0A7 TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CCM strong 

0xC0A8 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8 weak 

0xC0A9 TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8 weak 

0xC0AA TLS_PSK_DHE_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8 adequate 

0xC0AB TLS_PSK_DHE_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8 adequate 

0xC0AC TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM✔ strong 

0xC0AD TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM✔ strong 

0xC0AE TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8✔ adequate 

0xC0AF TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8✔ adequate 

0xCC13 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256_D✔ adequate 

0xCC14 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256_D✔ adequate 

0xCC15 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256_D✔ adequate 

0xCCA8 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256✔ strong 

0xCCA9 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256✔ strong 

0xCCAA TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256✔ strong 

0xCCAB TLS_PSK_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 weak 

0xCCAC TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 strong 

0xCCAD TLS_DHE_PSK_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 strong 

0xCCAE TLS_RSA_PSK_WITH_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256 strong 

0xD001 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 strong 

0xD002 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 strong 

0xD003 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8_SHA256 adequate 

0xD004 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CCM_8_SHA256 adequate 

0xD005 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM_SHA256 strong 

0xD006 TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_256_CCM_SHA384 strong 

0xFEFE SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xFEFF SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xFFE0 SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

0xFFE1 SSL_RSA_FIPS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA✔ insecure 

SNMP Support 
SSL Visibility can be configured to report data about the appliance using SNMP MIBs. SSL Visibility supports the following 
proprietary Enterprise MIBs. 

BLUECOAT-MIB 

BLUECOAT-LICENSE-MIB 

BLUECOAT-INFO-MIB 

BLUECOAT-SEGMENT-MIB 
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BLUECOAT-SG-SENSOR-MIB 

BLUECOAT-SG-USAGE-MIB 

SSL Visibility also has partial support for specific standard SNMP MIB2 tables. 

SNMPv2-MIB 

IF-MIB 

The following tables show SSL Visibility MIB support, including the corresponding SSL Visibility UI element, if one exists. 
For comprehensive details, view each MIB entry in a MIB browser. 

Table 21: Table: BLUECOAT-MIB 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name OID Value Data Type 

None sslv550 .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.1.5.7 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name OID Value Data Type 

None appLicenseStatusApplicationName.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.2Blue Coat Host 
Categorization 

String 

None appLicenseStatusFeatureName.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.3SSL Visibility Appliance String 

License: Component appLicenseStatusComponentName.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.4.1Blue Coat Host 
Categorization 

String 

License: Component appLicenseStatusComponentName.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.4.2SSL Visibility String 

Expiration Date appLicenseStatusExpireType.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.5.1unknown(0) 
perpetual(1) 
subscription(2) 
demo(3) 

Enum 

Expiration Date appLicenseStatusExpireDate.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.6.1Date +(Time remaining) 
or string above: 
“Perpetual” 

String 

Expiration Date appLicenseStatusLicenseState.1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.16.1.1.1.1.7.1unknown(0) 
active(1) 
expired(2) 

Integer 

Table 22: Table: BLUECOAT-INFO-MIB (introduced in SSLV 4.5.3.1) 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

None blueCoatSoftware .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.19.1.1.0SSLV String 

SSL Appliance Software 
Distribution 

blueCoatVersion .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.19.1.2.0Software version 
including build number 

String 

Chassis Serial Number blueCoatSerialNumber .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.19.1.3.010-digit serial number String 

Table 23: Table: BLUECOAT-SEGMENT-MIB 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name OID Value Data Type 

Segment ID segmentStatusIdentifier .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.2A, B, C... String 
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Main Mode segmentStatusMode .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.3Invalid(0) 
activeInlineFailToApplianc
asymActiveInlineFailToApp
activeInlineFailToNetwork(
asymActiveInlineFailToNet
passiveInline(5) 
asymPassiveInline 
Note: Applies to both 
classic and ProxySG 
segments. 

Enum 
e(1) 
liance(2) 

3) 
work(4) 

Main Interfaces segmentStatusIfList .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.4Port List (0..255) Integer 
Interfaces Down segmentStatusDownIfList .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.5Port List (0..255) Integer 
Copy Interfaces segmentStatusCopyIfList .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.6Port List (0..255) Integer 

Failures segmentStatusState .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.7softwareFailure(0)manualFailure(1)linkFailure(2)activEnum ationFailure(3)
Comment segmentStatusComment .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.17.1.1.1.1.8Optional comment String 

Table 24: Table: BLUECOAT-SG-SENSOR-MIB 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

None deviceSensorTrapEnabled .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.2true(1)false(2) Bool-ean 

Power Supply 
Temperatures 
Fan Speed 

deviceSensorUnits .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.3other(1) 
celsius(5) 
RPM(6) 

Enum 

None deviceSensorScale .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.4ExpBase10(applied to 
deviceSensorValue) 

Integer 

Power Supply 
Temperatures 
Fan Speed 

deviceSensorValue .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.5-1000000000 
..1000000000(depends 
on deviceSensorUnits) 

Integer 

Power Supply 
Temperatures(color-
coded) 
Fan Speed(color-coded) 

deviceSensorCode .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.6ok(1) 
unknown(2) 
notInstalled(3) 
voltageLowWarning(4) 
voltageLowCritical(5) 
noPower(6) 
voltageHighWarning(7) 
voltageHighCritical(8) 
voltageHighSevere(9) 
temperatureHighWarning(
temperatureHighCritical(11) 
temperatureHighSevere(1
fanSlowWarning(13) 
fanSlowCritical(14) 
fanStopped(15) 

Enum 

10) 

2) 

Power Supply 
Temperatures(color-
coded) 
Fan Speed(color-coded) 

deviceSensorStatus .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.7ok(1) 
unavailable(2) 
nonoperational(3) 
notInstalled(4) 

Enum 
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Not supported deviceSensorTimeStamp .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.8 

Power Supply 
Temperatures 
Fan Speed 

deviceSensorName .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.1.1.1.1.1.9Name of sensor String 

Table 25: Table: BLUECOAT-SG-USAGE-MIB 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

None deviceUsageTrapEnabled .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.2true(1)false(2) Bool-ean 

CPU Load % 
Utilization % 

deviceUsageName .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.3Device name: (cpu# 
Disk (Data) 
Memory) 

String 

CPU Load % 
Utilization % 

deviceUsagePercent .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.40..100 Percent 

CPU Load % 
Utilization % 

deviceUsageHigh .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.5Percent usage at which 
a notification will be sent; 
defined by device per 
resource 

Percent 

CPU Load %(color-
coded) 
Utilization %(color-coded) 

deviceUsageStatus .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.6ok(1) 
high(2) 

Enum 

Not supported deviceUsageTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.3417.2.4.1.1.1.7 
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Table 26: Table: SNMPv2-MIB System Group 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name OID Value Data Type 

SNMP Access: System 
Description 

sysDescr .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1 A textual description of 
the entity. This value 
should include the 
full name and version 
identification of the 
system's hardware type, 
software operating-
system, and networking 
software. 

String 

None sysObjectID .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.2 The vendor's 
authoritative identification 
of the network 
management subsystem 
contained in the 
entity. This value is 
allocated within the SMI 
enterprises subtree 
(1.3.6.1.4.1) and 
provides an easy and 
unambiguous means for 
determining `what kind of 
box' is being managed. 
For example, if vendor 
`Flintstones, Inc.' was 
assigned the subtree 
1.3.6.1.4.1.424242, it 
could assign the identifier 
1.3.6.1.4.1.424242.1.1 to 
its `Fred Router'. 

OID 

None sysUpTime .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3 The time (in hundredths 
of a second) since the 
network management 
portion of the system was 
last re-initialized. 

Timeticks 

SNMP Access: System 
Contact 

sysContact .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4 The textual identification 
of the contact person 
for this managed node, 
together with information 
on how to contact this 
person. If no contact 
information is known, the 
value is the zero-length 
string. 

String 

SNMP Access: System 
Name 

sysName .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5 An administratively-
assigned name for this 
managed node. By 
convention, this is the 
node's fully-qualified 
domain name. If the 
name is unknown, the 
value is the zero-length 
string. 

String 
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SNMP Access: System 
Location 

sysLocation .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6 The physical location 
of this node (e.g., 
'telephone closet, 3rd 
floor'). If the location is 
unknown, the value is the 
zero-length string. 

String 

Not supported sysServices .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.7 

Table 27: Table: IF-MIB: ifTable 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

None ifType .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.3 (6)IANAifType: 
ethernetCsmacd 

Integer 

Not supported ifMtu .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.4 

Not supported ifSpeed .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.5 

Not supported ifPhysAddress .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.6 

Not supported ifAdminStatus .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.7 

Network Interfaces: 
Link State 

ifOperStatus .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.8 up(1) down(2) Enum 

Not supported ifLastChange OID .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.9 

Network Interfaces: RX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifInOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.10 The total number of 
octets received on the 
interface, including 
framing characters 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: RX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifInUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.11 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
not addressed to a 
multicast or broadcast 
address at this sub-layer. 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: RX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifInNUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.12 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
addressed to a multicast 
or broadcast address at 
this sub-layer. 

Integer 
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Network Interfaces: RX 
Drops 

ifInDiscards .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.13 The number of inbound 
packets which were 
chosen to be discarded 
even though no errors 
had been detected 
to prevent their being 
deliverable to a higher-
layer protocol. One 
possible reason for 
discarding such a packet 
could be to free up buffer 
space. 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: RX 
Drops 

ifInErrors .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.14 For packet-oriented 
interfaces, the number 
of inbound packets 
that contained errors 
preventing them from 
being deliverable to a 
higher-layer protocol. 
For character-oriented or 
fixed-length interfaces, 
the number of inbound 
transmission units 
that contained errors 
preventing them from 
being deliverable to a 
higher-layer protocol. 

Integer 

Not supported ifInUnknownProtos .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.15 

Network Interfaces: TX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifOutOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.16 The total number of 
octets transmitted out of 
the interface, including 
framing characters. 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: TX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifOutUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.17 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were not addressed to 
a multicast or broadcast 
address at this sub-layer, 
including those that were 
discarded or not sent. 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: TX 
Packets/Bytes 

ifOutNUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.18 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were addressed to a 
multicast or broadcast 
address at this sub-layer, 
including those that were 
discarded or not sent. 

Integer 
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Network Interfaces: TX 
Drops 

ifOutDiscards .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.19 The number of outbound 
packets which were 
chosen to be discarded 
even though no errors 
had been detected 
to prevent their being 
transmitted. One possible 
reason for discarding 
such a packet could be to 
free up buffer space. 

Integer 

Network Interfaces: TX 
Drops 

ifOutErrors .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.20 For packet-oriented 
interfaces, the number 
of outbound packets that 
could not be transmitted 
because of errors. For 
character-oriented or 
fixed-length interfaces, 
the number of outbound 
transmission units that 
could not be transmitted 
because of errors. 

Integer 

Not supported ifOutQLen .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.21 

Not supported ifSpecific .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.22 

Table 28: Table: IF-MIB: ifXTable 

SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

None ifName .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.1 Not set. The textual 
name of the interface 
as assigned by the local 
device. 

String 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifInMulticastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.2 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
addressed to a multicast 
address at this sub-layer. 
For a MAC layer protocol, 
this includes both 
Group and Functional 
addresses. 

Integer32 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifInBroadcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.3 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
addressed to a broadcast 
address at this sub-layer. 

Integer32 
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SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifOutMulticastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.4 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were addressed to a 
multicast address at this 
sub-layer, including those 
that were discarded or 
not sent. For a MAC 
layer protocol, this 
includes both Group and 
Functional addresses. 

Integer32 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifOutBroadcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.5 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were addressed to a 
broadcast address at this 
sub-layer, including those 
that were discarded or 
not sent. 

Integer32 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCInOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.6 The total number of 
octets received on the 
interface, including 
framing characters. This 
object is a 64-bit version 
of ifInOctets. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCInUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.7 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
not addressed to a 
multicast or broadcast 
address at this sub-layer. 
This object is a 64-bit 
version of ifInUcastPkts. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCInMulticastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.8 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which were 
addressed to a multicast 
address at this sub-layer. 
For a MAC layer protocol, 
this includes both 
Group and Functional 
addresses. This object 
is a 64-bit version of 
ifInMulticastPkts. 

Integer64 
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SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

Network Interfaces: Rx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCInBroadcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.9 The number of packets, 
delivered by this 
sub-layer to a higher 
(sub-)layer, which 
were addressed to a 
broadcast address at this 
sub-layer. This object 
is a 64-bit version of 
ifInBroadcastPkts. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCOutOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.10 The total number of 
octets transmitted out of 
the interface, including 
framing characters. This 
object is a 64-bit version 
of ifOutOctets. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCOutUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.11 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were not addressed to 
a multicast or broadcast 
address at this sub-
layer, including those 
that were discarded or 
not sent. This object 
is a 64-bit version of 
ifOutUcastPkts. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCOutMulticastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.12 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were addressed to a 
multicast address at 
this sub-layer, including 
those that were discarded 
or not sent. For a 
MAC layer protocol, 
this includes both 
Group and Functional 
addresses. This object 
is a 64-bit version of 
ifOutMulticastPkts. 

Integer64 

Network Interfaces: Tx 
Packets/Bytes 

ifHCOutBroadcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.13 The total number of 
packets that higher-level 
protocols requested be 
transmitted, and which 
were addressed to a 
broadcast address at 
this sub-layer, including 
those that were discarded 
or not sent. This object 
is a 64-bit version of 
ifOutBroadcastPkts. 

Integer64 

Not supported ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.14 
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SSLV UI Name SNMP Name SNMP OID Value Data Type 

Not supported ifHighSpeed .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.15 

Not supported ifPromiscuousMode .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.16 

Not supported ifConnectorPresent .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.17 

Not supported ifAlias .1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.18 

Not supported ifCounterDiscontinuityTime.1.3.6.1.2.1.31.1.1.1.19 

Passively Supported MIBs 

In addition to the actively supported MIBs above, SSL Visibility passively supports the following MIBs: 

SNMPv2-MIB 

RFC1213-MIB 

IP-FORWARD-MIB 

IP-MIB 

TCP-MIB 

UDP-MIB 

HOST-RESOURCES-MIB 

DISMAN-EVENT-MIB 

NOTIFICATION-LOG-MIB 

Policies 
Policies in the SSL Visibility appliance are composed of these elements: 

• Lists; referenced by rules in rulesets. 
• Segments; grouping of networking interfaces receiving traffic; set the ruleset to use and the deployment mode. 
• Inspection Services; structured sets of rules that define how to inspect SSL traffic. 
• Rulesets; containing the rules and Inspection Services that control how SSL traffic is handled; associated with one or 

more segments in use. 

Lists are used to collect multiple items of the same type of information so that a single ruleset can point to the list and is 
applied whenever any of the items in the list are true. For example, a list might contain 20 different Distinguished Names 
(DN) that occur in the server certificates from 20 different sites, a policy that is configured to “cut through” or “reject” traffic 
when it detects a particular Distinguished Name can point to the list instead of just indicating a single Domain Name in the 
policy. This allows a single policy entry to apply to all 20 different sites and means that additional sites can be added (by 
editing the list) without needing to edit the ruleset. 

A segment is a grouping of interfaces that receives a network feed; it tells the SSL Visibility appliance which Ruleset 
to use and in what deployment mode to operate with that network feed, and how to distributed the decrypted SSL and 
other received traffic. A segment contains some policy information, and is linked to a ruleset that contains the majority of 
the policy information. Lists are used within rulesets to make it easier to have policies that apply to many different SSL 
sessions. 

The system can have multiple segments defined and can have more than one segment active at any point in time. For 
example a system could have six rulesets defined (ruleset1 to ruleset6) and might have two active segments each 
using different ports on the SSL Visibility appliance. Segment A could be using ruleset1 and segment 2 ruleset4 or both 
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segments A and B could be using ruleset3. Inactive segments are not associated with physical ports on the SSL Visibility 
appliance until the point at which they are activated. 

A segment is created by selecting one of the Deployment modes, described in Deployment Modes. The system allocates 
external ports on the SSL Visibility appliance that are used by this segment when it is activated. As part of creating the 
segment a number of default policy actions are defined which apply specifically to the segment. Some of these can be 
overridden by more explicit policies that are defined in the ruleset associated with this segment. 

Policies can be used in the SSL Visibility appliance to control the following: 

• Which SSL sessions are inspected 
• What decryption method is used to inspect a specific session 
• Whether an SSL session that is not being inspected is cut through or dropped 
• Whether SSL sessions using specific cipher suites are allowed across the network 
• How SSL sessions that cannot be decrypted are handled 
• How SSL sessions with specific certificate status are handled 
• How SSL sessions to servers using self-signed certificates are handled 

Segment Policies 

The policies that form part of the segment definition are created with default values which can then be modified. A 
segment contains policy settings as shown in the table. 

Table 29: Table: Segment Policy Options 

Item Default Setting Notes 

Name Identifies this segment configuration 

Comment Optional descriptive text 
Mode Operating mode for segment chosen from 

list 
Ruleset Name of ruleset used by segment 
Session Log Mode Disabled Save: 

Disabled 
Local Session Log Only 
Local Session Log, All sessions to Remote 
Syslog 
Local Session Log, Errors to Remote 
Syslog 

Compression Cut through The block has policy definitions for how 
SSL flows that cannot be decrypted are 
handled on this segment. 

SSL2 Cut through 

Diffie-Hellman in Passive-Tap mode Cut through 

TLS 1.3 Cut through 

Unsupported Cut through 

Uncached Cut through 

NOTE 
The Session Log Mode must be set to either All Sessions to Remote Syslog or Errors to Remote Syslog 
if the Include SSL Session Logs option is enabled in the Remote Logging configuration in order to send the 
specified logs to a remote syslog server. 
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NOTE 
The Session Log Mode must match the Remote Logging Options configuration in order to send the specified 
logs to a remote syslog server. 

Policy Rulesets 

A ruleset has a fixed set of options and a variable number of rules. A rule is used to match against a specific SSL flow or 
set of flows. The SSL Visibility appliance can be very specific in matching a flow using a rule, be more general by using a 
list of rules, or be “generic” in matching all flows. Modify the parameters of a rule, and the structure of a ruleset to achieve 
the granularity you want. In the following tables, any entry where the Default Setting field is empty means that the default 
setting is the "nothing is set" option. 

The SSL Visibility appliance extracts Common Name (CN), Subject Alternative Name (SAN), and Server Name Indication 
(SNI) information from intercepted flows in order to deduce the SSL server domain name. The SSL flows are matched 
against rules using this process: 

1. The SSL Visibility appliance policy rules support the following subject Distinguished Name (DN) attributes: 
– CN: Common Name 
– O: Organization 
– OU: Organizational Unit 
– C: Country 

2. Distinguished Name and Distinguished Name List match field entries without a prefix, as well as all Domain 
Names List match field entries, are treated as domain names, and are matched against the domain name deduced 
from the SSL flow. The rules match fields can contain "*" wild card characters, which will be expanded when matching. 
For example, a rule match field domain name "*.company.com" will match SSL flows with company.com domains, such 
as southeast.company.com and northwest.company.com. 
– The SSL Visibility appliance matches the SNI hostname from the SSL flow to one of the server certificate's subject 

SAN entries. If a match is found, the SNI hostname is treated as the flow’s domain name. If there is no SNI 
hostname in the flow, or if it does not match any subject SAN entries, the union of all {SAN entries} is considered as 
possible domain names. 

– The SSL Visibility appliance matches the deduced domain name(s) to the domain name match fields in the rule 
match fields. If a domain name matches, the match field is considered to match. 

The Policy Ruleset Options shows the basic set of policy options contained in a ruleset. A single ruleset can have one or 
more rules. The details relating to rules themselves are shown in more detail later in this section. 

Table 30: Table: Policy Ruleset Options 

Item Default Setting Notes 

Name Identifies this ruleset 
External Certificate Authorities All external CAs Can point to a custom list instead 

Certificate Revocation Lists All CRL lists Can point to a custom list instead 

Trusted Certificates Optional list 
Catch All Action Cut through Catch all action: cut, reject or drop 

Host Categorization IP Exclude List List of destination IP addresses used to 
prevent Host Categorization lookup 

TLS 1.3 Unavailable Certificate Policy Apply TLS 1.3 Unsupported Session Action Action to take when a TLS 1.3 certificate is 
not available. Other possible setting: Trust 
Client Hello Information 
See TLS 1.3 Support for more information. 
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Item Default Setting Notes 

HSM Failure Action Cut through Action where the HSM resign operation has 
failed; also Reject, Drop 

There are several different types of rules that can occur within a ruleset and any type can occur multiple times or not at all 
in a given ruleset. Each rule contains multiple match fields that can be configured, and these fields are compared with the 
corresponding values in an SSL session to determine if the rule should be applied to the session or not. Any match fields 
that are left empty are treated as matching any value for that field. 

NOTE 
To inspect SSL traffic, a ruleset must include an Inspect rule that invokes an Inspection Service. 

Some of the match fields can point to lists which allows a single rule entry to be triggered by more than one set of 
matching criteria. If there is a field to point to a specific item, and another field to point to a list of these items, the fields are 
mutually exclusive: only one of the fields can be used. 

In the following tables mutually exclusive fields are shown by arrows in the default setting column. 

If a rule in a ruleset cannot be applied due to the mode of operation of the segment, it is ignored and a warning is logged. 
For example, a rule that specifies decryption using certificate resign cannot be applied if the segment is operating in 
Passive-Tap mode. [TBD: Is there a non-passive tap example?] 

Inspection Services 

SSL Visibility 4.x introduces a new ruleset feature: Inspection Services. An Inspection Service is an ordered set of 
standard rules that determines how the SSL traffic is decrypted and inspected. The Inspection Service has the rules to 
inspect, while the other rules in the ruleset are primarily about what not to inspect. 

To inspect SSL traffic, you must add a rule with the action of Inspect to the ruleset. In the Inspect rule, you specify a 
separately configured Inspection Service. The following table shows the standard rules that make up an Inspection 
Service. 

Table 31: Table: Inspection Service Standard Rule Actions 

Action Function 

Decrypt (Certificate and Key known) Inspect flows with known certificates and keys 

Replace Key Only Inspect flows with self-signed certificates 

Decrypt (Resign Certificate) Inspect flows with invalid certificates (untrusted resign) 
Decrypt (Resign Certificate) Inspect flows with valid certificates (trusted resign) 
Decrypt (Anonymous Diffie-Hellman) Inspect flows with anonymous Diffie-Hellman cipher suites 

The order of the rules ensures that all rules are correctly applied and cannot be changed, although individual rules can be 
enabled or disabled within the Inspection Service. 

The two Decrypt resign rules are disabled by default; you must specify appropriate RSA and ECDSA resigning CAs before 
enabling the rules. All other rules are enabled by default. 

The recommended procedure is to use the default options of the standard rules in an Inspection Service. Although you 
can customize the rules using the settings in the following tables if necessary, the default settings are appropriate for most 
decryption scenarios. 

See Configure Inspection Services to Inspect Traffic for information on configuring Inspection Services. 

The following table shows details for a Decrypt (Certificate and Key known) rule that triggers decryption using a known 
server key and certificate if the details in the server certificate for a session match the rule. 
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Table 32: Table: Decrypt with Known Certificate and Key Rule Formats 

Item Tab Notes 

Decrypt (Certificate and Key known) Decrypt using known key and certificate 

Comment Optional descriptive text 
Known Certificate with Key Pointer to a single certificate/key value 

Known Certificates with Keys Name of a list of certificate/key pairs that is 
checked for a match 
Default=All Known 

Source IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Source IP List TCP/IP Name of list of source address/masks that 
is checked for a match 

Destination IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Destination IP List TCP/IP Name of list of destination address/masks 
that is checked for a match 

Destination Port TCP/IP Destination TCP port number 

Traffic Class Unconfigured TCP/IP Policy not based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value|Mask) TCP/IP Rules refer to these values only, if used 

Traffic Class List TCP/IP Name of Traffic Class list that is checked for 
a match 

Cipher Suite List Advanced SSL List of cipher suites; cannot include 
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman cipher suites 

Minimum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify minimum version required to match 

Maximum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify maximum version required to match 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on outer VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The outer tag is the one closer to the 
Source MAC address. If a packet has a 
single VLAN tag, it is considered to be the 
outer VLAN tag. 

Outer VLAN Range L2 Low and High outer VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Outer VLAN Range List L2 Name of Outer VLAN Range list 

Outer VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an Outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on inner VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The inner tag is the one closer to the 
Layer 3 header. 

Inner VLAN Range L2 Low and High inner VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Inner VLAN Range List L2 Name of Inner VLAN Range list 
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Item Tab Notes 

Inner VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an Inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

SGT Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) ranges 

SGT Range L2 Low and High SGT values; rule refers to 
this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-65535. To specify a 
single SGT value, enter the same value for 
Low and High. 

SGT Range List L2 Name of SGT range list 

SGT Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an SGT tag in 
the Layer 2 header 

The following table shows details for a Replace Key Only rule that triggers decryption using a key replacement method 
for self-signed certificates if the details in the server certificate for a session match the rule. Some of the match fields can 
point to lists which allows a single rule entry to be triggered by more than one set of matching criteria. 

Table 33: Table: Decrypt using Replacement of Key Only Format 

Item Tab Notes 

Replace Key Decrypt using key replacement 
Comment Optional descriptive text 
Cipher Suite List Advanced SSL List of cipher suites; cannot include 

Anonymous Diffie-Hellman cipher suites 

Trusted Certificate SSL Trusted certificate that is checked for a 
match 

Trusted Certificates SSL List of Trusted certificates that are checked 
for a match 

Domain Name SSL Domain names checked for a match. 

Domain Name List SSL List of Domain names checked for a match. 

Subject DN Advanced SSL Subject Distinguished Names checked for a 
match. 

Subject DN List Advanced SSL List of Subject Distinguished Names 
checked for a match. 

Issuer DN Advanced SSL Issuer Distinguished Names checked for a 
match. 

Issuer DN List Advanced SSL List of Issuer Distinguished Names checked 
for a match. 

Source IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Source IP List TCP/IP Name of list of source address/masks that 
is checked for a match 

Destination IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Destination IP List TCP/IP Name of list of destination address/masks 
that is checked for a match 

Destination Port TCP/IP Destination TCP port number 
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Item Tab Notes 

Host Categorization List SSL Name of Host Categorization List checked 
for a match. 

Traffic Class Unconfigured TCP/IP Policy not based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value|Mask) TCP/IP Rules refer to these values only, if used 

Traffic Class List TCP/IP Name of Traffic Class list that is checked for 
a match 

Minimum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify minimum version required to match 

Maximum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify maximum version required to match 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on outer VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The outer tag is the one closer to the 
Source MAC address. If a packet has a 
single VLAN tag, it is considered to be the 
outer VLAN tag. 

Outer VLAN Range L2 Low and High outer VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Outer VLAN Range List L2 Name of outer VLAN range list 

Outer VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on inner VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The inner tag is the one closer to the 
Layer 3 header. 

Inner VLAN Range L2 Low and High inner VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Inner VLAN Range List L2 Name of Inner VLAN range list 

Inner VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

SGT Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) ranges 

SGT Range L2 Low and High SGT values; rule refers to 
this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-65535. To specify a 
single SGT value, enter the same value for 
Low and High. 

SGT Range List L2 Name of SGT range list 

SGT Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an SGT tag in 
the Layer 2 header 

The following table shows details for a Decrypt (Resign Certificate) rule that will trigger decryption using certificate resign 
if the details in the server certificate for a session match the rule. Some of the match fields can point to lists which allows 
a single rule entry to be triggered by more than one set of matching criteria. The details are the same for both the trusted 
and untrusted resign rules in the Inspection Service. 
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Table 34: Table: Decrypt using Certificate Resign Format 

Item Tab Notes 

Decrypt (Resign Certificate) Decrypt using certificate resign 

Comment Optional descriptive text 
RSA resigning CALocal Resigning CA Pointer to the resigning RSA CA that is 

used to resign the server certificate 

HSM Resigning CA Group Pointer to the load balancing HSM 
Resigning CA Group used to resign the 
certificate. 

EC Resigning CA Pointer to an EC certificate and key that will 
be used to replace the certificate and key in 
the server certificate 

Source IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Source IP List TCP/IP Name of list of source address/masks that 
is checked for a match 

Destination IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Destination IP List TCP/IP Name of list of destination address/masks 
that is checked for a match 

Destination Port TCP/IP Destination TCP port number 

Traffic Class Unconfigured TCP/IP Policy not based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value|Mask) TCP/IP Rules refer to these values only, if used 

Traffic Class List TCP/IP Name of Traffic Class list that is checked for 
a match 

Domain Name SSL Domain names checked for a match. 

Domain Name List SSL List of Domain names checked for a match. 

Host Categorization List SSL Name of Host Categorization List checked 
for a match. 

Trusted Certificate SSL Trusted certificate that is checked for a 
match 

Trusted Certificates SSL List of Trusted certificates that are checked 
for a match 

Subject DN Advanced SSL Subject Distinguished Name checked for a 
match; server domain names captured via 
CN, SAN, SNI fields. 

Subject DN List Advanced SSL List of Subject Distinguished Name 
checked for a match; server domain names 
captured via CN, SAN, SNI fields. 

Issuer DN Advanced SSL Issuer Distinguished Name checked for a 
match. 

Issuer DN List Advanced SSL List of Issuer Distinguished Name checked 
for a match. 

Cipher Suite List Advanced SSL List of cipher suites; cannot include 
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman cipher suites 

Minimum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify minimum version required to match 

Maximum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify maximum version required to match 
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Item Tab Notes 

Certificate Status Advanced SSL Status of X.509 server certificate 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on outer VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The outer tag is the one closer to the 
Source MAC address. If a packet has a 
single VLAN tag, it is considered to be the 
outer VLAN tag. 

Outer VLAN Range L2 Low and High outer VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Outer VLAN Range List L2 Name of outer VLAN range list 

Outer VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on inner VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The inner tag is the one closer to the 
Layer 3 header. 

Inner VLAN Range L2 Low and High inner VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Inner VLAN Range List L2 Name of inner VLAN range list 

Inner VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

SGT Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) ranges 

SGT Range L2 Low and High SGT values; rule refers to 
this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-65535. To specify a 
single SGT value, enter the same value for 
Low and High. 

SGT Range List L2 Name of SGT range list 

SGT Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an SGT tag in 
the Layer 2 header 

The table below shows details for a Decrypt (Anonymous Diffie-Hellman) rule that will trigger decryption if the details in the 
server certificate for a session match the rule. Some of the match fields can point to lists which allows a single rule entry 
to be triggered by more than one set of matching criteria. 

Table 35: Table: Decrypt Anonymous Diffie-Hellman Format 

Item Tab Notes 

Decrypt (Anonymous Diffie-Hellman) Decrypt Anonymous Diffie-Hellman session 

Comment Optional descriptive text 
Source IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 
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Item Tab Notes 

Source IP List TCP/IP Name of list of source address/masks that 
is checked for a match 

Destination IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Destination IP List TCP/IP Name of list of destination address/masks 
that is checked for a match 

Destination Port TCP/IP Destination TCP port number 

Traffic Class Unconfigured TCP/IP Policy not based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value|Mask) TCP/IP Rules refer to these values only, if used 

Traffic Class List TCP/IP Name of Traffic Class list that is checked for 
a match 

Host Categorization List SSL Name of Host Categorization List checked 
for a match. 

Minimum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify minimum version required to match 

Maximum SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify maximum version required to match 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on outer VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The outer tag is the one closer to the 
Source MAC address. If a packet has a 
single VLAN tag, it is considered to be the 
outer VLAN tag. 

Outer VLAN Range L2 Low and High outer VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Outer VLAN Range List L2 Name of outer VLAN range list 

Outer VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on inner VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The inner tag is the one closer to the 
Layer 3 header. 

Inner VLAN Range L2 Low and High inner VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Inner VLAN Range List L2 Name of inner VLAN range list 

Inner VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

SGT Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) ranges 

SGT Range L2 Low and High SGT values; rule refers to 
this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-65535. To specify a 
single SGT value, enter the same value for 
Low and High. 

SGT Range List L2 Name of SGT range list 
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Item Tab Notes 

SGT Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an SGT tag in 
the Layer 2 header 

The following table shows details for Cut Through/Drop/Reject rules that will trigger actions other than decryption, for 
example rules that cut sessions through, reject sessions or drop them if the details in the server certificate for a session 
match the rule. Some of the match fields can point to lists which allows a single rule entry to be triggered by more than 
one set of matching criteria. 

Table 36: Table: Non-Decryption Format Rules 

Item Tab Notes 

Cut Through/Drop/Reject Actions are cut, reject or drop 

Comment Optional descriptive text 
Source IP TCP/IP+ IP address and mask to specify subnet 

Source IP List TCP/IP Name of list of source address/masks that 
is checked for a match 

Destination IP TCP/IP IP address and mask so can specify subnet 

Destination IP List TCP/IP Name of list of destination address/masks 
that is checked for a match 

Destination Port TCP/IP Destination IP port number 

Traffic Class Unconfigured TCP/IP Policy not based on Traffic Classes 

Traffic Class (Value|Mask) TCP/IP Rules refer to these values only, if used 

Traffic Class List TCP/IP Name of Traffic Class list that is checked for 
a match 

Domain Name SSL Domain names checked for a match. 

Domain Name List SSL List of Domain names checked for a match. 

Host Categorization List SSL Name of Host Categorization List checked 
for a match. 

Trusted Certificate SSL Certificate that is checked for a match 

Trusted Certificates SSL List of Certificates that are checked for a 
match 

Ignore Certificate Status SSL Allows untrusted certificate informations 
to be used for policy decisions. (Only 
applicable to Cut Through) 

Subject DN Advanced SSL Subject Distinguished Names checked for a 
match. (Not applicable to Cut Through) 

Subject DN List Advanced SSL List of Subject Distinguished Names 
checked for a match. (Not applicable to Cut 
Through) 

Issuer DN Advanced SSL Issuer Distinguished Names checked for a 
match. (Not applicable to Cut Through) 

Issuer DN List Advanced SSL List of Issuer Distinguished Names 
checked for a match. (Not applicable to Cut 
Through) 
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Item Tab Notes 

Cipher Suite List Advanced SSL List of cipher suites: can include 
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman cipher suites. 
(Not applicable to Cut Through) 

X.509 Fingerprint List Advanced SSL Contains X.509 certificate SHA-1 
fingerprints extracted from TLS servers that 
are known to host malware. (Not applicable 
to Cut Through) 

Min SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify minimum version required to match. 
(Not applicable to Cut Through) 

Max SSL/TLS version Advanced SSL Specify maximum version required to 
match. (Not applicable to Cut Through) 

Certificate Status Advanced SSL Status of X.509 server certificate. (Not 
applicable to Cut Through) 

Outer VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on outer VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The outer tag is the one closer to the 
Source MAC address. If a packet has a 
single VLAN tag, it is considered to be the 
outer VLAN tag. 

Outer VLAN Range L2 Low and High outer VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only. 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Outer VLAN Range List L2 Name of outer VLAN range list 

Outer VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an outer 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

Inner VLAN Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on inner VLAN ID ranges 
Note: The inner tag is the one closer to the 
Layer 3 header. 

Inner VLAN Range L2 Low and High inner VLAN ID values; rule 
refers to this range of values only. 
Valid values are 0-4095. To specify a single 
VLAN ID, enter the same value for Low and 
High. 

Inner VLAN Range List L2 Name of inner VLAN range list 

Inner VLAN Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an inner 
VLAN tag in the Layer 2 header 

SGT Range Unconfigured L2 Policy not based on Security Group Tag 
(SGT) ranges 

SGT Range L2 Low and High SGT values; rule refers to 
this range of values only 
Valid values are 0-65535. To specify a 
single SGT value, enter the same value for 
Low and High. 

SGT Range List L2 Name of SGT range list 

SGT Untagged L2 Match flows that do not have an SGT tag in 
the Layer 2 header 
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NOTE 
Cut Through rules that match on certificate fields must use only valid certificate fields. Cut Through rules cannot 
be configured to match on invalid certificate fields. See About Cut Through Rules for more information. 

Lists 

Lists can be referenced by rules in rulesets, and allow a single rule to be applied to more than one flow, as any flow that 
matches an entry in the list will trigger the rule action. 

For each type of PKI list, the system creates a default list. The default lists have names that begin with "all-" except for the 
list of unsupported sites and the imported-external-certificate-authorities list. User created custom lists are subsets of the 
default lists. The table below shows the default set of lists. 

Table 37: Table: Default List Types and Contents 

Name Contains 

trusted-external-certificate-authorities All trusted public CAs; the trust package can be updated 
automatically 

imported-external-certificate-authorities An empty list into which you can import external CAs 

all-certificate-revocation-lists An empty list into which you can add CRLs 

all-trusted-certificates An empty list into which you can add trusted certificates 

unsupported-sites A Domain Names list of Symantec sites that are not desirable to 
inspect in SSL sessions, in order for the sites to work properly. 

New keys or certificates are always imported to the relevant “all” list. Adding entries to a custom list is done by selecting 
entries from the relevant “all” list. 

In addition to the above lists, the system can contain lists of: 

• Distinguished Names: The distinguished name attribute types CN, O, OU, and C of the certificate’s Subject Name 
field are matched. 

• Domain Names: Efficiently match SSL Visibility appliance rules against website categories consisting of thousands of 
Domain Names. This includes the unsupported-sites list. 

• X.509 Fingerprints: Matches X.509 certificate SHA-1 fingerprints associated with malware. 

• IP addresses: You can create policy rules based on source or destination IP addresses. 
• Cipher Suites: Matches cipher suites contained in a list. 
• Host Categorization: Matches categories found in SSL flows and applies the applicable policy that references the 

relevant host categorization list. 
• Traffic Classes: Matches flows containing specific traffic class values (IPv4 Type of Service or IPv6 Traffic Class). 
• VLAN Ranges: Matches non-overlapping ranges of VLAN ID tags. 
• SGT Ranges: Matches non-overlapping ranges of Security Group Tag (SGT) values. 

For a connection tagged with SGT, or for an asymmetric topology where the forward and backward paths of a TCP 
connection use different VLAN IDs, the forward tag used for packets in the TCP client-to-server direction of may differ 
from the backward tag used in the TCP server-to-client direction. When SSL Visibility is making a policy decision, it 
considers both forward and backward tags. The policy rule match functionality for Layer 2 tags criteria (SGT, Outer VLAN, 
or Inner VLAN) first compares the forward tag against the rule criteria, and then compares the backward tag against the 
criteria; either forward or backward tag in the range is sufficient for a match on the L2 tag . 

The lists of Domain Names and lists of IP Addresses are optimized to deal with large numbers of entries in the list. 
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NOTE 
Lists are Policy objects, and require the Manage Policy role to create. For backup/restore purposes, all lists, 
including certificate lists, are backed up as Policy, and must be restored as Policy. 

Layer3/Layer4 Rules for Special Deployments 

In some special deployment scenarios, an SSL flow traverses the SSL Visibility appliance more than once. In such a 
deployment, a Layer3/Layer4 rule must be created and applied as the first rule in the security policy for one direction 
of the flow. The Layer3/Layer4 rule is applied at the Client Hello packet and is necessary to prevent the SSL Visibility 
appliance from attempting to decrypt the flow twice, which causes errors. 

For more information refer to Symantec Knowledge Base article TECH245414. 

• A Layer3/Layer4 rule that you want to be applied at the Client Hello packet must have an action of Cut Through, Drop, 
or Reject and may contain the following match conditions: 
– Source IP address (or list of addresses) 
– Destination IP address (or list of addresses) 
– Destination Port 
– Traffic Class 

• A Layer3/Layer4 rule that you want to be applied at the Client Hello packet must be applied before any non-Layer3/ 
Layer4 rules in the ruleset. 

Once the policy reaches a rule that includes non-Layer3/Layer4 match fields, all subsequent rules will be applied at the 
Server Hello/Server Certificate level. 

NOTE 
Since the Layer3/Layer4 rules are applied at the Client Hello, any SSL flows matching these rules will show 
"Unknown" for Domain Name and Cipher Suite in the Session logs. This is expected, since the SSL Visibility 
appliance is no longer examining the Server Hello/Server Certificate where this information is normally found. 

Reset Generation 

There are several conditions under which the SSL Visibility appliance prematurely terminates TCP connections that pass 
through it using TCP RST packets. All of these conditions only apply when the SSL Visibility appliance is deployed in 
Active-Inline or Passive-Inline mode. Thus the device does not terminate connections prematurely in Passive-Tap mode. 
The appliance generates TCP RST packets when it receives a packet for a flow that triggers a Reject rule, when an 
undecryptable policy is triggered or when there is an error in a flow that has been modified so that the remainder of the 
flow cannot be cut through. 

When the SSL Visibility appliance determines that it must reject a TCP flow, it releases most of the state associated with 
that flow and considers the flow terminated. From that point on, the appliance will turn around any packets that it receives 
and determines to be a part of the original flow into RST packets and transmits them back to the sender. 

Thus, if any of the RST packets are lost, packets from the original client or server will trigger RSTs to terminate the 
connection. An administrator might configure the policy of the appliance to always reject certain flows whenever they 
arrive. In such a case, the SSL Visibility appliance will generate RSTs by turning round packets in flows matching the 
policy's pattern, but will not spontaneously generate RSTs to send to connection endpoints. 

If the SSL Visibility appliance rejects a flow then the appliance also tries to signal both endpoints of the connection about 
the termination by generating a "spontaneous" TCP RST for each endpoint of the connection. After the initial rejection, 
any subsequently received packets for the same flow will continue to trigger RSTs back to the sender as described above. 

There is one special case for a flow rejection triggered by a TCP SYN. In such a case, there is no server endpoint or state, 
so the SSL Visibility appliance only generates one spontaneous RST to send back to the SYN packet's source. Events 
that will cause the SSL Visibility appliance to generate RST packets are: 
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• Flows being rejected because of an action configured for dealing with undecryptable flows. For example the presence 
of a client certificate in a flow that prevents it being inspected. 

• Decryption errors on a flow that is modified (where decrypt and re-encrypt are being done). As the flow is modified it 
cannot simply be cut through after the error. 

If the SSL Visibility appliance is operating in Active-Inline mode then the attached inline appliance can also cause the SSL 
Visibility appliance to generate a reset in both directions on an SSL flow that is being inspected. If the inline appliance 
drops a packet from the generated TCP flow that is carrying the decrypted payload data then the SSL Visibility appliance 
will detect this and generate a RST in both directions on the original SSL flow in order to kill the flow. If the active 
appliance generates a RST itself on the generated TCP flow then this will be detected by the SSL Visibility appliance, and 
will trigger a RST in each direction on the original SSL flow. 

Troubleshoot the System 
NOTE 
Please read through all the information in this section of the document before contacting support. 

Support for Client Certificates 
SSL Visibility does not support client certificates. If a site requires client certificates, you must create a rule that cuts 
through the system for that site. Create the rule based on a combination of domain name, destination IP/mask, and 
destination TCP port. If you do not create a rule that cuts through, the connection to these sites will break. 

Supported vs. Unsupported Cipher Suites 
SSL Visibility supports a number of cipher suites; see Cipher Suites for a list of cipher suites and whether they 
are supported by SSL Visibility. Any cipher suites that are not supported are handled by the policies configured for 
Unsupported traffic in the Unsupported Session Actions in the segment configuration. 

There is no support for the outdated export version of the cipher suites. There is no support for static DH (Diffie-Hellman) 
key exchange, or DSS (Digital Signature Standard) authentication. 

SSL sessions using unsupported cipher suites appear in the SSL Session Log with an Unsupported Status value. The 
action taken depends on the Unsupported Session Actions option and is either Cut through, Drop or Reject. 

There are no restrictions on cipher suites for policies with actions that do not involve inspecting the traffic. So, it is fine to 
have a policy that prevents SSL traffic using static DH from setting up connections across the network for example. 

Support for SSL Record Layer Compression 
The SSL specification allows for SSL record layer compression using an algorithm negotiated through the ClientHello and 
ServerHello handshake messages. The current version of the SSL Visibility appliance does not support SSL record layer 
compression, and all such SSL sessions will be marked as Undecryptable in the SSL Session Log. The action taken on 
these sessions is determined by the Undecryptable SSL Handling policy option. 

Steps to Troubleshoot SSL Decryption 
If none of the incoming SSL sessions are decrypted, follow the steps outlined below. 

Monitor Network Port Statistics 

Verify that network traffic is received on the network ports of the SSL Visibility appliance being used by the active 
segment. The Monitor> System Status screen in the WebUI provides the required information in the Segment Status 
and Network Interfaces panels. 
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Monitor the SSL Statistics 

Monitor the SSL Session Log 

Verify that SSL sessions are recorded in the SSL Session Log, and have the correct status. The SSL Session Log 
option under the Monitor menu will provide the required information. 

First, ensure that the SSL Session Log is enabled for the segment being used. Next, confirm that the SSL 
sessions appear in the SSL Session Log: ensure that you are viewing the first page of session log data, then click 

. 
You should see new entries appear at the top of the page. Appropriate values in the Action column confirm that the SSL 
sessions are being decrypted. The SSL Session Log indicates which segment an entry is for, so you need to know the 
segment ID that is associated with the segment you are troubleshooting. Find this on the Policies > Segment screen. 

Verify that the Inspection Policy is Set Up Correctly 

Verify that the rules specified in the ruleset being used on the segment of interest are set up to inspect the traffic that you 
are interested in. See Configure Rulesets to Handle SSL Traffic for more details. 

Caveats when Enabling/Disabling SSL Inspection 
Immediately after you connect a segment to the network or activate inspection, it might not be able to decrypt some SSL 
flows. Such flows appear in the SSL Session Log, if activated, with a Cut through action and an Uncached certificate 
Domain Name, and are handled according to the Uncached SSL Session Handling policy option. This happens because 
the flows are reusing an SSL session established before the SSL Visibility appliance was put inline, so the SSL Visibility 
appliance did not see the original full handshake and does not have the SSL session state cached. 

A SSL session is established using a full SSL handshake, during which the peers negotiate the cryptographic state 
necessary to encrypt and decrypt traffic. SSL clients, such as web browsers and e-mail clients, cache the cryptographic 
state and might re-use the session multiple times in later SSL flows. Similarly, the SSL Visibility appliance inspects the 
full handshake, caches the session state, and uses it to inspect flows re-using the same session. If the full handshake 
occurred before the appliance was put inline, it cannot decrypt flows re-using that session. Most servers allow sessions 
to be re-used only for a few hours, after which they force clients to establish new sessions. Therefore, the SSL Session 
Log might show Uncached sessions for a few hours after installing the device on the network or activating inspection. As 
soon as the client and server establish a new SSL session, the SSL Visibility appliance can decrypt that session and all 
subsequent sessions between the same client and server. 

Another caveat is that SSL clients might report SSL session failures if you disconnect the SSL Visibility appliance. If an 
application, for example, Microsoft Outlook, supports SSL session re-use, it will report a failure when it tries to re-use the 
SSL session. The reason this fails is that when the full SSL handshake was used to establish the initial SSL session the 
SSL appliance was inline and acting as a man in the middle (MITM). So the session that the client has saved and is trying 
to re-use was actually a session from the client to the SSL Appliance rather than to the server. The client does not know 
this as the SSL Appliance is a transparent MITM. However, if the MITM is removed and the client attempts session reuse 
the request goes to the server and the server cannot reuse this session as it does not recognize it. 

Generating the Resigning CA Certificates 
Inspecting SSL sessions in any of the inline modes requires at least one resigning CA certificate and private key, unless 
only Known Key decryption is used. The SSL Visibility appliance can generate the resigning CA resigning certificate 
authorities private key and either a self-signed certificate or a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) that can be forwarded 
to another CA. If using the CSR option it is important to note that public CA companies, such as Verisign, are unlikely to 
issue intermediate CA certificates for use in the SSL Visibility appliance. See Install a Local CA for Certificate Resign and 
Resigning Certificate Authorities for more details. 
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Access to Microsoft Windows Update Denied 
When trying to access the Microsoft Windows Update service through the SSL Visibility appliance an error message might 
be displayed by Internet Explorer and the update service will fail. 

This error occurs because the CA of the certificate presented by the update website server, is found not to be a Microsoft 
server, and thus the update is aborted with an error. To allow the updates to continue, add a Cut Through rule for the 
unsupported-sites list. The entry "*update.microsoft.com" is included on the default list. Windows update services should 
now function normally. 

NOTE 
A default Domain Names list of unsupported-sites that it is not possible to inspect traffic to is available on the 
Policies > Domain Names List screen. A rule using this list can be added to a ruleset to ensure that traffic to 
these sites is not inspected. See Domain Names List for more information. 

Issues with Alerts 

• If you fail to receive e-mail alerts, check the system log file for errors. The following might also prevent e-mail from 
being sent or delivered: 

• If your SMTP server requires authentication, check that the username and password specified in the SMTP Server 
Settings section is correct 

• Check that you are using the correct port for the specified SMTP server. Some servers are configured not to use the 
default port 25. 

• Ensure that the SSL Visibility appliance has a fully qualified domain name (FQDN). Some SMTP servers require that 
the sender have a FQDN. 

• Ensure that all e-mail addresses are correct. 
• If your enterprise is using Google Apps for e-mail then the correct SMTP Server Address is ‘aspmx.l.google.com’, not 

‘smtp.gmail.com’. Ensure that DNS resolution is properly configured. Alerts can only be sent to users on the same 
domain with this SMTP configuration. 

Procedure for Reporting an Issue 
The first step in reporting an issue is to capture diagnostics using the webUI. See Diagnostics for details on how to 
generate diagnostic files. 

The support engineers might request further diagnostic information such as SSL statistics, non-SSL statistics, and the 
SSL Session Log (if enabled). The engineers will not request a copy of the PKI store because it might contain sensitive 
key material. 

Preparing for Hardware Diagnostics or Maintenance 
Support engineers might request advanced hardware diagnostics, or ask that certain firmware be upgraded. Before 
this can commence the SSL Visibility appliance must be put into a state where no traffic reaches the internal network 
interface, and packet processing engines are disabled. If this is required then appropriate directions will be given by the 
support engineer.

 Command Line Diagnostics Interface 
You might be asked to use the SSL Visibility Command Line Diagnostics interface via an SSH or serial console connection 
by Customer Service, to aid in troubleshooting. 
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To access the SSL Visibility CLD, enter “ cld ” at the main CLI prompt after entering enable mode. See the SSL 
Visibility Command Line Interface Reference for information about all the CLI commands. ? for a list of 
commands. 

Table 38: Table: CLD Commands 

Command Action 

clear Clear screen 

counters category Shows the TOP destination category counters 
destination Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Shows the TOP destination category cut counters 
destination cut Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Shows the TOP destination category drop counters 
destination drop Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Shows the TOP destination category inspect counters 
destination inspect Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Shows the TOP destination category reject counters 
destination reject Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Show TOP policy-based category counters 
policy Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Show TOP policy-based category cut counters 
policy cut Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Show TOP policy-based category drop counters 
policy drop Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Show TOP policy-based category inspect counters 
policy inspect Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

counters category Show TOP policy-based category reject counters 
policy reject Parameters: 

[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 
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Command 

counters certificate 

counters crhelper 

counters crypto 

counters dataplane 

counters inspect 

counters inspect classic 

counters inspect proxy 

counters 
inspect proxy originate 

counters 
inspect proxy terminate 

Action 

Show certificate counters 
Parameters: 
[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show certificate counters 
Parameters: 
[diff] <arg> - Show difference in counters <diff> seconds apart 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show crypto worker counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show dataplane counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show tlsinspect counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show tlsinspect counters (classic) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show tlsinspect counters (proxy) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show tlsinspect counters (proxy originate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show tlsinspect counters (proxy terminate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

SSL Visibility 5.4 
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Command 

counters interface 

counters management 

counters mempools 

counters netstack 

counters nfhost 

counters npstats 

counters npstats_if 

counters npstats_if_ex 

counter offload 

Action 

Show external interface port statistics counters 
Parameters: 
[diff] <seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
<interface_#> - Interface to show port statistics for (required) 
<interface_#2> ... <interface_#4> - Additional interfaces to show counters for (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show management counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker memory counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show netstack counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show NF host counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show network processing counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show network interface counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show extended network interface counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show TLS inspection offload counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 
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Command 

counter 
offload originate 

counter 
offload terminate 

counters platform load 

counters platform 
status 

counters policy 

counters resource 

counters rings 

counters session 
failures 

counters set persist 

counters sslstack 

Action 

Show TLS inspection offload counters (originate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show TLS inspection offload counters (terminate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show platform load counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show platform status counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show policy engine counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show resource-related counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker memory counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show Session Failures counters 
Parameters: 
[diff] <seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Set period of counters write to disk 
Parameters: 
[interval]<seconds> - Set period of counters write to disk. Zero disables. 
Show sslstack counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 
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Command 

counters sslstack 
classic 

counters sslstack 
classic originate 

counters sslstack 
classic terminate 

counters throughput 

counters webfilter 

counters worker 

counters worker classic 

counters worker proxy 

counters worker 
proxy originate 

Action 

Show sslstack counters (classic) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show sslstack counters (classic originate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show sslstack counters (classic terminate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show throughput counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show webfilter counters for Host Categorization requests 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker counters 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker counters (classic) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker counters (proxy) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show worker counters (proxy originate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

SSL Visibility 5.4 
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Command 

counters worker 
proxy terminate 

debug bridge ports 

debug cpu 

debug crash show 

debug crash trigger 

debug fp-history 

debug fp-
history disable 

debug fp-history dump 

debug fp-history enable 

debug load events 

debug load info 

debug management 
interface 

debug memory 

debug mempools 

debug nfp mac-table 

debug relays 

debug resign cache 
disable 

debug resign cache 
enable 

debug resign cache 
show 

debug segment health 

debug sw bypass 

error 

error counts 

error counts clear 
exit 

Action 

Show worker counters (proxy terminate) 
Parameters: 
[diff]<seconds> - Show difference in counters over specified time in seconds (optional) 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show only non-zero counters 

Show active bridge ports 

Show CPU usage 
Flags (optional): 
[verbose] - Show verbose information 

Show list of crash dumps on appliance 

Cause a mini-dump to be generated for the specified subsystem 
Parameters: 
Name of subsystem in which to trigger a mini-dump: "data" or "management" 
Enable/disable flow processing history 

Disable flow processing history 

Dump flow processing history 

Enable flow processing history 

Show Internal Platform Load Events 

Show Platform Load Summary 
Flags (optional): 
[sort] - Optional Sort by usage 

Display management interface information 

Display memory statistics 

Display mempools statistics 
Flags (optional): 
[fails] - Show fails only 

Show the current NFP MAC table contents 

Display relay status 

Disable certificate resign cache 

Enable certificate resign cache 

Show certificate resign cache setting 

Show segment health 

Display SW bypass status 

Translate error codes 
Parameters: 
<error code> (required) 
Show flow error codes and counts 

Clear flow error codes and counts 

Logout 
[quit] is an alias for the exit command. 
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Command 

license export 
platform show model 
resource status 

segment 

segment active 

segment all 
segment fail 

segment fail all 
segment interfaces 

segment learned-cert-
cache clear 

segment learned-cert-
cache clear all 
segment learned-cert-
cache show 

segment learned-cert-
cache show all 

segment list 
segment unfail 

segment unfail all 

Action 

Export the currently installed license. 
Display hardware model 
Display SSLV resource status 

Show details about an activated segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment to show (required) 
<segment ID> - Second segment to show 
<segment ID> - Third segment to show 
<segment ID> - Fourth segment to show 

Show active interfaces (interfaces used by active segments) 
Show details about all activated segments 

Fail to wire the interfaces of an activated segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment to fail (required) 
<segment ID> - Second segment to fail 
<segment ID> - Third segment to fail 
<segment ID> - Fourth segment to fail 
Fail to wire the interfaces of all activated segments 

Show statistics for all external interfaces assigned to an activated segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment to show external interface statistics for 
Flags (optional): 
[nonzero] - Show non-zero statistics counters only 

Clear the learned certificate cache of a segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment cache to clear (required) 
<segment ID> - Second segment to fail 
<segment ID> - Third segment to fail 
<segment ID> - Fourth segment to fail 
Clear the learned certificate cache of all segments 

Show the learned certificate cache of a segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment cache to show (required) 
<string> - Cache key filter string 

Show all the learned certificate caches of a segment 
Parameters: 
<string> - Cache key filter string (optional) 
Show the status of all activated segments 

Unfail the interfaces of an activated segment 
Parameters: 
<segment ID> (A, B, C) - Segment to unfail 
<segment ID> - Second segment to unfail 
<segment ID> - Third segment to unfail 
<segment ID> - Fourth segment to unfail 
Unfail the interfaces of all activated segments 
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Additional Screens in the WebUI 
The following WebUI screen can provide advanced options in response to an “advanced” parameter in the screen’s URL. 

• Platform Management (system name) Menu 
– License screen 

To access the advanced features of a screen, append “?advanced” to the screen’s URL. For example: 

https://192.xx.xx.xx:8082/#platform.license?advanced 

License 

The License screen advanced view includes a Delete button that deletes the current license. Use this function only if 
instructed to do so by Symantec support personnel. 
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SSL Visibility CLI Reference 

This Reference contains information about the SSL Visibility Command Line Diagnostics (CLD) commands as well as 
shared CLI commands used by SSL Visibility and several other Symantec applications. 

To access the SSL Visibility CLD commands, enter "cld " after logging on to the CLI at the enable prompt. 

sslv> enable 

Password:****** 

sslv# cld 

admin> 

Command Line Overview 
The command-line interface (CLI) provides a UNIX-like interface for accessing the software. All of the functions available 
via the management console are also accessible with CLI commands. In addition, a number of CLI commands support 
special features and diagnostic tasks that are not incorporated in the browser interface. 

Command Usage Conventions 

A few basic conventions apply to commands: 

• Commands are case sensitive—that is, you must enter them in lowercase characters. Some parameters must be 
entered in uppercase. 

• A command can be abbreviated by entering the minimum number of characters required to uniquely distinguish it from 
other commands. For example, instead of typing event-log you can type ev and press spacebar or Tab to complete 
the command. 

• Command syntax can be verified by typing a ? after the command. For example: 
# event-log ? 

Possible completions:

 level Set event log level

 syslog Specify syslog configuration

 view View the event log configuration 

• To issue multiple commands from a single command line, separate the commands with a semicolon (;). The semicolon 
is the equivalent of pressing the Enter key. For example: 
show version;show timezones 

• To negate a command or set it to its default, type no before the command. For example: 
(config-management)# no max-concurrent-logins 

• You can edit previously entered commands. 

Typographical Conventions 

The following typographical conventions are used for command syntax: 

Boldface in monospace font Commands services kaspersky 

[Square brackets] Optional arguments in a command line restore-defaults factory-
defaults [halt|shutdown] 
[force] 

<angle brackets in italic> Required arguments for which you will 
supply a value 

display-level <value> 
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Pipe character ( | ) The "or" symbol in a command line choose consent-banner show-banner 
one of the options separated by the | true | false 
symbol 

Command Prompts 

The CLI has three major modes—standard, privileged (enable), and configure. 

• Standard mode: Initial mode; use to monitor the service. Prompt:> 
• Privileged (enable) mode: View, manage, and change the appliance settings. Prompt: # 
• Config mode: Configuration mode, used to configure a service. Prompt: (config)# 

Certain configuration commands also have modes that change the command prompt. For example: 

• authentication configuration mode: (config-authentication) prompt 
• health monitoring mode: (config-health-monitoring)# prompt 
• NTP configuration mode: (config-ntp)# prompt 
• SSL configuration mode: (config-ssl)# prompt 

To exit out of the current mode, type exit ; you may need to type exit multiple times to return to the desired mode. 

Edit Previously Entered Commands 

If you make a typing mistake in your command, you don't need to retype it— you can redisplay the command and edit it. 
This capability is available when logged in to the appliance via SSH, but not via a direct console serial connection. 

Display a previously entered command Press up arrow until the command you want is displayed 

Scroll down through the command history Press down arrow 

Move cursor to the left Press left arrow 

Move cursor to the beginning of the line Press Ctrl+A 

Move cursor to the right Press right arrow 

Insert characters Position cursor and start typing 

Delete character to the left of cursor Press Backspace 

Delete all characters on the line Press Ctrl+U 

Cancel current command Press Ctrl+C 

View the history of all commands since last boot 

NOTE 
If the arrow keys aren't working, make sure your remote login utility is emulating VT100 arrows. You may need to 
enable this option in your client. 

About CLI Passwords 
The following characters are used to perform actions in the CLI and must be handled differently than other special 
characters when using them in passwords in the CLI. 

Special Character Action in CLI 

! The exclamation mark specifies comments. 

; The semicolon separates commands. 
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Special Character Action in CLI 

? The question mark retrieves help for available commands. 

" The double quotation mark, when supplied at the start of a value, 
encloses the rest of the value up to the next double quote of 
newline. 

\ The backslash escapes a single special character. 

A blank space separate tokens (words) within a command. 

When including these special characters in your passwords, you must do one of the following: 

• Enter the password at the prompt (as opposed to inline). For further information, see the examples below. 
• When typing the password inline, use the backslash character (\ ) to escape a single character. 
• When typing the password inline, surround the password in double quotes ("" ). 

NOTE 
If there are any double quotes (" ) or backslashes (\ ) in the password, each of those characters must be 
escaped individually with the backslash character (\ ). 

. 

Examples 

Inline 

(config-licensing)# load username <USERNAME> password <PASSWORD> 

At the Prompt 

(config-licensing)# load username <USERNAME> password 

Value for 'password' (<valid password to authenticate to download site>): ************* 

Access the Command-Line Interface 
The command-line interface (CLI) is accessible via two methods: serial console and SSH. 

Serial Console 

1. Connect a serial cable to the serial port on the rear of your appliance. 
2. Launch a terminal program such as PuTTY or HyperTERM. 
3. Verify that you have configured the program with the following values to communicate with the unit's console serial 

port: 
115200 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, no hardware flow control 

4. Press Enter three times. 
5. Type 1 to gain access to the CLI. 
6. When prompted, enter the user name and password. 

When you successfully connect, you will see the unit's command-line prompt, for example: 
SSLV> 

SSH 

Secure Shell access is enabled by default, and is accessible via port 22. 

1. Launch a remote login utility. 
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2. Connect to the unit using SSH protocol and port 22. 
3. Enter the IP address of the appliance. When you connect successfully, you will be prompted to log in. 
4. Enter your user name and password. 

When you successfully connect, you will see the unit's command-line prompt, for example: 
SSLV> 

SSL Visibility Command Line Diagnostics 
You might be asked by Customer Support to use the SSL Visibility Command Line Diagnostics interface via an SSH 
or serial console connection to aid in troubleshooting. This section lists each command, its related action, and its 
parameters, if any. 

To access the SSL Visibility CLD, enter “cld” at the main CLI prompt after entering enable mode. 
sslv> enable 

Password:****** 

sslv# cld 

admin> 

Enter ? for a list of commands. 

Enter (command)? for a list of related commands. 

clear 
Clears the screen. 

Syntax 
admin> clear 

counters category 
Shows host category counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters category ? 

destination [<rule_action>] [nonzero] 

policy [<rule_action>] [nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters category destination inspect nonzero 

nonzerocategory.top_inspect counters: 

Show top destination category counters where <rule_action> 
is: 
cut drop inspect reject 

Use the optional nonzero parameter to display only those 
categories that had activity. 
Show top policy-based category counters where 
<rule_action> is: 
cutdropinspectreject 

Use the optional nonzero parameter to display only those 
categories that had activity. 

T_Not_looked_up : 00000000000000000010 
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T_None 

T_Adult/Mature_Content 

T_Alcohol 

T_Alternative_Spirituality/Belief 

T_Art/Culture 

T_Auctions 

T_Audio/Video_Clips 

T_Brokerage/Trading 

admin> counters category policy cut 

category.policy_cut counters: 

T_Not_looked_up 

T_None 

T_Unavailable 

T_Unlicensed 

T_Abortion 

T_Adult/Mature_Content 

T_Alcohol 

T_Alternative_Spirituality/Belief 

T_Art/Culture 

T_Auctions 

T_Audio/Video_Clips 

T_Brokerage/Trading 

T_Business/Economy 

T_Chat_(IM)/SMS 

T_Computer/Information_Security 

T_Content_Servers 

T_E-Card/Invitations 

T_Education 

counters certificate 
Shows X.509 certificate counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters certificate [nonzero] 

Example 
admin> counters certificate 

certificate counters: 

T_x509_valid_verified 

T_x509_valid 

T_x509_self_signed 

T_x509_revoked 

T_x509_untrusted 

counters crhelper 
Shows crypto helper counters. 

: 00000000000000000005 

: 00000000000000000001 

: 00000000000000000034 

: 00000000000000000007 

: 00000000000000000145 

: 00000000000000000012 

: 00000000000000015643 

: 00000000000000000075 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000095623891 

: 00000000000000015630 

: 00000000000000026728 

: 00000000000000000029 

: 00000000000000001038 

: 00000000000000001886 

: 00000000000000003646 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 
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Syntax 
admin> counters crhelper ? 

[diff <seconds>] 

[nonzero] 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters crhelper 

crhelper counters: 

T_cr_helper_rx 

T_cr_helper_tx 

T_cr_helper_bad_msg 

T_cr_helper_bad_idx 

T_cr_helper_bad_id 

T_cr_helper_bad_q 

T_cr_helper_drop 

T_cr_helper_timeout 

T_cr_helper_dup_reply 

T_cr_helper_sw_lack_credit 

T_cr_helper_reply_lack_credit 

T_cr_helper_req_overload 

admin> 

counters crypto 
Shows crypto worker counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters crypto ? 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters crypto nonzero 

crworker counters: 

T_cr_worker_rx : 00000000000000000583 

T_cr_worker_tx : 00000000000000000583 

admin> 

counters dataplane 
Shows dataplane counters. 
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Syntax 
admin> counters dataplane ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters dataplane 

dataplane counters: 

L_data_policy_handles 

L_data_policy_list_handles 

L_data_policy_segment_handles 

L_data_policy_ruleset_handles 

L_data_policy_rule_handles 

L_data_pki_handles 

L_data_pki_cert_handles 

L_data_pki_key_handles 

L_data_session_log_handles 

L_data_session_cache_handles 

admin> 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000001 

counters inspect 
Shows TLS inspection counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters inspect ? 

classic Shows TLS inspection counters for Classic mode. 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

proxy Shows TLS inspection counters for ProxySG mode. 

proxy originate Shows TLS inspection counters for ProxySG mode originated 
flows. 

proxy terminate Shows TLS inspection counters for ProxySG mode terminated 
flows. 

Notes 

The sub-commands listed above show subsets of the TLS inspection counter data. 

Examples 
admin> counters inspect nonzero 

classic.tlsinspect counters: 

proxy_originate.tlsinspect counters: 
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proxy_terminate.tlsinspect counters: 

L_ssl_active : 00000000000000000006 

L_ssl_detected : 00000000000000000003 

L_ssl_post_handshake : 00000000000000000003 

T_ssl_detected : 00000000000000004662 

T_ssl_early_action : 00000000000000000075 

T_ssl_confirmed : 00000000000000004406 

T_ssl_close_before_confirm : 00000000000000000214 

T_ssl_inspected : 00000000000000004173 

T_ssl_not_inspected : 00000000000000000075 

T_ssl_error_before_policy : 00000000000000000008 

T_ssl_close_before_policy : 00000000000000000075 

T_ssl_reject : 00000000000000000075 

T_ssl_inspection_error : 00000000000000000002 

T_ssl_unclean_eof : 00000000000000000146 

T_ssl_inspection_done : 00000000000000004022 

T_ssl_failure : 00000000000000000231 

admin> 

counters interface 
Shows external interface counters. Up to four interfaces may be specified. 

Syntax 
admin> counters interface ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

<interface_#1> External interface to show port statistics for (required). 

<interface_#2> Second external interface to show statistics for (optional). 

<interface_#3> Third external interface to show statistics for (optional). 

<interface_#4> Fourth external interface to show statistics for (optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters interface 2 3 nonzero 

ifstats1 counters: 

T_if1_broadcast_frames_sent : 00000000000000000080 

T_if1_multicast_frames_sent : 00000000000000000588 

T_if1_unicast_frames_sent : 00000000000000009153 

T_if1_frames_1024_to_max_octets : 00000000000000004785 

T_if1_frames_512_to_1023_octets : 00000000000000002058 

T_if1_frames_256_to_511_octets : 00000000000000001030 

T_if1_frames_128_to_255_octets : 00000000000000002514 

T_if1_frames_65_to_127_octets : 00000000000000007698 

T_if1_frames_64_octets : 00000000000000011283 

T_if1_multicast_frames_received : 00000000000000004638 

T_if1_broadcast_frames_received : 00000000000000002628 

T_if1_good_unicast_frames_received : 00000000000000012281 
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T_if1_good_octets_received : 00000000000009337492 

T_if1_good_octets_sent : 00000000000001381725 

ifstats2 counters: 

T_if2_broadcast_frames_sent : 00000000000000000090 

T_if2_multicast_frames_sent : 00000000000000000798 

... 

(Example truncated) 

counters management 
Shows management counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters management ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters management 

management counters: 

L_mgmt_policy_handles 

L_mgmt_policy_list_handles 

L_mgmt_policy_segment_handles 

L_mgmt_policy_ruleset_handles 

L_mgmt_policy_rule_handles 

L_mgmt_pki_handles 

L_mgmt_pki_cert_handles 

L_mgmt_pki_key_handles 

L_mgmt_users_handles 

L_mgmt_rsyslog_handles 

L_mgmt_sessions 

L_mgmt_session_objects 

L_mgmt_session_managers 

L_mgmt_syslog_handles 

admin> 

counters mempools 
Shows worker memory counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters mempools ? 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000454 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000001 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000002 

: 00000000000000000000 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 
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Examples 
admin> counters mempools 

mempools counters: 

T_ciphers0_alloc_fail 

L_ciphers0_usage_current 

L_ciphers0_usage_max 

T_digests0_alloc_fail 

L_digests0_usage_current 

L_digests0_usage_max 

T_handshake0_alloc_fail 

L_handshake0_usage_current 

L_handshake0_usage_max 

... 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters netstack 
Shows netstack counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters netstack ? 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000046 

: 00000000000000000076 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000012 

: 00000000000000000072 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000043 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters netstack nonzero 

netstack counters: 

T_netstack_tcp_drops 

T_netstack_tcp_closed 

T_netstack_tcp_segstimed 

T_netstack_tcp_rttupdated 

T_netstack_tcp_delack 

T_netstack_tcp_rexmttimeo 

T_netstack_tcp_sndtotal 

T_netstack_tcp_sndpack 

T_netstack_tcp_sndbyte 

T_netstack_tcp_sndrexmitpack 

T_netstack_tcp_sndrexmitbyte 

T_netstack_tcp_sndrexmitbad 

T_netstack_tcp_sndacks 

... 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

: 00000000000000003905 

: 00000000000000004230 

: 00000000000000009167 

: 00000000000000011338 

: 00000000000000000758 

: 00000000000000000048 

: 00000000000000040407 

: 00000000000000024988 

: 00000000000027714877 

: 00000000000000000011 

: 00000000000000002242 

: 00000000000000000009 

: 00000000000000012184 
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counters nfhost 
Shows nfhost nfstat counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters nfhost ? 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters nfhost 

nfstats counters: 

T_nf_recv_with_buffer 

T_nf_recv_no_buffer 

T_nf_send_with_buffer 

T_nf_send_no_buffer 

T_nf_send_without_free 

T_nf_free_with_buffer 

... 

T_nf_frag_invalid_state 

T_tcp_frag_not_reassembled 

L_nfd_send_fifo_avail 

L_nfd_recv_fifo_avail 

L_nfd_send_lwm_fifo_count 

L_nfd_recv_hwm_fifo_count 

L_nf_buffers_in_use 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters npstats 
Shows network processing counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters npstats ? 

: 00000000000000050126 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000055117 

: 00000000000000002153 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000039049 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000786430 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000004601 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters npstats diff 10 nonzero 

npstats counters: 

L_flows : 00000000000000000229 (+35) 
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L_flows_emul : 00000000000000000006 (+0) 

L_flows_fpw : 00000000000000000181 (+4) 

L_flows_evict : 00000000000000012841 (+0) 

L_flows_other : 00000000000033541404 (-4) 

L_flows_avail : 00000000000033554193 (-42) 

T_buf_alloc : 00000000000042829895 (+17814) 

... 

T_tx_segment2_non_ssl : 00000000000735364265 (+8038) 

T_tx_segment2_noninsp_ssl : 00000000000011562801 (+0) 

T_tx_segment2_insp_ssl : 00000000011817172427 (+772580) 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters npstats_if 
Shows network interface counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters npstats_if ? 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters npstats_if 

npstats_if counters: 

T_i2_0_ipackets 

T_i2_0_opackets 

T_i2_0_ibytes 

T_i2_0_obytes 

... 

T_i7_3_ibytes 

T_i7_3_obytes 

T_i7_3_imissed 

... 

(Example truncated) 

counters npstats_if_ex 

: 00000000000026598625 

: 00000000000023572067 

: 00000000012797945337 

: 00000000012623548352 

: 00000000005674180961 

: 00000000000000733688 

: 00000000000000000000 

Shows extended network interface counters. 
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Syntax 
admin> counters npstats_if_ex ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters npstats_if_ex nonzero 

npstats_if_ex counters: 

T_i0_rx_good_packets 

T_i0_tx_good_packets 

T_i0_rx_good_bytes 

... 

T_i6_rx_multicast_packets 

T_i6_rx_unknown_protocol_packets 

T_i6_tx_multicast_packets 

T_i6_tx_link_down_dropped 

... 

admin> 

: 00000000000026790738 

: 00000000000023747609 

: 00000000012886145677 

: 00000000000000081549 

: 00000000000000086819 

: 00000000000000002626 

: 00000000000000000001 

(Example truncated) 

counters offload 
Shows TLS inspection offload counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters offload ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

originate Shows TLS inspection offload counters for ProxySG mode 
originated flows. 

terminate Shows TLS inspection offload counters for ProxySG mode 
terminated flows. 

Notes 

The sub-commands listed above show subsets of the TLS inspection offload counter data. 

Examples 
admin> counters offload terminate nonzero 

proxy_terminate.notls counters: 

T_notls_ack_pending : 00000000000000000046 

T_notls_acknowledged : 00000000000000000046 
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T_notls_fc_inserted 

T_notls_fc_removed 

T_notls_started 

T_notls_completed 

T_proxy_no_offload_mgmt 

admin> 

: 00000000000000000463 

: 00000000000000000463 

: 00000000000000000046 

: 00000000000000000046 

: 00000000000000000022 

Running the following command executes both the originate and terminate sub-commands. 

admin> counters offload nonzero 

proxy_originate.notls counters: 

proxy_terminate.notls counters: 

T_notls_kex_required 

T_notls_kex_started 

T_notls_kex_completed 

T_notls_pending_kex 

T_notls_pending_kex_done 

T_notls_ch_processed 

T_notls_sh_emulated 

... 

(Example truncated) 

counters platform load 
Shows platform load counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters platform load ? 

: 00000000000000000006 

: 00000000000000000003 

: 00000000000000000003 

: 00000000000000000003 

: 00000000000000000003 

: 00000000000000000810 

: 00000000000000000020 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters platform load 

plload counters:

 T_uptime : 00000000000000003189 

L_time_warn : 00000000000000000000 

L_time_crit : 00000000000000000000 

L_load_pct_usage : 00000000000000000250 

T_load_time_warn : 00000000000000000000 

T_load_time_crit : 00000000000000000020 

T_load_warn_evts : 00000000000000000000 

T_load_crit_evts : 00000000000000000001 

L_load_warn_asserted : 00000000000000000000 

L_load_crit_asserted : 00000000000000000000 

L_cap_pct_usage : 00000000000000000000 

T_cap_time_warn : 00000000000000000000 

T_cap_time_crit : 00000000000000000000 
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... 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters platform status 
Shows platform status counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters platform status ? 

[diff <seconds>] 

[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters platform status 

plstatus counters: 

L_system : 00000000000000000001 

L_network : 00000000000000000001 

L_load : 00000000000000000003 

L_load_avg0 : 00000000000000026816 

L_load_avg1 : 00000000000000019616 

... 

L_fan_count : 00000000000000000007 

L_temp0_temp : 00000000000000000029 

L_temp0_level : 00000000000000000001 

... L_disk0_util : 00000000000000000012 

L_disk0_level : 00000000000000000001 

L_disk1_util : 00000000000000000000 

L_disk1_level : 00000000000000000000 

... 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters policy 
Shows policy engine counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters policy ? 

[diff <seconds>] 

[nonzero] 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 
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Examples 
admin> counters policy nonzero 

poworker counters: 

T_worker_enq_req 

T_worker_rcv_req 

T_worker_enq_res 

T_request_alloc 

T_request_free 

T_rule_match_success 

T_ch_action_observe 

T_ch_action_mediate 

T_ch_no_rule_matched 

T_sni_mismatch 

T_cert_cache_add 

T_cert_cache_evict 

T_cert_cache_hit 

T_cert_cache_miss 

T_crypto_send 

T_crypto_recv 

T_sign_cache_add 

T_sign_cache_evict 

T_sign_cache_miss 

L_issuer_cache_max_chain 

admin> 

counters resource 
Shows resource related counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters resource ? 

: 00000000000003365348 

: 00000000000003365348 

: 00000000000003365348 

: 00000000000001682683 

: 00000000000001682664 

: 00000000000003365348 

: 00000000000000000004 

: 00000000000001682679 

: 00000000000000000004 

: 00000000000000562600 

: 00000000000000715872 

: 00000000000000712989 

: 00000000000000966793 

: 00000000000000715872 

: 00000000000000715869 

: 00000000000000715869 

: 00000000000000715869 

: 00000000000000699102 

: 00000000000000715869 

: 00000000000000000001 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters resource nonzero 

ov_rsrc counters: 

T_time_normal : 00000000000006606192 

L_heap_mem_avail : 00000000020334567424 

L_heap_memfree : 00000000017122017280 

L_heap_buffers : 00000000000180891648 

L_heap_cached : 00000000003031658496 

L_mbuf_pct_used : 00000000000000000001 

L_flow_handshake_pct_used : 00000000000000000001 

L_crypto_hw_pct_used : 00000000000000000001 

L_fp_worker_0 : 00000000000000000157 

L_fp_worker_1 : 00000000000000000184 
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L_fp_worker_2 : 00000000000000000188 

L_fp_worker_3 : 00000000000000000211 

... 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

counters rings 
Shows worker memory counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters rings ? 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters rings 

rings counters: 

L_fp-msg-q-0_entries 

L_fp-msg-q-0_size 

L_fp-msg-q-1_entries 

... 

L_policy-request-q_entries 

L_policy-request-q_size 

admin> 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000004096 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000065536 

(Example truncated) 

counters set persist 
Sets the interval at which counters write to disk (seconds). Zero disables. 

Syntax 
admin> counters set persist ? 

Specifies the interval in seconds at which counters are written to 
disk. Default value is 60. 

[interval <seconds>] 

Examples 
admin> counters set persist interval 30 

counters sslstack 
Shows the sslstack counters. 
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Syntax 
admin> counters sslstack ? 

classic originate | terminate Shows sslstack counters for Classic mode originated or 
terminated flows. 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

proxy Shows sslstack counters for ProxySG mode. 

classic originate Shows sslstack counters for Classic mode originated flows. 

classic terminate Shows sslstack counters for Classic mode terminated flows. 

proxy originate Shows sslstack counters for ProxySG mode originated flows. 

proxy terminate Shows sslstack counters for ProxySG mode terminated flows. 

Notes 

The sub-commands listed above show subsets of the sslstack counter data. 

Examples 
admin> counters sslstack proxy originate 

proxy_originate.sslstack counters: 

L_sessions : 00000000000000000001 

L_sessions_initiator : 00000000000000000001 

T_handshakes : 00000000000000000868 

T_handshakes_full : 00000000000000000370 

T_handshakes_abbreviated : 00000000000000000020 

T_handshakes_unknown : 00000000000000000478 

... 

T_reuse_session_id : 00000000000000000007 

T_reuse_session_ticket : 00000000000000000013 

T_session_cache_lookup : 00000000000000000000 

T_session_cache_hit : 0000000000000000000 

T_session_cache_miss : 00000000000000000000 

... 

T_encap_512to1023 : 00000000000000000151 

T_encap_1024to2047 : 00000000000000000003 

T_encap_2048plus : 00000000000000000000 

admin> 

(Example truncated) 

Running the command without the originate sub-command executes both the originate and terminate sub-commands. 

admin> counters sslstack proxy 

proxy_originate.sslstack counters: 

proxy_terminate.sslstack counters: 

L_sessions : 00000000000000000000 
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... 

T_sessions : 00000000000000001378 

T_sessions_initiator : 00000000000000000880 

T_sessions_responder : 00000000000000000498 

T_handshakes : 00000000000000001378 

T_handshakes_full : 00000000000000000399 

T_handshakes_abbreviated : 00000000000000000040 

T_handshakes_unknown : 00000000000000000939 

T_handshakes_initiator : 00000000000000000880 

T_handshakes_responder : 00000000000000000498 

T_reuse_session_id : 00000000000000000014 

T_reuse_session_ticket : 00000000000000000026 

T_session_cache_lookup : 00000000000000000000 

T_session_cache_hit : 00000000000000000007 

T_session_cache_miss : 00000000000000000000 

... 

(Example truncated) 

counters throughput 
Shows throughput counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters throughput ? 

Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[diff <seconds>] 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> counters throughput 

throughput counters: 

T_throughput_total 

T_throughput_tcp 

T_throughput_ssl 

T_throughput_inspected 

counters webfilter 
Shows the webfilter counters. 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 
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Syntax 
admin> counters webfilter ? 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

Examples 
admin> counters webfilter 

webfilter counters: 

T_bcwf_requests 

T_bcwf_unlicensed 

T_bcwf_not_loaded 

T_bcwf_success 

T_bcwf_not_found 

T_bcwf_expired 

T_bcwf_unavailable 

admin> 

: 00000000000000002717 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000002717 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

: 00000000000000000000 

counters worker 
Shows fpstats worker counters. 

Syntax 
admin> counters worker ? 

classic Shows worker counters for Classic mode. 

[diff <seconds>] Shows difference in counters over specified time in seconds 
(optional). 

[nonzero] Shows only non-zero counters (optional). 

proxy Shows worker counters for ProxySG mode. 

proxy originate Shows worker counters for ProxySG mode originated flows. 

proxy terminate Shows worker counters for ProxySG mode terminated flows. 

Notes 

The sub-commands listed above show subsets of the fpstats worker counter data. 

Examples 
admin> counters worker proxy terminate 

nonzeroproxy_terminate.fpstats counters: 

T_flow_removes : 00000000000000000511 

T_flow_removal_eof : 00000000000000000039 

T_flow_removal_intercept : 00000000000000000002 

T_tcp_confirms : 00000000000000000511 
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T_tcp_handover : 00000000000000000499 

T_tcp_classifier_fin : 00000000000000000003 

T_tcp_classifier_reset : 00000000000000000001 

T_tcp_classifier_limit : 00000000000000000001 

T_pkts_flow_state_classifier : 00000000000000001599 

T_pkts_flow_state_classif_unk : 00000000000000001095 

T_pkts_flow_state_act_app : 00000000000000008439 

T_pkts_flow_state_act_app_eof : 00000000000000000041 

T_pkts_flow_state_act_cut : 00000000000000000022 

T_pkts_flow_state_act_drop : 00000000000000000004 

T_flow_tmo_detect : 00000000000000000007 

T_flow_tmo_end_age : 00000000000000000465 

T_flow_tmo_age : 00000000000000000084 

T_pkts_inject_success : 00000000000000008077 

T_pkts_inject_no_strm : 00000000000000000403 

T_eof_s0_fin : 00000000000000000041 

T_eof_s0_rst : 00000000000000000008 

T_eof_fin_fin : 00000000000000000039 

T_eof_fin_rst : 00000000000000000007 

T_eof_rst : 00000000000000000001 

T_eof_si_tmo : 00000000000000000002 

T_eof_policy_cut : 00000000000000000450 

T_error_counts : 00000000000000000002 

admin> 

Running the command without the terminate sub-command executes both the originate and terminate sub-commands. 

admin> counters worker proxy nonzero 

proxy_originate.fpstats counters: 

proxy_terminate.fpstats counters: 

T_flow_removes : 00000000000000001448 

T_flow_removal_eof : 00000000000000000078 

T_flow_removal_intercept : 00000000000000000349 

T_tcp_confirms : 00000000000000001402 

T_tcp_handover : 00000000000000001381 

T_tcp_classifier_fin : 00000000000000000003 

... 

(Example truncated) 

debug bridge ports 
Shows the active bridge ports. 

Syntax 
admin> debug bridge ports 

Examples 
admin> debug bridge ports 

IntPort ExtPort Zone Learn Flood Type 

=============================================== 

2 4 0 Y Y NET 
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3 3 0 Y Y APP 

4 2 0 Y Y APP 

5 1 0 Y Y NET 

26 10 1 Y Y APP 

27 9 1 Y Y NET 

admin> 

debug cpu 
Shows CPU usage. 

Syntax 
admin> debug cpu 

Examples 
admin> debug cpu 

fp_worker0 : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.05% 

fp_worker1 : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.04% 

fp_worker2 : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.04% 

cr_worker0 : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.00% 

cr_worker1 : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.00% 

po_worker : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.00% 

sl_worker : interval: 4.91 seconds, cpu usage: 0.00% 

admin> 

debug crash show 
Shows a list of crash dumps on the appliance. 

Syntax 
admin> debug crash show 

Examples 
admin> debug crash show 

1 Crashes found for App sslpilot: 

6f136734-fed2-3eaa-4813e6d2-2be19f75.dmp --- Wed Sep 28 10:16:34 2016 

3 Crashes found for App ssldata: 

6116eeff-ff57-bc46-7b6b58b1-082f8faf.dmp --- Mon Nov 7 13:16:53 2016 

3b43d304-6726-4b7e-79fd57a3-0b4010cd.dmp --- Wed Sep 28 09:49:23 2016 

4eeefc02-b5cd-f6ff-6ed0d330-4f32b4cf.dmp --- Fri Nov 4 10:32:06 2016 

Last crash file: /var/log/crash/ssldata/6116eeff-ff57-bc46-7b6b58b1-082f8faf.dmp 

debug crash trigger 
Causes a mini-dump to be generated for the specified subsystem on the appliance. 
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Syntax 
admin> debug crash trigger <subsystem> 

<subsystem> 

Examples 
admin> debug crash trigger data 

debug load events 
Shows internal platform load events. 

Syntax 
admin> debug load events 

Examples 
admin> debug load events 

Start Time End Time 

Name of subsystem in which to trigger a mini-dump: "data" or 
"management". 

Grp Name Level Duration (s) 

============================================================================================== 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:49 2018 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:49 2018 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:49 2018 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:49 2018 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:54 2018 

Wed May 2 11:28:39 2018 Wed May 2 11:28:54 2018 

debug load info 
Shows platform load summary. 

Syntax 
admin> debug load info 

Examples 
admin> debug load info

 Rsrc RunAvg CurrUsage InUse 

WarnEvts CritEvts TmWarn TmCrit 

============================================================================================================================================================FPW_GRP 

3.81 3.84 100 2500 2600 N N 

0 0 0 0 

CRW_GRP 0.16 0.50 1 199 200 N N 

0 0 0 0 

CRHWQ_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 8192 8192 N N 

0 0 0 0 

CRLW_GRP 0.16 0.50 1 199 200 N N 

0 0 0 0 

POW_GRP 

SLW_GRP 

EXW_GRP 

NPW_GRP 

CRW_GRP 

CRLW_GRP 

Free 

Crit 10 

Crit 10 

Crit 10 

Crit 10 

Crit 15 

Crit 15 

Total IsWarn IsCrit 
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POW_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 100 100 N N 

0 0 0 0 

SLW_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 100 100 N N 

0 0 0 0 

EXW_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 200 200 N N 

0 0 0 0 

NPW_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 100 100 N N 

0 0 0 0 

HEAP_GRP 0.07 0.07 38354944 54152245248 54190600192 N N 

0 0 0 0 

MBUF_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 1689600 1689600 N N 

0 0 0 0 

EREF_GRP 0.00 0.00 0 1689600 1689600 N N 

0 0 0 0 

(Example truncated) 

debug management interface 
Shows management interface information for the appliance. 

Syntax 
admin> debug management interface 

Examples 
admin> debug management interface 

nic0_0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:15:B2:A7:26:61 

inet addr:10.96.83.159 Bcast:10.96.83.255 Mask:255.255.255.0 

inet6 addr: fe80::215:b2ff:fea7:2661/64 Scope:Link 

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1 

RX packets:19109 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0 

TX packets:17369 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0 

collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000 

RX bytes:4136770 (3.9 MiB) TX bytes:7368748 (7.0 MiB) 

Memory:df200000-df280000 

debug memory 
Shows memory statistics. 

Syntax 
admin> debug memory 

Examples 
total used free shared buffers cached 

Mem: 

14194956 11055208 3139748 0 222612 2059744 

-/+ buffers/cache: 8772852 5422104 

Swap: 0 0 0 

Total: 14194956 11055208 3139748 
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Statistics 

14194956 total memory 

11055644 used memory 

1293404 active memory 

2145016 inactive memory 

3139312 free memory 

222612 buffer memory 

2059744 swap cache 

0 total swap 

0 used swap 

0 free swap 

36155 non-nice user cpu ticks 

1218 nice user cpu ticks 

297628 system cpu ticks 

3438697 idle cpu ticks 

2338 IO-wait cpu ticks 

16938 IRQ cpu ticks 

2259 softirq cpu ticks 

0 stolen cpu ticks 

4913338 pages paged in 

1475045 pages paged out 

0 pages swapped in 

0 pages swapped out 

169877024 interrupts 

328799764 CPU context switches 

1485447790 boot time 

9251 forks 

debug mempools 
Display mempools statistics. 

Syntax 
admin> debug mempools 

Examples 
admin> debug mempools

 Pool Name Elem Size Pool Size Alloc Fail Usage Current Usage

 Max Pool Consum 

===================================================================================================================================== 

ciphers0 1200 1138688 0 0 0

 1366425600 

ciphers1 1200 1138688 0 0 0

 1366425600 

digests0 216 1138688 0 0 0 

245956608 

digests1 216 1138688 0 0 0 

245956608 

handshake0 3368 225280 0 0 0 

758743040 
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handshake1 3368 225280 0 0 0 

758743040 

tracker0 520 284672 0 0 0 

148029440 

tracker1 520 284672 0 0 0 

148029440 

po_reqs0 640 131072 0 0 0 

83886080 

(Example truncated) 

debug np mac table 
Shows the current NP MAC table contents. 

Syntax 
admin> debug np mac table 

Examples 
admin> debug np mac table 

Segment, VLAN, Src, Interface, Age 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c7:5e,15,1290170332 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:bf,14,1290170104 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c7:46,14,1290170082 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:be,14,1290169219 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c7:47,14,1290169195 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c7:5f,15,1290170188 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:d1,15,1290169973 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:d0,15,1290170133 

... 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:b5,14,1290169984 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:d4,15,1290170108 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:cd,15,1290169963 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:d5,15,1290170121 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:ba,14,1290170122 

0,0,00:15:17:b7:c4:bb,14,1290170139 

(Example truncated) 

debug relays 
Shows the relay status. 

Syntax 
admin> debug relays 

Examples 
admin> debug relays 

FTWO watchdog period 0 ms. The rightmost flag is bump 1. 

relay status AAAAAAAAAAAAAA W is wire, A is active. 
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bump mask NNNNNNNNNNNNNN I is in this watchdog, N is not in this watchdog. 

override mask VVNVVVVVNNNVVV V is do something on pf/WDT, N is do nothing. 

direction mask WWWWWWWWWWWWWW A is active on pf/WDT, W is wire on pf/WDT. 

debug resign cache 
Disable the emulated certificate cache in the SSL Visibility appliance. For example, you may want to disable caching of 
resigned server certificates so that you can simulate possible peak load on a cluster of HSMs; when the cache is disabled, 
all flows will be forced to generate a new resigned server certificate which involves interacting with the HSM. Available 
starting in SSLV 4.5.3.1. 

The default setting is enable , and rebooting the appliance resets the resign cache to disable . 

Syntax 
admin> debug resign cache disable | enable | show 

Examples 
admin> debug resign cache disable 

admin> debug resign cache show 

Resign cache is disabled. 

debug segment health 
Shows the segment health statistics. 

Syntax 
admin> debug segment health 

Examples 
admin> debug segment health 

IP MAC L2 Health 

====================================================== 

10.96.83.235 0:d0:83:5:af:6b REACHABLE 

IntPort ExtPort Zone VLAN SN Actvn 

====================================================== 

6,7 7,8 1 0 0611153065 N 

debug sw bypass 
Shows the SW bypass status. 

Syntax 
admin> debug sw bypass 

error 
Translates error codes. 
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Syntax 
admin> error <error_code> ? 

Full error code (required).<error_code> 

Examples 
admin> error 0x0000002b849a001f 

[0x0000002b849a001f;code:31;sub:43] SI_DISPATCH : Flow intercept timeout 

error counts 
Shows flow error codes and counts. 

Syntax 
admin> error counts ? 

Examples 
admin> error counts 

segment[B] count[000002] error[0x0410091a849a0013] code[19] subcode[68159770] : SI_DISPATCH:Invalid TLS event 

segment[B] count[000003] error[0x0000003c849a0022] code[34] subcode[60] : SI_DISPATCH:Flow reset by appliance 

segment[B] count[000006] error[0x0000002c849a001f] code[31] subcode[44] : SI_DISPATCH:Flow intercept timeout 

error counts clear 
Clears flow error codes and counts. 

Syntax 
admin> error counts clear ? 

Examples 
admin> error counts clear 

Flow error codes cleared 

exit 
Logs out. At the CLD prompt, returns to the CLI prompt. At the CLI prompt, logs out of the session. 

Syntax 
admin> exit 

license export 
Exports the currently installed license. Copy the license to save it. 

Syntax 
admin> license export ? 
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Examples 
admin> license export 

Currently installed license: 

eWOKxX4lJVave7UGW1JtGpxn4XQ7wVEB6YyBtF+yyTbL5UHjRtrkFFfNvsQztyjomOlPJWyQAD... 

platform show 
Shows disk, memory, or model information for the appliance. 

Syntax 
admin> platform show ? 

Shows hardware model information.model 

Examples 

admin> platform show model 

SV1800B-C 

admin> 

resource status 
Shows SSL Visibility resource status. 

Syntax 
admin> resource status ? 

Examples 
admin> resource status 

Resources at normal levels (for 18901.825 seconds) 

admin> 

segment 
Shows details about one or more activated segments. Up to four segments can be specified. Segments are specified by 
the Segment ID (A, B, C, etc.). Segment IDs are case sensitive. 

Syntax 
admin> segment <segment_#> [<segment_#2> ...] ? 

<segment_#> Segment to show details for (required). 

<segment_#2> Second segment to show details for (optional). 

<segment_#3> Third segment to show details for (optional). 

<segment_#4> Fourth segment to show details for (optional). 

Examples 
admin> segment B 
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Segment B configuration: 

Mode of operation: Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Appliance 

Status: no failure 

External interfaces used: 5 8 9 10 

- network: 9 

- attached appliance: 10 

- copy: 5 8 

admin> 

segment active 
Shows active interfaces (interfaces used by active segments on the appliance). 

Syntax 
admin> segment active 

Examples 
admin> segment active 

Active interfaces: 1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 

admin> 

segment all 
Shows details about all activated segments. 

Syntax 
admin> segment all 

Examples 
admin> segment all 

Segment A configuration: 

Mode of operation: Active Inline, Fail to Appliance 

Status: no failure 

External interfaces used: 1 2 3 4 

- network: 1 4 

- attached appliance: 2 3 

External interfaces down: 1 4 

Segment B configuration: 

Mode of operation: Active Inline, Multi-ProxySG Capable, Fail to Appliance 

Status: no failure 

External interfaces used: 5 8 9 10 

- network: 9 

- attached appliance: 10 

- copy: 5 8 

admin> 

segment fail 
Fail to wire the interfaces of one or more activated segments. Up to four segments can be specified. Segments are 
specified by the Segment ID (A, B, C, etc.). Segment IDs are case sensitive. 
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Use segment unfail to unfail a segment. 

Syntax 
admin> segment fail <segment_#> [<segment_#2> ...] ? 

<segment_#> Activated segment to fail to wire (required). 

<segment_#2> Second activated segment to fail to wire (optional). 

<segment_#3> Third activated segment to fail to wire (optional). 

<segment_#4> Fourth activated segment to fail to wire (optional). 

all Fail to wire all activated segments. 

Examples 
admin> segment fail B 

Segment B failed successfully. 

admin> 

admin> segment fail all 

Segment A failed successfully. 

Segment B failed successfully. 

admin> 

segment interfaces 
Shows statistics for all external interfaces assigned to an activated segment. Segments are specified by the Segment ID 
(A, B, C, etc.). Segment IDs are case sensitive. 

Syntax 
admin> segment interfaces <segment_#> ? 

Segment to show interface statistics for (required).<segment_#> 

Shows only non-zero counters (optional).[nonzero] 

Examples 
admin> segment interfaces B 

External interface 5 statistics summary: 

RX bytes: 768 

RX unicast packets: 0 

RX non-unicast packets: 12 

RX drops: 0 

RX errors: 0 

TX bytes: 55917271137 

TX unicast packets: 344210038 

TX non-unicast packets: 13495 

TX errors: 0 

External interface 8 statistics summary: 

RX bytes: 768 

... 

External interface 9 statistics summary: 
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RX bytes: 35660420960 

... 

(Example truncated) 

segment learned-cert-cache 
Show or clear the Learned Certificate Cache for one or all segments. This cache stores visible certificates used in SSL 
connections. Certificates are associated with destinations, as defined by a Server Name Indicator (SNI), IP address, and 
port number, and are retrieved for policy evaluation when a certificate is encrypted or otherwise not available (as is the 
case for TLS 1.3 flows which always have encrypted certificates). Use the WebUI to enable this feature for a segment. 

Syntax 
admin> segment learned-cert-cache 

Show the Learned Certificate Cache of a specific segment ID (A, 
B, C, etc.) or all segments. You can filter the results by specifying 
a keyword. Segment IDs are case sensitive. 

show all [<keyword>] 

Clear the Learned Certificate Cache of a specific segment ID or all 
segments. 

clear <segment_ID> | all 

Examples 
admin> segment learned-cert-cache show all google 

Dumping 3 cache entries with non-zero confidence level 

Key, Active, Trusted 

Fingerprint 

update.googleapis.com@172.217.7.227:443, inactive, untrusted 

C4:05:BD:13:00:93:28:52:4B:70:F1:44:4A:D2:0D:7A:07:7C:1D:4A 

update.googleapis.com@172.217.13.227:443, inactive, untrusted 

03:F8:6A:39:DD:16:8E:31:3F:ED:63:9B:9D:BF:95:E8:C6:44:5B:C7 

update.googleapis.com@216.58.218.227:443, inactive, untrusted 

03:F8:6A:39:DD:16:8E:31:3F:ED:63:9B:9D:BF:95:E8:C6:44:5B:C7 

segment list 
Shows the status of all activated segments. 

Syntax 
admin> segment list 

Examples 
admin> segment list 

Segment A: no failure 

Segment B: link failure 

admin> 

segment unfail 

Type Confidence 

ECDSA 38 

ECDSA 217 

ECDSA 43 

Restore the interfaces of one or more segments that have been failed to wire. Up to four segments can be specified. 
Segments are specified by the Segment ID (A, B, C, etc.). Segment IDs are case sensitive. 
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Syntax 
admin> segment unfail <segment_#> [<segment_#2> ...] ? 

<segment_#> Segment to unfail (required). 

<segment_#2> Second segment to unfail (optional). 

<segment_#3> Third segment to unfail (optional). 

<segment_#4> Fourth segment to unfail (optional). 

all Unfail all failed segments. 

Examples 
admin> segment unfail B 

Segment B unfailed successfully. 

admin> 

admin> segment unfail all 

Segment A unfailed successfully. 

Segment B unfailed successfully. 

admin> 

Standard Mode Commands 

The following commands are available in standard mode, the mode after logging in to the CLI, The > prompt indicates 
standard mode. 

To see a list of commands available in standard mode, type help or ? at the > prompt. 

enable 
Enter the elevated privilege mode, known as enable mode. You will be prompted to enter the enable password. 

Syntax 
> enable 

Notes 

• When enable mode is turned on, the prompt changes from > to # . 
• To return to standard mode, use the disable command. 

exit 
Exit from current mode. 

For example, if you are in configuration mode, exit returns you to enable mode. If you are in health-monitoring mode, 
exit returns you to configure mode. 

Syntax 
> exit 

NOTE 
If you type exit when you are in standard or enable mode, the management session is closed. 
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help 
Provides CLI help information. 

Syntax 
> help 

show 
Display information about the system and settings. 

Syntax 
> show ? 

classification-banner message | status Display classification banner message or status. 

cli Display command-line interface settings. 

clock Display date and time. 

hardware-configuration Display system hardware configuration information, such as serial 
number, memory, CPUs, cores, storage, NICs. 

history Display a list of previously-entered CLI commands. 

jobs Display background jobs. 

licenses Show license components, including subscription services. For 
each component, the activation and expiration dates are listed. 

login-banner message | status Display pre-authentication login banner message or status. 

notification Display notifications. 

password-policy-configuration Display password policy configuration. 

reboot_reason Show the reason the appliance was last rebooted. Possible 
reasons include: 
Reboot_requested 

Shutdown_requested 

Halt_requested 

If an unexpected reboot occurs (for example, when the system 
reboots on its own or the plug is pulled), the reason is listed as 
Unknown. 

running-config Display current configuration. 

timezones List supported timezones. 

version List the software version and release ID, appliance serial number, 
and the MAC address. 

NOTE 
These commands are available in standard and enable modes. 

Examples 
> show clock 

UTC time : 2018-09-15 21:10:52+00:00 UTC 
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Local time : 2018-09-15 21:10:52+00:00 UTC 

Timezone : UTC 

Enable Mode Commands 
The following commands are available in enable mode. Enable is a privileged mode that requires its own password. 

To enter enable mode, type enable at the standard command prompt (> ) and enter the password. The prompt will change 
to # . To see a list of commands available in enable mode, type help or ? at the # prompt. 

authentication edit local-user-list local-users 
Add/delete/edit users in the local user list, and configure login settings for the list. 

Syntax 
# authentication edit local-user-list local-users ? 

create user name <name> Create a new user. 

delete user name <name> Delete a user. 

Edit user settings: set passwords, add user groups (roles), remove 
user groups (roles), view settings. If you don't add a group name,

edit user <user name> ? 

password 
the user will be added to the list of users without an assigned roleremove <group name> 
or roles.

view 

view View the local user list settings, users, and roles (groups). 

CAUTION 
The UI only adds users to the local-user-list named local-users. By default, the local-users list belongs 
to localRealm and localRealm is set as the admin-realm. Users must be part of the admin-realm to be 
authenticated for SSH or UI access. If you use CLI commands to remove local-users from localRealm, or to 
make a different realm (that does not include local-users) the admin-realm, users added by the UI will not be 
able to authenticate. 

Examples 
# authentication edit local-user-list local-users create user 

Value for 'name' (<string>): new_user

 ok 

# authentication edit local-user-list local-users edit user new_user add auditor 

# authentication edit local-user-list local-users edit user new_user password 

Enter password: ******** 

Confirm password: ******** 

ok 

# authentication edit local-user-list local-users delete user name new_user

 ok 

authentication edit realm 
Modify realm settings. 
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Syntax 
# authentication edit realm <realm name> ? 

default-group <group-name> Set the default user group for any user created in this realm. 
When adding a user, if you don’t explicitly specify a group, the 
created user will be part of the designated default-group for this 
realm. 

display name <string> Set the display name of the local realm. 

local-user-list <list name> Associate a local user list with this realm. 

realm-type <type> Set realm type. 

view Show settings for this local realm. 

Examples 
(config)# authentication edit realm local 

(config-realm-local)# display-name "My local realm" 

(config-realm-local)# default-group mygroup 

(config-realm-local)# local-user-list mylist 

(config-realm-local)# view

 Realm name: local 

Default group name: mygroup 

Display name: My local realm 

Local user list: mylist 

Realm type: LOCAL 

classification-banner 
Configure a message to appear on each page in the web user interface. This feature meets the requirements for marking 
of sensitive/classified output per STIG V-6146. Messages can contain up to 100 characters and can be defined using 
multi-byte UTF-8 characters. 

NOTE 
Not currently supported for use with SSL Visibility. Do not use. 

Syntax 
# classification-banner ? 

disable Disable the classification banner message. 

enable Enable the classification banner message. (You cannot enable the 
feature until you define the message.) 

inline message Define the classification gin banner message. You will be 
prompted to enter the message text and press Ctrl-D when 
finished. 

view message | status Show the currently defined message and feature status (enabled 
vs. disabled). 

Examples 
# classification-banner inline message 

Enter the classification banner message below and end it with a Ctrl+D 

This page contains sensitive data 

ok 
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# classification-banner enable 

# classification-banner view message 

This page contains sensitive data 

# classification-banner view status 

Classification banner is enabled. 

cld 
To access the SSL Visibility Command Line Diagnostics interface (CLD), enter “cld” at the main CLI prompt after entering 
enable mode. 

sslv> enable 

Password:****** 

sslv# cld 

admin> 

Enter ? for a list of commands. 

Enter <command>? for a list of related commands. 

Type exit to exit the CLD and return to enable mode. 

clock 
Manually set the time and date of the appliance in Coordinate Universal Time (UTC). 

Syntax 
# clock day <value>|hour <value>|minute <value>|month <value>|second <value>|year <value> 

Each value must be entered as a separate command. 

Examples 

To set the date to September 2, 2016: 

# clock day 2 

# clock month 9 

# clock year 2016 

NOTE 
If you are using an NTP server, you do not need to manually set the clock. 

configuration-management 
Save and manage appliance configurations. 

NOTE 
Not currently supported for use with SSL Visibility. Do not use. 

Syntax 
# configuration-management ? 

Copies a configuration.copy 

Deletes a configuration.delete 
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Lists saved configurations.list 

Loads a saved configuration.load 

Saves the current configuration.save 

Show status of loaded configuration.status 

Examples 
# configuration-management list

 Saved configurations: 

testcfg2 

testcfg 

configure 
A command to enter a mode in which CLI commands are available for changing the configuration of the software and 
appliance. 

Syntax 
# configure 

Notes 

• When in configure mode, the command prompt changes to: (config)# 
• Type ? to see a list of CLI commands available in configure mode. 
• Type exit to disable configure mode. The command prompt changes to: # 

diagnostic-systems 
Manage diagnostic images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system 
already has six images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new 
image, unless you have designated a particular image to be replaced. 

Syntax 
# diagnostic-systems ? 

cancel 

delete <image#> 

load <URL> 

lock <image#> 

Cancel the download process of an image that is currently 
downloading. 

Delete an image from the system. Use the diagnostic-
systems view command to identify the image number to 
delete. 
You cannot remove a locked image or the current running image. 

Download and install a diagnostic image on the system. <URL> 
is the path to an image on a web server that the appliance has 
access to. Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/ 
diag.bcs 

Lock a diagnostic image to protect it from accidental deletion. 
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replace <image#> Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already 
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do 
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on 
the system will be replaced. 

unlock <image#> Unlock a diagnostic image that you no longer want to protect 
from deletion. You have to unlock a locked image before you can 
remove it. 

unset-replace Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is 
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a 
seventh image. 

view Show a list of installed diagnostic images along with their image 
numbers, software versions, release IDs, whether the image is 
locked or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation 
date/time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the 
list indicates which image number is the current running system, 
the default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted, 
and the image number that will be replaced next. 

Example 
# diagnostic-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/diag.bcs 

diagnostics 
Provide access to the appliance or submit troubleshooting information to Symantec Support to help diagnose hardware or 
software issues. 

Syntax 
# diagnostics ? 

activate-remote-access Activate remote diagnostics access so that Symantec Support can 
help troubleshoot an issue on your appliance. 

heartbeat disable|enable|view|send Enable/disable the sending of heartbeat data to Symantec; view 
current heartbeat report or configuration; send report to Symantec. 

service-info send [<service request number> |

 url <value> [username <value>] [password <value>] 

Generate and upload the service diagnostics information to 
Symantec. Enter the case number if you have opened a support 
case. 

Examples 
# diagnostics heartbeat send 

# diagnostics service-info send 123456789 

disable 
Return to standard mode. 

Syntax 
# disable 

When enable mode is turned off, the prompt changes from # to > . 
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display-level 
Set the depth of the configuration that is shown by the show full-configuration and show running-
configuration commands. For example, if the display-level is set to 1 , only top-level configuration nodes and their 
values are shown. If it is set to 2, then top-level nodes and their child nodes are shown, and so on. By default, the entire 
configuration is shown. 

Syntax 
# display-level [level<n>] 

Examples 
# display-level 1 

enable 
Enter the elevated privilege mode, known as enable mode. You will be prompted to enter the enable password. 

Syntax 
> enable 

Notes 

• When enable mode is turned on, the prompt changes from > to # . 
• To return to standard mode, use the disable command. 

event-log 
Manage syslog settings. The syslog feature gives administrators a way to centrally log and analyze events on the system. 

Syntax 
(config)# event-log 

NOTE 
You can add multiple syslog servers. 

level <value> 

view 

Set the level to specify which messages to suppress to the syslog 
server. For example, setting the level to 3 allows messages with 
levels 0 - 3 and suppresses messages with levels 4 - 7 . 
<value> can be one of the following: 
• 0 Emergency: system is unusable 

• 1 Alert: action must be taken immediately 

• 2 Critical: critical conditions 

• 3 Error: error conditions 

• 4 Warning: warning conditions 

• 5 Notice: normal but significant condition 

• 6 Informational: informational messages 

• 7 Debug: debug-level messages 

View syslog settings. 
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NOTE 
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in event-log configuration mode (at the config-event-
log prompt, or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

Examples 
(config)# event-log 

(config-event-log)# syslog add udp host 203.0.113.17 

Added syslog server host 203.0.113.17:514. 

(config-event-log)# view 

Log level: 5 (notice) 

Remote syslog servers: 

203.0.113.17:514 

exit 
Exit from current mode. 

For example, if you are in configuration mode, exit returns you to enable mode. If you are in health-monitoring mode, 
exit returns you to configure mode. 

Syntax 
exit 

NOTE 
If you type exit when you are in standard or enable mode, the management session is closed. 

Examples 
(config-authentication)# exit 

(config) # exit 

# 

firmware 
View and update firmware for the appliance. 

Syntax 
# firmware ? 

update [force | |] Update the BIOS/BMC for the platform. 

view Display the current firmware information for the platform. 

Examples 
# firmware view 

BIOS Version: 0ACNU019 

BMC Version: 3.30.32501 

Power CPLD Version: 2.3 

HDD1 CPLD Version: 20190221 

HDD2 CPLD Version: 20190221 

Bridge CPLD Version: 20190221 

Bypass CPLD Version: D.07 

SAS IOC Version: 05.00.00.00 
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halt 
Halts the operating system and stops all CPUs. Once the system is cleanly halted, you can power down the appliance. 

Syntax 
# halt 

NOTE 
The halt and shutdown commands are similar; the only difference is that shutdown disconnects the power 
via the CLI command. 

health-monitoring 
View Health Monitoring (HM) events and status, and view and change HM settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# health-monitoring 

(config-health-monitoring)# ? 

Clear the entire event history. clear-history 

product1234-10414124(config-health-monitoring)# 

clear-historyEvent history has been cleared for all

 metrics. 

Sets the number of days that the HM framework is to store its 
history of events.

history-duration 

• It takes one argument, an integer representing the number of 
days. 

• Default value is 30. 
• Once per day, the HM framework clears the event history of all 

events older than the specified number of days. 
product1234-10414124(config-health-monitoring)#

 history-duration(<int>) (30): 60 

This option is available only in config mode. 

Show health status and metric settings. See health-monitoring 
view. 

view 

health-monitoring view 
The view command in the health monitoring system is used for showing the event history and metric settings. 
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Syntax 
(config-health-monitoring)# view ? 

current 

events [all] [duration <value> d|h|m] 

help 
Provides CLI help information. 

Syntax 
# help 

history 

View the current state of all metrics. The output lists each metric, 
when the health monitoring system last checked it, the current 
state (OK, Warning, Critical) and the current value (for example, 
28%). 

Shows the event history for all metrics or for one metric, for the 
specified duration. An event is an occasion where the metric 
exceeded a configured threshold and changed state (for example, 
from OK to Warning, Warning to Critical). 
• The metric and duration parameters are optional. 
• If the metric parameter is omitted, 'all' is assumed. 
• If the duration parameter is omitted, "24h" is assumed. 
• The d , h , or m suffix is used to indicate days, hours, or 

minutes, respectively. 

Specify how far back in the command history previously-entered commands can be retrieved. For example, with a history 
size of 5, the previous five commands can be retrieved. Each time you press the up arrow, a previously-entered command 
is displayed. 

NOTE 
When using the up arrow to retrieve previously-entered commands that use passwords, password values are 
obscured with asterisks. 

Syntax 
# history <size> 

installed-systems 
Manage images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system already has six 
images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new image, unless you 
have designated a particular image to be replaced. 

CAUTION 
Only customers with a valid support contract can upgrade to major releases. If your support contract has 
expired, the image installation will fail. Note that you can still upgrade to maintenance releases for the current 
version; for example, if your SV-VA is running 5.0.2.1 and the support contract is expired, you can upgrade to 
another 5.0.x.x release but not to a 5.1 or higher release. 
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Syntax 
# installed-systems ? 

cancel Cancel the download process of an image that is currently 
downloading. 

default <image#> Specify the image that will be run the next time the system is 
restarted. 
Use the installed-systems view command to identify the 
image number. 

delete <image#> Delete an image from the system. Use the installed-
systems view command to identify the image number to 
delete. 
You cannot remove a locked image or the current running image. 

load <URL> Download and install an image on the system. <URL> is the path 
to an image on a web server that the appliance has access to. 
Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs 
Image loading will fail if the appliance does not have a license 
installed or if your support contract has expired. 

lock <image#> Lock an image to protect it from accidental deletion. 

replace <image#> Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already 
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do 
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on 
the system will be replaced. 

unlock <image#> Unlock an image that you no longer want to protect from deletion. 
You have to unlock a locked image before you can remove it. 

unset-replace Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is 
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a 
seventh image. 

view Show a list of installed images along with their image numbers, 
software versions, release IDs, whether the image is locked 
or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation date/ 
time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the list 
indicates which image number is the current running system, the 
default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted, and 
the image number that will be replaced next. 

Examples 
# installed-systems view 

1. Version : 5.0.2.1, Release ID : 228468, Locked : false, Booted : true 

BuildType : Debug, CreationTime : 2018-11-30T21:24:28-0800, BootTime : 2018-12-17T11:47:15.124-0800

 DisplayName : SSLV 5.0.2.1, Release ID: 228468 

Default system to run on next hardware restart: 1 

Current running system: 1 

System to replace next: None 

# installed-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs 
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keep-console 
Saves a copy of the current console settings. This command should be issued just before issuing the restore-
defaults command in order to retain network and password settings (including the appliance IP address, DNS, gateway, 
admin password, and enable password) when resetting the appliance configuration. The keep-console command allows 
you to reconfigure the appliance without a console connection. 

Syntax 
# keep-console 

Examples 
# keep-console 

# restore-defaults factory-defaults 

Restoring box to factory state. This will delete all customer data and shutdown the system. Do you want to

 proceed (yes/no): 

If the user responds with y (for yes), the system will be restored to factory defaults and all customer data will be wiped 
from the drives except for the network and password settings. 

NOTE 
The keep-console setting is not saved after a factory reset; it must be issued before restore-defaults 
each time you want to retain the console settings. 

licensing 
Configure licensing, including the loading of licenses on to the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# licensing 

(config-licensing)# ? 

inline license-key [passphrase <value>] Import a license from terminal input (typically by pasting the 
license content with a right-click). Include the passphrase to 
decrypt the private key if the license has birth-cert and birth-key in 
it. 
Press Ctrl-D after pasting the certificate content. 

load [username <value>] [password <value>] Enter your MySymantec credentials to download the appliance 
license from the Network Protection Licensing Portal (NPLP). 
myBroadcom credentials are required only for Management 
Center virtual appliances and Reporter appliances. 

load url <url> passphrase <value> Download a license from the specified URL. 

view [status|configuration] Display the license install status or licensing configuration details. 

NOTE 
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in licensing configuration mode (at the config-
licensing prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

After loading the license, you must restart the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Examples 

To load a license from a URL other than NPLP: 
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(config)# licensing load http://test.server.com/license.txt 

To view the currently installed license: 

(config-licensing)# view 

Appliance Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Licensable component information: 

Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00003 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : SSL Visibility 

Serial Number : xxxxx-xxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00004 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : Blue Coat Host Categorization 

login-banner 
Configure licensing, including the loading of licenses on to the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# licensing 

(config-licensing)# ? 

inline license-key [passphrase <value>] Import a license from terminal input (typically by pasting the 
license content with a right-click). Include the passphrase to 
decrypt the private key if the license has birth-cert and birth-key in 
it. 
Press Ctrl-D after pasting the certificate content. 

load [username <value>] [password <value>] Enter your MySymantec credentials to download the appliance 
license from the Network Protection Licensing Portal (NPLP). 
myBroadcom credentials are required only for Management 
Center virtual appliances and Reporter appliances. 

load url <url> passphrase <value> Download a license from the specified URL. 

view [status|configuration] Display the license install status or licensing configuration details. 

NOTE 
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in licensing configuration mode (at the config-
licensing prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

After loading the license, you must restart the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Examples 

To load a license from a URL other than NPLP: 

(config)# licensing load http://test.server.com/license.txt 
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To view the currently installed license: 

(config-licensing)# view 

Appliance Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Licensable component information: 

Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00003 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : SSL Visibility 

Serial Number : xxxxx-xxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00004 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : Blue Coat Host Categorization 

logout 
Log out the current user. The management session is ended. 

Syntax 
# logout 

ntp 
Update the appliance clock with Network Time Protocol (NTP) settings. To configure NTP settings, use the ntp command 
in the (config)# context. 

Syntax 
# ntp ? 

Forces the NTP service to update the appliance's clock.update-now 

Examples 
# ntp update-now 

System date and time successfully updated. 

ping 
Generate pings to test connectivity with another device on the network. If the device answers the pings, a message 
displays such as 5 packets transmitted, 5 received, 0% packet loss, time 3007ms . If the appliance 
is unable to connect with the other device, the system displays a message such as 5 packets transmitted, 0 
received, 100% packet loss, time 13999ms . 
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Syntax 
# ping ipv4|ipv6 source <source ip address>dont-fragment repeat <ping count>size <packet size><ip

 address>|<hostname> ? 

ipv4|ipv6 Explicitly force an IPv4 or IPv6 ping. 
When an IP version isn't specified, the program will try to 
resolve the name given, and choose the appropriate protocol 
automatically. If resolving a host name returns both IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses, ping will use IPv4. 

source <source ip address> The source IP address to put in the ping packet. 

repeat <ping count> The number of ping packets to send. The default is 5. 

size <packet size> The size of the ping packets (in bytes). The default is 100 bytes. 

dont-fragment Set the dont-fragment flag on the ping packets. 

<ip address>|<hostname> The destination to ping. This is the only required ping parameter. 

Examples 
# ping repeat 3 size 50 cnn.com 

PING cnn.com (198.51.100.122) 50(78) bytes of data. 

58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=1 ttl=115 time=63.2 ms 

58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=2 ttl=115 time=62.8 ms 

58 bytes from www.cnn.com (198.51.100.122): icmp_seq=3 ttl=115 time=62.9 ms 

--- cnn.com ping statistics ---

3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2066ms 

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 62.880/63.022/63.268/0.338 ms 

# ping 203.0.113.17 

PING 203.0.113.17 (203.0.113.17) 100(128) bytes of data. 

--- 203.0.113.17 ping statistics ---

5 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 13999ms 

proxy-settings 
Configure an HTTP proxy server in situations where your network requires all servers to connect through a proxy to 
access Internet resources. 

Syntax 
(config)# proxy-settings enable|disable host <hostname or IP address> password <string> port <value> 

username <string> 

(config)# proxy-settings view 

disable 

enable 

host <hostname or IP address> 

password <string> 

port <value> 

username <string> 

Turn the proxy settings off. 

Turn the proxy settings on. 

Configure the HTTP proxy host name or IPv4/IPv6 address. 

Enter the password for the HTTP proxy server. 

Define the port number of the HTTP proxy server (0-65535). 

Enter the user name for the HTTP proxy server. 
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View the HTTP proxy config settings. view 

You can enter all the subcommands in one line, or enter each command on a separate line. 

Examples 
(config)# proxy-settings enable host 10.10.12.11 

(config)# proxy-settings enable 

(config)# proxy-settings host 10.10.12.11 

(config)# proxy-settings port 8008 

(config)# proxy-settings view 

enabled:true 

host :10.10.12.11 

port no:8008 

username:becky 

password-policy 
View the current password rules. 

Syntax 
# password-policy ? 

view Show current password rules. 

Examples 
# password-policy view 

min-uppercase: 1 

min-groups: 4 

prohibit-whitespace: true 

min-special: 1 

min-digits: 1 

min-length: 8 

min-lowercase: 1 

prohibit-common-words: Built-in dictionary 

quit 
Exit the management session. 

Syntax 
# quit 

remote-auth 
Disable remote authentication. When remote authentication is disabled, users cannot log in with their LDAP or 
TACACS+ credentials; only local authentication is available. This command is for troubleshooting purposes—if there 
is misconfiguration that causes an issue with logging in, you can connect to the appliance console and disable remote 
authentication. 
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Syntax 
(config)# remote-auth disable 

NOTE 
This command is available in enable and config modes. 

Examples 
(config)# remote-auth disable 

Remote authentication is disabled 

request-appliance-certificate 
Request an appliance certificate. 

Syntax 
# request-appliance-certificate 

Examples 
# request-appliance-certificate 

ok 

restart 
Reboots the system and restarts services such as image, licensing, subscription, SNMP, and health monitoring. You will 
need to restart the system after upgrading to a new image or changing the running image on the appliance. 

Syntax 
# restart 

restart-ui 
Restart the user web interface. This command is faster and less disruptive than rebooting the appliance and can be used 
instead of the restart CLI command in situations where the SSL Visibility WebUI becomes unresponsive. 

Syntax 
# restart-ui 

restore-defaults 
Restore system to factory default settings. This process deletes all data on the appliance. 

Syntax 
# restore-defaults factory-defaults [halt|shutdown] [force] 

halt After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating 
system is halted and CPUs are stopped. 

shutdown After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating 
system is halted, CPUs are stopped, and the appliance is powered 
off. 
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The user is not prompted to confirm the action.force 

Examples 
# restore-defaults factory-defaultsRestoring box to factory state. This will delete all customer data and

 shutdown the system. Do you want to proceed (yes/no): 

If the user responds with y (for yes), the system will be restored to factory defaults and all customer data will be wiped 
from the drives. 

# restore-defaults factory-defaults shutdown force 

The user is not asked to confirm the action; the system is restored to factory defaults and then powered down. 

NOTE 
Issue the keep-console command before restoring defaults if you want to clear all settings except for network 
settings and passwords. This allows you to reconfigure the appliance without a serial connection. 

send 
Send one or all users a message to their terminal. The message will be shown in the CLI session of any logged-in user. 

Syntax 
# send <user>|all <message> 

NOTE 
The user must be logged on to receive the message. 

Examples 
# send all "This is an important message." 

# 

Message from admin@ at 2016-09-22 15:09:36... 

This is an important message. 

session-log 
Manage the settings for the SSL session log. 

Syntax 
# session-log ? 

purge [days <days>] 

Examples 
# session-log purge days 30 

show 
Display information about the system and settings. 

Purge entries in the SSL session log. Where <days> is the 
number of days after which to purge the session log. For example, 
if you enter 10 , only the logs for the last 10 days are kept. 
If you do not specify the number of days, the entire SSL session 
log is purged. 
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Syntax 
# show ? 

appliance-identifier Display the identifier for the appliance. 

authentication edit local-user-list [local-users

 edit user <username>] | management 

View security parameters for local user lists and individual users, 
as well as for management accounts. 

classification-banner message | status Display classification banner message or status. 

cli Display command-line interface settings. 

clock Display date and time. 

console-settings current | default | requested View the statistics for console speed, parity, bits, and flow-control. 

hardware-configuration Display system hardware configuration information, such as serial 
number, memory, CPUs, cores, storage, NICs. 

history Display a list of previously-entered CLI commands. 

jobs Display background jobs. 

licenses Show license components, including subscription services. For 
each component, the activation and expiration dates are listed. 

login-banner message | status Display pre-authentication login banner message or status. 

notification Display notifications. 

password-policy-configuration Display password policy configuration. 

running-config Display current configuration. 

ssh-console [ciphers | client-keys | defaults |

 hmacs | host-public-key | key-exchange-algorithms] 

Display SSH console configurations. 

ssl trust-package Display SSL trust package information. 

timezones List supported timezones. 

version List the software version and release ID, appliance serial number, 
and the MAC address. 

NOTE 
These commands are available in standard and enable modes. 

Examples 
# show clock 

UTC time 

Local time 

Timezone 

: 2018-09-15 21:10:52+00:00 UTC 

: 2018-09-15 21:10:52+00:00 UTC 

: UTC 

shutdown 
Shuts down the operating system, stops all CPUs, and sends a signal to the power supply unit to disconnect the main 
power. With this command (as compared to the halt command), you don’t have to power down the appliance. 

Syntax 
# shutdown 
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smtp 
Configure Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) settings, including destination email addresses, the from email address, 
the SMTP gateway, and TLS settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# smtp ? 

destination-addresses add <email address> |

 delete <email address> | clear 

Add email addresses to which the appliance sends alerts and 
other messages. You can configure multiple email addresses, but 
they must be added one at a time. 
The delete parameter removes a specific email address; 
the clear parameter deletes all configured destination email 
addresses. 

from address <email address> Set the from-address that appears on emails generated by the 
system. 

gateway <SMTP gateway> Set the domain name or IP address of the SMTP gateway. 

password The password option is not available in the CLI. Use the WebUI to 
set the mail server account password. 

port <value> Change the SMTP port number. Default=587. 

use-tls enable|disable Enable/disable the use of encryption (TLS) when sending e-mail. 
Default=disable. 

username <username> Specify the username for login to the mail server when required. If 
left blank, authentication is not used. 

view Show SMTP settings that are currently configured. 

NOTE 
These commands are available in enable and configure modes. 

Examples 
(config)# smtp destination-addresses add tom.jones@example.com 

(config)# smtp from-address mary.johnson@test.com 

(config)# smtp gateway 10.10.10.10 

(config)# smtp view 

smtp 

gateway 10.10.10.10 

from-address mary.johnson@test.com 

destination-addresses 

destination tom.jones@example.com 

ssl trust-package 
Download and view the status of the SSL trust package. 
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Syntax 
# ssl trust-package ? 

download-now [force | |] 

view [|] 

Examples 
# ssl trust-package download-now 

Trust package download/update started 

# ssl trust-package view 

Trust package download and update successfully 

traceroute 

Download the trust package to the appliance. 
If the timestamp of the trust package you are trying to download is 
earlier than the package currently installed on the system, the trust 
package will not be updated even if force is used. 

View the status for the trust package. 

Determines the path that an IP packet takes to travel from the appliance to a destination host. 

Syntax 
# traceroute ipv4|ipv6source <source ip address>size <packet size>timeout <seconds>probe-count <number of

 times to probe>min-ttl <minimum ttl value>max-ttl <maximum ttl value>dont-fragment <ip address>|<hostname> 

ipv4|ipv6 Explicitly force an IPv4 or IPv6 traceroute. 
When an IP version isn't specified, the program will try to 
resolve the name given, and choose the appropriate protocol 
automatically. If resolving a host name returns both IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses, traceroute will use IPv4. 

source <source ip address> The source IP address to put in the traceroute packets. 

size <packet size> Size of the traceroute packets, in bytes (default=100 bytes) 

timeout <seconds> Number of seconds to wait for a response to a probe packet 
(default=3) 

min-ttl <minimum ttl value> TTL value for the first probes (default=1) 

max-ttl <maximum ttl value> The largest time to live (TTL) value that can be used (default=30) 

dont-fragment Set the dont-fragment flag on the probe packets. 

<ip address>|<hostname> The destination to trace the route of. This is the only required 
traceroute parameter. The IP address can be IPv4 or IPv6. 

Examples 
# traceroute size 50 timeout 4 cnn.com 

1: 10.131.16.1 (10.131.16.1) 4.486ms 

2: 172.16.131.66 (172.16.131.66) 0.486ms 

3: 199.91.135.130 (199.91.135.130) 7.546ms asymm 4 

4: 70.102.68.162 (70.102.68.162) 2.057ms 

5: be1.br02.plalca01.integra.net (209.63.100.118) 20.784ms asymm 8 

6: te-3-3.car2.SanJose2.Level3.net (4.59.4.29) 20.381ms asymm 7 

7: no reply 
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8: no reply 

Configure Mode Commands 
The following commands are available in configure mode. This mode offers commands that change the configuration of 
the appliance. 

To enter configure mode, type configure at the enable prompt (# ). The prompt will change to (config)# . To see a list 
of commands available in configure mode, type help or ? at the (config) # prompt. 

acl 
Create firewall rules—access control lists—for accessing services on the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# acl ? 

disable Disable the user-defined access control list. This command is 
useful when locked out of the interface with a misconfigured 
access list. 

enable Enable the user-defined access control list. 

rule <source IP> <service> Define the IP addresses (individual, range, or subnet) that are 
allowed to access an appliance service (such as Management or 
SNMP). 

Notes 

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in acl configuration mode (at the config-acl prompt or in 
configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

• To see the access control list, use the show full-configuration acl command. n ACL is enabled for upgrades 
from v4.2, and is disabled for fresh installations or when settings are restored to factory defaults. 

• To remove a rule, enter no rule followed by the rule definition. 
• Up to 1000 ACL rules can be entered in the access control list. However, performance might suffer if a list includes 

over 200 entries. 
• The access control list only apply to incoming connections. Connections originating from the appliance are not subject 

to the access control list. 
• Changes take effect immediately after a new rule is added or removed. It's not necessary to reboot. 
• Existing connections that are allowed under a access control list are not affected when the rule is removed. 
• The access list applies only to the SSL Visibility management interface. It does not apply to data interfaces. 

Examples 
(config)# acl 

(config-acl)# rule 10.167.9.0/24 Management 

(config-act)# rule 10.167.9.129 255.255.255.0 SNMP 

(config-acl)# no rule 10.167.9.0/24 Management 

appliance-name 
Assign a unique name to the appliance. The appliance name is used when alerts are sent out to recipients, plus in other 
elements such as the command-line prompt and SNMP logs. Consider using a geographic or other location-based name 
to ensure each appliance in your network can be identified easily. 
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Syntax 
(config)# appliance-name <name> 

Examples 
SSLV (config)# appliance-name SSLV-Chicago 

SSLV-Chicago (config)# 

authentication 
Define authentication settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# authentication ? 

edit realm <realm name> ? Edit realm settings. See authentication edit local-user-list local-
users. 

enable-password Change the password for entering enable (privileged) mode. 

management max-concurrent-logins <value> Set the maximum number of concurrent logins per user. By 
default, the number of concurrent administrative logins is 
unlimited. 

management inactivity-timeout <seconds> Specify the number of seconds a session can be inactive before it 
is terminated. By default, this is 1800 seconds. 

password Specify a new password for the default admin account. 

Notes 

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in authentication configuration mode (at the config-
authentication prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

• Use the show full-configuration command in authentication configuration mode to display the authentication 
settings. 

Examples 
(config)# authentication enable-password 

Enter current password: ***** 

Enter new password: ***** 

Confirm new password: ***** 

ok 

authentication edit local-user-list local-users 
Add/delete/edit users in the local user list, and configure login settings for the list. 

Syntax 
(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list local-users ? 

create user name <name> Create a new user. 

delete user name <name> Delete a user. 
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edit user <user name> ? 

add <group name>

 encrypted-password 

hashed-password

 password 

remove <group name>

 view 

view 

CAUTION 

Edit user settings: set passwords, add user groups (roles), remove 
user groups (roles), view settings. If you don't add a group name, 
the user will be added to the list of users without an assigned role 
or roles. 

View the local user list settings, users, and roles (groups). 

The UI only adds users to the local-user-list named local-users. By default, the local-users list belongs 
to localRealm and localRealm is set as the admin-realm. Users must be part of the admin-realm to be 
authenticated for SSH or UI access. If you use CLI commands to remove local-users from localRealm, or to 
make a different realm (that does not include local-users) the admin-realm, users added by the UI will not be 
able to authenticate. 

Examples 
(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list local-users create user 

Value for 'name' (<string>): new_user

 ok 

(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list local-users edit user new_user add auditor 

(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list local-users edit user new_user password 

Enter password: ******** 

Confirm password: ******** 

ok 

(config-authentication)# edit local-user-list local-users delete user name new_user

 ok 

authentication edit realm 
Modify realm settings. 

Syntax 
(config-authentication)# edit realm <realm name> ? 

default-group <group-name> Set the default user group for any user created in this realm. 
When adding a user, if you don’t explicitly specify a group, the 
created user will be part of the designated default-group for this 
realm. 

display name <string> Set the display name of the local realm. 

local-user-list <list name> Associate a local user list with this realm. 

realm-type <type> Set realm type. 

view Show settings for this local realm. 

Examples 
(config)# authentication edit realm local 
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(config-realm-local)# display-name "My local realm" 

(config-realm-local)# default-group mygroup 

(config-realm-local)# local-user-list mylist 

(config-realm-local)# view

 Realm name: local 

Default group name: mygroup 

Display name: My local realm 

Local user list: mylist 

Realm type: LOCAL 

authentication management 
Modify session inactivity timeout and maximum concurrent log in sessions. 

Syntax 
(config-authentication)# management ? 

inactivity-timeout seconds Set the number of seconds a session can be inactive before it is 
terminated. Initial value is 600 seconds. 

max-concurrent-logins count Set the maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed per 
user. Initial value is Disabled. 

password-history count Set the number of password hashes to maintain for each user. 
This is used to check whether a password has been used when 
changing a password. The default is 5. 

To disable the settings, use the no command. For example, no max-concurrent-logins. 

Notes 

• The inactivity-timeout applies to all WebUI sessions, including currently active sessions. Active CLI sessions 
are not affected, but subsequent CLI sessions will be subject to the new timeout value. 

• The max-concurrent-logins setting applies to the combined total of both WebUI and SSH logins. It does not apply 
to serial console sessions. When configured, this option takes effect immediately. The most recent user sessions, up to 
the maximum limit, remain open; older sessions are terminated immediately. 

Examples 
(config)# authentication 

(config-authentication)# management 

(config-management)# inactivity-timeout 600 

(config-management)# max-concurrent-logins 3 

(config)# show full-configuration authentication 

authentication 

management

 inactivity-timeout 600 

max-concurrent-logins 3 

! 

(Example truncated) 
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classification-banner 
Configure a message to appear on each page in the web user interface. This feature meets the requirements for marking 
of sensitive/classified output per STIG V-6146. Messages can contain up to 100 characters and can be defined using 
multi-byte UTF-8 characters. 

NOTE 
Not currently supported for use with SSL Visibility. Do not use. 

Syntax 
(config)# classification-banner ? 

disable Disable the classification banner message. 

enable Enable the classification banner message. (You cannot enable the 
feature until you define the message.) 

inline message Define the classification gin banner message. You will be 
prompted to enter the message text and press Ctrl-D when 
finished. 

view message | status Show the currently defined message and feature status (enabled 
vs. disabled). 

Examples 
(config-classification-banner)# inline message 

Enter the classification banner message below and end it with a Ctrl+D 

This page contains sensitive data 

ok 

(config-classification-banner)# enable 

(config-classification-banner)# view message 

This page contains sensitive data 

(config-classification-banner)# view status 

Classification banner is enabled. 

clock 
Manually set the time and date of the appliance in Coordinate Universal Time (UTC). 

Syntax 
# clock day <value>|hour <value>|minute <value>|month <value>|second <value>|year <value> 

Each value must be entered as a separate command. 

Examples 

To set the date to September 2, 2016: 

# clock day 2 

# clock month 9 

# clock year 2016 

NOTE 
If you are using an NTP server, you do not need to manually set the clock. 
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configuration-management 
Save and manage appliance configurations. 

NOTE 
Not currently supported for use with SSL Visibility. Do not use. 

Syntax 
# configuration-management ? 

Copies a configuration.copy 

Deletes a configuration.delete 

Lists saved configurations.list 

Loads a saved configuration.load 

Saves the current configuration.save 

Show status of loaded configuration.status 

Examples 
# configuration-management list

 Saved configurations: 

testcfg2 

testcfg 

diagnostic-systems 
Manage diagnostic images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system 
already has six images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new 
image, unless you have designated a particular image to be replaced. 

Syntax 
# diagnostic-systems ? 

cancel 

delete <image#> 

load <URL> 

lock <image#> 

Cancel the download process of an image that is currently 
downloading. 

Delete an image from the system. Use the diagnostic-
systems view command to identify the image number to 
delete. 
You cannot remove a locked image or the current running image. 

Download and install a diagnostic image on the system. <URL> 
is the path to an image on a web server that the appliance has 
access to. Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/ 
diag.bcs 

Lock a diagnostic image to protect it from accidental deletion. 
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replace <image#> Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already 
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do 
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on 
the system will be replaced. 

unlock <image#> Unlock a diagnostic image that you no longer want to protect 
from deletion. You have to unlock a locked image before you can 
remove it. 

unset-replace Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is 
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a 
seventh image. 

view Show a list of installed diagnostic images along with their image 
numbers, software versions, release IDs, whether the image is 
locked or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation 
date/time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the 
list indicates which image number is the current running system, 
the default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted, 
and the image number that will be replaced next. 

Example 
# diagnostic-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/diag.bcs 

diagnostics 
Provide access to the appliance or submit troubleshooting information to Symantec Support to help diagnose hardware or 
software issues. 

Syntax 
# diagnostics ? 

activate-remote-access Activate remote diagnostics access so that Symantec Support can 
help troubleshoot an issue on your appliance. 

heartbeat disable|enable|view|send Enable/disable the sending of heartbeat data to Symantec; view 
current heartbeat report or configuration; send report to Symantec. 

service-info send [<service request number> |

 url <value> [username <value>] [password <value>] 

Generate and upload the service diagnostics information to 
Symantec. Enter the case number if you have opened a support 
case. 

Examples 
# diagnostics heartbeat send 

# diagnostics service-info send 123456789 

dns 
Configure servers and domains for the domain name system (DNS). 
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Syntax 
(config)# dns ? 

name-server <IP address> 

domain-list <domain> <domain> ... 

Notes 

IP address of a DNS server. Enter one or more IP addresses, 
each separated by a space. 

A list of DNS domain names of which this appliance will consider 
itself to be a member. DNS queries which use a short name will 
append these domains, in turn, until a match is found. 

• To clear these settings, use the no command. For example, no dns name-server . 

Examples 
(config)# dns name-server 10.2.2.10 10.2.2.11 

event-log 
Manage syslog settings. The syslog feature gives administrators a way to centrally log and analyze events on the system. 

Syntax 
(config)# event-log 

NOTE 
You can add multiple syslog servers. 

level <value> 

view 

NOTE 

Set the level to specify which messages to suppress to the syslog 
server. For example, setting the level to 3 allows messages with 
levels 0 - 3 and suppresses messages with levels 4 - 7 . 
<value> can be one of the following: 
• 0 Emergency: system is unusable 

• 1 Alert: action must be taken immediately 

• 2 Critical: critical conditions 

• 3 Error: error conditions 

• 4 Warning: warning conditions 

• 5 Notice: normal but significant condition 

• 6 Informational: informational messages 

• 7 Debug: debug-level messages 

View syslog settings. 

The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in event-log configuration mode (at the config-event-
log prompt, or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

Examples 
(config)# event-log 

(config-event-log)# syslog add udp host 203.0.113.17 

Added syslog server host 203.0.113.17:514. 

(config-event-log)# view 

Log level: 5 (notice) 

Remote syslog servers: 
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203.0.113.17:514 

exit 
Exit from current mode. 

For example, if you are in configuration mode, exit returns you to enable mode. If you are in health-monitoring mode, 
exit returns you to configure mode. 

Syntax 
exit 

NOTE 
If you type exit when you are in standard or enable mode, the management session is closed. 

Examples 
(config-authentication)# exit 

(config) # exit 

# 

firmware 
View and update firmware for the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# firmware ? 

update [force | |] Update the BIOS/BMC for the platform. 

view Display the current firmware information for the platform. 

Examples 
(config)# firmware view 

BIOS Version: 0ACNU019 

BMC Version: 3.30.32501 

Power CPLD Version: 2.3 

HDD1 CPLD Version: 20190221 

HDD2 CPLD Version: 20190221 

Bridge CPLD Version: 20190221 

Bypass CPLD Version: D.07 

SAS IOC Version: 05.00.00.00 

halt 
Halts the operating system and stops all CPUs. Once the system is cleanly halted, you can power down the appliance. 

Syntax 
# halt 

NOTE 
The halt and shutdown commands are similar; the only difference is that shutdown disconnects the power 
via the CLI command. 
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health-monitoring 
View Health Monitoring (HM) events and status, and view and change HM settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# health-monitoring 

(config-health-monitoring)# ? 

Clear the entire event history. clear-history 

product1234-10414124(config-health-monitoring)# 

clear-historyEvent history has been cleared for all

 metrics. 

Sets the number of days that the HM framework is to store its 
history of events.

history-duration 

• It takes one argument, an integer representing the number of 
days. 

• Default value is 30. 
• Once per day, the HM framework clears the event history of all 

events older than the specified number of days. 
product1234-10414124(config-health-monitoring)#

 history-duration(<int>) (30): 60 

This option is available only in config mode. 

Show health status and metric settings. See health-monitoring 
view. 

view 

health-monitoring view 
The view command in the health monitoring system is used for showing the event history and metric settings. 

Syntax 
(config-health-monitoring)# view ? 

current 

events [all] [duration <value> d|h|m] 

help 
Provides CLI help information. 

View the current state of all metrics. The output lists each metric, 
when the health monitoring system last checked it, the current 
state (OK, Warning, Critical) and the current value (for example, 
28%). 

Shows the event history for all metrics or for one metric, for the 
specified duration. An event is an occasion where the metric 
exceeded a configured threshold and changed state (for example, 
from OK to Warning, Warning to Critical). 
• The metric and duration parameters are optional. 
• If the metric parameter is omitted, 'all' is assumed. 
• If the duration parameter is omitted, "24h" is assumed. 
• The d , h , or m suffix is used to indicate days, hours, or 

minutes, respectively. 
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Syntax 
(config)# help 

installed-systems 
Manage images installed on the system. Up to six images can be installed on the system. If your system already has six 
images installed and you add another image, the oldest unlocked image will be replaced with the new image, unless you 
have designated a particular image to be replaced. 

CAUTION 
Only customers with a valid support contract can upgrade to major releases. If your support contract has 
expired, the image installation will fail. Note that you can still upgrade to maintenance releases for the current 
version; for example, if your SV-VA is running 5.0.2.1 and the support contract is expired, you can upgrade to 
another 5.0.x.x release but not to a 5.1 or higher release. 

Syntax 
# installed-systems ? 

Cancel the download process of an image that is currently 
downloading. 

cancel 

Specify the image that will be run the next time the system is 
restarted. 
Use the installed-systems view command to identify the 
image number. 

default <image#> 

Delete an image from the system. Use the installed-
systems view command to identify the image number to 
delete. 
You cannot remove a locked image or the current running image. 

delete <image#> 

Download and install an image on the system. <URL> is the path 
to an image on a web server that the appliance has access to. 
Example: http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs 
Image loading will fail if the appliance does not have a license 
installed or if your support contract has expired. 

load <URL> 

Lock an image to protect it from accidental deletion.lock <image#> 

Designate which image will be replaced next (if the system already 
has six installed images and you load another image). If you do 
not specify an image to be replaced, the oldest unlocked image on 
the system will be replaced. 

replace <image#> 

Unlock an image that you no longer want to protect from deletion. 
You have to unlock a locked image before you can remove it. 

unlock <image#> 

Unset image to be replaced next. When a replacement image is 
not designated, the oldest image will be replaced when you load a 
seventh image. 

unset-replace 
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view 

Examples 
# installed-systems view 

Show a list of installed images along with their image numbers, 
software versions, release IDs, whether the image is locked 
or unlocked, whether it has ever been booted, creation date/ 
time, and boot date/time. The summary at the bottom of the list 
indicates which image number is the current running system, the 
default system to run the next time the appliance is restarted, and 
the image number that will be replaced next. 

1. Version : 5.0.2.1, Release ID : 228468, Locked : false, Booted : true 

BuildType : Debug, CreationTime : 2018-11-30T21:24:28-0800, BootTime : 2018-12-17T11:47:15.124-0800

 DisplayName : SSLV 5.0.2.1, Release ID: 228468 

Default system to run on next hardware restart: 1 

Current running system: 1 

System to replace next: None 

# installed-systems load http://webserver.mycompany.com/images/542386.bcs 

interface 
Configure the interface settings (such as IP address) on the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# interface <interface number> ? 

where <interface number> is the interface (0:0, 1:0, 1:1, and so forth) that you want to configure. 

description <text> Description of the interface; enclose in quotes if the description 
contains spaces. 

disable Disable the interface. 

enable Enable the interface. 

ip-address <ip address> Set the static IP address of the interface. 

mtu-size <size> Specify Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size (default=1500 
bytes). 

speed <speed> Set the speed of the interface (for example, 1gb,10gb,100mb). 
The default setting is auto. 

Notes 

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in interface configuration mode (for example, at the config-
interface-1:0 prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

• Use the show full-configuration command in interface configuration mode to display the interface settings. (See 
example below.) 

Examples 
(config)# interface 0:0 

(config-interface-0:0)# ip-address 203.0.113.17 255.255.248.0 

ok 
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(config-interface-0:0)# show full-configuration 

interface 0:0

 description "management interface"

 enable

 speed auto

 duplex auto

 mtu-size 1500

 ip-address 203.0.113.17 255.255.248.0 

ip 
Configure the gateway, IPv6 neighbors, ARP table entries, and static routes. 

Syntax 
(config)# ip ? 

Add a static IPv4 or IPv6 address to the Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) table, correlating the specified MAC address to the 
IP address. 

arp <IP address> <MAC address> 

Change the IP address of the default gateway. default-gateway <IP address> 

Specify the static route. For deployments where the default 
gateway does not route traffic to all segments of the network,

route <IP address>[/<prefix>] [<subnet mask>] 

[device-name <interface>] [metric <value>] 
you can define additional routes. A typical use for the route table 
is when the SMTP or DNS servers are located on an internal 
network. 
The route metric is used by routing protocols to determine whether 
one route should be chosen over another. With all else being 
equal, lower metrics are given preference when choosing routes. 
The specific metric values you assign are arbitrary, but they 
should have values relative to routing priority. For example, a 
route you want to assign high priority could have a metric value of 
5 and a lower priority route could have a metric value of 10 or 20. 

Examples 
(config)# ip arp 1.1.1.1 01:23:45:67:89:ab 

(config)# ip route 10.64.0.0/16 10.63.158.213 device-name 0:0 metric 10 

(config)# ip route 2001:db8::/32 2001:0db8:0000:0000:0000:ff00:0042:8329 metric 20 

(config)# ip route 10.63.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.63.158.213 metric 30 

(config)# ip neighbor 2001:db8::ff00:42:8329 01:23:45:67:89:ac 

licensing 
Configure licensing, including the loading of licenses on to the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# licensing 
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(config-licensing)# ? 

inline license-key [passphrase <value>] Import a license from terminal input (typically by pasting the 
license content with a right-click). Include the passphrase to 
decrypt the private key if the license has birth-cert and birth-key in 
it. 
Press Ctrl-D after pasting the certificate content. 

load [username <value>] [password <value>] Enter your MySymantec credentials to download the appliance 
license from the Network Protection Licensing Portal (NPLP). 
myBroadcom credentials are required only for Management 
Center virtual appliances and Reporter appliances. 

load url <url> passphrase <value> Download a license from the specified URL. 

view [status|configuration] Display the license install status or licensing configuration details. 

NOTE 
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in licensing configuration mode (at the config-
licensing prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

After loading the license, you must restart the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Examples 

To load a license from a URL other than NPLP: 

(config)# licensing load http://test.server.com/license.txt 

To view the currently installed license: 

(config-licensing)# view 

Appliance Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Licensable component information: 

Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00003 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : SSL Visibility 

Serial Number : xxxxx-xxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00004 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : Blue Coat Host Categorization 

login-banner 
Configure licensing, including the loading of licenses on to the appliance. 

Syntax 
(config)# licensing 
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(config-licensing)# ? 

inline license-key [passphrase <value>] Import a license from terminal input (typically by pasting the 
license content with a right-click). Include the passphrase to 
decrypt the private key if the license has birth-cert and birth-key in 
it. 
Press Ctrl-D after pasting the certificate content. 

load [username <value>] [password <value>] Enter your MySymantec credentials to download the appliance 
license from the Network Protection Licensing Portal (NPLP). 
myBroadcom credentials are required only for Management 
Center virtual appliances and Reporter appliances. 

load url <url> passphrase <value> Download a license from the specified URL. 

view [status|configuration] Display the license install status or licensing configuration details. 

NOTE 
The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in licensing configuration mode (at the config-
licensing prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

After loading the license, you must restart the SSL Visibility appliance. 

Examples 

To load a license from a URL other than NPLP: 

(config)# licensing load http://test.server.com/license.txt 

To view the currently installed license: 

(config-licensing)# view 

Appliance Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Licensable component information: 

Serial Number : 0000xxxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00003 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : SSL Visibility 

Serial Number : xxxxx-xxxxx 

Part Number : PERP-00004 

Expiration Type : Perpetual 

Product Description : Software, SSL Visibility, Model SV-VA-DEMO 

Activation Date : 2018-12-07 

Component Name : Blue Coat Host Categorization 

ntp 
Configure Network Time Protocol (NTP) settings. Use NTP to synchronize the time on the appliance with another server 
or reference time source. You can configure up to 10 NTP servers. 
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Syntax 
(config)# ntp ? 

disable Stops the NTP service on the appliance. The NTP service is 
configured to not start when the appliance is rebooted. 
(config)# ntp disable 

enable Starts the NTP service on the appliance. The NTP service is 
configured to start automatically when the appliance is rebooted. 
At least one NTP server must be defined in order to enable the 
NTP service. 
(config)# ntp enable 

server <hostname or IP address> Domain name or IP address of the NTP server. The default NTP 
servers are ntp.bluecoat.com and ntp2.bluecoat.com. 

update-now Forces the NTP service to update the appliance's clock. 
(config)# ntp update-now 

System date and time successfully updated. 

Notes 

• Type ntp to enter NTP configuration mode. The prompt will display as (config-ntp)# . 
• Use the no server command in the NTP configuration mode to remove a configured server. (See example below.) 
• Use the show full-configuration command in the NTP configuration mode to display the NTP settings. (See 

example below.) 

Examples 
(config)# ntp server ntp1.net.symantec.com 

(config)# ntp 

(config-ntp)# enable 

(config-ntp)# show full-configuration 

ntp 

enabled 

server ntp.bluecoat.com 

server ntp2.bluecoat.com 

(config-ntp)# no server ntp2.net.symantec.com 

password-policy 
Configure password rules for administrative users. For example, you can require that the password contain at least one 
uppercase letter, one number, and one special character. By default, the password length and prohibit-common-words 
rules are defined. The default minimum password length is six characters. 
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Syntax 
(config)# password-policy ? 

min-digits <value> Set the minimum number of digits required in a password. Range: 
0–255. By setting this rule to 0 (the default), numbers are not 
required in a password. 

min-groups <value> Set the minimum number of password rules (min-digits, min-
lowercase, min-special, min-uppercase) that must be met. Range: 
0-4. By setting this rule to 0 (the default), the password does not 
have to meet a minimum number of rules. For example, if you set 
min-digits and min-special rules, you would set min-groups to 2. 
Note: min-length is not counted as a rule for the purposes of the 
min-groups command. 

min-length <value> Set the minimum number of characters required in a password. 
Range: 0–255. The default password length is 6, but the password 
can have any length. 

min-lowercase <value> Set the minimum number of lowercase letters required in a 
password. Range: 0–255. By setting this rule to 0 (the default), 
lowercase letters are not required in a password. 

min-special <value> Set the minimum number of special characters (symbols) required 
in a password. Range: 0–255. By setting this rule to 0 (the 
default), special characters are not required in a password. Here 
are some supported examples of special characters: !\"#$%&'()* 
+,-./:;<=>?@[\\]^_`{|}. This release does not support the tilde (~) as 
a special character. 

min-uppercase <value> Set the minimum number of uppercase letters contained in a 
password. Range: 0–255. By setting this rule to 0 (the default), 
uppercase letters are not required in a password. 

prohibit-common-words builtin Don't allow common dictionary words to be specified in 
passwords. 

prohibit-whitespace true | false Enable/disable rejection of white space in passwords. 
Default=false. 

view Show current password rules. 

Notes 

• The sub-commands listed above can either be entered in password-policy configuration mode (at the config-
password-policy prompt or in configuration mode (at the config prompt). 

• Use the show password-policy-configuration command to display the password policy settings. 
• To remove a rule, type no before the rule command. For example: no min-lowercase . 
• If you configure multiple password policy rules but don't configure the min-groups command, the rules will not take 

effect; only the min-length rule will be enforced. 

Examples 

To require a password to have at least 8 characters, and have at least one number, one symbol, and one uppercase letter, 
set the following rules: 

(config)# password-policy 
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(config-password-policy)# min-length 8 

(config-password-policy)# min-digits 1 

(config-password-policy)# min-special 1 

(config-password-policy)# min-uppercase 1 

(config-password-policy)# min-groups 3 

(config)# show password-policy-configuration 

min-uppercase: 1 

min-groups: 3 

prohibit-whitespace: false 

min-special: 1 

min-digits: 1 

min-length: 8 

min-lowercase: 0 

prohibit-common-words: No dictionary defined 

After these rules are configured and a user tries to specify "test" for the user password, the following message will appear: 

(config local-user-list john_jones)# password test 

Please enter a valid password. 

Password must contain at least 1 uppercase characters. 

Password must contain at least 1 special characters. 

Password must contain at least 1 digit characters. 

Password matches 0 of 3 character rules, but 3 are required. 

Password must be at least 8 characters in length. 

proxy-settings 
Configure an HTTP proxy server in situations where your network requires all servers to connect through a proxy to 
access Internet resources. 

Syntax 
(config)# proxy-settings enable|disable host <hostname or IP address> password <string> port <value>

 username <string> 

(config)# proxy-settings view 

disable Turn the proxy settings off. 

enable Turn the proxy settings on. 

host <hostname or IP address> Configure the HTTP proxy host name or IPv4/IPv6 address. 

password <string> Enter the password for the HTTP proxy server. 

port <value> Define the port number of the HTTP proxy server (0-65535). 

username <string> Enter the user name for the HTTP proxy server. 

view View the HTTP proxy config settings. 

You can enter all the subcommands in one line, or enter each command on a separate line. 

Examples 
(config)# proxy-settings enable host 10.10.12.11 

(config)# proxy-settings enable 

(config)# proxy-settings host 10.10.12.11 
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(config)# proxy-settings port 8008 

(config)# proxy-settings view 

enabled:true 

host :10.10.12.11 

port no:8008 

username:becky 

remote-auth 
Disable remote authentication. When remote authentication is disabled, users cannot log in with their LDAP or 
TACACS+ credentials; only local authentication is available. This command is for troubleshooting purposes—if there 
is misconfiguration that causes an issue with logging in, you can connect to the appliance console and disable remote 
authentication. 

Syntax 
(config)# remote-auth disable 

NOTE 
This command is available in enable and config modes. 

Examples 
(config)# remote-auth disable 

Remote authentication is disabled 

remote-logging 
Configure settings for remote logging. You can define up to eight syslog servers and override the facility level assigned to 
SSL Visibility log messages. 

Syntax 
(config)# remote-logging ? 

Specify the facility level you want to assign to SSL Visibility log 
messages. The default facility level is local2. 

facility <level> 

Configure remote logging servers (up to eight). See remote-
logging servers. 

servers <server> 

Enable/disable facility override.use_facility true | false 

NOTE 
These commands are available in enable and configure modes. 

TIP 
To view the current remote logging settings, use the show running-config remote-logging command 
(for example, show running-config remote-logging facility ). 

Examples 
(config)# remote-logging 

(config-remote-logging)# use_facility true 

(config-remote-logging)# facility ? 

Possible completions: 

alert log alert 
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audit log audit 

auth security/authorization messages 

authpriv security/authorization messages (private) 

clock clock daemon 

cron clock daemon 

daemon system daemons 

ftp FTP daemon 

kernel kernel messages 

local0 local use 0 

local1 local use 1 

local2 local use 2 

local3 local use 3 

local4 local use 4 

local5 local use 5 

local6 local use 6 

local7 local use 7 

lpr line printer subsystem 

mail mail subsystem 

news network news subsystem 

ntp NTP subsystem 

syslog messages generated internally by syslogd 

ser user-level messages 

ucp UUCP subsystem 

(config-remote-logging)# facility alert 

remote-logging servers 
Define up to eight syslog servers for remote logging. 

Syntax 
(config)# remote-logging servers <server> 

The <server> can be defined by an IPv4 or IPv6 address or a hostname. After defining the server, you will be prompted 
to enter the following parameters: 

Specify the port number to use for this syslog server. port <value> 

Specify the connection protocol. For secure remote logging, use 
TLS. 

proto tcp | tls | udp 

Set the level to specify which messages to suppress to the syslog 
server. For example, setting the level to 3 allows messages with 
levels 0 - 3 and suppresses messages with levels 4 - 7. <value> 
can be one of the following: 

level <value> 

• 0 Emergency: system is unusable 

• 1 Alert: action must be taken immediately 

• 2 Critical: critical conditions 

• 3 Error: error conditions 

• 4 Warning: warning conditions 

• 5 Notice: normal but significant condition 

• 6 Informational: informational messages 

• 7 Debug: debug-level messages 
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Enable/disable sending SSL session logs.include_session_log true | false 

Enable/disable the syslog server. enabled true | false 

NOTE 
These commands are available in enable and configure modes. 

Notes 

• To edit the settings of an existing server, enter the IP address or hostname (for example, remote-logging servers 
11.11.11.11 ). 

• To delete a syslog server, enter no remote-logging servers <server> . 
• To view the syslog server settings, enter show running-config remote-logging servers . 

Examples 
(config)# remote-logging servers 11.11.11.11 

Value for 'port' (0 .. 65535>): 514 

Value for 'proto' [tcp,tls,udp]: tls 

Value for 'level' [0,1,2,3,...]: 3 

Value for 'include_session_log' [false,true]: false 

Value for 'enabled' [false,true]: true 

request-appliance-certificate 
Request an appliance certificate. 

Syntax 
(config)# request-appliance-certificate 

Examples 
(config)# request-appliance-certificate 

ok 

restart 
Reboots the system and restarts services such as image, licensing, subscription, SNMP, and health monitoring. You will 
need to restart the system after upgrading to a new image or changing the running image on the appliance. 

Syntax 
# restart 

restore-defaults 
Restore system to factory default settings. This process deletes all data on the appliance. 
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Syntax 
# restore-defaults factory-defaults [halt|shutdown] [force] 

halt After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating 
system is halted and CPUs are stopped. 

shutdown After the system is restored to factory defaults, the operating 
system is halted, CPUs are stopped, and the appliance is powered 
off. 

force The user is not prompted to confirm the action. 

Examples 
# restore-defaults factory-defaultsRestoring box to factory state. This will delete all customer data and

 shutdown the system. Do you want to proceed (yes/no): 

If the user responds with y (for yes), the system will be restored to factory defaults and all customer data will be wiped 
from the drives. 

# restore-defaults factory-defaults shutdown force 

The user is not asked to confirm the action; the system is restored to factory defaults and then powered down. 

NOTE 
Issue the keep-console command before restoring defaults if you want to clear all settings except for network 
settings and passwords. This allows you to reconfigure the appliance without a serial connection. 

session-log purge 
Manage the settings for the SSL session log. 

Syntax 
(config)# session-log ? 

purge [days <days>] 

Examples 
(config)# session-log purge days 30 

show 
Display information about the system and settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# show ? 

classification-banner message | status 

Purge entries in the SSL session log. Where <days> is the 
number of days after which to purge the session log. For example, 
if you enter 10 , only the logs for the last 10 days are kept. 
If you do not specify the number of days, the entire SSL session 
log is purged. 

Display classification banner message or status. 

Display command-line interface settings. cli 
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clock Display date and time. 

configuration commit changes Display committed configuration changes. 

configuration rollback changes Display configuration changes that were rolled back. 

full-configuration Display current configuration. This displays the same output 
as the show running-configuration command 
in standard/enable mode. When in a configuration mode, 
such as authentication or SSL mode, the show full-
configuration command shows just the settings applicable 
to the mode. 

hardware-configuration Display system hardware configuration information, such as serial 
number, memory, CPUs, cores, storage, NICs. 

health-monitoring Display health monitoring settings (not available in config mode). 

history Display a list of previously-entered CLI commands. 

licenses Show license components, including subscription services. For 
each component, the activation and expiration dates are listed. 

login-banner message | status Display pre-authentication login banner message or status. 

password-policy-configuration Display password policy configuration. 

platform_capabilities 
console_speed_configurable true | false 

Control visibility of console-settings CLI 

raid Display RAID configuration. 

running-config Display current configuration. 

timezones List supported timezones. 

version List the software version and release ID, appliance serial number, 
and the MAC address. 

NOTE 
These commands are available in standard and enable modes. 

Examples 
(config)# show full-configuration interface 0:0 

interface 0:0 

enable 

speed auto 

duplex auto 

mtu-size 1500 

ip-address 10.xx.xx.x/24 

! 

(config)# 

(config)# show version 

SSLV release 4.3.1.1 (208303) 

Serial number: 1*********1 

NIC 0 MAC: 00********** 

(config)# 
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shutdown 
Shuts down the operating system, stops all CPUs, and sends a signal to the power supply unit to disconnect the main 
power. With this command (as compared to the halt command), you don’t have to power down the appliance. 

Syntax 
# shutdown 

smtp 
Configure Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) settings, including destination email addresses, the from email address, 
the SMTP gateway, and TLS settings. 

Syntax 
(config)# smtp ? 

destination-addresses add <email address> |

 delete <email address> | clear 

Add email addresses to which the appliance sends alerts and 
other messages. You can configure multiple email addresses, but 
they must be added one at a time. 
The delete parameter removes a specific email address; 
the clear parameter deletes all configured destination email 
addresses. 

from address <email address> Set the from-address that appears on emails generated by the 
system. 

gateway <SMTP gateway> Set the domain name or IP address of the SMTP gateway. 

password The password option is not available in the CLI. Use the WebUI to 
set the mail server account password. 

port <value> Change the SMTP port number. Default=587. 

use-tls enable|disable Enable/disable the use of encryption (TLS) when sending e-mail. 
Default=disable. 

username <username> Specify the username for login to the mail server when required. If 
left blank, authentication is not used. 

view Show SMTP settings that are currently configured. 

NOTE 
These commands are available in enable and configure modes. 

Examples 
(config)# smtp destination-addresses add tom.jones@example.com 

(config)# smtp from-address mary.johnson@test.com 

(config)# smtp gateway 10.10.10.10 

(config)# smtp view 

smtp 

gateway 10.10.10.10 

from-address mary.johnson@test.com 

destination-addresses 

destination tom.jones@example.com 
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ssh-console 
Configure the SSH console, including cipher suites, HMACs, key-exchange algorithms, and keys. 

Syntax 
# ssh-console ? 

ciphers add <cipher> | demote <cipher> | Configure the ciphers used by the appliance: 
promote <cipher>| remove <cipher> | reset | • add —Add a new cipher suite to the current listset <cipher_list> | view • demote —Demote a cipher suite within the list of ciphers 

• promote —Promote a cipher suite within the list of ciphers 

• reset —Reset the list of cipher suites to the default list 
• set —Set the list of cipher suites in the specified order, where 

<cipher_list> is a comma-separated list 
• view —View the list of cipher suites currently accepted by the 

appliance 

delete <key_name> Delete the specified user key. 

generate host-keypair Regenerate the keypair for the host. After entering the command, 
you will be prompted to type y or n to confirm regeneration. 

hmacs add <HMAC> | demote <HMAC> | promote Configure the HMACs used by the appliance: 
<HMAC>| remove <HMAC> | reset | set • add —Add an HMAC to the list<HMAC_list> | view • demote —Demote an HMAC within the list 

• promote —Promote an HMAC within the list 
• remove —Remove an HMAC from the list 
• reset —Reset the list of HMACs to the default list 
• set —Set the list of HMACs to be used by the appliance in 

the specified order, where <HMAC_list> is a comma-
separated list 

• view —View the list of HMACs currently accepted by the 
appliance 

inline <key_name> Import the specified user key. 

key-exchange-algorithms add <algorithm> | Configure the key-exchange algorithms used by the appliance: 
demote <algorithm> | promote <algorithm>| • add —Add an key-exchange algorithm to the list of algorithmsremove <algorithm> | reset | set • demote —Demote a key-exchange algorithm within the list of<algorithm_list> | view 

algorithms 

• promote —Promote a key-exchange algorithm within the list 
of algorithms 

• remove —Remove a key-exchange algorithm from the list of 
algorithms 

• reset —Reset the list of key-exchange algorithms to the 
default list 

• set —Set the list of key-exchange algorithms to 
be used by the appliance in the specified order, 
where<algorithm_list> is a comma-separated list 

• view —View the list of key-exchange algorithms currently 
accepted by the appliance 

public-key-authentication enable | disable Enable or disable public-key authentication on the appliance. 
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view [ciphers | client-keys | defaults | View the SSH console configuration. 
hmacs | host-public-key | key-exchange-
algorithms] 

Examples 
# ssh-console ciphers add 3des-cbc 

ok 

ssl trust-package 
Download and view the status of the SSL trust package. 

Syntax 
(config)# ssl trust-package ? 

auto-update disabled | enabled Enable or disable automatic updates for the SSL trust package. 
Default is enabled . 

download-now [force | |] Download the trust package to the appliance. 
If the timestamp of the trust package you are trying to download is 
earlier than the package currently installed on the system, the trust 
package will not be updated even if force is used. 

update-interval <days> Set the interval for the number of days to wait before the appliance 
attempts to update the trust package, where <days> is a number 
between 1-30. 

url Set the URL for the appliance to use to retrieve the trust package 
from. 

view [|] View the status for the trust package. 

Examples 
# ssl trust-package download-now 

Trust package download/update started 

# ssl trust-package view 

Trust package download and update successfully 

timezone 
Set the time zone where the appliance is located or choose the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time standard. 

Syntax 
(config)# timezone [<area>/<location> | UTC | GMT] 

show timezone current Display the currently configured timezone. 

show timezone Display the available timezone areas. 

show timezone <area> Display the full list of timezones in a specific area. 

show timezone <value> Display the current time to see the local time in a specific 
timezone. 
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Examples 

To select UTC as the time standard (instead of setting a time zone): 

(config)# timezone UTC 

To set an Antarctica time zone: 

(config)# show timezone 

Africa 

America 

Antarctica 

Arctic 

Asia 

Atlantic 

Australia 

Europe 

Indian 

Pacific 

UTC 

GMT 

all 

current(config)# show timezone Antarctica 

Antarctica/McMurdo 

Antarctica/Rothera 

Antarctica/Palmer 

Antarctica/Mawson 

Antarctica/Davis 

Antarctica/Casey 

Antarctica/Vostok 

Antarctica/DumontDUrville 

Antarctica/Syowa 

Antarctica/Troll 

Antarctica/Macquarie 

(config)# timezone set Antarctica/Davis 
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Symantec HSM Agent 2.1 Release Information 

Refer to release information before installing or upgrading to version 2.1 of the Symantec HSM Agent. This documentation 
applies to Docker deployments. 

Release Information 

• Current version: Symantec HSM Agent 2.1_269362 
• Release date: April 19, 2022 
• Document revision: April 19, 2022 
• Changes in version 2.1: This release of Symantec HSM Agent supports LunaClient 10.2. [HSM-45] 

Requirements 

Symantec HSM Agent version 2.1 requires the following: 

• Symantec appliances: SGOS version 6.5.7.6 and later; SSL Visibility version 3.8.0-150 and later 
• Hosting environment: Docker 1.13 or later; Docker Swarm (for Docker secrets support); Docker Compose (for Syslog 

support) 

Release and Upgrade Considerations 

• This release does not support previous versions of SafeNet Luna Java (Luna SP) HSMs. Existing integrations of Luna 
SP HSM should continue to use the Blue Coat HSM (BCHSM) Agent. 

• This release does not support FIPS mode. 
• Upgrade the Thales Luna HSM to version 7.3.4 or later. Earlier versions have an issue where the Symantec HSM 

Agent cannot reconnect to the HSM if connection is lost. 
For details on version 7.3.4, refer to Thales knowledge article KB0021864 (login required). 

• Use a password-authenticated HSM, or a PED-authenticated HSM with an activated partition. If using the PED-
authenticated partition, enable partition policies 22 and 23. 

HSM Solution Overview 
Configure Symantec HSM Agent for a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

You can configure Symantec HSM Agent for a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM. The Agent is hosted in a Docker 
container, and allows the Luna 7 HSM to interoperate with Symantec's SSL Visibility (SSLV) and ProxySG appliances, 
accepting requests from them to sign certificates for SSL interception. The SSLV and ProxySG appliances act as a client, 
exchanging signing requests and responses with the network-attached Luna HSM appliance via the HSM Agent, using a 
mutually authenticated HTTPS connection. 

Using the Luna Client software, you can create new RSA key pairs on the Luna HSM and export a Certificate Signing 
Request (CSR) for an external Certificate Authority (CA) to sign. Alternatively, you can use a self-signed certificate. 

Example of Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment 
An example of certificate infrastructure in an organization. 

The following example shows the certificate infrastructure of a fictional organization. Acme Corporation's deployment 
includes the ProxySG appliance and the Luna 7 HSM. Refer to this example when configuring SSL interception per SSL 
Interception (Single HSM) or SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs). 
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• The Root CA certificate, AcmeRootCA, is trusted throughout the company's IT infrastructure, including all client 
devices. 

• The Intermediate CA certificate, AcmeCratesCA, is signed by the root AcmeRootCA. It is used to provision device 
certificates. In this example AcmeCratesCA will be used to sign certificates for the ProxySG appliance and the Luna 
7 HSM to allow mutual authentication. 

• The Intermediate CA certificate AcmeHSM1 is signed by the AcmeRootCA. It is used by the ProxySG appliance and 
the Thales Luna 7 HSM during SSL interception for certificate emulation. 

• When the ProxySG appliance intercepts SSL traffic it will present the emulated server certificate along with 
the AcmeHSM1 Intermediate CA certificate to the client. Because the client trusts AcmeRootCA, it will be able to 
complete the trust chain sent by the ProxySG. 

NOTE 
Use a strong cipher for communication with Symantec appliances. Although strong ciphers are a requirement 
only for deploying in FIPS mode, they are strongly recommended for all deployments. 

Failover in HSM Certificate Infrastructure 

When signing operations on a Luna 7 HSM do not proceed as expected, the HSM keyring enters an error condition. HSM 
keys in an error condition (whether using one keyring among several on a single box, or using a single keyring on a single 
appliance), can no longer be used for signing operations. The system administrator is notified by a health check callback 
of the error condition. 

The signing operations will be tried on another member of the HSM key group, if applicable. If the signing operation 
cannot be completed, you receive a failure notification. 

The ProxySG appliance periodically attempts to determine if the error has been corrected. When the error is corrected, 
the signing keyring is put back into service. 
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Prepare for HSM Deployment 
Complete these steps to prepare your environment. 

Administrators should be familiar with, and have access to, the ProxySG or SSLV appliance and the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 
Experience with ProxySG/SSLV appliance CLI and CPL is recommended. 

Refer to the following documentation for details on using Docker secrets: 

• https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/secrets/ 
• https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/secret/ 

NOTE 
Docker Swarm is used to support Docker secrets functionality. No other use of Swarm (such as for clustering) 
with the HSM Agent is supported. The Agent has been tested with only a single worker node in Swarm. 

1. Select a suitable Docker host for the HSM Agent. Symantec tested this solution with the following specifications. For 
best performance, verify that the system meets or exceeds the following requirements: 

• Processor: 2 CPUs (Intel E5-2643 v3 @ 3.40 GHz) 
• RAM: 4 GB 

2. Set up the Thales Luna 7 HSM: 

a. Unpack, connect, and power up the Luna HSM. 
b. Acquire the HSM IP address. 
c. Initialize the Luna HSM appliance though the Luna shell: 

lunash:>hsm init -label <label_name> 

For a list of Luna HSM initialization-related commands, refer to Luna HSM documentation. 
d. For best security, the HSM Agent container must be run with user ID and group ID 2917. Verify that this user ID 

and group ID are unique in the Docker hosting environment. 
3. Install the Luna Client software on a management station. Refer to Luna 7 HSM documentation for instructions. 

4. Install a Docker host machine or VM. Refer to Docker documentation for instructions. 

TIP 
Implement Docker secrets to protect sensitive certificate and password data in your HSM 
deployment. With Docker secrets, the Tomcat server private key, Luna Client private key, 
and HSM crypto role password are encrypted and made available to the Sym_HSM_Agent 
service running as a container under Docker Swarm. 

TIP 
You can initially configure the system to use text files for password and key data, and then 
convert to Docker secrets at a later time. 

Install and Configure HSM Agent Components 
Configure Symantec's HSM Agent on a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM appliance. 

With the Agent and accompanying CLI installed, the Luna 7 HSM can interoperate with the Symantec Blue Coat ProxySG 
appliance, accepting requests from them to sign certificates for SSL interception. 

Perform the steps in the specified order: 

1. Create the Application Partition 
2. Initialize the Application Partition 
3. Install and Configure the Symantec HSM Agent 
4. Configure the Tomcat Web Server 
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5. Configure Mutual Authentication 
6. Configure High Availability 
7. Start the HSM Agent 
8. (Optional) Enable Remote Syslog 

Create the Application Partition 
Create a password-authenticated application partition. 

Verify the following settings before proceeding: 
• The appliance is configured for network operation. 
• The HSM is initialized. 
• The Luna Client has been installed on a suitable workstation and has a network trust link that is established with 

the HSM. 

NOTE 
These steps must be performed by the Luna HSM administrator. 

Log in to the HSM 
lunash:>hsm login 

Please enter the HSM Administrators' password: 

> ******** 

'hsm login' successful. 

Create the Partition 

NOTE 
A PED-authenticated HSM will prompt you for additional input during partition creation. Refer to 
Luna HSM documentation for details. 

Issue the following command in the Luna shell: 

lunash:>partition create -partition <partition_name> 

Type 'proceed' to create the partition, or 'quit' to quit now. 

> proceed 

'partition create' successful. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Initialize the Application Partition 
Perform these steps on the Luna Client shell to initialize the partition, the Crypto Officer role, and the Crypto User role. 

Switch to lunacm Mode 

Issue the following command: 

$ /usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin/lunacm 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.0-226. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Available HSMs: 

Slot Id -> 0 

Label -> 

Serial Number -> 1432865123810 

Model -> LunaSA 7.2.0 

Firmware Version -> 7.0.3 

Configuration -> Luna User Partition With SO (PW) Signing With Cloning Mode 
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Slot Description -> Net Token Slot 

FM HW Status -> FM Ready 

Current Slot Id: 0 

lunacm:> 

Set the Partition Slot 

If needed, set the partition slot. Skip this step if this is the first partition for the Luna Client. 
lunacm:>slot set -slot 0 

Current Slot Id: 0 (Luna User Slot 7.0.3 (PW) Signing With Cloning Mode) 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Partition 
Issue the following command: 
lunacm:>partition init -label <partition_label> 

Enter password for Partition SO: ******* 

Re-enter password for Partition SO: ******* 

You are about to initialize the partition. 

All contents of the partition will be destroyed. 

Are you sure you wish to continue? Type 'proceed' to continue, or 'quit' to quit now ->proceed 

Option -domain was not specified. It is required. 

Enter the domain name: ************* 

Re-enter the domain name: ************* 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Crypto Officer Role 

Initialize the Crypto Officer role and change the password. These steps require logging in as Partition SO first. 

1. Log in as Partition SO. Alternatively, use the shortcut po . 
lunacm:>role init -name Partition SO 

enter password: ****** 

Command Result : No Error 

2. Initialize the Crypto Officer role and set the initial password. Alternatively, use the shortcut co . 
lunacm:>role init -name Crypto Officer 

enter new password: ****** 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

3. Change the initial password set by the Partition SO. 
lunacm:>role logout 

lunacm:>role login -name Crypto Officer 

lunacm:>role changepw -name Crypto Officer 

enter existing password: ******* 

enter new password: ****** 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Crypto User Role 

Initialize the Crypto User role and change the password if needed. 

1. Initialize the Crypto User role and set the initial password. Alternatively, use the shortcut cu . 
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lunacm:>role init -name Crypto User 

lunacm:>role init -name Crypto User 

enter new password: ******* 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

2. (If not already done) Change the initial password set by the Crypto Officer. 
lunacm:>role logout 

lunacm:>role login -n Crypto User 

lunacm:>role changepw -name Crypto User 

enter existing password: ******* 

enter new password: ******* 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

TIP 
Make note of the Crypto User/Officer password. You will need this information in Configure the Tomcat Web 
Server. Symantec recommends that you use the Crypto User role to authenticate with the HSM. 

NOTE 
The password file is read upon each login attempt. To recover from a failed authentication attempts, which can 
lock out the Crypto User/Officer roles on the HSM, restart the Agent after entering the correct password. 

Install and Configure the Symantec HSM Agent 
Install and configure the Symantec HSM Agent using Docker. 

NOTE 
Before proceeding, make sure that you can access a Docker host machine or VM. 

Download and Load the Image 

1. Download the Symantec HSM Agent from the Broadcom support portal. 
2. Load the Symantec HSM Agent into Docker using the following command: 

$ docker image load -i SymantecHSMAgent.tar.gz 

where SymantecHSMAgent is the image filename. Wait for the image to load successfully. 

Create the Directory 

1. Create a directory on the Docker host to use as the mounted volume. This directory will be used to store configuration 
information used by the agent: 

$ mkdir /root/hsm 

TIP 
Creating the hsm folder in the root directory does not entail or require running the HSM Agent as a root user. 
You can install the HSM Agent in a different directory, but note that examples in this documentation assume / 
root/hsm. In procedures, substitute your installation directory as appropriate. 

Change the ownership of the container to user ID and group ID 2917: 

$ chown 2917:2917 /root/hsm 

This user and group ID are used to run the HSM Agent within the Docker container. 
2. Extract a base set of configuration files into the mounted volume: 
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$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362/bin/base_extract.sh 

To determine the version, use the docker images command. Refer to the following example: 

$ docker images 

REPOSITORY TAG IMAGE ID CREATED SIZE 

symantec_hsm_agent 2.0_250225 6a4fd27819ca 7 weeks ago 976MB 

An example of the command and output follows: 

$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_250225 /bin/base_extract.sh 

sym_hsm_agent.yml 

sym_hsm_agent_docker_run 

sym_hsm_agent_docker_service 

config/config/Chrystoki.conf 

config/config.json 

config/server.xml 

/usr/local/luna/config/defaults 

/usr/local/tomcat 

Configure the Tomcat Web Server 
The Thales Luna 7 HSM contains a Tomcat web server which hosts the Symantec web application permitting interaction 
with the ProxySG appliance. In order to permit secure connections, Tomcat requires an SSL server certificate. 

Before proceeding: 
• Make sure that a partition has been created and configured for the HSM Agent. See Create the Application Partition. 
• Note that running the Symantec HSM Agent as Crypto User provides better security than running it as Crypto Officer. 

You can run as Crypto Officer, but the following procedure refers to Crypto User. 

NOTE 
If your deployment doesn't use Docker secrets, you can skip all steps noted as being for Docker secrets only. If 
your deployment uses Docker secrets, all steps are required unless specified otherwise. 

Generate Certificate Data 

Generate a key, CSR, and self-signed certificate for the Symantec HSM Agent’s Tomcat instance. 

$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/ 

gen_tomcat_cert.sh <hostname> <host_IP_address> 

The CSR and self-signed certificate are generated at the end of the command output. An example of the 
command and partial output follows: 
$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/gen_tomcat_ 

cert.sh myserver.org 10.84.229.55 

Using HOSTNAME=myserver.org HOST_IP=10.84.229.55 

Generate key. 

Generating RSA private key, 2048 bit long modulus (2 primes) 

..................................................+++++ 

................................................................................................ 

...................................................................................+++++ 

e is 65537 (0x010001) 

Generate CSR. 

Self sign. 
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Self-signed certificate is in place for tomcat server: config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.crt 

Certificate signing request is: config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.csr.pem 

Both are provided below. 

If the CSR is to be signed externally, after having the CSR signed, copy the signed certificate 

to /root/hsm/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.crt on the host, and restart the Sym_HSM_Agent container. 

Certificate Sign Request: 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

MIICmDCCAYACAQAwUzEYMBYGA1UEAwwPdG9tY2F0LnRlc3QuY29tMRowGAYDVQQK 

... 

... 

eYL36VTJgiErKZZsWydlKwB1Qo+Fqtra8bx1Q1/1vZYmg7mYA+zK0wFziis= 

-----END CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

Self-signed Certificate: 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDiDCCAnCgAwIBAgIUfFf0BKFG83MLlRrYp9CraRKyX4EwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL 

... 

... 

F0Zrw8Ol72JGH/wtRfFjdbP9FZ2xWrSHuEPZYE9AFVZe94I4ml3lVL2/5o8= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

(Docker secrets only) Initialize Docker Swarm 

Initialize Docker Swarm using the following command: 
$ docker swarm init 

(Docker secrets only) Create a Secret with the Tomcat Private Key File 

(With Docker secrets) Create a Docker secret with the Tomcat private key file created in Generate Certificate Data. 

$ docker secret create "<tomcat_server_priv_key>" <tomcat_priv_key>.pem 

yd7imym1b0posyzegim0xy7hj 

Update server.xml with Certificate Information 

Update the Tomcat server.xml file with the certificate information created in Generate Certificate Data. In /root/hsm/config/ 
server.xml, modify the Certificate, Key, and CertificateChainFile entries as needed. The default filenames are: 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.key" 

certificateFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.crt" 

certificateChainFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcatCAfile.crt" type="RSA" /> 

If using a self-signed certificate for Tomcat, remove the certificateChainFile line for both the port 8082 
and port 8443 connectors. 

(Docker secrets only) Update server.xml with the Tomcat Private Key Secret 
Update the certificateKeyFile entry to refer to the Docker secret created in (Docker secrets only) Create a Secret with the 
Tomcat Private Key File. 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/run/secrets/<tomcat_server_priv_key>" /> 

The following example shows updated entries when using Docker secrets: 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/run/secrets/<tomcat_server_priv_key>" 

certificateFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/<Certificate_file>.crt" 
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certificateChainFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/<CA_chain_file>.crt" type="RSA" /> 

Update config.json with Role Information 

In the /root/hsm/config/config.json file, specify the password of the Crypto User of the HSM partition: 

• (Docker secrets only) Create a Docker secret for the HSM Crypto User password: 
$ echo "<role_password>" | docker secret create "<hsm_role_password>" -

Then, edit the config.json file to reference the Docker secret: 
"password_file" : "/run/secrets/<hsm_role_password>" 

• (Without Docker secrets only) Update the config.json file with the name of the file that contains password for the Crypto 
User of the HSM partition. 
"password_file" : "<path_to_hsm_crypto_user_password_file>" 

TIP 
The path to this file must be within the host-mapped directory (/root/hsm). The recommended path is /usr/ 
local/luna/config/hsm_password. 

(If using Crypto Officer to connect to the Luna HSM) In the config.json file, specify that the HSM Agent uses the Crypto 
Officer password to connect to the Luna HSM: 

"crypto_user" : false 

NOTE 
For better security, use Crypto User to connect to the Luna HSM. 

See config.json Settings for more information on the config.json file. 

Configure Mutual Authentication 
Configure mutual authentication between the HSM agent and the Luna HSM through the Luna shell. 

NOTE 
When using Docker secrets, the final mutual authentication configuration step must be performed after 
configuring high availability. Record the partition Serial Number in the output in step 2 for use in Configure 
High Availability. After configuring HA, you will create a Docker secret for the client key created in the following 
procedure. 

1. Start the Luna shell within the Docker container: 
$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin/ 

lunacm 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.1-2. Copyright (c) 2019 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Available HSMs: 

Current Slot Id: None 

lunacm:> 

2. Create trust between the HSM agent and the HSM appliance: 
lunacm:>clientconfig deploy -server <Luna_HSM_IP_address> -client <HSM_Agent_IP_address> -

partition <partition_name> -verbose 

This command creates the HSM Agent certificate and private key files, registers the HSM agent with the HSM 
appliance, and assigns the client to the specified partition. An example of the command and output follows: 

lunacm:>clientconfig deploy -server 10.84.224.54 -client 10.84.229.55 -partition hsmluna790Apar3 -verbose 

Please wait while we set up the connection to the HSM. This may take several minutes... 

The server's host key is not cached. You have no guarantee that the server is the computer you 
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think it is. 

The server's rsa2 key fingerprint is: 

ssh-rsa 2048 e1:f0:18:c0:ef:59:f1:06:80:dc:61:89:4a:5d:37:79 

If you trust this host, enter "y" to add the key to PuTTY's cache and carry on connecting. 

If you want to carry on connecting just once, without adding the key to the cache, enter "n". 

If you do not trust this host, press Return to abandon the connection. 

Store key in cache? (y/n) y 

Using username "admin". 

Please enter appliance admin role user's password: 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:11:15 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:12:45 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

sysconf forceSOLogin show 

HSM Administrator Login Enforcement is NOT enabled. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:12:58 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

client list 

registered client 1: photon54 

registered client 2: tc-agent-35 

registered client 3: tc-photon-sha-42 

... 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:13:12 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

partition list 

Storage (bytes) 

Partition Name Objects Total Used Free 

=========================================================================== 

1432874437034 hsmluna790Apar1 2 3345795 2632 3343163 

1432874437035 hsmluna790Apar3 8 3345795 8400 3337395 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Exiting... 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

10.84.229.55.pem | 1 kB | 1.1 kB/s | ETA: 00:00:00 | 100% 

server.pem | 1 kB | 1.2 kB/s | ETA: 00:00:00 | 100% 

New server 10.84.224.54 successfully added to server list. 

Using username "admin". 
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Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:13:26 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

client register -c 10.84.229.55 -i 10.84.229.55 

'client register' successful. 

client assignPartition -c 10.84.229.55 -p hsmluna790Apar3 

'client assignPartition' successful. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

The following Luna SA Slots/Partitions were found: 

Slot Serial # Label 

==== ================ ===== 

0 1432874437035 hsmluna790Apar3 

Command Result : No Error 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.1-2. Copyright (c) 2019 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Available HSMs: 

Slot Id -> 0 

Label -> hsmluna790Apar3 

Serial Number -> 1432874437035 

Model -> LunaSA 7.2.0 

Firmware Version -> 7.2.0 

Configuration -> Luna User Partition With SO (PW) Key Export With Cloning Mode 

Slot Description -> Net Token Slot 

FM HW Status -> FM Ready 

Current Slot Id: 0 

lunacm:> 

3. Exit lunacm mode. 

Configure High Availability 
Using the High Availability (HA) features of the Luna HSM can provide scalability and redundancy for exchanging signing 
requests from SSLV and ProxySG appliances. To ensure continuous HSM availability within the certificate infrastructure, 
you can combine application partitions on multiple HSMs into a single HA group. Using HA features allows for a more 
resilient connection between the client and the HSMs. 

The following steps show you how to create an HA group and add the existing HSM to it. For full information on 
configuring the HA group and adding more HSMs to it, refer to Thales documentation: 

https://thalesdocs.com/gphsm/luna/7.2/docs/network/Content/administration/ha/ha.htm 

NOTE 
The HA-accessible partition requires a different label from the existing partition label/name. 

1. Using the HSM partition serial number (noted in Configure Mutual Authentication), issue the hagroup creategroup 
command on the Luna shell. This command will prompt for the Crypto Officer password for the HSM. If you are 
prompted about existing objects in the partition, type copy  to keep the objects. 

$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/lunaclient/ 

bin/lunacm -c hagroup creategroup -label <HA_partition_name> - serialnumber <serial_number> 

where HA_partition_name is a name you give the HA partition. Make note of this name for step 2. 

An example of the command and output follows: 
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$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

/usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup creategroup -label HA790par3 -serialnumber 

1432865123808 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.0-226. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Command: hagroup creategroup -label HA790par3 -serialnumber 1432865123808 

Enter the password: ******* 

Warning: There are objects currently on the new member. 

Do you wish to propagate these objects within the HA 

group, or remove them? 

Type 'copy' to keep and propagate the existing 

objects, 'remove' to remove them before continuing, 

or 'quit' to stop adding this new group member. 

> copy 

New group with label "HA790par3" created with group number 11432865123808. 

Group configuration is: 

HA Group Label: HA790par3 

HA Group Number: 11432865123808 

HA Group Slot ID: Not Available 

Synchronization: enabled 

Group Members: 1432865123808 

Needs sync: no 

Standby Members: <none> 

Slot # Member S/N Member Label Status 

====== ========== ============ ====== 

------ 1432865123808 hsmluna790par3 alive 

Command Result : No Error 

2. Update the /root/hsm/config/config.json file with the HA partition name. 

{ 

"partition" : "<HA_partition_name>" 

} 

3. Configure the LunaClient to present only the HA partitions to the HSM agent: 

$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

/usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup haonly -enable 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.0-226. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Command: hagroup haonly -enable 

"HA Only" has been enabled. 

Command Result : No Error 

4. Configure the LunaClient to use activeEnhanced recovery mode: 

$ docker run -it -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/ 

lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup recoveryMode -m activeEnhanced 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.0-226. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Command: hagroup recoveryMode -m activeEnhanced 
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HA Auto Recovery Mode has been set to activeEnhanced mode. 

Command Result : No Error 

(Docker secrets only) Create a Secret with the Client Key 

Create a Docker secret for the client key created in Configure Mutual Authentication. 

$ docker secret create "<luna_client_priv_key>" <IP_address>.pem 

Then, edit the Luna client configuration file /root/hsm/config/Chrystoki.conf file to reference the Docker secret: 

LunaSA Client = { 

... 

ClientPrivKeyFile=/run/secrets/; 

... 

Start the HSM Agent 
Start the HSM Agent and confirm it is running correctly. 

(Docker secrets only) Start the HSM Agent 

Verify that the required secrets have been created. There should be one each for the HSM password, the Tomcat private 
key, and the LunaClient private key: 

$ docker secret ls 

ID NAME DRIVER CREATED UPDATED 

4299ed2319c80ceda8398306e hsm_role_password file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

43c9d0f9805dd4226c81b70be luna_client_priv_key file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

bbc1319bd53b53392879b2454 tomcat_server_priv_key file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

Then, run the following command to create a Docker Swarm service for the HSM Agent: 

$ docker service create --name Sym_HSM_Agent --publish published=8443,target=8443,mode=host 

--publish published=8082,target=8082,mode=host --publish 

published=8080,target=8080,mode=host --mount type=bind,src=/root/hsm,dst=/usr/local/luna --

secret tomcat_server_priv_key --secret luna_client_priv_key --secret hsm_role_password 

symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

This command creates the service and starts the agent. An example of the output follows: 

image symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_250225 could not be accessed on a registry to record its digest. Each node will

 access symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_250225 independently, possibly leading to different nodes running different

 versions of the image. 

hl9uobfwd5ncr0b4orvq0tm2i 

overall progress: 1 out of 1 tasks 

1/1: running [==================================================>] 

verify: Service converged 

(Without Docker secrets only) Start the HSM Agent 

Run the following command to start the Agent: 

$ docker run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -v /root/hsm:/usr/local/luna/ 

symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

An example of the command and output follows: 
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$ docker run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -v /root/hsm/:/usr/local/luna/ 

symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

68d8fb5a52b1c4a00fb7abff4bf570d6bb9a65db3961d8e9f4d89a79b133e691 

(Docker secrets only) Verify the Agent is Running 

Issue the command: 

$ docker service ps Sym_HSM_Agent 

An example of the command and output follows: 

$ docker service ps Sym_HSM_Agent 

ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE PORTS 

pca36cyfbt55 Sym_HSM_Agent.1 symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 lab55 Running 16 seconds ago *:8443->8443/ 

tcp,*:8080->8080/tcp 

TIP 
Make a note of the container ID or container name. You will need this information in Configure the ProxySG 
Appliance PKI. 

If you make any changes to the config.json file after running the HSM Agent, restart the agent: 

$ docker restart <HSM_Agent_container_ID_or_container_name> 

To determine the container ID or container name, issue the docker service ps  command. 

(Without Docker secrets only) Verify the Agent is Running 

Issue the command: 

$ docker ps 

An example of the command and output follows: 

$ docker ps 

CONTAINER ID IMAGE CREATED PORTS NAMES 

0190be3ec33a symantec_hsm_agent About a minute ago 0.0.0.0:8443->8443/tcp goofy_newton 

TIP 
Make a note of the container ID or container name. You will need this information in Configure the ProxySG 
Appliance PKI. 

If you make any changes to the config.json file after running the HSM Agent, restart the agent: 

$ docker restart <HSM_Agent_container_ID_or_container_name> 

To determine the container ID or container name, issue the docker ps command 

Verify Tomcat is Running 

Verify that the Tomcat server is up and running. In a browser, go to: 

http://<Agent_IP_address>:8080/hsm 

If the server is running, the browser displays HSM statistics. See View HSM Statistics. 
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Re-Deploy or Run a New Version of the Agent 
To re-deploy the HSM Agent, or to run an updated version: 

1. (If applicable) Download the newer version of the HSM Agent. 

2. (With Docker secrets) Remove the existing service: 

$ docker service rm Sym_HSM_Agent 

(Without Docker secrets) Stop the container: 
$ docker stop <container_name> 

To determine the container name, issue the $ docker container ls command. After stopping the container, 
you can optionally remove the container using the $ docker rm <container_name> command. 

3. (With Docker secrets) Recreate the service. Specify the new Agent version if applicable: 
$ docker service create --name Sym_HSM_Agent --publish published=8443,target=8443,mode=host --

publish published=8082,target=8082,mode=host --publish published=8080,target=8080,mode=host --

mount type=bind,src=/root/hsm,dst=/usr/local/luna --secret tomcat_server_priv_key --secret luna_

 client_priv_key --secret hsm_role_password symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_<new_version> 

(Without Docker secrets) Run the image in the container again. Specify the new Agent version if applicable: 

$ docker run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -v /root/hsm:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_

 hsm_agent:<version> 

(Optional) Enable Remote Syslog 
The HSM Agent logs information about failures, errors, and other critical system conditions to the Tomcat log file 
(catalina.out), which is stored within the mapped volume provided on the Docker command line. High-level statistics (such 
as successful and failed logins, average rate) are sent to the log file every 15 minutes. 

To centralize logging for multiple users, you can send the container's logs that are generated by the HSM Agent to a 
remote Syslog server. 

When starting the HSM Agent, specify Syslog as the log driver and other log options. 

• (Docker secrets only) Issue the following command: 
$ docker service create --name Sym_HSM_Agent --log-driver syslog --log-opt

 syslogaddress=<protocol>://<syslog_server_IP_address>:<port> --publish 

published=8443,target=8443,mode=host --publish published=8082,target=8082,mode=host --publish 

published=8080,target=8080,mode=host --mount type=bind,src=/root/hsm,dst=/usr/local/luna --secret 

tomcat_server_priv_key --secret luna_client_priv_key --secret hsm_role_password symantec_hsm_ 

agent:<version> 

where protocol is one oftcp , udp , or tcp+tls . Thesyslog-tls-ca-cert log option to specify the path to the 
Syslog trust certificates is required only if tcp+tls is the protocol. An example of the command, using UDP, follows: 
$ docker service create --name Sym_HSM_Agent --log-driver syslog --log-opt syslogaddress= 

udp://10.84.224.40:514 --publish published=8443,target=8443,mode=host --publish 

published=8082,target=8082,mode=host --publish published=8080,target=8080,mode=host --mount 

type=bind,src=/root/hsm,dst=/usr/local/luna --secret tomcat_server_priv_key --secret luna_client_ 

priv_key --secret hsm_role_password symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

image symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_250225 could not be accessed on a registry to record 

its digest. Each node will access symantec_hsm_agent:2.0_250225 independently, 

possibly leading to different nodes running different 

versions of the image. 

rurjbn5gee33kjpf0g3zkeias 

overall progress: 1 out of 1 tasks 

1/1: running [==================================================>] 
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verify: Service converged 

• (Without Docker secrets only) Issue the following command: 
$ docker run --log-driver syslog --log-opt syslog-address=<protocol>://<syslog_server_IP_ 

address>:<port> --log-opt syslog-tls-ca-cert=<path_to_CA_file> -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -

v /root/hsm:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:<version> 

where protocol is one of tcp , udp , or tcp+tls . The syslog-tls-ca-cert log option to specify the path 
to the Syslog trust certificates is required only if tcp+tls is the protocol. An example of the command, using UDP, 
follows: 
$ docker run --log-driver syslog --log-opt syslog-address=udp://10.84.224.40:514 -d -p 8443:8443 

-p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -v /root/hsm:/usr/local/luna/ symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

ac9229bd6f1c7be3c52bf2822d88c2e757fd44f0afd1d9f98e11d9091629e6fa 

For more information on these commands, refer to https://docs.docker.com/config/containers/logging/syslog/. 

Example of Syslog Output 
The following is an example of output from the remote Syslog server. 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c localhost-startStop-1 org.apache.jasper.servlet.TldScanner scanJars INFO] At least one 

JAR was scanned for TLDs yet contained no TLDs. Enable debug logging for this logger for a complete 

list of JARs that were scanned but no TLDs were found in them. Skipping unneeded JARs during scanning 

can improve startup time and JSP compilation time. 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c localhost-startStop-1 org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig deployDirectory INFO] 

Deployment of web application directory [/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/ROOT] has finished in [163] ms 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c main org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol start INFO] Starting ProtocolHandler 

["http-nio-8080"] 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c main org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11AprProtocol start INFO] Starting ProtocolHandler 

["https-openssl-apr-8443"] 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c main org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11AprProtocol start INFO] Starting ProtocolHandler 

["https-openssl-apr-8082"] 

daemon.err: May 4 15:03:35 photon55.sed-lab.nhp.broadcom.net ac9229bd6f1c[17509]: [2020-05-04 07:03:35 

1@ac9229bd6f1c main org.apache.catalina.startup.Catalina start INFO] Server startup in 853 ms 

View HSM Statistics 
Display statistics about the HSM in a web browser. 

Verify that the Tomcat server is up and running. In a browser, go to: 

http://<Agent_IP_address>:8080/hsm 

If the server is running, the browser displays HSM statistics, similar to the following example: 
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The HSM Agent provides the following web pages to assist with configuration verification and troubleshooting: 

• Status: Overview and general status 
• ListObjects: Keystore contents (not keys in plain text) 
• Results: Recent client requests and results 

NOTE 
The statistics pages can also respond with JSON. Append "?mode=json" to the URL, such as: https:// 
<Agent_IP_address>:8082/hsm/listObjects?mode=json 

Restrict Access to HSM Statistics 

Because the HSM Agent ListObjects and Results pages could be considered sensitive, you can protect them with Basic 
web authentication, where users are prompted for a username and password before being allowed to load the page. 
By default, the username for authenticating to the HSM Agent pages is admin. The Status page is not protected by 
authentication. 
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NOTE 
Before implementing Basic authentication, note that most web browsers cache Basic credentials for a set period 
of time and do not provide a way to clear the cache. Refer to the documentation specific to the web browser to 
determine its caching policy. 

To restrict access to HSM statistics: 

1. In the /root/hsm/config/config.json file, specify a password for web authentication. 
{ 

"partition" : "<hsm_partition_name>", 

"password_file" : "<hsm_crypto_user_password_file>", 

"web_password_file" : "<file_containing_web_password>" 

} 

If the config.json file does not have a web_password_file specified, or if the value is an empty string, the statistics 
pages can be accessed without authentication. If web_password_file exists and is empty, the user is prompted for 
authentication and authentication will fail; you can do this to prevent access to the pages. 

2. Restart the HSM Agent using the following command: 
$ docker service update --force Sym_HSM_Agent 

The following shows an example of the command and output: 

$ docker service update --force 

Sym_HSM_Agent Sym_HSM_Agent overall progress: 1 out of 1 tasks 

1/1: running [==================================================>] 

verify: Service converged 

SSL Interception (Single HSM) 
Configure a single ProxySG appliance to work with a single Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

TIP 
Go through this process before proceeding to SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs). 

To ensure success, complete the following steps in the specified order. Make sure you have already completed the steps 
in Install and Configure HSM Agent Components. Each procedure notes who should perform its steps: the Thales Luna 7 
HSM administrator, the ProxySG appliance administrator, or the Acme Corporation PKI administrator per the Example of 
Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment. 

• Create a Private Key 
• Configure the ProxySG Appliance PKI 
• Create a Device Profile 
• Test Communication between the Appliances 
• Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception 

Create a Private Key 
With the Symantec HSM Agent successfully installed, you can easily create private keys for use with 
the ProxySG appliance while intercepting SSL traffic. Each private key must be assigned a unique recognizable name, 
referred to as the "alias." The ProxySG appliance uses this alias to ensure the correct private key is used. For Acme 
Corporation, the Thales Luna Client software will be used to generate a private key and a Certificate Signing Request 
(CSR) for the intermediate CA Certificate, AcmeHSM1. In this example, a 2k key retrievable by the alias acme1 is created, 
which includes several relevant fields. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the Luna 7 HSM administrator and the organization's PKI administrator. 
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Perform the following steps on a workstation with the Luna Client software installed: 

1. Create a keystore file for the Luna HSM that has the partition name in it, such as a file named luna.keystore that 
contains tokenlabel:hsmluna700par1 . 

2. Enter the following command: 

keytool -genkeypair -alias acme1 -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -sigalg SHA256withRSA -storetype Luna -

keystore luna.keystore -validity 862 -ext BC="ca:true,pathlen:2" 

where acme1 is your private key alias. 
The private key is created. 

3. Retrieve the CSR using the following command: 

keytool -certreq -alias acme1 -file acme1.csr -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 

4. Get the CSR signed 

Per the Example of Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment, the organization's 
administrator gets the CSR signed by the root AcmeRootCA, which generates the intermediate AcmeHSM1 
certificate. 

NOTE 
This certificate must be a CA certificate, not an end-entity certificate. 

Configure the ProxySG Appliance PKI 
NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

To complete this procedure, the administrator must have the following certificates: 

• AcmeHSM1 : Used to facilitate certificate forging with the Thales Luna 7 HSM appliance during SSL interception. 
• AcmeCratesCA , AcmeRootCA , ProxySG certificate (covered in this section): Used to set up mutual authentication 

with the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

The ProxySG appliance administrator must also know how to identify the Thales Luna 7 HSM, as determined when 
creating the Thales Luna 7 HSM Tomcat certificate. The identity can be either an IP address or a hostname, which 
can reside in the Tomcat certificate as the CN or a SAN. Acme has chosen to identify the Thales Luna 7 HSM as 
"roadrunner.acme.com." The identity is contained in the CN of the device's Tomcat certificate. 

Verify the ProxySG Appliance Can Resolve the Thales Luna 7 HSM Hostname 

NOTE 
If you are using an IP address instead of a hostname to identify your Thales Luna 7 HSM, skip this section. 

Acme has identitifed the Thales Luna 7 HSM device as "roadrunner.acme.com." The ProxySG must be able to resolve 
this hostname. 

NOTE 
Before you start, verify the ProxySG has the correct DNS server configuration in place. See "Configuring DNS" 
in the SGOS Administration Guide for details. 

Verify the ProxySG can resolve the hostname using the # test dns CLI command executed within the privileged 
console, as follows: 
# test dns roadrunner.acme.com 

This command performs a DNS lookup and displays debugging information describing the lookup. The sequence displays 
"Success" when the DNS lookup succeeds.After issuing the command: 
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• Verify the resolved addresses list contains the IP address of the correct Thales Luna 7 HSM. 
• After confirming the correct DNS server configuration on the ProxySG, clear its DNS cache and retest: 

If it does not contain the IP address, or you do not get any resolved addresses, verify that you have the 
correct DNS server configured on the ProxySG appliance. 
# clear-cache dns-cache 

# test dns roadrunner.acme.com 

• Always clear the cache between successive tests using the # clear-cache command to ensure that you are not 
receiving a cached response from the ProxySG appliance. 

IMPORTANT 
Do not proceed to the next steps before verifying the ProxySG appliance correctly resolves the Thales Luna 7 
HSM hostname. The resolved IP address must match the HSM IP address. 

Create a Certificate Chain 

For the Acme Corporation, secure communication between the Thales Luna 7 HSM and the ProxySG appliance is 
permitted via certificate based mutual authentication. This requires that the ProxySG appliance present a certificate chain 
to the Luna 7 HSM, which it can then validate and trust. For Acme Corporation, the Luna 7 HSM has been configured to 
trust AcmeRootCA, so the ProxySG appliance will need to present both AcmeCratesCA and ProxySG certificates. 

There are two ways to approach creating a certificate for the ProxySG appliance. 

• The ProxySG appliance can create the private key and a Certificate Signing Request which can be signed by a 
Certificate Authority in order to obtain a signed certificate. See the SGOS Administration Guide, "Managing X.509 
Certificates" chapter for further information on SSL keyrings. 

• CA signed; the Certificate Authority can create the private key and signed certificate, both of which can be imported 
into the ProxySG appliance. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the organization's PKI administrator. 

In the CA-signed scenario, Acme Corporation lets its Certificate Infrastructure team create both the public and 
private keys, which can be imported into an SSL keyring on the ProxySG appliance. Both credentials are provided to 
the ProxySG administrator. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

The ProxySG appliance administrator must create a keyring, which will be used when the ProxySG appliance 
establishes a connection with the Luna 7 HSM. The keyring, which is named sg-cred in this example, will contain both 
the ProxySG certificate, the ProxySG appliance's private key, and the AcmeCratesCA certificate. 

Add Certificates to the Keyring 

Add the certificates to the sg-cred keyring. The PEM blocks of both certificates are included within the same inline 
command, one directly after the other. The first certificate is the ProxySG certificate, followed by AcmeCratesCA . 

Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl)inline certificate sg-cred EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDajCCAlKgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBhMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzET 

MBEGA1UECAwKQ2FsaWZvcm5pYTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNtZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjEL 

MAkGA1UECwwCSVQxFTATBgNVBAMMDEFjbWVDcmF0ZXNDQTAeFw0xNTA0MDcyMDQz 

… 

… 

7A2L8enSUsFIx0etf0o= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEcDCCA1igAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNt 

ZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UECwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUu 

Y295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgMCkNhbGlm 

… 

… 

4aF2PwRURLk384EltyhErtZkZHU6bhXdc9+14C081WdzISqs 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

The ProxySG appliance will now send the appropriate certificates to the Luna 7 HSM, using the sg-cred 
keyring. 

Import the Certificate to the HSM Agent 

Import the certificate (created in the previous Add Certificates to the Keyring procedure) to a new certificate chain file 
on the host machine running the Symantec HSM Agent. Symantec suggests naming the file tomcatCAfile.crt. 

The certificates to import depend on who signed the certificate you created: 

• If the certificate is self-signed, the tomcatCAfile.crt file must contain the self-signed certificate. 
• If the certificate is signed by a CA, the tomcatCAfile.crt file must contain the chain of certificates needed to validate the 

ProxySG's certificate (for example, AcmeRootCA and AcmeCratesCA). 

To import certificates to the HSM Agent: 

1. Save the certificate as a file in the following directory: 
/root/hsm/config/certs/tomcat/tomcatCAfile.crt 

Remember that the ProxySG appliance certificate is only needed if the certificate is self-signed. 
2. Restart the HSM Agent: 

$ docker restart <HSM_Agent_container_ID_or_container_name> 

To determine the container ID or container name, issue the docker service ps or docker ps command. The 
following shows a partial sample of output: 
$ docker service ps Sym_HSM_Agent 

CONTAINER ID IMAGE CREATED PORTS NAMES 

68d8fb5a52b1 symantec_hsm_agent About a minute ago 0.0.0.0:8443->8443/tcp goofy_newton 

To restart the agent using the container ID, issue the command: 
$ docker restart 68d8fb5a52b1 

Create a Device Profile 

The ProxySG appliance must trust the certificates the Thales Luna 7 HSM will send during the initial SSL handshake. 
To do this, the AcmeRootCA certificate must be imported, so the ProxySG appliance will recognize and trust the 
luna_appliance certificate and AcmeCratesCA certificate the Thales Luna 7 HSM will send. 

In this section, you will: 

• Ensure the ProxySG appliance trusts the certificates the Luna 7 HSM will send during the initial handshake, by 
importing the AcmeCratesCA certificate. 

• Enable mutual authentication by creating a SSL Device Profile. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 
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Ensure the ProxySG Appliance Trusts the Luna HSM Certificates 

Ensure the ProxySG appliance trusts the certificates the Luna 7 HSM will send during the initial handshake. Import the 
Tomcat certificate into the ProxySG appliance's CA Certificate Store, and then place it into a newly created CA Certificate 
List (CCL) called hsm-auth . 

TIP 
If you used a self-signed certificate for beta as recommended, import the self-signed certificate. If you used 
a CA certificate, import the CA-signed certificate. The following procedure uses a CA-signed certificate as an 
example. 

1. Access the ProxySG CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 

#(config)ssl 

#(config ssl) 

#(config ssl) inline ca-certificate Acme-RootCA EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIErTCCA5WgAwIBAgIJAKqS5FyaZwwBMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMIGVMRkwFwYDVQQKDBBBY21lIENvcnBvcmF0aW9 

uMQswCQYDVQQLDAJJVDEjMCEGCSqGSIb3DQEJARYUd2lsZS5jb3lvdGVAYWNtZS5jb20xDzANBgNVBAcMBkNhbnlvbj 

ETMBEGA1UE 

……g 

bcSHkWHU2EYijRKj1uh2elbgsvzuZ3A0IS36IBDROrZGNkxMKrM3uuR2C3XSeDZww== 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

create ccl hsm-auth 

edit ccl hsm-auth 

add Acme-RootCA 

exit 

Create an SSL Device Profile 

Enable mutual authentication by creating an SSL device profile. Both the CA Certificate List hsm-auth and 
the SSL keyring sg-cred must be incorporated into a single SSL Device Profile, called hsm-dp in this example. It 
permits the ProxySG appliance to send the correct certificates to the Luna 7 HSM, and to trust the received Thales Luna 
7 HSM certificates, thus facilitating mutual authentication. 

1. Access the ProxySG CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl)create ssl-device-profile "hsm-dp" "sg-cred" edit ssl-device-profile "hsm-dp" ccl "hsm-

auth" exit 

Configure Networking Details 

Create an HSM with the name "roadrunner" 

Using the new SSL Device Profile (hsm-dp), the ProxySG appliance can be configured with the networking details of the 
Luna 7 HSM. 

At Acme Corporation, their Thales Luna 7 HSM is accessible using the resolvable hostname "roadrunner.acme.com." It 
listens on the default port, 8443. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
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2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 
# (config)ssl 

# (config ssl) 

# (config ssl) create hsm roadrunner roadrunner.acme.com 8443 hsm-dp 

Create an HSM keyring 

The ProxySG appliance will use the keyring during certificate forging when intercepting SSL with the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 
The HSM keyring must contain a certificate for which the Thales Luna 7 HSM has the private key. 

The ProxySG appliance will also use the key alias (defined by the Thales Luna 7 HSM administrator when creating the 
private key), to uniquely identify which private key to use. 

NOTE 
The certificate imported into the HSM keyring must match the private key on the Luna 7 HSM, which in turn 
matches the alias. 

Acme Corporation's Luna 7 HSM administrator created a private key earlier, using the alias acme1, then provided the 
certificate AcmeHSM1. 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 

# (config ssl) inline hsm-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 roadrunner acme1 EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEYDCCA0igAwIBAgIBBDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNt 

ZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UECwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUu 

Y295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgMCkNhbGlm 

... 

... 

CBHfd9h6ymyL03TuqXRSBdsMNoNxt4XqCJGX+cKx1AsbCZlVZsKy//jkkDdCwM 

CerdG8LxmBcqJOOSQTB6BP8wbxo= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

Configure the ProxySG appliance to send an intermediate CA 

For Acme Corporation, you must configure the ProxySG appliance to send the AcmeHSM1 intermediate certificate with 
each emulated server certificate, because all of their client devices trust the AcmeRootCA . Without the AcmeHSM1 
intermediate certificate, the client devices would not trust any ProxySG appliance intercepted connections. 

To achieve this, import the AcmeHSM1 certificate into the ProxySG appliance CA Certificate Store. By default, 
the ProxySG appliance will use certificates within the CA Certificate Store to attempt to complete a client-facing trust 
chain. 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl)inline ca-certificate Acme-HSM1-CA EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEYDCCA0igAwIBAgIBBDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNtZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UE 

CwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUuY295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgM 

CkNhbGlm 

……v 

yCBHfd9h6ymyL03TuqXRSBdsMNoNxt4XqCJGX+cKx1AsbCZlVZsKy//jkkDdCwMCerdG8LxmBcqJOOSQTB6BP8wbxo= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 
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Test Communication between the Appliances 

With the hsm-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 created, it's time to test the communication between 
the ProxySG appliance and the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

NOTE 
These instructions should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 

# (config)ssl 

# (config ssl)test hsm-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 

You should see a success message. If you don't see a success message, an issue has occurred. 

In the event of a connection issue, the ProxySG appliance will not provide an immediate response, sometimes delaying 
for over one minute. If this happens, please wait for the appliance to return an error code. The error message displayed 
can help you narrow the search for the issue. 

Troubleshoot Communication Errors 

NOTE 
For best results, issue a restart regular between successive test hsm-keyring command executions. 

Troubleshoot the errors as follows: 

Error Cause Troubleshooting Steps 

InvalidKey key_alias not The alias specified in the hsm keyring does Verify that: 
present not exist on the specified Thales Luna 7 

HSM. • The correct Thales Luna 7 HSM is 
configured. 

• The alias used when creating the 
private key on the Luna HSM matches 
that which was used when creating the 
hsm keyring. 

HSM Encryption failed An incorrect certificate has been imported 
into the hsm keyring. 

Verify that the certificate imported into the 
hsm keyring is correct. 

Socket connect error The Luna HSM: 

• Is not accessible over the network. 
• Cannot respond on port 8443. 
• Cannot reach the ProxySG appliance 

over the network. 

Verify that the ProxySG HSM: 

• roadrunner configuration has the 
correct IP address and port. 

• Can reach the Thales Luna 7 HSM over 
the network. 

Server certificate signed by
unknown CA 

The ProxySG appliance does not 
trust the certificates provided by 
the Thales Luna 7 HSM during the 
initial SSL handshake. See the section 
below for additional information. 

Verify that the correct certificate has been 
imported into the hsm-auth CA certificate 
list. 

Luna HSM Does Not Trust the ProxySG Certificates 

If the Luna HSM does not trust the certificates the ProxySG appliance provides during the initial handshake: 
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• Verify that the ProxySG client certificate is correctly imported into the tomcatCAfile.crt file on the Symantec HSM Agent 
host. In the ACME Corporation example, the tomcatCAfile.crt file would contain the AcmeRootCA certificate. 

• Verify that the ProxySG appliance certificates imported into the keyring sg-cred are correct. Ensure that both 
the ProxySG cert and AcmeCratesCA are imported into the keyring. 

• Run a PCAP while issuing the #(config ssl)test hsm-keyring hsm_keyring command to narrow down the 
exact cause of this error. Any certificate trust issues will be presented in an alert. Network related issues might also be 
easier to diagnose with a PCAP. 

Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception 

Once the ProxySG appliance administrator has verified connectivity with the Thales Luna 7 HSM through testing, the next 
step is to configure the ProxySG appliance to utilize the Thales Luna 7 HSM during SSL interception. 

NOTE 
These instructions should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

You must connect the Proxy Issuer Keyring to the HSM keyring. There are two different ways to achieve this; using CLI, or 
writing policy. 

Using CLI 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl) proxy issuer-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 

Using Policy 

Create policy in the <ssl-intercept> layer: 

<ssl-intercept>

 ssl.forward_proxy(https) ssl.forward_proxy.issuer_keyring(use-roadrunner-acme1) 

NOTE 
When a keygroup is used (see SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs) for information on creating a keygroup), the 
SSL connections are load balanced, either within one HSM or across an HSM group, in a simple round-robin 
fashion. If an HSM becomes unreachable through a TCP timeout, the ProxySG appliance moves on to the next 
keyring (whether that is on the same or a different HSM). The appliance continues to try the unavailable device 
each time it comes up in the rotation. 

SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs) 
Configure a single ProxySG appliance to work with multiple Thales Luna 7 HSMs. 

TIP 
Complete SSL Interception (Single HSM) before proceeding. 

The ProxySG appliance can actively use more than one Thales Luna 7 HSM while intercepting SSL traffic. A unique 
instance of the Symantec HSM Agent should be deployed for each Luna7 HSM and be configured as previously detailed, 
such that the test hsm-keyring command returns Success . See Test Communication between the Appliances for 
details. 

NOTE 
These instructions should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

You can create an HSM keygroup which contains a list of all of the HSM keyrings you want to use when intercepting SSL 
traffic. You can also create multiple HSM keygroups for flexibility when grouping multiple Luna 7 HSM appliances. 
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In this example, Acme Corporation wants to incorporate a second Luna 7 HSM into their infrastructure. They have run 
through the complete configuration for this second Luna 7 HSM, and have confirmed that the ProxySG appliance can 
communicate successfully with it using the test hsm-keyring command. 

This second Thales Luna 7 HSM is used through the HSM keyring use-wilecoyote-acme1 . You now have two HSM 
keyrings, and want to configure the ProxySG appliance to use both. 

• Create an HSM Keygroup 
• Associate the HSM Keygroup with the Issuer Keyring 
• Failover Within an HSM Keygroup 

Create an HSM Keygroup 
Add the two existing HSM keyrings to the new HSM keygroup. 

NOTE 
HSM keyrings and HSM keygroups are interchangeable in ProxySG appliance configuration, and thus must be 
uniquely named. 

1. Log in to the ProxySG appliance CLI. 

2. Enter the following commands: 

# (config ssl) create hsm-keygroup acme-use-all 

# (config ssl) edit hsm-keygroup acme-use-all 

# (config ssl hsm-keygroup acme-use-all) add use-roadrunner-acme1 

# (config ssl hsm-keygroup acme-use-all) add use-wilecoyote-acme1 

Associate the HSM Keygroup with the Issuer Keyring 

The process is the same as in the single HSM deployment, as described in Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception. 

Use either CLI or policy to associate the HSM keygroup with the issuer keyring. 

Using CLI 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl) proxy issuer-keyring acme-use-all 

Using Policy 

Create policy in the <ssl-intercept> layer: 

<ssl-intercept>

 ssl.forward_proxy(https) ssl.forward_proxy.issuer_keyring(acme-use-all) 

NOTE 
HSM keyrings which are part of an HSM keygroup adopt a round-robin algorithm for scheduling their usage 
during signing operations. For Acme's HSM keygroup use-acme-all , the HSM keyring use-roadrunner-
acme1 is used first followed by use-wilecoyoteacme1 and then back to use-roadrunner-acme1 again. 

In SGOS 6.7.1.1 and later, HSM keygroups have integrated failover capability which attempts to minimize usage of failing 
HSM keyrings. 

Prior to SGOS 6.7.1.1, each HSM keyring in an HSM keygroup is used when it is next in the list regardless of whether it 
successfully completes a signing operation. See Failover Within an HSM Keygroup. 
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Failover Within an HSM Keygroup 
When an HSM keyring is a member of an HSM keygroup and fails to successfully complete a signing operation, it is taken 
out of service for 60 seconds. During this 60 second period the failing HSM keyring will not be tasked with performing any 
signing operations. 

After this 60-second timer elapses the HSM keyring is returned to active service, which means it will be used by HSM 
keygroups for signing operations again. If it subsequently fails a signing operation, it will invoke another 60 second service 
removal. 

Note the following: 

• After an HSM keyring has been removed from service, it will not be used by any HSM keygroups where it is a member. 
• Failover only applies to HSM keyrings which are a member of an HSM keygroup. If an HSM keyring is configured as 

an issuer keyring directly it will not trigger failover. 

HSM Deployment Reference and Examples 
Refer to config.json file settings and Thales Luna HSM commands. 

• config.json Settings 
• Luna HSM Command Usage 

config.json Settings 
Setting up the HSM Agent requires specifying configuration settings in the form of key-pair values to the /root/hsm/config/ 
config.json file. This file is read whenever the HSM Agent starts up. 

At a minimum, the Agent requires the partition and password_file to be entered correctly in config.json. Other settings can 
be specified during initial configuration or as needed. 

Setting Allowed Value More Information 

crypto_user false|true Specifies whether the Symantec HSM 
Agent uses the Crypto User password and 
not that of the Crypto Officer to connect to 
the HSM. 
If not specified, by default the HSM Agent 
uses the Crypto User password to connect 
to the HSM. 

dark false|true When true, HSM statistics pages have light 
text on dark background 

identifier Container's hostname Configure the Tomcat Web Server 

partition HA partition name Configure High Availability 

password_file Path to file containing Crypto User or 
Crypto Officer password 

Configure the Tomcat Web Server 

result_map_max_entries 50 to 5000 Controls how many unique results the 
HSM Agent will store. If not specified, the 
Agent stores 100 entries. See View HSM 
Statistics. 

timer_stats_interval 30 to 86400 Controls the interval, in seconds, between 
logging of summary statistics (requests, 
failures, etc.). 
If not specified, the interval is 900 seconds. 
See View HSM Statistics. 
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Setting Allowed Value More Information 

Path to file containing HSM statistics pageweb_password_file View HSM Statistics 
password 

After you make any changes to these values, restart the Agent for the changes to take effect: 

$docker service update --force Sym_HSM_Agent 

config.json File Examples 

With Docker secrets and HSM statistics pages in dark mode: 

{ 

"partition" : "HA790par3", 

"password_file" : "/run/secrets/hsm_role_password", 

"dark" : true 

} 

Without Docker secrets: 

{ 

"partition" : "HA790par3", 

"password_file" : "/usr/local/luna/config/hsm_password" 

} 

Luna HSM Command Usage 
Refer to examples of Thales Luna HSM command usage. 

Thales Luna HSM documentation (https://thalesdocs.com/) has details on the commands used in the following examples. 

Generate a Keypair 

The Luna Client software can be used to generate a keypair on the Luna HSM which will be used by 
the Symantec appliance when intercepting secure connections. The keypair is uniquely referenced by its key alias/label. 
When the Symantec appliance presents data to be signed by the Luna HSM, it will identify which private key to use via the 
key label. 

First, create a keystore file for the Luna HSM that has the partition name in it, such as a file named luna.keystore that 
contains tokenlabel:hsmluna700par1. 

For more information on using the Java Keytool with the Luna 7 Network HSM, refer to the HSM product documentation. 

The following example presents the creation of a new 2048 bit keypair on the Luna HSM using the key alias/label 
“luna700_ RSA2048.” 

keytool -genkeypair -alias luna700_RSA2048 -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -sigalg SHA256withRSA -storetype Luna -

keystore luna.keystore -validity 862 

NOTE 
Symantec anticipates you will use the CSR corresponding to this key pair to get your own externally signed 
certificate, and to use that certificate with your Symantec appliance. 

Generate a CSR 

Use the keytool -certreq command to generate the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) of a previously generated keypair. 
The following example generate a CSR and stores in the file sep15.csr: 
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keytool -certreq -alias luna700_RSA2048 -file /path/luna700_RSA248.csr -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore

 -ext BC="ca:true,pathlen:2" 

Next, do the following: 

• Have the CSR signed by your Certificate Authority. 
• Enter HSM configuration and certification details on your Symantec appliance; refer to the SGOS Administration 

Guide, "Working with an HSM Appliance" section for information. 
• Use the #(config ssl)edit hsm test command on your Symantec appliance to verify the Luna HSM and 

appliance are configured correctly; see the documentation guide for your appliance for details on the steps. 

Export the Certificate 

To export the certificate, use thekeytool -export command: 

keytool -export -alias HSM_RSA2048 -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore -file HSM_RSA2048.der 

The file is exported in DER format. To convert it to PEM, use the following command: 

openssl x509 -inform DER -in HSM_RSA2048.der -out HSM_RSA2048.crt 

Delete a Key Alias 

Delete a key alias if the key is no longer needed. The key store is limited in size, so it is good practice to delete keys no 
longer in use. 

keytool -delete -alias sep15 -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 

List Objects 

Display a list of objects in the key store. 

keytool -list -alias -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 
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Symantec HSM Agent 2.1 Release Information 

Refer to release information before installing or upgrading to version 2.1 of the Symantec HSM Agent. This documentation 
applies to Podman deployments. 

Release Information 

• Current version: Symantec HSM Agent 2.1_269362 
• Release date: April 19, 2022 
• Document revision: June 6, 2022 

Requirements 

Symantec HSM Agent version 2.1 requires the following: 

• Symantec appliances: SGOS version 6.5.7.6 and later; SSL Visibility version 3.8.0-150 and later 
• Hosting environment: Podman 3.4.4 and later 

Release and Upgrade Considerations 

• This release does not support previous versions of SafeNet Luna Java (Luna SP) HSMs. Existing integrations of Luna 
SP HSM should continue to use the Blue Coat HSM (BCHSM) Agent. 

• This release does not support FIPS mode. 
• Upgrade the Thales Luna HSM to version 7.3.4 or later. Earlier versions have an issue where the Symantec HSM 

Agent cannot reconnect to the HSM if connection is lost. 
For details on version 7.3.4, refer to Thales knowledge article KB0021864 (login required). 

• Use a password-authenticated HSM, or a PED-authenticated HSM with an activated partition. If using the PED-
authenticated partition, enable partition policies 22 and 23. 

HSM Solution Overview 
Configure Symantec HSM Agent for a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

You can configure Symantec HSM Agent for a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM. The Agent is hosted in a Podman 
container, and allows the Luna 7 HSM to interoperate with Symantec's SSL Visibility (SSLV) and ProxySG appliances, 
accepting requests from them to sign certificates for SSL interception. The SSLV and ProxySG appliances act as a client, 
exchanging signing requests and responses with the network-attached Luna HSM appliance via the HSM Agent, using a 
mutually authenticated HTTPS connection. 

Using the Luna Client software, you can create new RSA key pairs on the Luna HSM and export a Certificate Signing 
Request (CSR) for an external Certificate Authority (CA) to sign. Alternatively, you can use a self-signed certificate. 

Example of Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment 
The following example shows the certificate infrastructure of a fictional organization. 

Acme Corporation's deployment includes the ProxySG appliance and the Luna 7 HSM. Refer to this example when 
configuring SSL interception per SSL Interception (Single HSM) or SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs). 
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• The Root CA certificate, AcmeRootCA, is trusted throughout the company's IT infrastructure, including all client 
devices. 

• The Intermediate CA certificate, AcmeCratesCA, is signed by the root AcmeRootCA. It is used to provision device 
certificates. In this example AcmeCratesCA will be used to sign certificates for the ProxySG appliance and the Luna 
7 HSM to allow mutual authentication. 

• The Intermediate CA certificate AcmeHSM1 is signed by the AcmeRootCA. It is used by the ProxySG appliance and 
the Thales Luna 7 HSM during SSL interception for certificate emulation. 

• When the ProxySG appliance intercepts SSL traffic it will present the emulated server certificate along with 
the AcmeHSM1 Intermediate CA certificate to the client. Because the client trusts AcmeRootCA, it will be able to 
complete the trust chain sent by the ProxySG. 

NOTE 
Use a strong cipher for communication with Symantec appliances. Although strong ciphers are a requirement 
only for deploying in FIPS mode, they are strongly recommended for all deployments. 

Failover in HSM Certificate Infrastructure 

When signing operations on a Luna 7 HSM do not proceed as expected, the HSM keyring enters an error condition. HSM 
keys in an error condition (whether using one keyring among several on a single box, or using a single keyring on a single 
appliance), can no longer be used for signing operations. The system administrator is notified by a health check callback 
of the error condition. 

The signing operations will be tried on another member of the HSM key group, if applicable. If the signing operation 
cannot be completed, you receive a failure notification. 

The ProxySG appliance periodically attempts to determine if the error has been corrected. When the error is corrected, 
the signing keyring is put back into service. 
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Prepare for HSM Deployment 
Complete these steps to prepare your environment. 

Administrators should be familiar with, and have access to, the ProxySG or SSLV appliance and the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 
Experience with the ProxySG/SSLV appliance CLI and CPL is recommended. 

Refer to the following documentation for details on using Podman commands: 

• https://docs.podman.io/en/latest/ 
• https://docs.podman.io/en/latest/Commands.html 

1. Select a Podman host running 3.4.4 or later. 

2. Set up the Thales Luna 7 HSM: 

a. Unpack, connect, and power up the Luna HSM. 
b. Acquire the HSM IP address. 
c. Initialize the Luna HSM appliance though the Luna shell: 

lunash:>hsm init -label <label_name> 

For a list of Luna HSM initialization-related commands, refer to Luna HSM documentation. 
d. For best security, the HSM Agent container must be run with user ID and group ID 2917. Verify that this user ID 

and group ID are unique in the Podman hosting environment. 
3. Install the Luna Client software on a management station. Refer to Luna 7 HSM documentation for instructions. 

4. Install a Podman host machine or VM. Refer to Podman documentation for instructions. 

Install and Configure HSM Agent Components 
Configure Symantec's HSM Agent on a network-based Thales Luna 7 HSM appliance. These steps apply to a Podman 
deployment. 

With the Agent and accompanying CLI installed, the Luna 7 HSM can interoperate with the Symantec Blue Coat ProxySG 
appliance, accepting requests from it to sign certificates for SSL interception. 

Perform the steps in the specified order: 

1. Create the Application Partition 
2. Initialize the Application Partition 
3. Install and Configure the Symantec HSM Agent 
4. Configure the Tomcat Web Server 
5. Configure Mutual Authentication 
6. Configure High Availability 
7. Start the HSM Agent 

Create the Application Partition 
Create a password-authenticated application partition. 

Verify the following settings before proceeding: 
• The appliance is configured for network operation. 
• The HSM is initialized. 
• The Luna Client has been installed on a suitable workstation and has a network trust link that is established with 

the HSM. 

NOTE 
These steps must be performed by the Luna HSM administrator. 
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Log in to the HSM 
lunash:>hsm login 

Please enter the HSM Administrators' password: 

> ******** 

'hsm login' successful. 

Create the Partition 

NOTE 
A PED-authenticated HSM will prompt you for additional input during partition creation. Refer to 
Luna HSM documentation for details. 

Issue the following command in the Luna shell: 

lunash:>partition create -partition <partition_name> 

Type 'proceed' to create the partition, or 'quit' to quit now. 

> proceed 

'partition create' successful. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Initialize the Application Partition 
Perform these steps on the Luna Client shell to initialize the partition, the Crypto Officer role, and the Crypto User role. 

Switch to lunacm Mode 

Issue the following command: 

$ /usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin/lunacm 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.0-226. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Available HSMs: 

Slot Id -> 0 

Label -> 

Serial Number -> 1432865123810 

Model -> LunaSA 7.2.0 

Firmware Version -> 7.0.3 

Configuration -> Luna User Partition With SO (PW) Signing With Cloning Mode 

Slot Description -> Net Token Slot 

FM HW Status -> FM Ready 

Current Slot Id: 0 

lunacm:> 

Set the Partition Slot 

If needed, set the partition slot. Skip this step if this is the first partition for the Luna Client. 
lunacm:>slot set -slot 0 

Current Slot Id: 0 (Luna User Slot 7.0.3 (PW) Signing With Cloning Mode) 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Partition 
Issue the following command: 
lunacm:>partition init -label <partition_label> 

Enter password for Partition SO: ******* 

Re-enter password for Partition SO: ******* 
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You are about to initialize the partition. 

All contents of the partition will be destroyed. 

Are you sure you wish to continue? Type 'proceed' to continue, or 'quit' to quit now ->proceed 

Option -domain was not specified. It is required. 

Enter the domain name: ************* 

Re-enter the domain name: ************* 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Crypto Officer Role 

Initialize the Crypto Officer role and change the password. These steps require logging in as Partition SO first. 

1. Log in as Partition SO. Alternatively, use the shortcut po . 
lunacm:>role init -name Partition SO 

enter password: ****** 

Command Result : No Error 

2. Initialize the Crypto Officer role and set the initial password. Alternatively, use the shortcut co . 
lunacm:>role init -name Crypto Officer 

enter new password: ****** 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

3. Change the initial password set by the Partition SO. 
lunacm:>role logout 

lunacm:>role login -name Crypto Officer 

lunacm:>role changepw -name Crypto Officer 

enter existing password: ******* 

enter new password: ****** 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

Initialize the Crypto User Role 

Initialize the Crypto User role and change the password if needed. 

1. Initialize the Crypto User role and set the initial password. Alternatively, use the shortcut cu . 
lunacm:>role init -name Crypto User 

lunacm:>role init -name Crypto User 

enter new password: ******* 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

2. (If not already done) Change the initial password set by the Crypto Officer. 
lunacm:>role logout 

lunacm:>role login -n Crypto User 

lunacm:>role changepw -name Crypto User 

enter existing password: ******* 

enter new password: ******* 

re-enter new password: ******* 

Command Result : No Error 

TIP 
Make note of the Crypto User/Officer password. You will need this information in Configure the Tomcat Web 
Server. Use the Crypto User role to authenticate with the HSM. 
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NOTE 
The password file is read upon each login attempt. To recover from a failed authentication attempts, which can 
lock out the Crypto User/Officer roles on the HSM, restart the Agent after entering the correct password. 

Install and Configure the Symantec HSM Agent 
Install and configure the Symantec HSM Agent using Podman. 

NOTE 
Before proceeding, make sure that you can access a Podman host machine or VM. 

Download and Load the Image 

1. Download the Symantec HSM Agent from the Broadcom support portal. 
2. Load the Symantec HSM Agent into Podman using the following command: 

$ podman image load -i SymantecHSMAgent.tar.gz 

where SymantecHSMAgent is the image filename. Wait for the image to load successfully. 

Create the Directory 

NOTE 
Run these commands as a non-root user in Ubuntu/Centos. 

1. Create a directory on the Podman host to use as the mounted volume. This directory will be used to store 
configuration information used by the agent: 
mkdir /home/sqa/hsm 

TIP 
You can install the HSM Agent in a different directory, but note that examples in this documentation assume / 
home/sqa/hsm. In procedures, substitute your installation directory as appropriate. 

Change the ownership of the container to user ID and group ID 2917: 
$ podman unshare chown 2917:2917 -R /home/sqa/hsm 

This user and group ID are used to run the HSM Agent within the Podman container. 
2. Extract a base set of configuration files into the mounted volume: 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/base_extract.sh 

An example of the command and output follows: 
$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/sym_hsm:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/base_extract.sh 

sym_hsm_agent.yml 

sym_hsm_agent_docker_run 

sym_hsm_agent_docker_service 

config/ 

config/Chrystoki.conf 

config/config.json 

config/server.xml 

/usr/local/luna/config/defaults /usr/local/tomcat 

Configure the Tomcat Web Server 
The Thales Luna 7 HSM contains a Tomcat web server which hosts the Symantec web application permitting interaction 
with the ProxySG appliance. Tomcat requires an SSL server certificate to permit secure connections. 

Verify the following configurations before proceeding: 
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• Make sure that a partition has been created and configured for the HSM Agent. See Create the Application Partition. 
• Note that running the Symantec HSM Agent as Crypto User provides better security than running it as Crypto Officer. 

You can run as Crypto Officer, but the following procedure refers to Crypto User. 

Generate Certificate Data 

Generate a key, CSR, and self-signed certificate for the Symantec HSM Agent’s Tomcat instance. 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/ 

gen_tomcat_cert.sh <hostname> <host_IP_address> 

The CSR and self-signed certificate are generated at the end of the command output. An example of the 
command follows: 
$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /bin/ 

gen_tomcat_cert.sh photon52.ssllab.wac.broadcom.net 10.169.213.52 

(Podman secrets only) Create a Secret with the Tomcat Private Key File 

Create a Podman secret with the Tomcat private key file created in Generate Certificate Data. 

NOTE 
When you create a Podman secret, it is available for the current user only. 

##podman secret create tomcat_server_priv_key tomcat.key 

sudo cat /home/sqa/hsm/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.key | podman secret create tomcat_server_priv_key

 -

Update server.xml with Certificate Information 

Update the Tomcat server.xml file with the certificate information created in Generate Certificate Data. In /home/sqa/hsm/ 
config/server.xml, modify the Certificate, Key, and CertificateChainFile entries as needed. The default filenames are: 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.key" 

certificateFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcat.crt" 

certificateChainFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/tomcatCAfile.crt" type="RSA" /> 

If using a self-signed certificate for Tomcat, remove the certificateChainFile line for both the port 8082 
and port 8443 connectors. 

(Podman secrets only) Update server.xml with the Tomcat Private Key Secret 
Update the certificateKeyFile entry to refer to the Podman secret created in (Podman secrets only) Create a Secret with 
the Tomcat Private Key File. 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/run/secrets/<tomcat_server_priv_key>" /> 

The following example shows updated entries when using Podman secrets: 

<Certificate certificateKeyFile="/run/secrets/<tomcat_server_priv_key>" 

certificateFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/<Certificate_file>.crt" 

certificateChainFile="/usr/local/luna/config/certs/tomcat/<CA_chain_file>.crt" type="RSA" /> 

Update config.json with Role Information 

In the /home/sqa/hsm/config/config.json file, specify the password of the Crypto User of the HSM partition: 

• (Podman secrets only) Create a Podman secret for the HSM Crypto User password: 
echo "crypto2" | podman secret create "hsm_role_password" -
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Then, edit the config.json file to reference the Podman secret: 
"password_file" : "/run/secrets/<hsm_role_password>" 

• (Without Podman secrets only) Update the config.json file with the name of the file that contains password for the 
Crypto User of the HSM partition. 
"password_file" : "<path_to_hsm_crypto_user_password_file>" 

TIP 
The path to this file must be within the host-mapped directory (/home/sqa/hsm). The recommended path is / 
usr/local/luna/config/hsm_password. 

(If using Crypto Officer to connect to the Luna HSM) In the config.json file, specify that the HSM Agent uses the Crypto 
Officer password to connect to the Luna HSM: 

"crypto_user" : false 

NOTE 
For better security, use Crypto User to connect to the Luna HSM. 

See config.json Settings for more information on the config.json file. 

Configure Mutual Authentication 
Configure mutual authentication between the HSM agent and the Luna HSM through the Luna shell. 

NOTE 
When using Podman secrets, the final mutual authentication configuration step must be performed after 
configuring high availability. Record the partition Serial Number in the output in step 2 for use in Configure High 
Availability. After configuring HA, you will create a Podman secret for the client key created in the following 
procedure. 

1. Start the Luna shell within the Podman container: 
$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/lunaclient/ 

bin/lunacm 

2. Create trust between the HSM agent and the HSM appliance: 
lunacm:>clientconfig deploy -server <Luna_HSM_IP_address> -client <HSM_Agent_IP_address> -

partition <partition_name> -verbose 

This command creates the HSM Agent certificate and private key files, registers the HSM agent with the HSM 
appliance, and assigns the client to the specified partition. An example of the command and output follows: 

lunacm:>clientconfig deploy -server 10.84.224.54 -client 10.84.229.55 -partition hsmluna790Apar3 -verbose 

Please wait while we set up the connection to the HSM. This may take several minutes... 

The server's host key is not cached. You have no guarantee that the server is the computer you 

think it is. 

The server's rsa2 key fingerprint is: 

ssh-rsa 2048 e1:f0:18:c0:ef:59:f1:06:80:dc:61:89:4a:5d:37:79 

If you trust this host, enter "y" to add the key to PuTTY's cache and carry on connecting. 

If you want to carry on connecting just once, without adding the key to the cache, enter "n". 

If you do not trust this host, press Return to abandon the connection. 

Store key in cache? (y/n) y 

Using username "admin". 

Please enter appliance admin role user's password: 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:11:15 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 
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Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:12:45 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

sysconf forceSOLogin show 

HSM Administrator Login Enforcement is NOT enabled. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:12:58 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

client list 

registered client 1: photon54 

registered client 2: tc-agent-35 

registered client 3: tc-photon-sha-42 

... 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:13:12 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

partition list 

Storage (bytes) 

Partition Name Objects Total Used Free 

=========================================================================== 

1432874437034 hsmluna790Apar1 2 3345795 2632 3343163 

1432874437035 hsmluna790Apar3 8 3345795 8400 3337395 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

Exiting... 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

10.84.229.55.pem | 1 kB | 1.1 kB/s | ETA: 00:00:00 | 100% 

server.pem | 1 kB | 1.2 kB/s | ETA: 00:00:00 | 100% 

New server 10.84.224.54 successfully added to server list. 

Using username "admin". 

Last login: Thu Mar 26 16:13:26 2020 from 10.84.229.55 

Luna Network HSM Command Line Shell v7.2.0-220. Copyright (c) 2018 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

client register -c 10.84.229.55 -i 10.84.229.55 

'client register' successful. 

client assignPartition -c 10.84.229.55 -p hsmluna790Apar3 

'client assignPartition' successful. 

Command Result : 0 (Success) 

The following Luna SA Slots/Partitions were found: 

Slot Serial # Label 

==== ================ ===== 
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1432874437035 hsmluna790Apar3 

Command Result : No Error 

lunacm (64-bit) v7.4.1-2. Copyright (c) 2019 SafeNet. All rights reserved. 

Available HSMs: 

Slot Id -> 0 

Label -> hsmluna790Apar3 

Serial Number -> 1432874437035 

Model -> LunaSA 7.2.0 

Firmware Version -> 7.2.0 

Configuration -> Luna User Partition With SO (PW) Key Export With Cloning Mode 

Slot Description -> Net Token Slot 

FM HW Status -> FM Ready 

Current Slot Id: 0 

lunacm:> 

3. Exit lunacm mode. 

Configure High Availability 
Ensure continuous HSM availability within the certificate infrastructure. 

Use the High Availability (HA) features of the Luna HSM to provide scalability and redundancy for exchanging signing 
requests from SSLV and ProxySG appliances. If you have multiple HSMs, you can combine their application partitions into 
a single HA group. HA features provide a more resilient connection between the client and the HSM(s). 

NOTE 
HA is required for single- as well as multiple-HSM deployments. 

The following steps show you how to create an HA group and add the existing HSM to it. 

For full information on configuring the HA group and adding more HSMs to it, refer to Thales documentation: 

https://thalesdocs.com/gphsm/luna/7.2/docs/network/Content/administration/ha/ha.htm 

NOTE 
The HA-accessible partition requires a different label from the existing partition label/name. 

1. Using the HSM partition serial number (noted in Configure Mutual Authentication), issue the hagroup creategroup 
command in the Luna shell. This command prompts for the Crypto Officer password for the HSM. If you are prompted 
about existing objects in the partition, type copy  to keep the objects. 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/ 

lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup creategroup -label <HA_partition_name> -serialnumber <serial_number> 

where HA_partition_name is a name you give the HA partition. Make note of this name for step 2. 

An example of the command follows: 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/ 

lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup creategroup -label hsmluna790Apar1HA -serialnumber 1432874437034 

2. Update the /home/sqa/hsm/config/config.json file with the HA partition name. 

{ 

"partition" : "<HA_partition_name>" 

} 
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3. Configure the LunaClient to present only the HA partitions to the HSM agent: 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/ 

lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup haonly -enable 

4. Configure the LunaClient to use activeEnhanced recovery mode: 

$ podman run -it -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 /usr/safenet/ 

lunaclient/bin/lunacm -c hagroup recoveryMode -m activeEnhanced 

(Podman secrets only) Create a Secret with the Client Key 

Create a Podman secret for the client key created in Configure Mutual Authentication. 

##podman secret create "luna_client_priv_key" 10.169.213.52Key.pem 

sudo cat /home/sqa/hsm/config/certs/client/10.169.213.52Key.pem | podman secret create luna_client_priv_key -

Then, edit the Luna client configuration file /home/sqa/hsm/config/Chrystoki.conf file to reference the Podman secret: 

LunaSA Client = { 

... 

ClientPrivKeyFile=/run/secrets/; 

... 

Start the HSM Agent 
Start the HSM Agent and confirm it is running correctly. 

(Podman secrets only) Start the HSM Agent 

Verify that the required secrets have been created. There should be one each for the HSM password, the Tomcat private 
key, and the LunaClient private key: 

$ podman secret ls 

ID NAME DRIVER CREATED UPDATED 

4299ed2319c80ceda8398306e hsm_role_password file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

43c9d0f9805dd4226c81b70be luna_client_priv_key file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

bbc1319bd53b53392879b2454 tomcat_server_priv_key file  3 weeks ago 3 weeks ago 

Start the HSM agent: 

$ podman run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 --secret=hsm_role_password --

secret=luna_client_priv_key --secret=tomcat_server_priv_key -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna

 symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

(Without Podman secrets only) Start the HSM Agent 

Run the following command to start the Agent: 

$ podman run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna

 symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 

Verify that the Agent is Running 

Run the following command to verify the Agent is running: 

$ podman ps 

An example of the command and partial output follows: 
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$ podman ps 

CONTAINER ID IMAGE STATUS PORTS NAMES 

8bed1d31c292 localhost/symantec_hsm_agent:2.1_269362 Up 30 hours ago 0.0.0.0:8082->8082/tcp... hsmAgent 

Verify that Tomcat is Running 

Verify that the Tomcat server is up and running. In a browser, go to: 

http://<Agent_IP_address>:8080/hsm 

If the server is running, the browser displays HSM statistics. See View HSM Statistics. 

Re-Deploy or Run a New Version of the Agent 
To re-deploy the HSM Agent, or to run an updated version: 

1. (If applicable) Download the newer version of the HSM Agent. 

2. Run the following commands: 
$ podman stop <container_name or container_id> 

$ podman image load -i <new_symantec_hsm_agent_image> 

$ podman run -d -p 8443:8443 -p 8082:8082 -p 8080:8080 --secret=hsm_role_password --

secret=luna_client_priv_key --secret=tomcat_server_priv_key -v /home/sqa/hsm/:/usr/local/luna

 <new_version> 

where <new_version> is the new Agent version. 

NOTE 
Depending on your system, you might be able to use the podman generate systemd command to control 
the startup and shutdown of containers. To learn more, refer to Podman commands documentation and 
select systemd under generate . 

View HSM Statistics 
Display statistics about the HSM in a web browser. 

Verify that the Tomcat server is up and running. In a browser, go to: 

http://<Agent_IP_address>:8080/hsm 

If the server is running, the browser displays HSM statistics, similar to the following example: 
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The HSM Agent provides the following web pages to assist with configuration verification and troubleshooting: 

• Status: Overview and general status 
• ListObjects: Keystore contents (not keys in plain text) 
• Results: Recent client requests and results 

NOTE 
The statistics pages can also respond with JSON. Append "?mode=json" to the URL, such as: https:// 
<Agent_IP_address>:8082/hsm/listObjects?mode=json 

Restrict Access to HSM Statistics 

Because the HSM Agent ListObjects and Results pages could be considered sensitive, you can protect them with Basic 
web authentication, where users are prompted for a username and password before being allowed to load the page. 
By default, the username for authenticating to the HSM Agent pages is admin. The Status page is not protected by 
authentication. 
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NOTE 
Before implementing Basic authentication, note that most web browsers cache Basic credentials for a set period 
of time and do not provide a way to clear the cache. Refer to the documentation specific to the web browser to 
determine its caching policy. 

To restrict access to HSM statistics: 

1. In the /home/sqa/hsm/config/config.json file, specify a password for web authentication. 
{ 

"partition" : "<hsm_partition_name>", 

"password_file" : "<hsm_crypto_user_password_file>", 

"web_password_file" : "<file_containing_web_password>" 

} 

If the config.json file does not have a web_password_file specified, or if the value is an empty string, the statistics 
pages can be accessed without authentication. If web_password_file exists and is empty, the user is prompted for 
authentication and authentication will fail; you can do this to prevent access to the pages. 

2. Restart the HSM Agent using the following command: 
$ podman restart <container_name or container_id> 

SSL Interception (Single HSM) 
Configure a single ProxySG appliance to work with a single Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

TIP 
Go through this process before proceeding to SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs). 

To ensure success, complete the following steps in the specified order. Make sure you have already completed the steps 
in Install and Configure HSM Agent Components. Each procedure notes who should perform its steps: the Thales Luna 7 
HSM administrator, the ProxySG appliance administrator, or the Acme Corporation PKI administrator per the Example of 
Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment. 

• Create a Private Key 
• Configure the ProxySG Appliance PKI 
• Create a Device Profile 
• Test Communication between the Appliances 
• Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception 

Create a Private Key 
With the Symantec HSM Agent successfully installed, you can easily create private keys for use with 
the ProxySG appliance while intercepting SSL traffic. Each private key must be assigned a unique recognizable name, 
referred to as the "alias." The ProxySG appliance uses this alias to ensure the correct private key is used. For Acme 
Corporation, the Thales Luna Client software will be used to generate a private key and a Certificate Signing Request 
(CSR) for the intermediate CA Certificate, AcmeHSM1. In this example, a 2k key retrievable by the alias acme1 is created, 
which includes several relevant fields. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the Luna 7 HSM administrator and the organization's PKI administrator. 
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Perform the following steps on a workstation with the Luna Client software installed: 

1. Create a keystore file for the Luna HSM that has the partition name in it, such as a file named luna.keystore that 
contains tokenlabel:hsmluna700par1 . 

2. Enter the following command: 

keytool -genkeypair -alias acme1 -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -sigalg SHA256withRSA -storetype Luna -

keystore luna.keystore -validity 862 -ext BC="ca:true,pathlen:2" 

where acme1 is your private key alias. 
The private key is created. 

3. Retrieve the CSR using the following command: 

keytool -certreq -alias acme1 -file acme1.csr -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 

4. Get the CSR signed 

Per the Example of Certificate Infrastructure in ProxySG and HSM Deployment, the organization's 
administrator gets the CSR signed by the root AcmeRootCA, which generates the intermediate AcmeHSM1 
certificate. 

NOTE 
This certificate must be a CA certificate, not an end-entity certificate. 

Configure the ProxySG Appliance PKI 
NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

To complete this procedure, the administrator must have the following certificates: 

• AcmeHSM1 : Used to facilitate certificate forging with the Thales Luna 7 HSM appliance during SSL interception. 
• AcmeCratesCA , AcmeRootCA , ProxySG certificate (covered in this section): Used to set up mutual authentication 

with the Thales Luna 7 HSM. 

The ProxySG appliance administrator must also know how to identify the Thales Luna 7 HSM, as determined when 
creating the Thales Luna 7 HSM Tomcat certificate. The identity can be either an IP address or a hostname, which 
can reside in the Tomcat certificate as the CN or a SAN. Acme has chosen to identify the Thales Luna 7 HSM as 
"roadrunner.acme.com." The identity is contained in the CN of the device's Tomcat certificate. 

Verify the ProxySG Appliance Can Resolve the Thales Luna 7 HSM Hostname 

NOTE 
If you are using an IP address instead of a hostname to identify your Thales Luna 7 HSM, skip this section. 

Acme has identitifed the Thales Luna 7 HSM device as "roadrunner.acme.com." The ProxySG must be able to resolve 
this hostname. 

NOTE 
Before you start, verify the ProxySG has the correct DNS server configuration in place. See "Configuring DNS" 
in the SGOS Administration Guide for details. 

Verify the ProxySG can resolve the hostname using the # test dns CLI command executed within the privileged 
console, as follows: 
# test dns roadrunner.acme.com 

This command performs a DNS lookup and displays debugging information describing the lookup. The sequence displays 
"Success" when the DNS lookup succeeds.After issuing the command: 
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• Verify the resolved addresses list contains the IP address of the correct Thales Luna 7 HSM. 
• After confirming the correct DNS server configuration on the ProxySG, clear its DNS cache and retest: 

If it does not contain the IP address, or you do not get any resolved addresses, verify that you have the 
correct DNS server configured on the ProxySG appliance. 
# clear-cache dns-cache 

# test dns roadrunner.acme.com 

• Always clear the cache between successive tests using the # clear-cache command to ensure that you are not 
receiving a cached response from the ProxySG appliance. 

IMPORTANT 
Do not proceed to the next steps before verifying the ProxySG appliance correctly resolves the Thales Luna 7 
HSM hostname. The resolved IP address must match the HSM IP address. 

Create a Certificate Chain 

For the Acme Corporation, secure communication between the Thales Luna 7 HSM and the ProxySG appliance is 
permitted via certificate based mutual authentication. This requires that the ProxySG appliance present a certificate chain 
to the Luna 7 HSM, which it can then validate and trust. For Acme Corporation, the Luna 7 HSM has been configured to 
trust AcmeRootCA, so the ProxySG appliance will need to present both AcmeCratesCA and ProxySG certificates. 

There are two ways to approach creating a certificate for the ProxySG appliance. 

• The ProxySG appliance can create the private key and a Certificate Signing Request which can be signed by a 
Certificate Authority in order to obtain a signed certificate. See the SGOS Administration Guide, "Managing X.509 
Certificates" chapter for further information on SSL keyrings. 

• CA signed; the Certificate Authority can create the private key and signed certificate, both of which can be imported 
into the ProxySG appliance. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the organization's PKI administrator. 

In the CA-signed scenario, Acme Corporation lets its Certificate Infrastructure team create both the public and 
private keys, which can be imported into an SSL keyring on the ProxySG appliance. Both credentials are provided to 
the ProxySG administrator. 

NOTE 
These steps should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

The ProxySG appliance administrator must create a keyring, which will be used when the ProxySG appliance 
establishes a connection with the Luna 7 HSM. The keyring, which is named sg-cred in this example, will contain both 
the ProxySG certificate, the ProxySG appliance's private key, and the AcmeCratesCA certificate. 

Add Certificates to the Keyring 

Add the certificates to the sg-cred keyring. The PEM blocks of both certificates are included within the same inline 
command, one directly after the other. The first certificate is the ProxySG certificate, followed by AcmeCratesCA . 

Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl)inline certificate sg-cred EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDajCCAlKgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBhMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzET 

MBEGA1UECAwKQ2FsaWZvcm5pYTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNtZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjEL 

MAkGA1UECwwCSVQxFTATBgNVBAMMDEFjbWVDcmF0ZXNDQTAeFw0xNTA0MDcyMDQz 

… 

… 

7A2L8enSUsFIx0etf0o= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEcDCCA1igAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNt 

ZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UECwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUu 

Y295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgMCkNhbGlm 

… 

… 

4aF2PwRURLk384EltyhErtZkZHU6bhXdc9+14C081WdzISqs 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

The ProxySG appliance will now send the appropriate certificates to the Luna 7 HSM, using the sg-cred 
keyring. 

Import the Certificate to the HSM Agent 

Import the certificate (created in the previous Add Certificates to the Keyring procedure) to a new certificate chain file 
on the host machine running the Symantec HSM Agent. Symantec suggests naming the file tomcatCAfile.crt. 

The certificates to import depend on who signed the certificate you created: 

• If the certificate is self-signed, the tomcatCAfile.crt file must contain the self-signed certificate. 
• If the certificate is signed by a CA, the tomcatCAfile.crt file must contain the chain of certificates needed to validate the 

ProxySG's certificate (for example, AcmeRootCA and AcmeCratesCA). 

To import certificates to the HSM Agent: 

1. Save the certificate as a file in the following directory: 
/home/sqa/hsm/config/certs/tomcat/tomcatCAfile.crt 

Remember that the ProxySG appliance certificate is only needed if the certificate is self-signed. 
2. Restart the HSM Agent: 

$ podman restart <container_name or container_id> 

Create a Device Profile 

1. Access the ProxySG CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 

#(config)ssl 

#(config ssl) 

#(config ssl) inline ca-certificate Acme-RootCA EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIErTCCA5WgAwIBAgIJAKqS5FyaZwwBMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMIGVMRkwFwYDVQQKDBBBY21lIENvcnBvcmF0aW9 

uMQswCQYDVQQLDAJJVDEjMCEGCSqGSIb3DQEJARYUd2lsZS5jb3lvdGVAYWNtZS5jb20xDzANBgNVBAcMBkNhbnlvbj 

ETMBEGA1UE 

……g 

bcSHkWHU2EYijRKj1uh2elbgsvzuZ3A0IS36IBDROrZGNkxMKrM3uuR2C3XSeDZww== 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

create ccl hsm-auth 

edit ccl hsm-auth 

add Acme-RootCA 

exit 

1. Access the ProxySG CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 
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#(config ssl)create ssl-device-profile "hsm-dp" "sg-cred" edit ssl-device-profile "hsm-dp" ccl "hsm-

auth" exit 

Configure Networking Details 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 

# (config)ssl 

# (config ssl) 

# (config ssl) create hsm roadrunner roadrunner.acme.com 8443 hsm-dp 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 

# (config ssl) inline hsm-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 roadrunner acme1 EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEYDCCA0igAwIBAgIBBDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNt 

ZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UECwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUu 

Y295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgMCkNhbGlm 

... 

... 

CBHfd9h6ymyL03TuqXRSBdsMNoNxt4XqCJGX+cKx1AsbCZlVZsKy//jkkDdCwM 

CerdG8LxmBcqJOOSQTB6BP8wbxo= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl)inline ca-certificate Acme-HSM1-CA EOF1234 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEYDCCA0igAwIBAgIBBDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTEZMBcGA1UECgwQQWNtZSBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjELMAkGA1UE 

CwwCSVQxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFHdpbGUuY295b3RlQGFjbWUuY29tMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZDYW55b24xEzARBgNVBAgM 

CkNhbGlm 

……v 

yCBHfd9h6ymyL03TuqXRSBdsMNoNxt4XqCJGX+cKx1AsbCZlVZsKy//jkkDdCwMCerdG8LxmBcqJOOSQTB6BP8wbxo= 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

EOF1234 

Test Communication between the Appliances 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following commands in #(config) mode: 

# (config)ssl 

# (config ssl)test hsm-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 

You should see a success message. If you don't see a success message, an issue has occurred. 

In the event of a connection issue, the ProxySG appliance will not provide an immediate response, sometimes delaying 
for over one minute. If this happens, please wait for the appliance to return an error code. The error message displayed 
can help you narrow the search for the issue. 
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Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception 

Once the ProxySG appliance administrator has verified connectivity with the Thales Luna 7 HSM through testing, the next 
step is to configure the ProxySG appliance to utilize the Thales Luna 7 HSM during SSL interception. 

NOTE 
These instructions should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

You must connect the Proxy Issuer Keyring to the HSM keyring. There are two different ways to achieve this; using CLI, or 
writing policy. 

Using CLI 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl) proxy issuer-keyring use-roadrunner-acme1 

Using Policy 

Create policy in the <ssl-intercept> layer: 

<ssl-intercept>

 ssl.forward_proxy(https) ssl.forward_proxy.issuer_keyring(use-roadrunner-acme1) 

NOTE 
When a keygroup is used (see SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs) for information on creating a keygroup), the 
SSL connections are load balanced, either within one HSM or across an HSM group, in a simple round-robin 
fashion. If an HSM becomes unreachable through a TCP timeout, the ProxySG appliance moves on to the next 
keyring (whether that is on the same or a different HSM). The appliance continues to try the unavailable device 
each time it comes up in the rotation. 

SSL Interception (Multiple HSMs) 
Configure a single ProxySG appliance to work with multiple Thales Luna 7 HSMs. 

TIP 
Complete SSL Interception (Single HSM) before proceeding. 

The ProxySG appliance can actively use more than one Thales Luna 7 HSM while intercepting SSL traffic. A unique 
instance of the Symantec HSM Agent should be deployed for each Luna7 HSM and be configured as previously detailed, 
such that the test hsm-keyring command returns Success . See Test Communication between the Appliances for 
details. 

NOTE 
These instructions should be carried out by the ProxySG appliance administrator. 

You can create an HSM keygroup which contains a list of all of the HSM keyrings you want to use when intercepting SSL 
traffic. You can also create multiple HSM keygroups for flexibility when grouping multiple Luna 7 HSM appliances. 

In this example, Acme Corporation wants to incorporate a second Luna 7 HSM into their infrastructure. They have run 
through the complete configuration for this second Luna 7 HSM, and have confirmed that the ProxySG appliance can 
communicate successfully with it using the test hsm-keyring command. 

This second Thales Luna 7 HSM is used through the HSM keyring use-wilecoyote-acme1 . You now have two HSM 
keyrings, and want to configure the ProxySG appliance to use both. 
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• Create an HSM Keygroup 
• Associate the HSM Keygroup with the Issuer Keyring 
• Failover Within an HSM Keygroup 

Create an HSM Keygroup 
Add the two existing HSM keyrings to the new HSM keygroup. 

NOTE 
HSM keyrings and HSM keygroups are interchangeable in ProxySG appliance configuration, and thus must be 
uniquely named. 

1. Log in to the ProxySG appliance CLI. 

2. Enter the following commands: 

# (config ssl) create hsm-keygroup acme-use-all 

# (config ssl) edit hsm-keygroup acme-use-all 

# (config ssl hsm-keygroup acme-use-all) add use-roadrunner-acme1 

# (config ssl hsm-keygroup acme-use-all) add use-wilecoyote-acme1 

Associate the HSM Keygroup with the Issuer Keyring 

The process is the same as in the single HSM deployment, as described in Use the Luna 7 HSM in SSL Interception. 

Use either CLI or policy to associate the HSM keygroup with the issuer keyring. 

Using CLI 

1. Access the ProxySG appliance CLI. 
2. Issue the following command in #(config ssl) mode: 

#(config ssl) proxy issuer-keyring acme-use-all 

Using Policy 

Create policy in the <ssl-intercept> layer: 

<ssl-intercept>

 ssl.forward_proxy(https) ssl.forward_proxy.issuer_keyring(acme-use-all) 

NOTE 
HSM keyrings which are part of an HSM keygroup adopt a round-robin algorithm for scheduling their usage 
during signing operations. For Acme's HSM keygroup use-acme-all , the HSM keyring use-roadrunner-
acme1 is used first followed by use-wilecoyoteacme1 and then back to use-roadrunner-acme1 again. 

In SGOS 6.7.1.1 and later, HSM keygroups have integrated failover capability which attempts to minimize usage of failing 
HSM keyrings. 

Prior to SGOS 6.7.1.1, each HSM keyring in an HSM keygroup is used when it is next in the list regardless of whether it 
successfully completes a signing operation. See Failover Within an HSM Keygroup. 

Failover Within an HSM Keygroup 
When an HSM keyring is a member of an HSM keygroup and fails to successfully complete a signing operation, it is taken 
out of service for 60 seconds. During this 60 second period the failing HSM keyring will not be tasked with performing any 
signing operations. 
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After this 60-second timer elapses the HSM keyring is returned to active service, which means it will be used by HSM 
keygroups for signing operations again. If it subsequently fails a signing operation, it will invoke another 60 second service 
removal. 

Note the following: 

• After an HSM keyring has been removed from service, it will not be used by any HSM keygroups where it is a member. 
• Failover only applies to HSM keyrings which are a member of an HSM keygroup. If an HSM keyring is configured as 

an issuer keyring directly it will not trigger failover. 

HSM Deployment Reference and Examples 
Refer to config.json file settings and Thales Luna HSM commands. 

• config.json Settings 
• Luna HSM Command Usage 

config.json Settings 
Setting up the HSM Agent requires specifying configuration settings in the form of key-pair values to the /home/sqa/hsm/ 
config/config.json file. This file is read whenever the HSM Agent starts up. 

At a minimum, the Agent requires the partition and password_file to be entered correctly in config.json. Other settings can 
be specified during initial configuration or as needed. 

Setting Allowed Value More Information 

crypto_user false|true Specifies whether the Symantec HSM 
Agent uses the Crypto User password and 
not that of the Crypto Officer to connect to 
the HSM. 
If not specified, by default the HSM Agent 
uses the Crypto User password to connect 
to the HSM. 

dark false|true When true, HSM statistics pages have light 
text on dark background 

identifier Container's hostname Configure the Tomcat Web Server 

partition HA partition name Configure High Availability 

password_file Path to file containing Crypto User or 
Crypto Officer password 

Configure the Tomcat Web Server 

result_map_max_entries 50 to 5000 Controls how many unique results the 
HSM Agent will store. If not specified, the 
Agent stores 100 entries. See View HSM 
Statistics. 

timer_stats_interval 30 to 86400 Controls the interval, in seconds, between 
logging of summary statistics (requests, 
failures, etc.). 
If not specified, the interval is 900 seconds. 
See View HSM Statistics. 

web_password_file Path to file containing HSM statistics page 
password 

View HSM Statistics 

After you make any changes to these values, restart the Agent for the changes to take effect: 

$ podman restart <container_name or container_id> 
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config.json File Examples 

With Podman secrets and HSM statistics pages in dark mode: 

{ 

"partition" : "HA790par3", 

"password_file" : "/run/secrets/hsm_role_password", 

"dark" : true 

} 

Without Podman secrets: 

{ 

"partition" : "HA790par3", 

"password_file" : "/usr/local/luna/config/hsm_password" 

} 

Luna HSM Command Usage 
Refer to examples of Thales Luna HSM command usage. 

Thales Luna HSM documentation (https://thalesdocs.com/) has details on the commands used in the following examples. 

Generate a Keypair 

The Luna Client software can be used to generate a keypair on the Luna HSM which will be used by 
the Symantec appliance when intercepting secure connections. The keypair is uniquely referenced by its key alias/label. 
When the Symantec appliance presents data to be signed by the Luna HSM, it will identify which private key to use via the 
key label. 

First, create a keystore file for the Luna HSM that has the partition name in it, such as a file named luna.keystore that 
contains tokenlabel:hsmluna700par1. 

For more information on using the Java Keytool with the Luna 7 Network HSM, refer to the HSM product documentation. 

The following example presents the creation of a new 2048 bit keypair on the Luna HSM using the key alias/label 
“luna700_ RSA2048.” 

keytool -genkeypair -alias luna700_RSA2048 -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -sigalg SHA256withRSA -storetype Luna -

keystore luna.keystore -validity 862 

NOTE 
Symantec anticipates you will use the CSR corresponding to this key pair to get your own externally signed 
certificate, and to use that certificate with your Symantec appliance. 

Generate a CSR 

Use the keytool -certreq command to generate the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) of a previously generated keypair. 
The following example generate a CSR and stores in the file sep15.csr: 

keytool -certreq -alias luna700_RSA2048 -file /path/luna700_RSA248.csr -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore

 -ext BC="ca:true,pathlen:2" 

Next, do the following: 
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• Have the CSR signed by your Certificate Authority. 
• Enter HSM configuration and certification details on your Symantec appliance; refer to the SGOS Administration 

Guide, "Working with an HSM Appliance" section for information. 
• Use the #(config ssl)edit hsm test command on your Symantec appliance to verify the Luna HSM and 

appliance are configured correctly; see the documentation guide for your appliance for details on the steps. 

Export the Certificate 

To export the certificate, use thekeytool -export command: 

keytool -export -alias HSM_RSA2048 -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore -file HSM_RSA2048.der 

The file is exported in DER format. To convert it to PEM, use the following command: 

openssl x509 -inform DER -in HSM_RSA2048.der -out HSM_RSA2048.crt 

Delete a Key Alias 

Delete a key alias if the key is no longer needed. The key store is limited in size, so it is good practice to delete keys no 
longer in use. 

keytool -delete -alias sep15 -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 

List Objects 

Display a list of objects in the key store. 

keytool -list -alias -storetype Luna -keystore luna.keystore 
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Required Ports, Protocols, and Services 

SSL Visibility 4.x uses the following ports while operating. Ensure that you allow these ports when setting up SSL Visibility. 

See also: Required Ports, Protocols, and Services for Other Symantec Enterprise Security Products 

Inbound Connections to SSL Visibility 

Table 39: Table: Inbound Connections 

Component Port Protocol Configurable Source Description 

WebUI Admin GUI 8082 HTTPS TCP No User client Management 
Interface WebUI 
service 

SSH Admin CLI 22 TCP No User client SSH Admin CLI 
service 

Symantec/Blue Coat 
License 

443 HTTPS No License server Symantec/Blue Coat 
license service 

SNMP management 161 UDP No User client SNMP agent for 
SNMP management 
access 

NTP 123 UDP No NTP server NTP time 
synchronization 
service 

Remote Diagnostics 
Facility (RDF) 

2024 TCP No RDF Can be opened for 
support requests; 
normally closed 

Outbound Connections from SSL Visibility 

Table 40: Table: Outbound Connections 

Component Port Protocol Configurable Source Description 

SMTP/Secure SMTP 25, 465, 587, 525, 
2526 * 

TCP 
TLS 

Yes SMTP server SMTP alerts 

Syslog 514, 601 * 
514 * 

TCP 
TLS (3x) 
UDP 
TLS 

Yes Syslog server Remote syslog 
server 
Note: There are two 
syslog connections: 
one for the system 
log and one for the 
session log. 

DNS 53 TCP 
UDP 

No DNS server Domain Name 
System service 
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Component Port Protocol Configurable Source Description 

SNMP Trap 162 UDP No SNMP Trap receiver SNMP traps 

Host Categorization 
(BCWF) 

443 HTTPS No Symantec Host categorization 
database 

TACACS+ 49 TCP Yes TACACS server TACACS+ 
authentication 

NTP 123 UDP No NTP server list Synchronization to 
customer-configured 
NTP server 

Diagnostics Upload 443 HTTPS No Symantec Diagnostics upload 
service 

* Common values for this port. 

Required URLs 

Ensure connectivity from SSL Visibility to the following URLs. 

Table 41: Table: Required URLs 

URL Port Protocol Description 

abrca.bluecoat.com 443 HTTPS TCP Symantec CA 

*.es.bluecoat.com 443 HTTPS TCP License, validation, and 
subscription services 

appliance.bluecoat.com/sgos/ 
trust_package.bctp 

80 HTTP TCP Trust package downloads 

upload.bluecoat.com 
mft.symantec.com 

443 HTTPS TCP Upload diagnostic reports to 
Symantec support 
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Documentation Legal Notice 

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred 
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom 
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, 
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom. 

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make 
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection 
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy. 

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the 
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your 
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned 
to Broadcom or destroyed. 

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS 
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL 
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, 
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST 
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY 
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE. 

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and 
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice. 

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc. 

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the 
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b) 
(3), as applicable, or their successors. 

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its 
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective 
companies. 
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